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Abstract

This dissertation is an ethnohistoric examination of the irnpact of the 'Winnipeg General

Sn'ike and its associated rhetoric of class and ethnic relations on 'Winnipeg 
Icelanders as

an ethnic group. As ethnography, the research examines the demographics, economics,

social structures (business and voluntary associations) and ideologies as discernible through

city archival materials, newspapeß, written anecdotal histories, and sets of interviews rvith

elderly'Western Icelanders. It finds that while the ethnic ideology srressed social equaliry,

honour, and nobiliry as the heritage of all lceianclers, urban life and the erhnic eco-

nomic enclave of construction and real estate had produce economic stratification. This

stratification was reflected in the composition of the leadership of voluntary associarions,

newspaper editorial boards and church administration. As such, de facro socio-economic

strâtification had etnerged, but was muted by various mechanisns of social discourse and

pâtterns of interaction. The British Canadian rhetoric about class ancl ethniciry generated

by the Winnipeg General Strike highlighted tensions in these same spheres of discourse
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among -Winnipeg lcelanders. Consequently, Icelandic elite ideologies about ethniciry

were manifest in the formation of the Icelandic National League, while the Icelandic

working class voice was expressed through political involvem.ent in the civic election.
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Part I

The Context for A Stu dy



I Introduction

In 1875, the Dominion Government of Canacla granted a group of 285 Icelanders exclus-

ive rights to settle, farm and fish, along the west shore of Lake 'Winnipeg, in whar rvas

then Rupert's Land. The isolated area, sorne 60 miles long and 12 miles deep, had been

specifically chosen by Icelandic delegates. The group of settlers hopecl it wouid become

the place of rebirth of Icelandic culture (Arnason 1994). The landing spor became rhe

town of Gimli, named after the mythical abode of the Old Norse gods who survive Rag-

narok, the war of all beings, to recreate the cosrrlos. These immigrants were not alone

in their hopes of re-establishing a national Icelandic identiry; in Iceland itself the srruggle

for independence from Denmark was in process. In both countries, there rvas a popular

lrroveûtent to reconstruct Icelandic traditions and values, as interpreted from the saga ori-

gin myths. (Jnfortunately, the colony did not fare well in its early years. Some Icelanders

settled in Winnipeg and nany raore migrated there seasonally to take advantage of wage

laboul opportunities.



The Ciry of Winnipeg was incorporated in 1867, at the beginning of the seclemenr

of western Canada. It would serve as the Gatervay to the 'West, the point of dispersal

for homesteaders. It would become the main supply centre for those heading west, and

a gathering point for grains and other goods going east for export. 'Winnipeg 
became

the centre for several industries, including railway repair shops, metal works and farm

irnplernents and garment manufactures. The rapid development of the ciry spurred on

the building industries and real estate ventures as well.

To fulfil the need for farmers, general labourers, and skilled tradesmen, a campaign to

attract imrnigrants was put into affect from 1896-1914. ln that tirne, the population of

Winnipeg grew from 42,340 to 163,000. Still, there were shortages of labour, but this

did not result in economic cornpetition berr,veen employers for workers. Private industry

deliberately recruited peoples from various regions and classes of Europe, in order to pit

ethnic groups against each other for jobs. On job sites, linguistic differences helped to

prevent work gangs from uniting against foremen (lMhitaker 1991: 8-9).

Labour organisers in Winnipeg were wise to the strategy, and worked to unite the

various ethnic groups. Historians cite an increasing cleavage in-Winnipeg society befween

workers, as a fairly cohesive group, and the ciry's elite as a ruling class (Artibise 1975,

Masters 1950, Bercuson 1990). Strikes were common events, especially between 1910

and 1920. The defining moment of ethnic and class struggles was the 1919.Winnipeg



General Strike. Although the ciry elite blamed the strike on aliens and Bolsheviks, the

strike was lead by the unionised British skilled tradesmen under the guidance of the Trades

and Labour Council. Several histories clocument the strike (Masters 1950, Bercuson 1990,

Bunrsted 1994); none documents its affect on the various ethnic grolrps.

In 1910, the Winnipeg Icelandic population was concentrated in the middle class

neighbourhood of the West End. Icelandic shops, churches and the Icelandic tenrperance

hall, which served as a general comrnunity gathering place, were located along Sargent

Avenue, the main thoroughfare through the West End. The success and activities of the

entrepreneurs and professionals led the dorninant British-Canadian sociery to consider the

Icelanders a distinct race who had "set the pace" (Free Press, November 16, 1912) for all

foreign immigrant racial groups (that is, non-British imrnigrants).

In spite of this reported prosperiry, ny research indicates that Icelandic residents in the

-West 
End occupied many different socio-economic strata. 

'While the majoriry of Icelandic

men were labourers and skilled tradesmen, others had become successful entrepreneurs

and professionals. Many were involved in the building and real estate businesses in diverse

occupations. Those who were better off financially often trained and hired Icelanders

exclusively, and contributed to the communiry as a whole through supporting voluntary

associations and the churches.



Socio-economic stratificâtion in the Icelandic communify was not as marked as in the

Winnipeg sociery as a whole, but different levels of wealth were acknowledged. Although

debates berween newspapers were ongoing, class politics only becarne an issue of debate

in the year prior to the Winnipeg General Strike. It was at this same time that Icelandic

communiry leaders were making strenuous efforts and succeeding in creating a committee

that would attend to the maintenance and expansion of Icelandic community and cultural

endeavours.

1.1 Staternent of the Problern

This dissertation is primarily concerned with the transition berween what appears to be

association arrrong'Western Icelanders in Winnipeg where ethniciry is happenstance and

convenient, to the forrnal association of 'Western Icelanders for the pulpose of building

a visible ethnic group and culture. This process took place n a time period that should

have made it particularly problematic. First, 'foreigners', that is non-British immigrants,

wele increasing scrutinised by the dominant culture as being potential threats to the social

fablic. Secondly, divisions berween the proletariat and bourgeoisie in 'Winnipeg were

becoming openly hostile, and this was reflected among some Icelanders as their socio-

econoinic stratification increased. Thus the social climate was not particularlv favoulable



to the development of an ethnic collective asserting its own cohesion, and difference from

British Canadian sociery.

Icelandic immigrants had left Iceland as it was becoming a nation, and brought r,vith

them a nationalist rhetoric which asserted the basic equaliry and nobiliry of all lcelanders,

the glory of the saga literature, and afÍìrmed the importance of independence. Durìng the

Winnipeg General Strike, it was the extreme ideological positions about class in Winnipeg

elicited by the pro- and anti- strike rhetoric that finally brought about discussion abour

stratification within'Western Icelandic communiry. The resultant cliscourse and activity

based in class politics belie the existence of socio-economic stratification that was hidden,

obscured and muted by the dominant'Western Icelandic ideologies of social relations and

beließ about ethnic values.

The dissertation is secondarily concerned with the construction of the image the'West-

ern Icelandic elite presented to the dominant, British Canadian cukure. By 1910, 
'Win-

nipeg was home to over eight ethnic groups, and British Canadian nativism was rife. Most

'foreigners' resided in the ethnic slum of the North End. Icelanders did nor reside rhere,

but were recognised as'foreigners', and considered the best of the'races'. Thus they had

a reputatiorl to protect, which they did through social refomr and chariry work within

their own communiry. As the ethnic rhetoric stressed equaliry, in order to gain influence

individuals had to carefully manage interpersonal relationships and their own image.



t.2 TheoreticalApproach

This dissertation is fì'amed within a Marxist anthropological framework, particularly that

r,vork that addresses ideologies. Recent Marxism scholars, particularly that of Louis

A-lthusser and Etienne Balibar (Althusser 1990, Althusser and Balibar 1970), Stuart Hall

(1,996) and researchers in the British Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies, re-

ject economic determinism and greatly expand the study of the role and dissemination

of ideology, particular'ly in rnodern sociery. This work posits a complex relationship

betrveen social variables, usually specified as economics, political and social structures

and the ideational system. The analysis of the working of the ideational system borrows

heavily from Louis Althusser and Antonio Gramsci, examining both official and informal

cliscourses which produce particular ideologies. Most impoftantly, recent Malxist thought

insists on a culturally and historically specific analysis. In this way, Marxism anthropology

remains holistic, and can incorporate the findings of specific analysis; in this case, sociolo-

gical analysis of ethniciry in'Winnipeg.

Some Marxists argue that ethniciry emerges prirnarily because of a perceived threat to

the culture and traditions of a selÊidentifying group (cf. Muga 1,990). A more widely

espoused view is that as a result of extensive contact with other cultural groups, sonìe

groups deliberately assert their difference from each other (Abner Cohen 1974: 96-98,

Eriksen 1.993: 11-12).In these circumstances group menbers may choose to identifiT and



assert culturâl traits and 'traditions' âs a rrreans to syrnbolise collective uniry and strength.

These symbols include language, religious practises, kinship patterns, and other social

structures (Schmermerhorn 1996). Equally important to the continued existence of the

group are subjective attributes, such as icleal personality traits, beließ and value systems,

ancl a particular world-view. Ethnic groups frequently display artistic sryles ancl aesthetic

forms, such as foods, clothing and hair sryles, traditional music and songs, dances ancl

literature, as symbols, or ethnic markers. Ethnic markers are objectively identifiable,

symbolising the uniry of the ethnic group,and its difference from other cultures.

Recent anthropological theories, including those der-ived fiom Marxism, assunes a

dialectic relationship berr,veen econollics, political and social structures, and ideational

systems. Social structures, especially class, are seen as possibly but not necessarily manifest

in each of the above realms. Thus to argue thât full blown class formations are in exisrence,

the researcher must demonstrate the influence or constraint of specific positions within

the social relations of production in each of the realms (Hall 1996, Gledhill 2000).

The researcher has rwo writing sryles in which to present the material. One is to test

the existence of the particular social phenomena by pulling together all evidence in one

place to prove or disprove its existence. The other is to describe the cultural life of the

sociery being studied, and then pull together the comrrron threads which point to the

existence of specific social phenomena. I have chosen the latter approach in order to try



to create a picture of community life that is lacking in existing histor-ical writings. This

should also prevent the ethno$aphy fi'om being over determined by the rheory.

1.3 Ethnohistoric Research: Methods and Sources

Äs the time period to be studied is 1910-1920, and the focus is on social and cultural

issues, this dissertation can be considered ethnohistoric in nature. As such. it exams over

time the process by which'Western Icelanders canre to be an ethnic group. Its primary

analytic focus is on the way class, a social arrangement based in the relations ofproduction,

was hidden by the ideological rhetoric and machinations that created of a strons erhnic

communiry.

If the errrergence of class-based political âction around the tirne of the strike was

synptomatic of príor underlying social and cultural structllres, r'esearch into the 'W.estern

Icelandic movement for ethnic identiry'Winnipeg 1910-1920 must answer the following

questions:

' When and how did socio-economic stratification arise in the 'Western Icelandic

communiry?

o Can this be considered class fomation?



How did communiry leaders become leaders, and what power did they have in the

cornmuniry?

'What 
was the impetus for the mobilisation of 

-Western 
Icelandic communiry leaders

to finally begin to co-operate for the sake of the culture and its economic $owth?

What were the dominant or prevailing ideologies about ethniciry and ciass in the

ethnic communiry, and how were they disseminated?

. -What were the processes that resulted in the successful downplaying of socio-

econornic difference and successful assertion of ethnic solidariw?

Ethnohistory must collect much of its data fì'om sources other than those conven-

tionally used by cultural anthropologists. There are few living individuals to serve as

informants, and the sociery to be investigated no longer exists. Participant-observation

cânnot be undertaken, and therefore patterns of interaction cânnot be observed. Instead

interaction must be inferred from tracing fragments of individual lives through multiple

sources. My main sources have included historic writings, interviews, and ciry archival

material, such as tax assessments.

The historic writings used include old newspaper debates, autobiographies and other

eye-witness accounts of historic events. The Icelandic press was used as a forum for ongo-

ing debates, primarily by cornmuniry leaders, but also by other communiry members who

10



wântecl to express opinions on particular issues. This is an exceilent source of informa-

tion on politics views and ideologies about ethniciry. Most autobiographical material has

been rvritten by workers and their children, allowing for a window into a world that is

less illustrious than that painted in the major histories by Kristjanson (1965) and Lindal

(1,e67).

Another source of eye-witness âccounts are minutes of various voluntary associarions.

Some of these report verbatim argumentation, thus affording the resealcher access to some

ideological positions not available in more public fora, such as the newspape$. Analysed

as texts, they suggest somethirlg of the character of individuals, and the social processes

and the cultural values that were upheld or contested. Problematically, no ninutes of

church administrative meetings are available, although records exist for the International

Order of the Good Templars, and the hnperial Order of the Daughters of the Empire,

Jon Sigurdson Chapter.

My participation in the Icelandic community has also resulted in the chance to in-

terview the children and grandchildren of people alive during the strike, nlany of whom

lived in the 'West End. Interviews recorded in 1983-85 by Lawrence Gillespie with eid-

erþ Icelanders are available through the Provincial Archives of Manitoba, and specifically

deal with fìrsthand accounts of the General Strike, arrrong other issues. Gillespie's inter-

1,1



views are useful for reconstructing the daily life and sense of communiry in the West End

for the time period of this study.

I have traced customs that may have existed in 1910-1920by reviewing records that

existed before ancl after the time period in question. These works have included writings

on sociery and culture in i9th century Iceland (cf, Pétursson 1990, and Gerrard 1985).

Especially valuable are Thorsteinn Thor Thorsteinsson's (1935) and Tom Oleson's (i950,

1953) five volune Icelandic language history of Icelanders in Manitoba, because it in-

cludes newspaper accounts, court judgements, events and personal recollections and short

biographies of prominent Icelanders in the Winnipeg communiry not found in other his-

tories. Anthropological work byJohn S. Matthiasson (1983, 1989,1994), which focuses

on the 'West End communiry after 1940 and by Anne Brydon (1,987) who studied the

cultural construction of ethniciry at the Icelandic Day Festival in 1986, reveal cultural

patterns of behaviour in different time periods.

The sources of information about demographics, economic and material circurlstances

of the Winnipeg population in general, and Icelanders specifically are housed in the Win-

nipeg Ciry Archives and Provincial Archives of Manitoba. Those used were government

censuses, ciry tax assessment rolls, Henderson (crisscross) directories, building penlits and

fire insurance maps. None of these is considered accurate, as they are not in agreement on

12



the most basic information. However, taken together the composite picture does establish

general social patterns in relation to the above mentioned topics.

Each of the above rypes of data gives glimpses into the historic West End community,

including household composition and daily life, social stratification, interaction in the

neighbourhood and prevailing beließ. In each chapter they have been combinecl in ways

necessary to build a substantive description of each aspect of social life.

7.4 Overview of Findings

I will argue that Icelanders applied ideas about their culture and cultural characteristics

that were present in the late nineteenth century nationalist rhetoric to their experiences in

'Winnipeg. Most prorninent of these ideas \Mas that all Icelanders were of noble lineage and

honourable ancestry, regardless of present socio-economic circumstances, and that each

individual had equal rights and responsibilities, including the right to voice an opinion.

in keeping with these ideologies, individuals could earn prestige if they displayed

certain behaviours and attributes. These included good oratory and debating skills, the

abiliry to write poetry, being learned, and assisting the comrnon people. Thus doctors,

lawyers, professors, and clergy were afforded the nost prestige, regardless of income or

lack thereof, In Winnipeg, while the British-Canadians lauded the abiliry to nr.ake a

1.3



profit, Icelanders held a certain prejudice tor.vard businessmen and those rvho made alr

ostelltatious display of their own rvealth.

Tire 'Winnipeg General Strike affected individual lcelanders differently. Those u'ho

were rrìost outspoken were rìewspaper editors, lawyers and physicians. 'Workers for rhe

post office, police departrnent and telephone system lost their jobs because rhev $renr

on strike. But very little friction seelr-rs to have occurred betrveen Icelandic cortractors

and rvorkers. Icelanclers fì'om the rural areas actually came into the ciry during the strike

because work r.vas plentiful. The actions taken and their resulting effècts varied within

the Icelandic cornmuniry.

The Winnipeg General Strike confirms several patterns of interaction previously ap-

parent but of no particulâr rnoment among'Western Icelanders. These include srrategles

involved in gaining prestige and thus becoming a comrnuniry leader, or "distinguished

Icelander", and the influential coalition formed by distinguished Icelanders despite their

eppârent ideological differences. A second area of interaction invoives workers; the loyal

but paternalistic relationships berween Icelandic contractors and workers in tire construc-

tion industries, and the cross-cultural class alignment among those working for non-

Icelandic employers. Equally important is the co-opting of British-Canadian ideological

stances which, in one fonn, that of national politics, denied the existence of class and

14



heightened the importance of ethniciry, ancl in another, that of Westem Canadian labour

politics, based polirical goals on class distinctions and downplayed erhniciry.

Most irnportantly, in the time period surrounding the strike, two cultural initiatives

within the ethnic group took place. One was the folmation of the Icelandic National

League (lNL), and the other was the launching of a labour parry candidate for the post-

strike civic election. While the INL was successful and the candidare wâs nor, these

initiatives elicited more definitive ideological positions and social processes within the

Icelandic communiry than had been articulated previously.

1.5 Organisation

This dissertation is divided into four parts. The first sets forth the theoretical framer,vork;

the Canadian, and'Winnipeg, econontic, social and ideological context; and finally a lit-

erature review of Icelandic and 'Western Icelandic history and culture. The second part

enquiries into the existence of ethnic communiry among Winnipeg lcelanders, the po-

tential for economic stratification, and the importance of the domestic group and kinship

in maintaining ethniciry and ofßetting poverty. The third section invesrigares rhe interac-

tion ofWestern Icelanders in the public realm, including an ethnic economic enclave, the

churches and various voluntary associations. The fourth section deals with the political

positions involving the'proper'use of wealth, the'Winnipeg General Strike, the forrna-

15



tion of the INL, and the civic election. The conclusion reviervs the reaction to the strike.

as well as the muting of socio-economic differences discussed in previous chapters.

The next chapter of the dissertation will review the theoretical issues raised by a neo-

Marxist approach to questions of ethnicit!, rece and class. Further, because a neo-Marxist

anthropological approach insists on a culturally and historically specific, holistic analysis,

useful observations from sociological studies about institutions and icleologres regarding

ethnic $oups in Winnipeg will be incorporated into the general theoretical premises

relating to Icelandic imrnigrants, 7970-1920.

The third chapter will rely on secondary sources to delineate the econonic growth of

the Dominion of Canada, and 'Winnipeg's place in the National Policy of development.

This section also pays attention to the rwo party bourgeoisie political party system, and its

successful âttempts to replace class politics with the politics of ethniciry. An examinarion of

the developrnent of labour organisation compares Easter-n and'Western Canadian patterns,

including the influence of ethnicity on labour organisational policies. The chapter closes

with an examination of civil sociery's engagement in the problems of workers and ethnic

minoriry groups in Winnipeg.

The fourth chapter will also rely on secondary sources, to examine the social organ-

isation of late nineteenth century life in Iceland. I will then review what is known of

the early development of the Icelandic communiry in'Winnipeg, and review recent work

to



on the mid-twentieth century West End, and recent expressions of ethniciry. This rvili

provide a bracket in time around the decade of this study to illusrrare continuiry and

change in social strâtification and social institutions among Icelanders in Winnipeg.

Using the criteria of the sociological studies of Winnipeg, chapter five begins assess-

ing the Icelandic population's potential for actually interacting as an erhnic group. The

evidence suggests that the population density is not sufficient to meer rhe sociological

requirements of an ethnic group, and the ethnic institutional components are sir-nilarly

lacking. Nevertheless, the content of the Icelandic newspapers indicates that the Icelandic

language, the neighbourhood's Icelandic leaders, and churches are an integral part of

Icelander's lives. Further the business district, though relatively small, holds symbolic

significance for communiry.

Chapter six then examines economic stratification âlrl.ong Icelanders. Clear divisions

exist in occupâtion, with approximately one half of the neighbourhood being of rhe

working classes. However, physicians, lawyer and wealthy businessmen are also to be

found within the neighbourhood. Their homes are particularly ostenrarious, but rhese

men and their families continue to reside close to other lcelanders.

Chapter seven looks at kinship, marriage and the domestic group. The division of

labour in the household, the importance of education, and the transition to British-

Canadian material practises are all examined. In ternls of social organisation, it finds
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that an ego-centred kinship system seens to be frequently called into play by migrant

workers. It also finds that marriages are affanged for the pu{pose of combining house-

holds. Further, in the 'West End, the taking in of boarders by a nuclear family seems ro

have been the norm, and was down in order to "make ends meet."

Chapter eight summarises section two. It asserts that a sense of ethnicity is very

much alive, and is manifest in both the business district and the home. Secondlv, it finds

that economic stratifìcation exists, and that the workers are struggling financially, but

have adapted rnodels of the domestic group from the old country to mitigate against a

deterioration in living conditions. The possibiliry that economic stratification coincides

with social groupings suggests that economics may greatly influence social status. Finally,

it raises the question ofhow protective prominent comnunify members were of the social

status of the group as a whole. Was an effort being made to hide ethniciry?

The ninth chapter focuses on the Icelandic involvement in the construction industry.

Relations berween real estate agents, building contractors, tradesmen and labourers will

be considered in light of patterns and structures of normative social interaction from pre-

vious chapters. It will be argued that different forms of social relations within the ethnic

economic enclave mimic the social relations of production on the nineteenth century

Icelandic farm in two wavs. First. the extensive use of contract labour is reminiscent of

the contracted farm worker. Second is the potential for paternalism between foremen
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ând wâge labourers. This paternalism not only reproduces the labour force by teaching

a particular set of trade skills to junior mernbers, it also reproduces ethniciry through the

passing on of ideal ethnic behaviours. However, the enclave also brings about increased

stratification in economic status introducing tensions benveen the ethnic ideal of an egalit-

arian sociery and real diffèrences in wealth. These are mitigated by contradictory posicions

in the social relations of production.

Chapter ten focuses on a discussion of the organisation and relationship of religious-

based groups. There is a long history of dissent berween the different congregarions on a

variery of issues, spurred on by particularly charismatic clergy. I argue that debate became

a model for achieving prestige and influence in the communiry, and was also used in the

secular realm. The Icelandic historians claim there were deep divisions in the communiry

based on religious and concomitant political beließ, but the interaction of the pasrors and

church administrators suggests that in the higher strata the divisions were minimal.

The eleventh chapter turns to voluntary associations. During the time period of this

study, 
-Western 

Icelanders in 'Winnipeg formed special Icelandic chapters of two partic-

ular social causes supported by'Winnipeg's middle classes. Those were the rernperance

movement and the women's efforts in support of soldiers in World War i. In supporting

these social causes and joining the ranks of the dominant culture's civil sociery,'Wesrern
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Iceianders had the opportuniry to associate with middle class British-Canadian sociery.

This possibly contributed to the prestige of individuals, and the ethnic group as a rvhole.

Chapter nvelve will review the information from this section, focusing on 'distin-

guished Icelanders', those men and women who had gained prestige. I will pull rogerher

the disparate activities of the variety of individuals introduced in this secrion, and sorr

out the various religio-political camps among distinguished Icelanclers. There are several

concerns here, which are, first who gainecl prestige and influence, second, how did they

gain prestige and influence, third, how much influence dicl this goup have, ancl fourth,

can this group be considered a class? In spite of a distaste for profit rrakers, several dis-

tinguished Icelanders were businessmen who transfered wealth into the realm of prestige

through benevolent communiry work and a demonstrated abiliry to olganise and argue

for good causes. The influence they asserted came from direct persuasive argurnentatioll,

backed by the ability to include or exclude those of lesser social status, notably in employ-

ment. Finally, in spite of the degree of argumentation that took place among distinguished

Icelanders, they can be seen to function as a coalition that asserted fairly uniform dominant

ideology over the Winnipeg Icelandic cornrnuniry.

The thirteenth chapter pays close attention to the position of rwo distinguished lce-

landers on the topics of wealth and class-based politics. This uncovers a clear discourse

and faction of Icelanders who counter the dominant 'Western lcelandic ideolosies. This
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debate is the beginning of the expression of counter icleologies, which r,vill force the

clarification and justification of dominant ideologies. These include of the importance of

'classless'politics to Canadian sociery, and the importance of maintaining ethniciry.

In chapter fourteen, all evidence of the Icelandic communiry's actions and reactions

to the Winnipeg General Str-ike will be discussed. This will be primarily ethnographic in

nature. By all accounts, the strike caused little disturbance among lcelanders. -Workers

took a var-iery of stances, some stdking, some striking but then working for the citizens'

cornmittee to maintain the ciry infrastructure, and some not striking at all. Hor,vever,

the opinions expressed in the rwo main Icelandic newspapers articulate specifìc political

ideologies, and belie a shared 'middle class' stance.

Chapter fifteen discusses the formation of the Icelandic National League (lNL). Oc-

curriug concurrently with the discussions in the labour rnovement leading up to the strike,

were organisational steps that lead to the formation of the INL in 1920. The INL is the

first organisation among Icelanders to corne into existence specifically for the purpose

of preserwing Icelandic identiry on this continent, and remains the most visible organ-

isation in North r\merica today. However, it will be demonstrated that those involved

in the original fornation were select group of communiry leaders, and their goals were

paradigmatic of the middle class.
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Chapter sixteen tackles a brief episode in civic politics-the election in the fall of

191,9. It is of interest that a 'town-hall meeting' rvas held among Icelanclers to elect

an Icelandic candidate on a labour platfonn, and its attendees included a variery of dis-

tinguished Icelanders. The chosen candidate had been pemranently fired from the police

force for his actions in the General Strike. His supporters are those distinguished Icelanders

who had previously articulatecl political views counter to the dominant Icelandic political

ideologies. The chapter also examines the election platforms of the 'Citizens' running for

election and finds that, contrary to the dominant British Canadian ideology of classless

politics, the winning candidate plays the class card, by eliciting a pro-active srance from

the middle class.

The final chapter will review the evidence for class differences and increased divisions

in iight of the General Strike, the formation of the INL, and the civic election. Most

irnportantly, it will look at the ways that both discourse and the dissernination of discourse

muted the articulation of class based practises and ideologies through the rhetoric of ethnic

characteristics, ideals about ethnic social processes, and icelandic nationalism. Moreover,

it will demonstrate how the British-Canadian political ideologies, including socialism,

could disguise differential power relations within the Icelandic building industry.
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Theory

This study is situated within a Marxist theoretical tradition. The inclusion of Marxism in

cultural anthropology was accompanied by a shift fi'om the tendency to analyse cultures in

isolation to a concel'n for the effects of global economic and political activity on local pop-

ulations (cfWolf 1,982). This perspective is frequently used to analyse relations between a

colonising power and the indigenous people of its colonies. Thus the geographic area of

a study rnay encompassing different cultural groups, and indeed different nations within

what is referred to as the capitalist world market. Although the overarching econonic

unifier may be capitalism, within it, different modes of production are juxtaposed, and

nray articulate in unequal power relationships. Historic cultural symbols and srructures,

and those of more recent substantiation, rllay m.aintain non-capitalist modes of production

that can be either advantageous or disadvantageous to a collective (Keesing 1,992; Gled-

hill 2000). Such collectives often take the form of ethnic groups; these are deliberately

maintained, selÊidentifting units claiming a shared culture. As they arise from conclitions
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createcl by the capitalist world market, ethnic groups can not be studied apart fi-om the

specific economic and political conditions in which they are situated. And, it is a central

tenet of Marxist anthropology that micro scale or local studies of cultural practise musr

analyse societies in relation to their historically and culturally specific modeþ) of produc-

tion (cf Bonacich 1980, Hall 1996, Thompson 1989, Muga 1990, Wolpe i986, Wolf

1980, Solomos 1986).

However, a Marxist study of an ethnic group cannot ignore its cultural characteristics;

specifically the conscious nature of their construction, the groups emphasis on cultural

beließ, values and ideologies, its social structures, and its subjective amribures and artistic

sryles, as discussed in the introductory chapter. In a departure from early Marxism, the

study of ethniciry as ideology is not derived from the icleologies pertaining ro class, bur

from those pertaining to the ideology of the nation. In defining ethniciry, David Muga

argues

Both objective (language, customs, kinship, etc.) and subjective (identiry,
selÊawareness, selÊexpressed feature of culture and psyche, etc.) cultural
eletnents rnake up a peoples' collective existence and notions of nationhood.
Yet, these elements are closely linked to socioeconomic features in such a

way that the concrete forms of a peoples' existence include economic ancl

political factors, with the most important of these being political uniry within
an economic base. (Muga 1990: 60).

Nationalism was central to the ideologies that inform British and European empires ar

the time period of this study. The beginnings of nationalism grew alongside industrialism,
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capitalism, and irnportantly print capitalism. As industrialism required large numbers of

similarly skilled, and to sone degree educaced and literate workers, training began ro in-

creasingly homogenise cultural knowledge and literacy in several regions ofEr"rrope. With

urbanisation and the decline of small rural cornmunities, nass produced news and literat-

ure replaced direct personal communications with widely shared infonrration among the

literate. This knowledge helped create an imagined communiry. These imagined com-

munities expanded beyond the ciry and back into the rural landscape itself. New symbols

were needed to signiSr this collectively 'sharecl' culture. While these symbols included

folk tales, music, dances aud dress from the 'disappearing' rural life, it r,vas rhe bour-

geoisie rather than the urbanised Volk who elevated commorl crafts to national symbols.

From supposedly natural geographic boundaries were drawn cultural, and then political

boundaries. Shared 'cultural traditions', language, religion, and a shared history (eniently

inteqpleted) gave credence to the rnythology of the cultural and political uniry of the

people of a region-and as a nâtion. Eriksen argues that nationalism

postulated [he existence of an imaginary comnuniry based on shared culture
and embedded in the state, where people's loyalry and attachnent should be

directed towards the state. In this way, nationalist ideology is functional for
the state (Eriksen 1993: 105).

Thus the ideology that gives the state political authority to maintain social order within

its bordels relies heavily on the myth of nationhood. Paradoxically, that capitalism grew

alongside some nationalisms meant that socio-economic stratification-classes-actually
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seguenteci the populace. State control of unification was possible because the ideologies

of nationalism and to a gleater degree patriotisn help obscure class based differences

through emphasising the homogeneiry of 'the nation's people' or 'the race of nation

x'. Ideologies of ethniciry are of course problematic r,vhen asserted alongside those of

nationhood, and further complicate social divisions already created by class.

The recent Marxist abandonment of economic determinism for the notion of relative

autonomy of the base and superstructule does not clari$r the relationship berween eth-

niciry and class. John Solomos sets forth the following problematic issues this creares for

research into and analysis of the relationship berween ethnicity and class.

(a) there is no problem of race relations which can be thought of separately
from the structural (economic, political and ideological) features of capitalist
sociery; þ) there can be no general Marxist theory of racisrn, since each
historical situation needs to be analysed in its own specifìcity; and (c) 'racial'
and 'ethnic' divisions cannot be reduced to or seen as completely determined
by the structural contradictions of capitalist sociery (Solomos 1986: 104).

Solomos accurately summarises the more recent Marxist position, indicating what

cannot be assumed about the relation berween social structural conditions of capitalism

and race or ethnicity. It says little of what can be assumed about ethniciry and socio-

economic position.

Mugal argues

lM'",ga is in agreement with other recent Marxists that class and ethniciry âre not to be seen to be
lllutLrâlly exclusive corlcepts or processes reducible to olle another but rather partially detenrrined be each
othe r
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.. . the specific linkages beñ'veen cultural phenomena and socio-economic
ones nÌust be the subject of an historical analysis which atteülpts to rerrieve
the various strands of ethnic continuity is a way which throws light on the
transition berween nationaliry (consciousness of communiry) and nationhood
(consciousness for communiry).. . . The task of Marxist analysis is the recon-
necting and recombining of relevant projections from the past which inform
a group's cultural consciousness and selÊaffinnation and it is clear that spe-
cific socio-economic contexts help provide the precise connotation of the
nationhood and sense of community fexpressed by the specific ethnic group]
(Muga 1990: 61,).

Muga sets the task for a Marxist apploach of the study of ethniciry to be rhe documenra-

tion of the processes of emergence (and disappearance) over tirne of ethnic social structures

and formation; Muga does not assume the stability of culture and traditions (Muga 1990:

59-60). He views the development of an ethnic communiry (for nationhood) to be

a successive transition berr,veen quantity and quality where political, eco-
notlic, social and cultural accretions slowly but persistently metamoqphosise
the ethnic matrix into its (full) potential of historic expression (Muga 1990:
60).

The impetus for metamorphosis may be in part external, as it takes place in a specific

socio-economic context. But an ethnic group is selÊafÍìrming and deliberately formecl.

The transition on which Muga focuses is one from consciousness of communiry, rhat is

an understanding of fellowship through shared culture, to one of selÊidentification as a

group with a shared cultural pãst, present and future. Ideological apperâtus are vital to

this transformation. It might be expected that ethnic groups will take on institutions and

traits sinilar to those of national (state) apparatus. These might include inrellectuals and
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politicians, institutions of civil sociery, their religious leaders and educators, and ideolo-

gies that play on similar themes to those of a nation. 'Whether 
the ethnic appararus set

themselves in an harmonious or oppositional position to the state will vary from context

to context. In addition, the influence of socio-economic factors cannot be ignored-the

ethnic group has andlor participates in a particular mode of productions, ancl is part of

the capitalist world market. These issues will be examined in m.ore detail presenrly.

2.I Ideologies

For Marx, human consciousness is embedded within social relations; this he called Praxís

(Giddens 1971: 40). While beließ are rooted in the social relations of production, and

it was the particular character of the social structures, such as those of the state throush

which ideologies were refracted that shaped and rwisted their final manifestarion (Gid-

ddens 1,971,: 209).

Central to early Marxist approaches to ideology was the concept of 'false conscious-

ness'. The term is standardly used to refer to the psychological condition in capitalist

sociery wherein the lower classes are blinded to their own exploitation, and accept as

natural the ruling elite's explanations for differences in wealth, opportunity and power.

Marx himself never actually used the term 'false consciousness'. It is found only once: in a

letter sent by Friedrich Engels to Franz Mehring in 1893 (after Marx's death). In the letter
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the term is not used to refer to the deception of 'the masses' about the order of the social

world and theirplace in it, but rather in a discussion of whether a thinker or'icleolosist'

could arrive at the truth of that world through pure thought. Engels suggesrs not.

The idea of false consciousness is said to lie in the section of Das Kapital on cornrnodiry

fetishism (Giddens 1977: 208-209, 'Wolf 1998: 32-33). In this discussion, Marx describes

how the real value of an olrject, its use-value, is transformed in a capitalist system into

a monetary value. This occurs as the worker is alienated through the social relations of

production and exchange from that which he produces. Thus, not knowing rhe real value

of the product, he cannot know the real (use) value of his work, and measures it instead

according to monetâry value.

The recent discovery, that the products of labour, so far as they are values,
are but material expressions of the human labour spent in their producrion,
tnarks, indeed, an epoch of history of the developrnent of the human race,

but, by no means, dissipates the mist through which the social character of
labour appears to us to be an objective character of the products themselves
(Marx 2000: 55-56).

,\t this point the values of social positions and structures within the social relations of

production are also obscured. The real values within the whole system are no longer

apparent, and lay open to be named and labelled according to ideology producers.

So, most people live with false consciousness. This is not the result of stupidiry, but an

almost inescapable erroneous belief-the dominant ideology set forth by the bourgeois-

about social reality that is made to appear objectively manifest, natural ancl true. Were
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there time and the will for education, false consciousness could be lifted. Marx asserted,

however, that not all people had access to the processes, such as theology, ethics or

philosophy, by which to arrive at independent or emancipated thought. On the conrrary,

it was only in those societies where there was suffìcient specialisation for there to be

dedicated thinkers that ideas and beließ behincl the veil of 'mere herd-consciousness'

(Giddens 1.971.: 208-209) would be discovered.

Today's thinkers-scholars-do examine the 'actual, grounded terrain of practises,

representations, language and customs of a specific historical sociery' (Hall 1996: 439) tn

which human consciousness, or subjectiviry is embedded in order to understand real social

relations. Such a method is especially conducive to the discipline of cultural ânrhropo-

logy. This micro level focus provides the tools with which to analyse acror driven social

processes that arise from complex interactions of economics, social structures, politics and

beließ and ideas. This provides for an explanation of the power of social forces, rather

than merely a description of their existence (cf. Wolf 1994, 1998, Godelier 1994, Gledhill

2000).

Recent Marxist scholars, in addition to considering false consciousness, search for

subtler forms of mistaken belief and more complex processes by which deceptive ideas are

brought into circulation. The origin of their work can be found in Marx's and Engel's

writings. The study of the ideational, symbolic and cultural realm has been heavily influ-
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enced by Antonio Gramsci2 and Louis Althusser. Perhaps the most ubiquitous concepr is

that of hegemony. Hegernony functions in the superstructural realm and is defined as an

ongoing process of intellectual and moral leadership. It aims to win the wiiling consenr

of the populace and establish the legitimacy of a particular social order, specifically ro

'educate people, developing their culture and obtaining their consent to the rule of the

state's government' (Kurtz 1996: 109). Althusser gave ideology the specific definidon use

by recent Marxism, which is 'the systen of ideas and representations which dominate the

rnind of â man or social group' (Althusser 1986: 76). As did Marx both aurhors conrend

that the exclusive control and formulation of beließ is not limited to the ruling class.

Mernbels of any class can form ideologies and engage in the hegemonic process.

However, most often the state and capitalists in the industry, business and financial secrors

work in concert. Gramsci distinguished those who upheld the current dominating beliefi

as traditional intellectuals, and those who took an alternate stance, organic intellectuals.

In either case, intellectuals are individual agents working within a larger social sysrern.

The'hegemonic practises of agents can and do create cultural formations and ideologies

which they inculcate in subjects to serve the interest of the leadership they represenr'

(Kurtz 1,996: 1,07: italics mine). Thus hegenrony is an ongoingprocess with supports or

'Grarrsci's writings are episodic, fragmented, culturally specific and understated, given that they were
written while he rvas a political prisoner, wit]rout references to other texts, and subject to censorship. I am
relying on exegetical work by Stuart Hall (1996), David Kurtz (199ó) and Eric Wolf (1998).
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challenges to the existing order colning from various sources, and is not the sole properry

of the state.

There are a number of institutions which supported the ideology of the state, called

Ideological State Apparatuses (ISA). ISAs included state run educarional sysrens, rlews-

papers, television, volunteer and neighbourhood committees, work gangs and unions,

charity groups, the family, and religious organisations (Althusser 1986: 63)3. The srare run

school begins the indoctrinating children, but the socialisation process conrinues through-

out each individual's life in a variety of social reahns. 
-What 

children and larer cirizens are

learning are 'rules for moraliry, civic and professional conscience, which actually mean

rules of respect for the socio-technical divisions of labour, and ukimately the rules of the

order of class domination'(Althusser 1986: 59). In this way, the social relations of pro-

duction are reproduced. A-lthough it appears that these instirutions presenr a bulwark of

state control of social relations and structures, in fact they are often at odds over the rninu-

tiae of what ideologies should be upheld, ancl how. Sone may very well be the breeding

ground for organic intellectuals who may contest issues of labour, class, or gender, for

example-ideas and ideologies which threaten the traditional social order of rhe national

sociery.

'In pre-state European societies, the church had been the inain ideological âppararus
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It is for this leason that those who stand to benefit from the mainrenance of the

clominant ideology-that is, the bourgeois or ruling classes-are constantly engage in a

struggle to secure their position. This 'war' (Gledhill 2000: 77-78) may be fought in the

intellectual realm, where organic intellectuals challenge the rules of tradirion, or the law

itself In these instances they may actually earn concessions from the ruling classes, as in

a strike, or promises of concessions which may or may not be fulfilled, or the objections

nay be quelled by physical means.

The latter is the prerogative of the state, after all, and hegemony is always paired wirh

the possibiliry of physical domination (I{urtz 1996: 106). Gramsci refers to this simply as

dominance, carried out at the hands of State Apparatus (Althusser 1986). Dominance is

often used to refer to arrest, imprisonment and death. But any physical means of siiencing

organic intellectuals, their followers or other deviants, or removing them from sociery

might also be considered under the tenn. Thus the removal of squatters from abandoned

housing, the retnoval of children from their family, the restriction of certain people from

the work force could also be considered acts of dorninance.

Marx, Gramsci, and Althusser âre addressing the nation-stetes control over its citizens

and subjects. I argue that the ethnic group, based on an ideology similar to rhar of the

nation state, will share with the nation ideological structures and processes. That is, if

the citizens of a nation accede to the form of social order and their place in it, because
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of false consciousness, then might we not find this same phenomenon among ethnic

gtoup members? Similarly, if leaders of the nation remain the ruling class through the

hegemonic process, then might that process be in place berween ethnic group leaders and

their followers?

Indeecl there is evidence that this is the case, available from studies of 'Winnipeg

ethnic groups in the mid-twentieth century. Raymond Breton's (1964, 1978) and Leo

Drieger's (1,97 4, 1,977) studies strongly suggest that the internal workings of ethnic groups

rlirror those of nations. First off ethnic cohesion is strongest where there is a higher

number of ethnic group tnembers in a neighbourhoocl, and that neighbourhood can be

recognised as being'ethnic'(Drieger'1974: 36). Breton (1978) fincls the presence of

an ethnic rnarketplace within the ethnic neighbourhood to increase the m.ainrenance of

ethnic cohesion. This is. in sotne respects, like the validation of the poliry and economic

independence of a nâtion based on þupposed) long-term existence of a cultural group in

a geographical area.

Drieger (1977: 90-100) examines the ideologies of ethnic groups and the ways in

which these are manifest, and these show an even stronger similariry with the ideological

processes of the nation-state. Both ethnic groups and nations create allegiance through

the inculcation of a collective history, or or{gin myth. In the ethnic group, which needs

to distinguish its history from that of the dominant culture, historic symbols and the
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celebration of historical events creâte a sense of special, shared ancestry, a sense of purpose

and a duty to ensure the continuiry of cultural traditions. Second, specific ideologies are

represented physically in syrnbols and celebrations that continually attract ethnic gïolrp

nembers. And finally there is what Drieger refers to as 'ldeological mythology'-5s¡5 6f

belief that emanate from ethnic religious activity. The pull of the religious based teachings

often go beyond the realm of the spiritual, to include personal moraliry, social control,

power of the elite, civil liberties and welfare support. Thus the churches that Drieger

studied in the early 1970s played a similar role to pre-state churches in the upholding ancl

inculcating of (dominant) ideologies.

Like the ideological state apparatus which socialise citizens of nations, ethnic groups

rely on ethnic institutions, which attract group members (Breton 1964, Drieger and

Church 1,974). Ethnic institutions include kinship nerr,vorks, social clubs, chariry groups,

religious organisations, and newspapers. These institutions are in r\lthusser's terminology

Ideological Apparatuses of civil sociery. Breton wâs concerned with the number of insti-

tutions required to satis$/ needs for socialising that make being an ethnic group member

rneaningful. He found that the number varies, but in general, more institutions created

a stronger sense of group membership. Althusser argues that ideological apparatus repro-

duce the social relations ofproduction within the state; I argue that in ethnic groups, at rhe

very least ethnic institutions reproduce the social relations of the ethnic group structure.
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Finally, the role of ethnic group leader must be considered,/footnote'tround the worid

ethnic groups are in relations ranging from co-operative neighbours to those ofprotracted

war. I am focusing on the particular historic and cultural situation of Winnipeg in 1910-

1920. While it is evident that in some situations, where an ethnic group is asserting its

sovereignry against the state, for example, ethnic leaders would be considered orsanic

intellectuals, in other situations the classification is not so clear. As Icelanders did try

to succeed as 'Canadians', were the leaders who supported Icelandic ethniciry and the

Social and Reform League tladitional or organic intellectuals? Or, is the classification

in this case really useful? Moreover, can the relationships and social roles establishecl by

individual leaders be cornpared to the roles of statesnen and industrial barons, insofar as

these men engâge in hegemonic discourse for control of a nation?a

2.2 Ethnicity and Class

A Marxist perspective defines class in terms of positions within the social relations of

production, which detennine (or should deterrnine) social structure, political alliances

and ideologies. If positions in relation to production are to be assessed, control of three

factors must be considered. These are money capital, physical capital (technology and raw

*Barth's theory of transactional analysis cou.ld be useful here, however while it locates the man or wolnân
who would gain control within pattern of social action, it does not shed light of the impact such per:ons
have on the communiry. Thus it does not address how an individuais quest for power aids in the ethnic
groups fonrration of a collective â'om a mere ethnic assemblage-
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resources) and labour. There is general agreement that those who control all three are the

bourgeoisie, and those who control none, the proletariat. The 'purist' petty bourgeoisie

position is considered to be that of the simply cornrnodiry producer, the self employed

individual who produces and sells goods but employs few or no workers (Wright 1980:

329). In spite of the neat categorisations of people into classes on paper, real life is more

complicated. The supposed internal uniry of any class is fragmented and fractured by the

concrete organisation of production and distribution itself, as well as economics, politics,

cultures (ethniciry), and ideologies (Wolpe 1986: 121, see also Thompson 1989: 168_

171; Muga 1990, Hall 1,996). Thus class formations, such as a ruling class bloc or working

class bloc seldom come into existences. This is one of the remarkable things of general

strikes where the workinE class does form a bloc.

A brief examination of two applications of early reductionist Marxist theory to issues

of race and ethniciry in the United States will demonstrate the shorrcomings of a strongly

economistic Marxist approach and point to strategies for improvement. While race re-

'For lack of a better word, I wili use the temr 'ciass' where that position is the popular defining charac-
teristic ofa specific group ofpeopie, and one that is used by those I am studying. I am nor disregarding the
warning that a 'urechanical relationship between social class position and forms of consciousness' should not
be taken for granted (Gledhil 2000: 78). For the sake ofconvenience certain social strucrures and ideo-
iogies conr:'non-ly associated with classes will be labelled sucl-r. For example, the 'middle class' is frequently
described as well-educated, professionals or entrepreneurs, involved in voluntary associations and, in the
early nventieth centurJ, social refomr. I will nuke use of such generalisations from tirne to time, however
the ascription of structures and ideologies to ciasses should be understood as just that-generalisations. Eco-
nomic categories are defined by some writers as class positions; in this case I will use the terur econolnic
stratification. I will use the term sociai stratification to refer to differential amounr of prestige and influence.
Socio-econonúc stratification will refer to differences in wealth, prestige and influence .



lations in the US focus on white American antagonisnl tor,vard black Americans on the

basis of skin colour, most authors writing frorn the following positions argue for a gener-

ally applicable theory of racism and ethnic prejudice. Moreover, in the time period of my

study, ethnic differences were considered to be racially based. Thus, the belief sysren and

labour market at the time of rry study would be suitable for examination rhrouEh rhese

theoretic perspectives.

The first theory has been variously called "super-exploitation" (Bonacich 1980, Hill

i980) and "internal colonialism" (Yinger 1.986: 33, Bonacich 1980, Hill 19S0). The idea

here is that the ideology of ethniciry or race is used by employers to divide rhe labour

force. Ethnic groups in the labour force are differently oppressed such that some work

for lower wages than others. Profits made off lower wage workers subsidise the cost of

higher paid workers. Those in the higher paying category are usually of the sane erhnic

group âs the bourgeoisie. Racial discrimination against other ethnic groups-a position

shared by the bourgeoisie and higher paid workers-prevents the uniting of the work

force. Moreover, higher paid workers inadvertently act in collusion with the bourgeoisie

to oppress the lower paid ethnic groups (Bonacich 1980: 13). This situation is considered

to occur with the rise of capitalisrn and colonialism, where white colonisers and whire

workers are pr-ivileged over indigenous groups, or in the case of the United States, a

forrnerly enslavecl p opulation.
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A second theory of racial or ethnic oppression is known as the split labour marker.

Like super-exploitation, it has the effect of clividing the labour force, and preventing the

betterment of working conditions for all workers. However, it is not the bourgeoisie

who are primarily responsible for the division. 
.While 

capitalists and/or imperialists seek a

cheap labour force, dominant ethnic group workers seek to maintain for themselves rhe

highest paying jobs available. Minority groups are excluded from the best paying secrors

of the labour force through racial or ethnic discrimination. Thus it is the dominanr ethnic

group of workers who are considered to peryetuate ethnic clivisions (Bonacich 1980: 14,

Yinger 1986: 35). However, capitalists still reap some benefits, insofar as there exists a

reserve labour force that can be put into service inexpensively as needed. The reserwe

labour force can also be used to undermine the demands for better wages and working

conditions of the dominant ethnic workers.

Both approaches take class struggle âs the de facto conrext and the source of racial

or ethnic tensions. That ethnic tensions can sesrnent a labour force to the benefìt of

the bourgeoisie and detriment of all workers nray an accurate portrayal of how ethniciry

functions in the labour market, but there are several topics related to ethniciry that these

theories do not explain or address. Most problematically, these theories reduce ethnic diÊ

ferences to being epiphenomena of class, without explaining how the economic situation

produces the cultural differences upon which ethnic identity are based. Moreover, rhe
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focus on economics âs the deterndnant of ethnicity rernoves ethniciry from the bigger

picture of social structural, polirical and cultural issues of the social forrnation. Finally

a the reductionist Marxist analysis does not explain why members of oppressed ethnic

groups who are not differentiated by phenorype seek to maintain their cultural identiry

through deliberately created symbolic ûìeans.

So far, the neo-Marxist position on the issues ethniciry within the larger social conrexr

has been examined. The theory does not address the internal workings of the ethnic

group, but what follows is an attempt to use the general schema to develop an approach

to this process.

Early research in my study uncovered the extensive involvement ofWestern Icelanders

in the construction industry and real estate business. A concentration of members of an

ethnic group in particular economic activities is well documented in anthropological and

sociological literature. There are three main models of the social structures associated

with such enterprises in North,\merica. The first is referred to as an ethnic market. This

type of business is generally found in the ethnic communi[y itself, catering to the ethnic

group's cultural needs that are neglected by mainstream business. The econornic activity

is usually limited in scale, requiring little capital or labour. Typically, the ethnic market is

formed by a geographic pocket of co-located retail outlets, restaurants and other services.

A 'Chinatown' is paradigmatic of the ethnic marketplace.
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,\ second model of ethnic business is the middle man minoriw enterprise. In this

model, immigrants again operate retail outlets or other small businesses, often rvithin an

econornic niche, but catering to the general population. This typically occurs when a

certain cornmercial area is inadequately supplied by society in general. The businesses are

not co-located, but rnay be family run or staffed by co-ethnics, and are thus insular in

operation but not in custorner base. The Chinese run launclry services of the past, and

the current tendency for southeast ¿\sian immigrants to operate small convenience stores

are examples of middle man minorities.

The third model has been delineated by sociologists only recently, but it is the moclel

that best suits the-Western Icelandic involvement with the building industry. This model is

referred to as an ethnic enclave enterprise. This rype of activiry tends to centre around the

sourcing ofraw materials, production, distribution and sale of a limited set of commodities

or services. The ethnic group need not be the only supplier of such goods and services,

but it nevertheless has carved out its own space arnong competitors within the larger

communiry. The enclave enteqprise involves large nurnbers of ethnic group members,

interconnected in a variery of positions, including contradictory class positions, in relation

to the nleans of production. It employs people with varying degrees of acculturation.

The least acculturated usually take on the most menial tasks, those better acculturated,

educated and connected to the dominant sociery tend to hold the highest positions in the
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system of production. The social structure of the ethnic economic enclave thus unites

ethnic Soup members, while assigning them various socio-economic positions. This can

help maintain ethnic group cohesion.

There are benefits and detriments to the ethnic economic enclave. It supplies new

immigrants with a means of making a living when they lack the required cultural skills to

join the mainstream labour force. However, it can effectively insulate these same rvorkers

from the rnainstream, and the ûreans to adapt to the wider sociery. The arrangement rxay

also allow employers to hire newer or illegal immigrants at pafiicularly low wages. But

those in the lower classes in the hierarchy gain expertise, they may move up and expand

the business, such that new immigrants are required [o reproduce the labour force. While

the relationships may be exploitive of individuals, it may help the ethnic companies atrain

a foothold in a marketplace to which they lack access due to their lack of or inabiliry to

acquire suffi cient capital.

The ethnic group carves out for itself a vertical niche-or to be consistent, enclave-

within the dominant sociery's mode ofproduction. This 'verticaliry' refers to the abiliry of

the enclave to own the means of production and distribution, that is, the tools, vehicles,

and other required machinery, and source or supply for itself the necessary raw rnateri-

als. Further, personnel, including managers, people with specialised skills and knorvledge,

and the labour force are drawn from within the ethnic group. So effectively, the ethnic
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econortic enclave creates economic stratification within the ethnic $oup that can be ex-

ploitive, thus weakening ethnic group cohesion. On the other hand, it gives ernployers

a form of dominance, insofar as they can exclude some persons from employment. Ideo-

logical components to ethnicify come into play in the economic sector when ernployers

demand certain behaviours from employees. These may be work related, but they may

also be related to ethnic group ideals

But, finally, mode of production within the ethnic enclave need not exhibit identical

characteristics in the social relations of production in the dominant sociery. For example,

acquiring a job may depend almost exclusively on an individual's kin ties, especially if

he or she is a new immigrant. Or, the production of goods may take the form of a

'cottage industry' where clothing is sewn by wonen in their homes. in this way the social

relations of production are subject to controls within the ethnic group itself and need ro

be examined in the actual, grounded terrain of practises. It is through the assertion of

ethnic ideologies over the social relations ofproduction that provide the ethnic group with

a modicum of economic independence which, in turn, allows for increased distinction

from the dorninant culture.
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Overview of Canadian and Winnipeg Developrnent

When the British colonies in North America became the Dominion of Canada with

Confederation in 1867, the problem ofinterethnic relations was already firmly entrenched

in the political and social structures. The problen obscured class differences in Central

and Eastern Canada. ,\fter 1900, the multipliciry of ethnic groups in'Western Canada was

even greater than in the East. The 'Western immigrant working population arrived with

different political ideologies, and soon challenged the hegemonic political discourse. This

would thrust class onto centre stage in daily affairs, and local level political process.

At the time of Confederation, the new European-based ideology of 'nationhood'

emphasised the need for cultural homogeneity-that is, linguistic, religious, historic and

tradition based uniforrniry-to validate political uniry and viabiliry. The problem of unir-

ing distinct European cultures in Britain's North ,\merican colonies had been in existence

since 1.763, when France ceded its colonies in what are now Quebec and New Brunswick

(Acaclia) to Britain. In 1867, Confederation amalgamated Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
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Upper and Lower Canada, and the Crown ceded all lands previous granted to the Hudson

Bay Company to the Dominion Government. The 'postage stamp'province of Manitoba

câme into existence in i870, and British Columbia joined the Dominion in 1871. While

the myth of the rwo founding nations highlights the French and British setrlemenrs in

Eastern Canada, there were still other distinct cultural groups existing within the Brit-

ish colonies at the time of Confederation. There were, of course, scores of indigenous

peoples, the Métis and the so-called HalÊbreeds settled or working in the Hudson Bay

Company controlled territories. And while the single largest of group of semlers were

from lreland, they were of two different Christian denominations, Protestant and Cath-

olic. The Catholic lrish boosted the total number of Catholics (the French and Métis

were also Catholic) in the Dominion, further fragrnenting the ethnic divisions. From the

start, ethnic and religious differences were a fact in the Dominion of Canada that needed

to be addressed if its populace was to work together to build a narion.

Nation building quickly became a cause for both the emerging private industry and

Dominion Government. The Conserwative Government, lead by Prime MinisterJohn A.

MacDonald, proposed what has become known as the National Policy (NP) (Day 2000,

Brodie andJenson 1980). The singular aim of the NP was the economic development

of the Dominion, and the strategy had several colnponents. First, it called for a consid-

erable increase in the tarifß on goods imported from the south, specifically the US. This
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increasecl revenue'was to supply the start up funds for development, and limit American

competition in Canadian markets. Eastern Canada was to industrialise, and the goods it

manufactured were to be sold in the west. Transcontinental railroads were to be built to

facilitate the transportation of goods and new settlers to Western Canada. The railways

were to be privately owned, with construction assisted by government subsicles. Profits

would come from tarifß charged for the transportation of goods and passengers. The

primary source of revenue for the Dominion was to be the export of prailie gïown wheat

to Great Britain and Europe. The last required ingredient was an influx of industrial

labourers in the east. and farmers for the west.

The National Policy was well supported by different factions of the elite, including

the Liberal opposition to the Conserwative parry. To the industrial bourgeoisie in cenrral

Canada, the National Policy offered protection from US competitors and a real plan

for economic growth. Exports to Great Britain from the Maritimes was declining, and

new markets were needed @rodie andJenson 1980: 23). For working people, the plan

offered increased employment opportunities in industry and transportation (Brodie and

Jenson 1980: 62). The National Policy not only united the vast teritory it provided the

impetus for the development of industrial capitalisrn. The ideology of nation building,

shared by the two political parties, the bourgeoisie, civil society and subordinate classes,

had become a uniting vision in the Dominion; a hegemonic moment.
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As both federal parties and the voters were in agreenent about the NP, the political

pafties needed another issue to differentiate themselves. The Liberal party found supporr

in the Francophone populations of Quebec and New Brunswick through an alliance with

the Catholic Church. The Conserwatives also capitalised on culture and religious differ-

ence, focusing on voluntary associations and secret societies of Protestant denomination.

Though churches, social reform and charitable institutions may have been headed by rnid-

dling members of sociery, their membership extended down to the level of workers and

farmers. Thus class differences were obscured by religious and cultural clivisions in the

first decades of politics in Central and Eastern Canada.

In spite of labour's support of industrial capitalisn, as early as 1870 various claft

based unions came together regionally. These were organised by the Noble Order of

the Knights of Labour, which advocated industry based unionism. In 1892 the Trades

and Labour Congress of Canada was formed in Toronto (Brodie andJenson 1980: 28-

31). It had close ties to the American Federation of Labour (AFL), which advocared

craft-based unions, and in 1,902, the TLC adopted this approach, expelling the Knighrs of

Labour. The Trades and Labour Congress discouraged the labour movement as a whole

fron forming its own political parry, focusing instead on aligning itself with the political

party that best supported its demands (Brodie and Jenson 1980: 30). In Quebec, rhe

Catholic Church worked in a similar fashion (Brodie andJenson 1980: 61). ,\s wolkers
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gained the franchise, Conservatives and Liberals courted their votes as pafi of the political

Pïocess.

In spite of the fact that the federal pafiies courted workers votes, however, the Domin-

ion government did not act on behalf of workers during actual labour struggles. The stare

tended to leave negotiations to the affected local private and public bodies, as dicl the

TLC. When the Dominion Governlrent was called on for assistance it frequently used

of forms of dominance, including the proclamation of martial law, and the use of soldiers

to protect employers, non-striking workers and strike breakers (Brodie andJenson 1980:

se-68).

Thus the political elite and industrial bourgeoisie within the Central and Eastern

Canada obtained what appears to the willing consent of most levels of sociery for their

economic vision, the National Policy. One factor that contributed to this was, in part,

happenstance. Because of the need for the two political parties to develop distinctive

platforms, and ethnic relations were e salient social issue, political discourse ernphasisecl

ethniciry, rather than presenting any challenge to the bourgeoisie vision. The Trades and

Labour Congress was perhaps the rrrore significant component in the hegemonic pro-

cess among the subordinate classes, while the Dominion Government's real role towards

workers was one of dominance.
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While Central Canada underwent industrialisation, berween 1867 and 1900 the setle-

ment and development of 'Western Canada-its periphery-proceeded slowly. The first

problern was to rid the land of indigenous peoples and Métis, who were not considerecl

proper agriculturalists. This resulted in armed resistance which was quickly quelled. To at-

tract new settlers, the Dominion Government enlisted the aid ofprivate industry. The Ca-

nadian Pacific Railroad, in particular, simultaneously undertook to build a trans-Canada

railway, and canvas Northern Europe and Great Britain for settlers. However, in the first

rwo decades after Confederation, the majoriry of new immigrants emigrated to the US

soon after their arr-ival. This was due primarily to the harsh climactic conditions of the

Prairies, and the diffìculties in cultivating the existing strains of wheat in that climare.

In 1,896, the Liberal Government came to power. The new minister of immigration,

Clifford Sifton, initiating dramatic change in the rate and ethnic make-up of immigration

('Whittaker 1,991,: 7). Berween 1901 and 1916, (immigration was curtaile d in 1,974 due ro

the first World'War), the population on the prairies increased by more than 400 percenr.

Realising that the-West needed more farmers than British population could supply, Sifton

had turned to other European nations and regions. He focused on recruiting the "stal'uvart

peasant in a sheepskin coat, born on the soil, whose forefathers had been farmers for

ten generations, with a stout wife and e hal{-dozen children" (in Whittaker 1991: 7).

Further, he was skeptical of the appropriateness of certain classes ofimmigrants fron Great
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Britain, arguing in 1899 that Canada was interested in "none but agriculturalists, we do

not recognise the (urban) labourers at all" (in'Whinaker 199L: 7). Enropean nations

were reluctant to give up their peasants, as agriculturalists were the backbone of many

economies. Eastern Europe and Russia, however, were willing to part with large numbers

of persons belonging to certain religious sects, yet adherent to agricultural lifesryle-these

included Doukabours, Mennonites and Hutterites. Canada accommodated these groups

by offering large blocks of land for cornmunal settlernent.

Sifton encouraged private industry to continue its role in recruiting immigrant labour.

immigrants were recruited to fulfil the government's agricultural plans, and to work for

railway construction, raw resource extraction, and in factories. Private industry was less

concerned about the class or region of origin of the immigrants sent into the hinterlands.

Its workers needed no special skills, and often worked in gangs headed by a co-ethnic

who had learned enough English to cornmunicate with foremen and bosses. Moreover,

industry often employed men as 'guest-workers', migrants who returned to their horne-

land after a cer[ain period of time.

Isolated from the labour movement in central Canada, non-anglophone imr-nigrant

workers in the west worked in substandard conditions. "Canadians won't work in mines.

They are quite willing to boss the job, but they are not willing to do the rough work

themselves. . . What we want is brawn and rnuscle, and we get it." said a mining authority
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(in Avery 1.977: 1.7). Moreover, Eastern Europeans were "willing to make any sacrifice

in order to obtain land for themselves and their children" (in Ãvery 7977: 16). The

desperate condition in the homeland of some non-Anglophone immigrants and their lack

of cultural skills in Canadian sociery was a considerable boon for capitalist industry. Not

only were these irnmigrants 'willing' to work for lower wages, they would also work in

deplorable conditions. Further, they competed on an ethnic basis forjobs, and once hired

had considerable difficulry organising a singular union. As rnining manager Edmund Kirby

put it, "ln all the lower grades of labour and especially in smelter labour it is necessary to

have a mixture of races which includes a number of illiterates who are first class wolkels.

They are the strength of the ernployer and the weakness of the union" (in Avery 1977:

1 8).

'Western labourers were not only geographically remote from the labour organisation

of Central Canada, the make up of the labour force was quite different. Workers weïe

often unskilled, of varying cultural origin, isolated from an urban centre, and migratory.

Even in'Winnipeg, factory work did not need nany craftsmen, and also employed a mix

of ethnic groups.

Consequently, the organisation of rvorkers in the West was different from the East

in three major ways. The first was that as most workers were unskilled or semi-skilled,

the ernphasis on industry-based unionism wâs strongly supported by labour organisers.
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,\ccordingly, the 'Western movement distanced itself from the central Trades and La-

bour Congress, and established the Trades and Labour Council (TLC). Seconclly, while

labour leaders were primarily British-born, they generally recognised the need for multi-

ethnic organisations, as did union organisers from the United States. Organisers frorn the

International 'Workers of the World (Wobblies or IW-W) in particular began to com.nlu-

nicate to longshoremen, miners, loggers, fishermen, harvesters, and construction workers

verbally and literarily in the various ethnic languages (Brodie andJenson 1980: 101). The

third difference wes that as'Western workers had immigrated to Canada decades later rhan

those in Central and Eastern Canada, and had come from Eastern Europe and Russia, they

had been exposed to socialist ideals in the old countries. Recently arrived labourers and

tradesmen from England and Scotland, who had also been exposed to political organisa-

tion based in socialist ideals and class critique, were not as opposed to political activism as

their central Canadian counte{parts. Western workers saw the value in political activism,

and Russian, [Jkrainian and Finnish workers, in particular, along with British workers

and clergy, formed socialist political parties, such as the Independent Labour Parry, rhe

Socialist Parry of Canada, and the Social Democratic Party. In the second decade of the

fwentieth century, labour politicians acquire seats on city council.

Flowever, due to the small numbers of olganised electoral wards in the 'West, 
and

the power of the central political system and its laboul movement, no national working
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class party emerged that could play a role in federal politics. The two parry political

system whose electorates were based in ethnicity was successfully exported wesrward.

Liberals continued to court the non-'WASP vote, and one of its Acts would be particular'ly

problematic for'Western Canada. In 1897, the Liberals amended the Public Schools Act

of Manitoba. Clause 258 of the amendment stated that "when 10 of the pupils in any

school speak French, or any other language other than English âs their nârive language,

the teaching of such pupils shall be conducted in French, or other such language, and

English upon the bilingual system" (Avery 1977: 4).'With settlers being given communal

land blocks, and directed to certain areas geographically by agents interacring with specific

ethnic groups, schools were soon set up which taught German, lJkrainian, Polish as well

as French. (Avery 1977:5).

After 1910, however, the welcome once extended to a multi-ethnic immisranrs was

curtailed. When the depression of 1912-1914 hit industrial centres, employmenr rvas

scârce, and unions called on the Dominion government to cease the pace of immigration.

'When the First'World'War began, immigrants from the Austro-Hungarian empire and

Gernrany were deemed 'enemy aliens' and came under considerable scrutiny. In 1914,

the'War Measures Act required the registration of enemy aliens, in order that such peïsons

could be compelled to take an oath of allegiance, or face internment, or even deportation.

It furtherprohibited the gathering of three or more such persons in one place, the use of
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an elremy alien language, and the printing of any materials in those languages. In 1916,

Clause 258 of the Manitoba Schools Act was revoked. The Conservative governlrlent,

in preparing for the election of L91.7, declared the 'Wartime Elections ,\ct. This Act

disenfranchised any British subject naturalised after 1902 who had been born in an enemy

country, or a country wherein the mother tongue was that of an enemy country, until

the end of the war (Brodie andJenson 1980: 93). Because of the Bolshevik revolurion,

and the Red Scare throughout the US and Canada, in 1918 the classification of enenly

aliens was expanded to include Ukrainians, Russians and Finns-groups known ro supporr

socialist ideologies. These groups were also restricted from gathering together, and from

public communications in their mother tongue (Avery 1,977: 22). Even in factories and

raw resource extraction employers increasingly favoured English speaking workers, and

considerable pressure was put on the federal government to begin mass deportation of

eneny aliens. This nativistic climate remained beyond the end of the war, and inro the

next decade.

Nevertheless, [he restrictions placed on non-British socialists and labour organisers

did not silence radical labour activism. Like immigrants from eastern Europe, newly

inmigrated British skilled tradesmen had brought with them the ideals of the European

international socialist movements. The British labour movement, informed by Marxist

thought, considered those who did not own the rneans of production to be of one class.
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Thus, in their view, the proletariat included white collar workers, wornen, children and

mernbers of most European ethnic groups (Masters 1950: 3). As nored, the strategy of the

Winnipeg Trades and Labour Council was that of industrial unionisation, and the more

radical labour leaders further envisioned the uniting of all indusrry-based unions in the

One Big Union (OBU).

3.1 The Rise of 'Winnipug

In keeping with the economic scheme that was the National Policy, "'Winnipeg was

established by businessmen, for business purposes, and businessmen were its first and

natural leaders" (Artibise 1977: 86). Progress and development moved quickly, for reasons

noted by Curtis E. 
.William 

in the Chícago Record Herald,19lt:

All roads lead to'Winnipeg. It is the focal point of the three transconrinenral
lines of Canada, and nobody [. . .] can pass from one parr of Canada to
another without going through 'Winnipeg. It is a gareway through which
all commerce of the east and west, and the north and south must flow. No
city, in America at least, has such absolute and complete command over the
wholesale trade of so vast an area (in Artibise 1"977: 23).

Although'Winnipeg did not developed as rapidly as Central and Easrern Canada at

first, from 1896 to 1914, its progress was meteoric. Economic growth was tied directly

to immigration to the city, and more importantly immigration through the city to points

further west. As envisioned rwo decades earlier, new settlers provided the market for
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goods frorn the East, and the grain and natural resources for export. The prìmary eco-

nomic functions in the first few decades in Winnipeg's history were the wholesale and

retail trades in farm implements and household goods, and the shipment of grain ancl

natural resources to central and eastern Canada and Europe. The rapid growth on the

prairies brought manufacturing to 'Winnipeg. Of importance were the gannent trades,

employing many worrlen, and foundries and railway repair shops.

Because 'Winnipeg was a temporâry stopping point for some homesteaders, and a

seasonal home for rnigrant workers, population stâtistics very widely. The total Ciry of

'Winnipeg population as estimated by the Henderson Directory for 1900 is 54,778 persons.

The Ciry Assessment Office put the nurnber at 42,534 for 1900, and 44,778 for 190I.

The Federal census figures for 1901 were 42,340. According to Federal Census figures,

the population of 'Winnipeg increased 385% berween 1901 and 19166 , to 163,000; the

Ciry ,\ssessment Office figures put this increase at 4720/0, to 211.,357 persons for rhe same

time period. In 1,921,, the Federal Census recorded 779,087 residents.

Old-moneyed bourgeoisie tended to remain in central Canada and England, directing

the building of the railroads and resource production from the centre of the Empire. The

men and their families who moved to the periphery, and especially Winnipeg, were rlot

a class of landed aristocracy and old lrloney. They were rather of humble origin and lirtle

t'this date is chosen because imrnieration was siowed due to the First'World War
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formal education, who had reached the pinnacles of commercial success on the frontier

(Artibise 1977: 88). Bercuson describes thern as nouveau riches, "not yet mellowed by

the passage of time" (1990: 191). With no aristocracy to govern the new province, rhese

new busìnessmen formecl the City Council. In the first 45 years of Winnipeg's hisrory,

85 percent of seats were held by businessmen and financiers, 10 percent by professionals

(doctors, lawyers and engineers) and 5 percent by artisans and working nren (Arribise

1977: 88). Not only were the capitalists the politicians, they made up rhe'Winnipeg

Board of Trade, the Real Estate Exchange, the Winnipeg Developmenr ând Industrial

Bureau and other commercial boards. Socially, they and their families fi'equented rhe

same set of exclusive clubs, attended and sponsored artistic events and playecl in the same

sporting leagues. No mention is made by historians of activities in the realms of chariry,

religious work or social reform. The elite were selÊmade men, whose social status and

political po\¡/er was derived almost exclusively frorn financial success, the greater the

wealth; the greater the power (Artibise 1977: 88)

The pursuit of profits by the moneyed elite to the exclusion of otheï trappings of

Empire, such as a clean and modern ciry, would have dire ramifications for rhe populace

of Winnipeg. It afíected urban geography, the development of basic amenities in the ciry,

social organisation, the rights of workers, and even the health of its occupants. Its early

economic progress earned Winnipeg the title "Chicago of the North". Its elite's focus on
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cornmerciâl growth and the development of an ostentatious veneel at the expense of the

urban infrastmcture earned the disease of ryphoid the moniker, "Red River Fever".

3.2 Econornics

The settlement of the West by Europeans required, of course, the construction of Euro-

pean material infrastructure, and Winnipeg was the centre of the wholesale and retail trade

r,vhich serviced that development. In addition, it became home to several ironworks,

raihvay repair shops, garment factories, and rnills; industries which served the building

of 'civilisation'. The construction of buildings for businesses, warehouses, repair shops,

churches and homes was necessitated by this growth. As the construction industry and

real estate business are the main businesses examined in this studv. this discussion will

primarily focus on these areas.

The building industry within Winnipeg at times barely kept up with the needs of

the growing population. Construction, carried out by hand, without rhe aid of heavy

machinery, needed enormous numbers of labourers. Severe winters usually restricted the

building season to the months of May to November, although in boom years, construction

continued year round @ellan 1,958: 290).

In the first rwenty years of the twentieth century, growth of the city was irregular. The

years 1896-1906 were years of rapid expansion, foilowed by financial stringency in 1907-
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08 @ellan 1958: 166-1,68). An influx of capital for the construction of both railroads

and buildings reached city businesstnen in another boom between 1909-1912. The wal

years, 191,4-1,91,8, had mixed results for the economy of Winnipeg. While building and

railroad construction slowed, railway shops were converted to rnunitions factories. As the

price of grain soared, the retail and wholesale trades prospered as farmers purchased new

clothing, better equipment and furnishings. But the posrwar recession ensured rhat the

glory years of the early teens would not be repeated. However, a more detailed look ar

the economic trends in this time period reveals that not all strata of sociery fared equally.

The years 1909-L91,2 boom years, fourteen banks located or relocated their headquar-

ters to Winnipeg (Bellan 1,958: 201). Bellan considers 191.2 to be the apogee of 'Win-

nipeg's power and influence in the West (Bellan 1958: 226). In that year, the value of

production in the manufacturing sector reached almost $50,000,000.00 (Artibise 7977:

36) The total cost of building perrnits issued reached a height of 920,563,750.00, an

amount not matched again until after 1940. That year 71 apartment buildings, 68 in-

dustrial buildings, 17 warehouses and 15 movie houses were built (Bellan 1958: 206),

in addition to over 5200 dwellings and outbuildings. In spite of this activity, there re-

mained a housing shortage in the city, especially among non-British immigrants. Many

new houses were used as boarding houses; overcrowding, especially in the North End,

was endemic.
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The winter of 1912-13 sâw the beginning of a world recession and economic strin-

gency. This seriously affected the abiliry of builders of large scale projects !o secure capital

from Great Britain, and new construction was curtailed. Projects like the new Hud-

son Bay Company store, the new Ciry Hall, and an agricultural implements planr were

put off indefinitely (Bellan 1,958: 248). However, where the costs of building in 1912,

totalled ff20,563,750.00 on over 5200 buildings, in 1913 the total costs had only dropped

to $i8,503,350.00 on over 4800 buildings, or by approximarely 1,0%. In19t4, the value

of building permits was still high, at $12,160,950.00-higher than it would be until afrer

1.940.

FIowever, a detailed survey of building permits shows that while a few large-scale

projects were curtailed, the building of residences and smaller establishments was not. This

suggests that, out in the Dominion's periphery, many small and locally financed builders

were not immediately and directly affected by world financial trends. By 1915, however,

all levels of construction had been affected due to the outbreak of war in August 1914,

and building perrnits for that year totalled only $i,826,300.00. Housing was no longer a

primary concern as the numbers of men away to war seems to have left hornes standing

vacant @ellan 1958: 272).

The retum of soldiers in 1918-1919 created a housing shortage, but building costs

1n 1920 were 108% higher than in 191,4 (Free Press, May 20, 1.920). Small scale private
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builders and financiers shied away from invesring in projects as they had done in boom

years because of inflation and the post-war depression. Large scale projects such as Earon's

nine story mail-order building and the Metropolitan and Odeon movie houses wenr

ahead. To ameliorate a near crisis situation in housins-the traditional realm of the small

scale construction companies-the federal and provincial govemments advanced funds to

those intending to build residences.

The Icelandic builders were primarily involved in residential construction. Most

entered the boom slowly, and but were able to hang on for rwo years longer than the

large companies. This suggests that the Icelandic economic enclave functioned independ-

ently of the economic and financial bourgeoisie.

3.3 Class

The delineation of class in Winnipeg sociery is clear enough in theory. The elite fit into

corlrmon category of bourgeoisie or capitalist class insofar as they owned or controlled

money capital, the physical capital (such as warehouses and factories) and labour. The

multitude of workers were alienated from money capital, physical capital and sold their

labour for wages, and worked in manual and industrial positions. Vestiges of a tradi-

tional petry bourgeoisie-that is artisans, shopkeepers and independent professionals-

existed, alongside newer 'middle class' workers, including technicians, and more imporr-
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antly rvhite collar workers in the business and financial institutions drawn to 'Winnipeg's

burgeoning economy.

As this classificatory system adheres to a strict Marxist reading, it was promoted by

rrrost Western Canadian labour leaders, and was used to unite workers throughout the

ciry during the General Snike. Because the labour n-r.ovement philosophy was Marx-

based, the elite could easily equate the labour activities to the communist movemenrs in

eastern Europe.

However, the delineation of the real population of 'Winnipeg into classes is some-

what more complicated. First, the dominant cultural ideology assigned the various ethnic

groups a social ranking, to be discussed in more detail shortly. Thus status groups within

the working class, such as skilled tradesmen and unskilled labourers were further fras-

mented by ethnicity. Second, the working class was fragmented by gender. As men were

considered family breadwinners, and women only part-time contributers to the family in-

conre, women's wages were much less than men's. In the garment industry in particular,

women supplanted men as a cheaper source oflabour. Third, as the economy was shifting

from mercantile capitalism to industrial capitalism throughout Canada, who filled what

class position was in flux. The positions of artisans, and craftsmen and women were being

downgraded from that of selÊemployed producer (petry bourgeoisie) to wage labourer

(proletariat). Conversely, the number of white collared and salaried workers was grow-
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ing. As these workers neither producecl a commodity nor controlled capital or labour,

their class position was somewhat anomalous, but has often been denoted as 'middle class'.

Anecdotal evidence suggest that at least within the Icelandic economic enclave, lwo

other anomalous class positions (cf. 'Wright 1980) were in existence. One is the contract

labourer. In the Icelandic building industries, such men owned their own physical capital,

such as a horse, cart, shovels and picks, but controlled no other labourers, and did not have

the capital to invest in a project. These can be considered semiautonmous employees. The

other is the small employer who has enough capital to invest in venture, bur not all the

physical capital, and employs some labour power. Unlike capitalists, the small employer

must work alongside his workers for econornic reasons-that is, he does not generate

suffìcient capital to free himself from the labour force. His workers may be conrracr

labourers, and/ or own their own extensive array of tools, as did ca{penters of the day.

Further, because they owned private capital, the workers of srnall employers may have

made the small employnent venture viable, and would be less expendable than unskilled

factory labourers to the capitalist. Needless to say, contract labourers and srnall employers

had little to gain from strikes.

However, within the Icelandic communiry, in spite of the economic enclavic relations

of some men, the elite or distinguished Icelanders were not connected to the rest of the

communiry exclusively through the social relations of production. As the dissertation will
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clemonstrate, those who were considered the most distinguished persons included clergy,

newspaper editors, and housewives, as well as building contractors and small business

owners, many of whon were snall employers. Few men and their families could be

considered to be of the capitalist class. Those people who occupied clearly distinguishable

class positions worked for British-Canadian employers, such as the garment factories. The

West End communiry itself would be eventually defined, in the conrexr of the civic

election, as 'middle class'.

The following breakdown of occupations is drawn from Artibise (1,977: 102) categor-

ies, with data from 1911 gathered by me. The large discrepancy in the category'other'is

due to the lack of the category "domestic workers" in the 1921 census.

3.4 Urban Geography

For the sake of clarity, the electoral ward system will be used to denote areas of the

city. The southern portions of the city along the Assiniboine River inhabited by the

elite is Ward 1. The oldest central section, just west of the Red River and norrh of

the Assiniboine, became the 'downtown' and business district, Ward 2. Further west

became the West End (lVard 3). Successive wards were numbered to the north: 'Ward 
4

being north of Notre Dame Ave up to the industrial area south of the CPR yard, Ward

5 included the industrial area, the rail-yard, and heart of the North End, and Ward 6
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Table 3.1: Percentage of Labour Force by Industry in Winnipeg

Industry 1911 1921

Primary: (agriculture, forestry fishing, trapping and mining) 0.9 1,.7

Manufacturing 17.6 1.6.9

Uonstructron 17.6 7.3

Transportation and Communications 1.3.7 15.8

Trade 25 21.7

Finance, real estate n/ a 6

Community, business 5.2 20.6

Government employees 5.2 4.8

Other 1,9.5 5.2
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was âgain north of this, and prirnarily settled by late arriving skilled labourers from Great

Britain. Before 1910 most Icelanders resided in 'Wards 4 and 5 south of the rail yards,

gradually moving into Ward 3 (see figure 3.1).

When the first transcontinental railway, the CPR, came through Winnipeg in 1885,

it cut directly through the centre of the ciry from east to west. In rhe heart of the ciry,

"the longest railway yard in the world" (Artibise 1975; photo-plates) was construcred

consisting of extensive stockyards and staging âreas approximately one kilometre wide

and seven kilonetres long. The benefits to this v/ere easy access to existing rvholesale

establishments and grain storage sites. The ease with which spur tracks off rhe main CPR

track could be built to connect businesses to the shunting yards brought light industry

and manufacturing to the downtown. The CNR acquired a right of way along the Red

River, and set up a shunting and repair shop at the junction of the Red and Assiniboine

Rivers. The CPR depot for travellers was just off Main Street; the CNR depot abour a

mile south on Main Street itself.

The placement of these railways immediately created several problerns. First, they, and

the warehouses and industry they served, were built through existing residential neigh-

bourhoods. Second, as the CPR and CNR brought immigrants and more specifically,

migrant workers to the ciry, Main Street becane filled with hotels, taverns and shooting
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Figure 3.1 : Winnipeg'\X/ards: 1910
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galleries, and peopled by "pickpockets, pool sharks, prostitutes, (and) confidence men"

(Arribise 1975: 154).

Third, the CPR shunting yards cut off the North End fiom the original downtou'n

area, and the western and southern portions of the ciry. Sewage and water mains were

first built to supply the wealthy, and the downtown businesses. Ward 3 benefited from

this as the mains were easily extended into that area. But the CPR rail-yard presented a

logistical obstacle for the connection of sewage and water mains into the North End. It

also prevented roads and streetcars from connecting the North End to the rest 6f ¡ho .in'

3.5 Infrastructural Developrrrent

The development of urban infrastructure is, according to most Euro-American stand-

ards, the responsibiliry of ciry government. Ciry councillors in Winnipeg were involved

in the development of the ciry's infrastructure, but frequently followed the advice of

the Winnipeg Developnlent and Industrial Bureau. 'Winnipeg's urban geography served

manufacturing and the wholesale trades well. At the same time, it complicated the devel-

opment of amenities in some areas of the ciry. The lack of political will to address these

problems heightened the already wide gulf betvveen the lifestyles of the lich and poor.

The Ciry was slow to deal with the problems of sewage and animal waste disposal.

The first sewage systems emptied waste directly into the Assiniboine and Red Rivers, bur
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as late âs 1895 "even middle-class families lacked plumbing in their homes" (Bellan 1958:

101). "Box-closets" and outdoor pit-toilets were still common, ser-viceci by the 'honey

rvaggon' or simply emptied into a ditch, right into the 1910s. The seepage of ser,vage

into the ground water was a major concern to health officials (Artibise 1975: 225-229).

Added to the human waste was animal manure; as late as 1909 the City health cleparrm.ent

calculated that there were 6,000 horses and 1,000 cows within cirv limits (Arribise 1975:

354). Icelandic writer Laura Goodman Salverson notes that those who kept livestock

were lauded for their thrift (Salverson 1939: 49).

The ciry water supply was a first handled by a private compâny, which pumped water

directly from the riven to the residential areas along the Assiniboine River, and the down-

town industries. Problematically, this allowed raw sewage to get into the water supply.

'When 
the ciry took control, it dug artesian wells. However the population had expanded

so rapidly that the systen provided less water than the first. When water was needed to

fight fires, it was pumped into the mains from the older system, so fires were frequently

followed by outbreaks of ryphoid (,trtibise 1975: 215-2L6). In 1914, plans for the the

Shoal Lake Aqueduct were approved and 1n 191.9 the ciry finally received an adequare

supply of clean water.

In 1880, the city's power supply was produced by steam plants using coal shipped

fronr Pennsylvania-at exorbitant cost (Artibise L975: 89). The possibiliry of using the
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rivers as a source of hydroelectricity was raised by ciry engineer H. N. Ruttan as early as

1887. Objections were raised by the ciry business elite to the effect that the ciry was roo

ineffìcient in its workings to succeed in any proposed plan, and furthermore was already

in debt and did not have the capital to invest in such a low-return enterprise. In 1906,

by-laws were passed that allowed the ciry to go into debt in order to establish a publicly

owned hydroelectric faciliry, but no further actions were taken (Artibise 1975: 96). In

1908, Arni Eggertson, an lcelander, was elected to city council, and made it his mission

to establish a publicly owned hydroelectric dam and ciry wide electrical system. In 1909,

he turned the first soil on the Point du Bois dam on the Pinawa River. The power plant

began operations in 191,1, tumed a profit and provided the lowest domestic ele*ricirv

rates in North America (Bellan 1958: 210).

Artibise (1975) argues, that given the amount of wealth in circulation in Winnipeg

befween 1880 and 1"914, the delayed development of a modern infrastructure was due

to political machinations and private concerns for profits. He demonstrâtes that the city

council generally left the development of basic amenities to the efforts of private business,

ancl, inexplicably, simply did not act to ameliorate the material conditions of rhe city. Not

all areas were affected equally, due in part to the wealth and social affiliations of their

residents.
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Evidence of harm that the ciry's elite neglect inflicted on urban dwellers can be found

in its endemic diseases and high infant mortaliry rate. Slum areas ere not an uncommoll

urban phenomena, especially as regions industrialise. To put Winnipeg's historic situation

in perspective, its infant mortaliry rate may be compared with recent staristics. According

to World Health Organisation statistics, the infant mortaliry rate in Ethiopia berween

1980-84, (during the well-publicised famine) was 143.4 per 1000live births. In rhe same

time period, the rates in Brazil and Mexico were 72.4 and 52.l respectively. Canada and

the US were at 70.4 and 1,2.7.

Beñveen 1908 and 1914-the height of'Winnipeg's economic reign-infant morraliry

râtes range berween 125.9 and 199.5 per 1000live births (Artibise 1975:237). The rares

varied considerably berween Wards. 'Ward 4 was consistently one of the worst areas; in

1913, the infant mortaliry rate was 21I.5 per 1000, In Wards 1 and 3, the infanr mor-

taliry rates were 79.3 and 112.5 respectively. The deaths of children were the result of

rapid contagion of measles, chicken-pox, scarlet fever, and whooping cough brought on

through overcrowding and malnutrition. In the general population, the warer ,/ sewage

issues contr-ibuted to rampant cholera and more particularly, ryphoid. Winnipeg's incred-

ibly high rate of typhoid earned the disease the name of Red River Fever (Artibise 1975:

231). Studies of major cities in Europe and North America consistently found Winnipeg

to have the highest ryphoid death rates for the first five years of the rwentieth cenrury
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(,trtibise 1975: 231). 'Ward 5, and the northern portion of 'Ward 4 were the worst regrons

in the ciry for ryphoid fever.

Winnipeg was perhaps one of the most successful enteqprises associatecl with the Na-

tional Policy, focusing as the NP did on economic development, industrial capitalism and

the acquisition of wealth. Immigrants and other workers were cogs in the wheels of NP

progress. Benefìts did not accrue to Eastern European, Russians, German and Jewish

urban immigrants, or even British workers. 'While the North End may have been an

ethnic enclave providing a cultural safery net for newcomers, it proved detrimental to its

residents' health and well-being. To be labelled foreign, and subject to discriminatory

hiring practises and wages was certainly dangerous.

3.6 The Labour Movement in 'Winnip"g

The tightly knit elite . . . refused to concede anything to labour because they
refused to recognise that industrial workers or trade unions were entitled to
any special considerations in the plants or halls of governments. They saw

labour as a resource, a commodity, and had no intention of relinquishing any
of their power in the cornmuniry to it @ercuson 1990:190).

There were t'vvo areas in which unionisation was particularly large and strong, because

the workers were newer imrnigrants from Great Britain. Both employed skilled rrades-

men, who had been union members in the old country, and imported the union system

to Canada. These rwo general industries were the railroad and the construction industries.
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There leaders tended to squabble amongst themselves, but nevertheless worked together

in the Winnipeg Trades and Labour Council.

Until 1914 the demands of the labour movement in'Winnipeg were quite conser-

vative. These included increases in wages, the reduction of working hours, compulsory

education and the nationalisation of railways, among other interests. Still, no less rhan

60 strikes were held by various unions in the decade leading up to the General Strike

(Sutcliffe 1972: Appendix A). The building industries had been the most successful, and

generally had better wages and shorter hours. Nevertheless, even the best paid trades did

not earning a 'living wage' in the 1910s (.Woodsworth 1912, Sutcliffe 1972).

-Woodsworth 
(1,91,2) surveyed the income of several occupations, those in the building

industry will be discussed here, as they pertain directly to the occupational structure in

the Icelandic communiry. Though there was no minimum wage scale, there \Ã/as a systerl

of recommended wages, but no means to compel employers to adhere to them. These

ranged frorn 25 and 27 .5 cents an hour for excavators and builders' labourers to 70 cents

per hour for rnasons. The recommended wage for painters and carpenters was 40 and 55

cents per hour, respectively. The hours worked per week ranged from 48 to 60, with the

lower paid workers working the most hours.
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,\fter stating the wage rânge, 
-Woodsworth immediately notes that many receive wages

much below the fair wage schedule. Sutcliffe's statistical analysis found that in 1912, r,vages

'were as found tn table 3.2.

Tabie 3.2: Building Industry Wages in Winnipeg 1,912

labourers 27.5 cents/hour 60 hours/week

painters 40 cents/hour 53 hours/week

carpenters 47.5 cens/hour 50 hours/week

masons 65 cents/hour 44 hours/week

Full-time work was officially considered to amount to 300 days a year (or 50 weeks

a year), thus bringing the working man between $750.00 and $1680.00. However, corl-

struction work was seasonal, so in realiry few men worked more than 200 days a yeàt

(or 36 weeks). Using Sutcliffe's calculations, qualified by the number of hours worked,

labourers, painters, calpenters and stonecutters made $594.00; $763.00; $849.00 and

#1029.6 per year respectively.

This means that skilled tradesmen, although still earning less than a living wage were

earning 60%o rnore and working 25% fewer hours than unskilled labourers. According to

union rolls, the majority of skilled tradesmen were British imrnigrants, and to become an

apprentice in Great Britain a child needed to be literate in English, thus the chance of an
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apprenticeship for a non-Anglophone was slim. Thus ethniciry did play a role in creating

different categories of fortune in the labour force; and non-British ethnic groups were ar

a disadvantage.

In spite of the work of IW-W and British unionists to bring together all workers

regardless of ethniciry, the strongest unions were those consisting of British immigrants

and British-Canadian tradesmen. This included tradesmen such as calllenters and lathers

in the building industry, and boiler makers and tool and dye nakers working for the

railroads. Non-British-Canadians, that is, 'ethnic' men remained outside the main unions

working for separate companies, such as the Vulcan Ironworks and Manitoba Bridge and

Ironworks.

Yet the impetus for the Winnipeg General Strike was the right of ethnic workers in

four ironworks to collective bargaining and a fair wage on par with British workers in

the railway unions. At this point ethnicity was not, in theory, a divisive issue within the

labour novement in Western Canada, in spite of nativism in other sectors of sociery.

Although less information is available on woûren's work, women and children were

part of the labour force. They were paid less than men, based on the prevailing no-

tion that a working man had a family to feed, but a woman merely contributed to the

family income. Occupations outside the home for women included retail and whole-

sale clerks, office work, telephone operators, but also work in laundries and the sarment
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industry. 'Women tended to work less consistently then men, and as such, union organisa-

tion proved difficult. There rvere however, strikes in the garment industry before 1900,

and retail workers organised unions off and on throughout the 1910s (Gutkin and Gutkin

1,997). My census indicates that many wolrren who were listed as dressmakers in the

earlier yeârs, and presurnably worked in their own homes, were later working as 'operat-

ors', referring to sewing machine operators in noted sweatshops-factories such as Great

Western Garments on the northern fringe of the 'West End. This is a classic situation of

industrialisrn undermining petry bourgeoisie production.

Children as young as 12 and younger worked in a number of ways, but especially as

delivery boys for newspepers, pharmacies and groceries. Grocery deliveries in particular

were often made berween 2:00 AM and 6:00 AM to restaurants. Setting up bowling

pins, sweeping out theatres and other public establishments, in the latter fwo cases often

after closing time, were other frequently mentioned tasks. Many girls worked as servants.

Still other children worked in factories, in a variery of tasks that included sewing and

wrapping candies and toys. And of course, meny worked on the streets selling newspapem

and shining shoes. Apprenticeships could be acquired for boys who had some education,

and this brought the child under more strict guidelines for fair treatmenr. There is litrle

information about how children participated in the labour nlovenlent, in part because

their labour was on a casual basis.
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The First World War variouslv affected workers. More work becarne available for

women in retail and clerical jobs. Those ethnics considered 'enemy aliens' could not

enlist in the anly, and filled the gap left by volunteer and conscripted soldiers. But living

conditions for workers deteriorated. The price of goods rose significântly, and r,vages

did not, real wages declined sharply throughout the war (Sutcliffe 1,972). When soldiers

returned in 1918-1919, considerable rancour was raised over the lack of employment, and

the fact that enemy aliens had taken over the jobs soldiers had held before the war. Low

wages, few jobs, and jobs usuqped by the 'enemy alien' would all be issues of contention

in the Winnipeg General Strike.

3.7 Ethnic Groups

While the Dominion goverru ent and private industry shipped human beings out to la-

bour in the hinterland, the þupposed) necessiry of racial and cultural homogeneity within

the nation seems to have been forgotten. The Winnipeg population was still a rnixture

of European'races', of which approximately one-third were not British or French (see

table 3.3).

The arrival timings of each group vary somewhat. British and French populations

began arriving before the 1870s. Icelanders, classified in the above chart with Scandinavi-

ans, began arriving in 1,87 5, and after 1 905 nearly ceased immigration altogethe r. Berween
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Table 3.3: Ethnic Population Breakdown: 'Winnipeg 1901-1921

1901

Asian 0.3

British 71.2

French 6.5

German 5.2

Italian 0.3

Jewish 2.6

Netherlands na

Polish/Russian 1.5

Scandinavian 7.5

lJkrainian na

Others 4.6

I9r1 1.9L6 1,921

0.4 0.4ss 0.s

62.3 67 67.4

4.3 3.9 4

6.6 3.5 6.2

0.6 0.8 0.7

6.6 8.2 6.5

0.4 0.s 0.9

4.6 4.4 4.6

3.6 3.6 3.3

0.7 5.3 3.1,

7.6 0.8 1,.9
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1896 and 1908, rnost non-British imrnigrants arrived en masse, as did new wâves of Brit-

ish tradesmen. Sifton's successor put a greater emphasis on attracting British imnrigrants

after 1908.

Immigrants frorn different regions and nations of Europe were, in fact, quite different

from one another in the time of mass immigration. They spoke different languages, held

diflerent religious beließ (though most were of some brand of Christianiry), had widely

varying subsistence methods, technical skills, literacy, and other customs and habits. It

is of course the case that all of these differences are social constructed and / or learned

and could in theory be subject to change over time-and over generations. But in the

first decades of this century, these cultural differences provided real social boundaries and

barriers to social integration.

Moreover, people from different regions did not necessarily class themselves by the

same terminology as the Canadian state. For example, many Jews were arriving frorn

Eastern Europe, but they were not considered Eastern European. Many were conversant

in Ukrainian, Russian, Hungarian or Polish, and could thus do business in the North End.

And, it seems that Russians, lJkrainians and Finns got on well politically. Of importance

to this study is the fact that people from Iceland were nationally Danish, but because of the

struggle in Iceland towards independence, identified themselves as Icelandic. 
-While 

other

Scandinavians came together as a single cooperative group, Icelanders strove to develop
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a clistinct identity. This is reflected in the Winnipeg Free Press and J. S. 
.Woodsworth

Strangers Wíthín Our Gates (191i).

Neither the Dominion Govemment or Winnipeg political elite and bourgeoisie took

much interest in the conditions that resulted from mass immigration. It was left to British-

Canadian social activists, chariry workers, church rninisters, and teachers (rather than the

school system itself) and ethnic communiry leaders, clerics and educators to organise and

ameliorate the social conditions that resulted.

3.8 Ideologies of 'Race'

In Winnipeg between 1910 and 1,920 the then current ideology postulated that people

who spoke different languages and were from different regions were of different'races'.

This set of beließ was informed by the social science of the day, specifically racial determ-

inism and Herodotan ethnographic thinking. A'race'was conceived of as a collective of

people with nearly irnmutable characteristics, that had evolved over millennia of adapta-

tion to a particular geographic area. 'Race' could be determined from skin colour, as well

as by the nation or region of ancestry. 'Races'were divided hierarchically; Whites being

at the top, followed by Yellow, Black and Red @ay 2000: 8). 
'White 

people from various

areas ofEurope were also considered to belong to different'races' (Day 1999: 126-127).
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There were r\,vo prevailing notions of how a harmonious citizenry befitting of a nation

might be created. One proposal that the admixture of races would, through natural

selection, bring out the best traits of the various nationalities (Day 2000: 149-1.53. Free

Press , Nov. 12. 1,916). This position was also articulated by Ralph Connor, who fulther

indicated a need for state-run school system, with mandatory enrolment, in English only.

The other, argued by'Woodsworth (1909; see also Day 2000) was the softing of peoples

into specific categories, each with a propensiry towards a general niche in the Canadian

nation.

Advocates of both positions agreed that each 'race' should be educated ro Canadian

and Protestant values as best as possible. There was also agreement on the need keep

undesirable elements out of Canada. And in both cases, the aim \¡/as to establish a system

that would best assist and utilise the various immigrants, in order to develop a harmonious

cittzenry from what was viewed as groups of people with fundamental human differences.

Social scientific books (-Woodsworth 1909, 1911) and theses (Ivens 1909, Mclvor

1908) written by'Winnipeg authorc during the time period of this study concentrated on

ranking the incoming 'foreign races' in terms of their "distinctive physical, mental and

social characteristics" (Woodsworth 1909: 217). This was also the gist ofpopular, public

discourses. For example, a 1,912-1913 series in the 'Winnipeg 
Free Press, entitled "Cos-

mopolitan'Winnipeg" was designed to introduce the Anglo-Saxon reader to the various
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'foreigners'. Its anonymous author is cleally working within the framervork of racial

determinism as applied to Europeans of various nâtionâlities in the following ârgument

A.n immigrant is like new-born boy-potentially a force for good or evil.
'Whether kinetically þic) it shall be good or ill depencis much on what he

brings with him (hereditary), but somewhat also on how he is received and
developed (education and environment). Recent discoveries in biology show
that in the long run herediry is far more important than environment and

education, for though the latter may develop, it cannot create. There never
was a greet man who did not receive his greatness from sorne one who went
before. Nature is on the side of virtue and good stock, and is bound to tell.
"Blood will tell" has more science in it than we at one time knew. Witness
the weak faces of certain of our immigrant people who have back of them a

long history of degradation; and the strong faces of others who come from a

noble and hard combine þic) to form a people. By law of herediry the good
and the bad of these crop out in the descendants. "No Bismark could grow
in a Fagin's den" (Free Press ,7 December 1,9L2).

The ranking of different immigrant groups was fairly consistent across sources. Ac-

cording to'Woodsworth, the first are the British, specified as English, Irish, 'Welsh 
and

Scots, although he points out the undesirabiliry of the English newcomers relative to

the other, as they are of the lower class of urban dwellers (-Woodsworth 1909: 51).

Woodsworth's rypology continues from most to least desirable: Americans, Scandinavi-

ans (including a special note on lcelanders), Germans, French, Southeastern Europeans,

Austro-Hungarians, Hebrews, Italians, Levantines, "Orientals" (including Hindus), and

finally the Negro and "Indians" (First Nations) together.

The Cosmopolitan Winnipeg series ranked the Icelanders at the top because "they,

like ourselves, are a mixed race of lrish and Norwegian" (Free Pr¿ss Nov 12, 1912).
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Scandinavians, considered to be a cultural group, that is an amalgam Norwegians, Swedes

and Finns, were ranked next. Following this were Germans who were considered to take

naturally to urban life, excelling as businessrnen and professionals (Free Pr¿ss Dec 7,1912).

Hebrews were noted as excellent scholars and voracious readers, if nevertheless suspect for

religious reasons. Latin peoples (French, Italians, Spanish and Romanians), were noted for

their "industry, thrift and willingness to do any kind of work (and yet are) contented and

happy; pliable and easily influenced" (Free PressJan 18, 1913). Italians in particular were

not fit for farming, but do well in "the pick and shovel brigade" fiVoodsworth 1911:

133-1,34). At the bottom, were Sifton's "stalwart peâsants", Slavonic peoples (Eastern

Europeans). It should be noted that Icelanders did not always hold their top-ranking

position. The article argues that

No people ceme into Canada under greater difficulties; and none met
more intense prejudice. . .

Arriving in Manitoba they were met with a prejudice equal to that shown
toward orientals-minus the latent pity we all feel for the Chinaman. A
labour delegate rwelve years ago proposed to the government that a $500 tax
be placed on the Icelandic immigrant, when the Chinaman was entering the
country at $50 per head (Free Press L2 Nov. 1,912).

It is curious that such attention would be paid to en ethnic group that comprised in 1911

less than 3.6% o{ the population.

Most of the various cultural groups themselves shared with,\nglo-Canadians a belief

in 'racial' distinctions. Many had either left behind a beloved nation, orwere being
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pushed out of a homeland by other cultural groups in the process of nationalisation. In

either case, racial determinism gave tacit support to the existence of cultural differences.

Popular writing, and the social scientific tracts gave foreigners a public forurn to express

their cultural difference. That is not to sây that some groups were not denigrared for

their 'peculiar' or 'extravagant' ways, only that the logical space existed for the expression

of cultural differences. The organisation of social clubs, church congregations, parochial

schools, selÊhelp committees and newspapers developed and entrenched 'ethnicity'.

The social composition of early Winnipeg was like a jigsaw puzzle that had been

bought by the'Winnipeg bourgeoisie and Dominion government (the state) from Europe,

and then handed it over to civil sociery to arrange into a pleasing picture. lJnfortunately,

no one had checked to see if the pieces were of the same puzzle, or if the picture might

actually be pleasing. And when it was brought to the attention of the bourgeoisie thar not

enough table had been provided to build the puzzle, the bourgeoisie called in the srare ro

cram the puzzle rogether at gunpoint.
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The Ethnographic Literature on Icelanders and

Western lcelanders

4.I Iceland in the Late 19th Centurv

The bulk of emigration from Iceland to North America took place berween 1870 and

1905. Previous to this time, Iceland had been victim to over a century of natural disasters,

including volcanic eruptions, harsh weather, and epidemics affecting both humans and

livestock. It had also been a colony of Denmark since 1397 , and under its trade monopoly

since i605. Iceland in the 19th century was in a tributary mode of production rvith

Denmark (Durrenburger 1996: 178), with an internal social organisation based around

the farmstead and domestic group. With the environmental disasters of rhe 18th cenrury,

the population had declined from 50,358 in 1703 to 47,1"86 by i800. By 1860, it had

recovered to 66,987, but the land could not be considered to have re-acquired significant

productive capactú..
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The majoriry of farmers (including both the independent farmers and ren-
auts) were extremely poor which meant that their economies were especially
susceptible to catâstrophes and "bad years". It has been estimated that with
the level of farming technology of the 1860s and 1870s, the agricultural pro-
duction could not have sustained more than 50,000 people, provided that all
arable lands were in use which seems to have been the case (Pétursson 1990:
20).

The main modes of production were transhumance, and fishing, but Denmark had

"created the Icelandic class of (landowning) farmers with their own entrenched illteresrs

and power to defend them against fisheries" (Durrenberger 7996: 178). It was cusromary

for the Church to sell available land at fair prices to young couples, and there was also a

system of tenancy farming. Fanns produced the wool, tallow and cheese desired by the

Danes.

On the farm, the domestic group consisted of the landowning couple, their children,

and often additional workers. Men tended to be responsible for outdoor work-tending

to sheep, haying, and maintenance of the turf buildings. Women tended ro be responsible

for cows and dairy-related activities, food preparation and the carding and spinning of

wool. Both rnen and women knit to produce clothing. The head couple organised

labour but often spent as much time at labour as other household mernbers.

Most of what was produced went to subsistence of the dornestic group. The surplus

itens could be traded with Danish merchants only, exchanged for barley, rye, coffee,

tobacco and the like. Until 1870, goods including fish could not be tladed berween
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districts without going through Danish merchants (Rosenblad and Sigurdur Rosenblad

1993: 36) so there were no peasant markets. Even after changes to this law, markets did

not emerge as farms were too isolated and there was too little specialisation in production.

On the farmstead, rneal taking and sleeping arrângernents showed little discrepancy in

status. The entire domestic group âte at the same table, if there was one. The household

members slept in the same room, the badstofa, although the bed arca of the head couple

might have doors or a divider forming a sort of private cupboard. The baáhstofa doubled

as the indoor work area; the beds were placed end to end along the outside walls, wirh

cupboards above or between bed for dishes and work tools.

Technologically, Iceland was not very advanced. Houses were of sod, with wooden

rooß and floors, and sometimes of stone, as wood was scarce on the island. Wool was the

main source of materials, knitted into socks, mittens, underwear, sweaters and shawls, or

woven to fonn a dense fabric for coats, breeches and skirts. Shoes were moccasin-like,

made from sheep skin. Ploughs were not used to till the land, and there was no system

of irrigation or land drainage. Waggons and other wheeled vehicles were not in use, as

there were few roads (Pétursson 1990: 21).Iceland itself owned no long distance seagoing

vessels.

In 1860, 79.9 % of people were engaged in subsistence farming, 9.4 % in fishing, the

other 10% in services, construction and commerce. By 1900, farming was in decline,
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comprising 68.1,'yo, and fishing had gain slightly to 1.1..7%o. The faint beginnings of skiiied

trades and professional occupations were developing. The predorninant trades were in

woodworking, carpentry and related building trades.

The rise in fishing, trades and commerce posed a threat to the older social order. lJn-

der the 'traditional' system, by which Denmark had vested power in landowning farmers,

there was a hierarchy of political power. Parish priests, often Icelanders who had studied

in Copenhâgen, were responsible to the Danish Church and governnent for collecting

statistics on births, marriages and the like, but had other duties as well such as the sale of

church lands. Most importantly the pastor was charged with overseeing the moral beha-

viour and education on the farmsteads. These included the responsibiliry of the head rnale

to his workers to model 'Christian behaviour', cârry out regular bible readings, ensure the

education of all children in the domestic group,and the fair treatment of workers. The

pastor also oversaw the respectful treatment of workers to the head of the household.

The pastor was charged with punishing misconduct, through fines, jailing and colporal

punishment, and could rernove children from an 'un-Christian' home.

Sharing similar power and responsibiliry with the priest was a body of landowning

farmers called the hreppr. The hreppr was a selÊhelp organisation, but also responsible

to the poor. It collected insurance noneys yearly from its members, who could draw on

the fund in case of an accident on the farm. It was also the responsible for finding work
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for workers born in the parish but had no placement on a farm, or tenant farmers who

had been unable to pay rent. In other words, if someone in the a landowning falmer's

parish was without means, the landowners were required by law to supporr that person

by taking him or her into the household.

In spite of the hierarchy ofpolitical power, there was little possibiliry of any significant

economic stratification-in fact many clergy and secular ofÍicials needed to work their

own land "as peasants" (Pétursson 1,990: 23). In addition, landownership was nor a

guarantee of status; it was not unconmon for smaller landowners to have to turn to their

districts of origin to seek poor relief in bad years, along with tenânt farmers and workers

who were simply not needed in the last household.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, this became problematic. The existing

laws required workers to contract for a full year to landowners. After 1850, with the

rise in population þut no intensification in production methods) and the lack of available

lands, the number of poor also increased. This was due to the fact that most landowners

could not afford to feed and educate the growing families of their own workers, as rhey

were required to do by law. In addition, poor relief proved to be a burden on landowners

given the general material conditions of country.

In the latter half of the 19th century social restrictions were greatly relaxecl. k seems

that landowners could not support their contract workers and were no longer benefiting
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from the contrâct labour system. In some districts, workers and the poor were sent

to work for fishermen in winter nonths, rather than remain with the famrers to assist

with the manufacture of tallow and woollen goods (Pétursson 1990: 20-21). It became

common for workers to buy themselves out of contracts, and to be released frorn contracts

ahead of time. 'When the law regarding contracts was repealed in 1894, it had long since

ceased to be followed.

In the cultural realm, few visual arts, such as painting and sculpture were practised,

primarily due to the pauciry raw materials such as wood and pigments. Decorative wood-

working and embroidery were more common. By far the most widely practised crearive

endeavours were literary. Iceland had achieved universal literacy in 1780, nearly one hun-

dred years earlier than the rest of Europe, due to the church-based push towards home

schooling superwised by the local pastors. During the evening work period or kvöldvaka

the entire household gathered to work wool and perform other tasks, while one rnember

read aloud from a wide variety of texts

The most popular books read aloud during the vaka were Njála (Nják Saga),

Piltur and Stulka (a contemporary novel), the lcelandic sagas, the sagas of the
kings of Norway, folktales, and Tales of a Tlrcusand and One Nights. Bal-
lads (úmur) were also very popular, as were the poems of Thorlakur, Bjarni
and Jonas, nany of which were learned by heart. The sermons of Bishop

Jón Víðalin and Mynster were considered good religious writings, and many
knew the Passion Psalms from cover to cover as these were sung during lent.
People enjoyed singing and good poetry, and many were quire proficient in
these arts (in Gerard i985: 10).
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Not every farmstead would own all of the above books, and but books were frequently

traded benveen farms and copied by hand. Toward the late 19th century, farmers founded

literary and cultural societies, where newspapeß and books from lceland and abroad were

readily available, read and discussed.

The political organisation in Iceland itself was far from statehood. It cerrainly did not

have the state run schools, police force, national media and so on that Althusser would

refer to as Ideological State Apparatus. It did however have a hierarchy of morai super-

vision, even if that system divested control into the jurisdiction of the parish priests and

landowning farrners. But there was no aristocracy or monarch, no large scale commercial

ventures, no universities or monasteries, no anny, nâvy or guardsrnen, not even a systen

of tartans that might represent the ancient clans -in short, little of national importance and

that could be distilled into a national symbol. Its history over the previous five hundred

years had no great battles or heroes that could be molded into a narrative behind which

all Icelanders could unite.

And yet by the mid-nineteenth century, Iceland was in the process of becoming a

nation. The movement can be rraced to an earlier renescence of poetry, literacy and

efforts to construct a pure form of the langue. Influenced by German Romanticism, the

New Golden Age of Literature (1750-1835) was inspired by rwo universiry students in

Copenhagen, Bjarni Thoraresen and Rasmus Kristjan Rask, a Dane. Rask's interesr was
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spark by the popular belief that, for northern Europeans, the Icelandic language was a

remnent of a glorious pest. As such, the sagas were popularly considered to contain a

purer form of the Germanic languages (Durrenberger 1996). The New Golden Age of

Literature worked with the "putìst" Icelandic, glorifting the landscape and its effects on

the Icelandic soul in poetry.

It was the clergy, who were often Icelandic bom and if not united rhrough kin ties,

had rnet at the universiry in Copenhagen, who disseminated the Rornantic ideas of the

landscape and the Icelandic soul, as well as the political ideas in the next century. Because

the clergy served as the primary mechanism of the Danish state, such as it was in Iceland,

they had strong, well-established systems of comrnunication and the trade of written ma-

terial. They set up reading societies in many districts to educate and involve adults, be

they landowners, tenânt farmers or workers, in the social movement. The reading societ-

ies were especially strong in the north east of lceland, an area that was particularly affected

by environmental problems, and from where the majoriry of imrnigrants to Canada would

1eave.

In the nineteenth century lceland began to seek economic and political independence

from Denmark, and especially the exploitive trade monopoly. In the process of lceland's

emancipation, landowning farmers began to lose their elevated social srarus, which had

been bolstered by Danish political control, to fisherrnen, merchants and ciry dwellers in
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Reykjavik. Meanwhile, the sagas were being elevated as the great history and arr-form

of Iceland. As the ancient settlers of Iceland had set up independent farmsteads, the

hreppr and parish system, nineteenth century independent rural life could be symbolically

located as a direct continuation of the ancient and glorious saga-times. This re-asserred

the importance of the nineteenth century independent farmsteads. It was this 'tradirional

culture' that was used to give Iceland its political right ro srarehood.

One particular inteqpretation of the sagas served as the ideological foundation

Icelandic beließ about their ideal social organisation, which Durrenberger identifies

the "denrocratisation of elite status" (Durrenberger 1.996: 177). He writes

Because the nationalist and independence ideology conflated medieval and

modern history to democratise elite status to maintain the doctrine of egalit-
arianism and superioriry at the same time, every Icelander can see himself or
herself as an aristocrat, a chieftain, a descendant of a Norwegian king (D.rr-
renburger 1,996; 1,7 6).

The rnedieval Icelandic Commonwealth, with its 'parliamentary system', the Alþingi,

is popularly referred to as the first European democracy. The saga narratives focus on

landholding farmers; goðar, the pagan priests and holders of political ofïìce are secondary

but influential figures, and workers and slaves play minor roles. An egalitarian relationship

can be drawn between the main characters of the sagas, and the main characters can

be symbolically identified as the ancestors of all Icelanders. This was used to unite all

Icelanders as an independent people, unjustly oppressed by the Danes. As opposed to

of

AS
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Danish society, Icelandic sociery was idealised as egalitarian-it helped that there was no

state system which reified a highly stratified social structure, and what state bureaucracy

there was was largely Danish. A.s the descendants of the original settlers and members

of the Alþingi, it could be envisioned that Icelanders had in their blood the strength of

will and the oratorical, intellectual and strategic capaciry to defeat the Danish colonisers

though political measures.

Independence for Iceland also meant establishing its own national administrative sys-

tem. In the realm ofpolitics, the leading figure wasJón Sigurdsson, who like Thorarensen,

had had an opportuniry for study in Copenhagen and had knowledge of the growing ideas

about the politics of nationalism in Europe. The Alþingi was reestablished as an advisory

body to the Danish crown in 1845. In 1,874 it gained further rights in taxation and legis-

lation. In 1,904, the Danish government set up a Minister for Icelandic affairs who had

his seat in Reykjavik and was responsible to the Alþingi. In 1918, Iceland signed an Act

of lJnion with Denmark, and gained complete independence in 1945.

Thus the struggle was a long but peaceful one, and had economic, religious and

literary connections. It promoted a cultural ideology which conflated the individual with

the nation, and hence the importance of independence of the individual, egalitarianisn,

and as being of aristocratic lineage, nurtured over the centuries by the unique landscape

of Iceland.
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While some Icelanders sought to improve conditions in their homeland, orhers sought

a better life elsewhere. Those who left brought with them the ideals that called for rhe

rejuvenation of the Icelandic culture, and attempted to create a New Iceland in Canada.

In considering the historic influences on the culture of Icelanders in Canada, or ".Western

Icelanders", the culture of Iceland at the time of emigration, the ideologies that serwed the

invention of the new nations history and modern Icelandic culture, and the experiences

of 'Westerrr Icelanders in New Iceland and in Winnipeg will be briefly reviewed.

4.2 The Sagas

The sagas were written down in the 13th century, and consisr of the oral history of

the wesfward movement from Norway and settlements in the northern reaches of the

British Isles, to lceland. The stories themselves date from approximately 800 AD-1300

AD. They chronicle the Viking journeys, including those to Vinland, now recognisecl as

L'Anse aux Meadows in Newfoundland, and the settlement of Greenland and Iceland. bv

tracing the heroic deeds in the lives of individuals, a lineage, or a region.

A central theme in almost all sagas is the blood-Gud. Today it is debared that perhaps

the sagas were cautionary tales, but for the time period of study the saga ancesrors weïe

considered adventurous, honourable, hardy, cheerful, intelligent and shrewd. A recurring
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theme, and one that rnarks a man as a hero, though he may lose his life in battle, comes

from strophe 76 tn Háuamal in the Poetic Edda

Kinsmen die, cattle die

the self rnust also die.
but glory never dies

for the one who is able to achieve it (trans. Larrington 1996:24).

Strength of character is surnmarised in strophe 42:

Silent and thoughtful a princes son should be

and bold in fighting;
cheerful and merry every man should be

until he waits for death (trans. Larrington 1996: 16).

A further recurrent theme throughout the sagas is an emphasis on generosiry, and the

equaliry of all men in spite of material wealth or lack thereof. These and other themes

are useful to explain Western lcelandic behaviour, and will be revisited throughout this

dissertation.

Of course, the blood-feud could not become a guiding principle in 19th century

Iceland, or in Canada. The sagas provide another model that is perhaps more useful.

Soon after settlement of lceland, the landowners devised a governnlental system in which

men and women were represented through the godi, or chieftain-priest, of their choosing.

The goðar met annually in summer in an assembly known as the Alþingi. The Alþingi

included a legislative assembly, and judicial body. The court system is best describe as

a court of mediation. Like the blood feud, retributive justice was the order of the day,
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brought about through a system of fines and degrees of outlawry. Conciliatory measures,

however, were the ultimate goal of the court cases. Men skilled at law represented parties

to the conflict, organising negotiations or presenting cases to the goðar for judgement.

These lawyers are considerable prestige in the sagas, and much attention is given over

to their oratory and argumentetive skills. In addition, the knowledge of the law and the

logic of intelpreting it are a major theme. This skill in and of itself rnade certain men, nor

necessarily goðar, the most prestigious and influential persons in a saga, if not in the actual

communiry itself. This trait would be used as a model for Western Icelandic cliscourse .

It will become evident that themes in the sagas are reinterpreted by Western Icelanders

and serve to guide their efforts to adapt to their new home. It is no accident rhat the

land grant colony was called New lceland, and that its districts were nor named sysla,

as in 19th century lceland, but bygjat the medieval term for districts. As Icelanders

became urban dwellers, and influenced by British-Canadian culture and sociery, the sagas

remained popular, and catne to serve as inspiration for individual morality and behaviour.

4.3 Vestern Icelanders (Vestmenn\ in New Iceland

Iceland's struggle for independence informed the immigrant experience in no small way.

The major waves of emigration began in 1873, and from the beginning Icelanders sought

a colony where they could reâssert their heritage. In 1873, the 30 or so Icelandic inmig-
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rants in Milwaukee held an Icelandic festival, at which a celtain ReverendJón Bjarnason

preached "Rise up again, Icelandic people, and, with the power of Christianiry, work at

your rejuvenated tasks of destiny. Be once more a light, though a small one, among the

nations, a bright star in the sky of history" (Lindal 1967: 98). Rev Bjarnason would be-

come a highly influential in the Icelandic colony settlement in Manitoba, or New Iceland,

and then in'Winnipeg until his death in 791,4. His career in'Winnipeg and the influence

of the church will be taken in up in the a later chapter.

The immigration of Icelanders was lead by SigtryggurJónasson. The objecrive was ro

obtain enough land for a settlers' colony. In 1875, after several false starrs, Sigtryggur, with

a party of six others including an English Methodist lay preacher, made a brief explorarion

of land along the Red River and west side of Lake 
-Winnipeg. 

Finding the west sire

to their liking, they applied for a land grant. The Dominion Governrnent had a policy

of offering block land grants to large groups of immigrants from Europe. Atthough this

had not been granted for groups migrant within Canada, the Governor General, Lord

Dufferin, held icelanders in high esteem and intervened on their behalf They received

the land grant, and a loan for transportation and provisions.

The Icelanders scattered throughout Ontario, and the United States, about 285 in all,

gathered and travelled to'Nyja Ísland', on the western shore of Lake Winnipeg, arriving

in October 21, 1,875. There was no chance to establish sufficient homesteads, and as the
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group had only 30 cook-stoves, only 30 buildings could be used as housing. Many of

the settlers walked to Winnipeg to find work in the winter and spring. There women

comrnonly worked as domestics and men as labourers, digging sewers and in the building

trades. By spring, about 100 settlers were left in the colony, and of these abour one-

third would die of scurvy and malnutrition (Simon Simonarsson diary). The following

August, over 1200 new settlers would arrive directly from lceland, again with the financial

assistance of the Dominion Government. In the autumn, a smallpox epidemic broke out,

and the settlement wâs quârantined. About one-fifth of the population was affected,

resulting in over 100 deaths. The quarantine brought food shortages, and there wâs no

work in the settlement. There were further deaths from scurvy and malnutrition. The

quarantine was lifted late in June, too late for planting crops, and many setlers again

went to'Winnipeg for work. The third winûer there was no opportuniry for governmenr

assistance, and settlers once again worked in'Winnipeg to make ends meet.

That winter, fwo pastors arrived in New lceland: Rev Páll Thorlaksson, an Icelander

trained by the Norwegian (Lutheran) Synod in the United States, and RevJón Bjarnason.

The argument be&veen thenr would begin the first of several religious debates which

would ultimately help shape Western Icelander's selÊirnage. Some factionalisrn emerged,

fuellecl by the fact that Rev Páll made efforts to acquire provisions for his congregations

from Norwegian Synod charities. Rev. Pálls application for assistance gained rhe notori-
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ous and shameful moniker the 'Begging Letter'. It was considered a grear affi'ont ro rhe

communiry leaders, violating the new cultural value of financial independence, a srare

Sigtryggur and Rev. Jón had hoped to realise for the colony. According to Rev Jón,

the Viking spirit of independence and hardiness was best nurtured by hardship and suË

fering (Houser 1990: 150). The debate of the third winter spilled over inro rhe nexr,

and was carried on primarily in the colony newspaper, Framfari. The end resuit was that

Rev Páll's conglegations, about one-third of the settlement, went to the Unired States.

This incident marks the origin of attaching great shame to the request and acceptance of

financial assistance among'Western Icelanders.

There are several ways thet the founding of New Iceland can be interpreted as mim-

icking the saga narratives of the founding of lceland itself. The first is the social formations

in which people emigrated. In the saga times, when Norwegians lefr for lceland, they

often took their cousins, füends and workers with them to the new land. Kristinsson's

(1983) compilation of emigration records shows that many people left Iceland for Canada

as a domestic group. Those named as leaving a farmstead together include the individuals

relationship to the most senior rnan or woman. It is not uncommon to see a nuclear

family accompanied by one or several uinntunadhur or uinnuþona-workman or workwo-

man. These should not be considered servants, like those who might accompâny a British

upper class family; they would be the farm workers. Second, in the sagas, ir is nor un-
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colrrrrron for a former landowner to grant portions of land claimed by him or herself in

Iceland to his or her workers and thralls. This is roughly parallelled by the sysrem used

in New Iceland. On arrival in the colony, land was claimed by inclividuals according to

the Homestead Act. That is, it became property of the man or woman who cleared and

farmed it for two years. In this way, all men and women were eligible to claim a farm of

their own.

By 1880, the settlement population had been reduced to abour 250 people. Mosr, in-

cluding Sigtryggur andJón Bjarnason had left for better prospects. Nevertheless, Sigtryg-

gur, and the settlements main merchant and sometimes postmaster, Friðjon Friðriksson

put together a business-a sawmill at Riverton and a fleet of lake freighters. The ser-

tlement was rejuvenated when large numbers of settlers arrived in 1886-1888. The area

continued to be dominated by Icelandic immigrants and their descendants into the next

century. New Iceland and the Interlake would become a symbol of Icelandic achieve-

ment in Canada, especially in the Icelandic Canadian histories of the ethnic group as

a whole, and in the sagas of individual towns, written from 1960 onwards (Thompson

1960, Kristjanson 1965, Lindal1967, Gimli Saga 1975, McKillop 1.979, Gerrard 1985). It

is, in a way, a (second) motherland (see Brydon 1987).
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4.4 Vestern Icelanders in Vinnipeg

That first winter in Manitoba, approximately fifiy'Western Icelanders remained in Win-

nipeg. These first Icelandic 'Winnipeggers were periodically joined by settlers from the

rural areas and as such the population ofWinnipeg Icelanders was very much in flux in the

first decade, ranging between 500 and 600 persons (Kristjanson 1965: 162). The employ-

ment was menial; women worked as domestics and men as comûron labourers. At the end

of their first decade in Winnipeg, Icelanders had several small businesses, namely, 'twelve

Icelandic dressmakers, twelve rnerchants, ten ca{penters, four printers, three painters, and

one blacksrnith' (Kristjanson 1965: 17D.'1

As Icelanders as e group gained social status, their area of residence shifted. At first,

Icelanders lived in 'Shanty Town' along the banks of the Red River, but soon some

acquired houses in the Point Douglas area. These became rooming houses and somerimes

served as community meeting halls. My research indicates that a dense cornmunity of

residences and businesses gre\Ã/ along Ross and Elgin Avenues berween 1890 and 1910.

But the 'W'est End the area berween Portaqe and Notre Dame Avenues. and west of

'There are several English language histories of Icelanders in Manitoba. These include Kristjanson
(1965), Lindal (i967) and McKenna (1986). Kristjanson's work relies heavily on Icelandic sources, notably
Thorsteinsson (1935, 1940) and Oleson (1955), suppiemented by reports from Icelandic newspapers. It is

the most thorough source of infomration, and Lindal and McKenna use it as a primary source, which they
supplement with anecdotal observations of their own experiences (Lindal) or extensive English language
recollectiotrs of the'Winnipeg corllnuniry (McKenna). Mattliasson is primarily analytical in nature, (al-
tlrough see Matthiasson1992). lJn]ess otherwise noted, the summary of Icelanders in Winnipeg is ñ-onr
Krisqjanson (i965).
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Balmoral to St. James Street, would become the area of Icelandic residential concentrarion

(Kristjanson 7965: 212), with Sargent Ave nicknamed Icelandic Main Street. The pattern

of growth in the 'West End is described as snaking west\,vard, the eastern end following

the wesrward front over tirne.

In the winter of 7876-77, the first school was established to teach adults English. Ar

first few children attended school, because of the tradition of homeschooling and the

requirement for them to help at home or earn money (Kristjanson 1965: 156). Berween

i880 and 1884, a school for children was established, but its attendance never exceeded 20

pupils (Kristjanson 1965: 1,75). Before 1900, some children did attend the English public

schools, by no means all (see Salverson 1939). Nevertheless, some of the firsr generarion

of immigrants attended 'Wesley College at the Universiry of Manitoba, and the second

generation students really excelled in universiry.

Literary activities were of considerable importance to lcelanders in North America,

as in lceland, and nust be considered ethnic markers. Just two years after the first set-

tlers arrived in New Iceland the newspaper Framfari was set up, and published for nearly

three years. The colony leaders felt that it was crucial to Icelandic progress, cohesion and

cultural idendry that a newspaper exist. The next paper, Leifur was published in'Win-

nipeg, 1883-1886. By 1900, there were fwo secular papers, HeimsÞringla and Lögbery, the

religious journal Sameíningín, and the periodical Almanaþ published out of 
'Winnipeg, 

and
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the feministmàgazine Freyja in Selkirk. During the 1910s, other journals and newspapers

would appear for several issues but not last more than a few years. The variery of pub-

lished writing ranges from emotional and symbolic short stories, poems and exhortations,

to logical debates about social and political issues.

There are t\,vo areas of social life where Icelanders appeer to have joined forces with

the dominant culture. The first is the realm of politics. The first Icelandic member of

the legislature, Sigtryggur Jónasson (Liberal) was elected in 1896. Berween 1910 and

1.920,Icelanders ran as both Liberals and Conservatives. Thomas H.Johnson, son of an

Icelandic suffrage pioneer, trained in law and very much involved in real estate clealings,

held several offices in the Liberal provincial parry. 'When women official received the vote

January 27,1,916, the third reading was rnoved by acting PremierJohnson, who gave a

lengthy supporting speech (in Kristjanson 1965: 375). As Minister of Public'Works in

1916 he initiated the Fair Wages Act. FIe was the Attorney-General for the Province

of Manitoba 1,91,7-1,922, during which time he is noted for lobbying for prison reforn.

Icelanders would run for several different parties, including the CCF, Labour, and Social

Credit.

By 1900, some Icelanders had made considerable social gains. Berween 1900 ancl

1920, approxirnately twenry lcelanders, including one woman were called to rhe bar

(Kristjanson 1,965: 170). Prior to 'World'War I, there were more than thirry Icelandic
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building contractors in the ciry, building houses, apartment blocks and office buildings.

Icelandic labourers had gained in stature and become tradesmen. The Henderson Direct-

ory lists many lcelandic women as clerks and secretaries in prominent offices. Nursing

and teaching were also common pursuits for women. Although the Ross and Elgin area

had had Icelandic stores, Icelandic entrepreneurs took on a greater variery ofenterprises

after 1900.

In 191"2-13, The Manitoba Free Press wrote a series of articles called "Cosmopolitan

Winnipeg", on'W'innipeg's various "râces". The Icelanders were the first to be profiled,

and were considered the best of all foreigners. The article blends quotes by anonymous

Icelanders describing their culture with the author's observations, as such it is a blend of

ideological stances. One quote in particular speaks to how Icelanders saw themselves as

menrbers of Canadian sociew.
J

'We are all keen on politics and generally opposed to separate schools, because

we believe the public school is the best agency Canada has for making one
united people of the many races coming in. Besides, we don't think it is a

square deal to spend our money for sectarian schools (Free Press, Nov. 16,
191,2).

The speaker positions himself as a Canadian, not a foreigner, with a right or even dury

to contribute to the formation of Canadian society, grving advice on the assimilation of

other races. This demonstrates several things commonly attributed to Icelanders in this

time period. These include their civic-mindedness, their sense of patriotism and desire to
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assimiiate and excel in British Canadian culture, their focus on education, a broadminded

approach to religion (noting the three different church congregations) and a careful use

of money. Above all, it mentions the financial success of several Icelanders. It the states

that "you will find them prospering in all callilgs, from labourer to the . . . merchant

and professor" (Manitoba Free Press 23 Nov. 1912). I will return to the article often

throughout the dissertation.

The rise of the position of Icelanders within'Winnipeg's social structure up ro i920

can be summarised as follows. icelanders arrived in 'Winnipeg in the earliest days of its

settlernent, before the entrenchment of class and ethnic rankings. They came with the

recommendations of the Governor General of Canada, and continued to receive accolades

after their arrival. As a group, they tended to aspired to literary and educational excellence

in general, a fact not lost on the British rniddle and upper classes in Manitoba. Indeed,

the characteristics attributed to Icelanders, specifically income, education and ternperance

work, are those associated with the middle class. By 1910, Icelanders became positively

stereoryped as an ethnic group, although perhaps for their 'rniddle classness' rather than

ethnicity. The seemed well aware of this status. Icelanders were keen to become part

of Canadian society, but at the same time they strove to maintain the Icelandic culture

(Lindal 1,967). This was perhaps a form of resistance to the emerging dominant ideologies

of racial determinism, the ranked status of ethnic groups, and narivism.
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Evidence that the West End had a strong Icelandic presence can be found on buildings

in the area. There are still small businesses owned and frequented by Icelanders, some

carrying Icelandic family names. Indeed, Murray Peterson has mapped out a walking tour

through the area which visits several important sites (Peterson 1,997). Well into the latter

half of the 20th century both Icelandic newspapers were housed in the West End, âs were

various book publishers and stores over the years. 'Whât is now a bingo hall was once

home to the rwo temperance chapters of the International Order of Good Templars,

Hekla and Skuld, and continues to bare their names. The First Lutheran Church on

Victor Ave to this day has as resident pastor someone born and educated in Iceland.

Finally, several apârtnent blocks in the area have Icelandic names, such as Hekla, Hrefna,

Vesta and Valhalla.

4.5 Canadians oflcelandic Descent: Ethnicity in Manitoba Today

Today, people of Icelandic ancestry celebrate their heritage annually in the August long

weekend festival, Islendingadagurinn, in Gimli, Manitoba. The festival attendance is one

of the largest sun-r.mer ethnic festivals in the province, yet the display of Icelandic culture

is noted as being markedly absent @rydon 1987). That is, there are few visual ethnic

markers. This is due in part to the continued enphasis on literature as the halhnark of

Icelandic culture. But what further hides Icelandic culture is that Icelandic Canadians
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are involved in many middle-class voluntary organisations, such as the Shriners. The

participation of these groups' motorcades and floats dilutes the few Icelandic spectacles,

such as the beautifully dressed Fjálkona (an honourary position given to â marure wo-

man for her life long communiry contributions), a few rnarauding vikings, and teams of

Icelandic horses. Icelandic foods as ethnic markers are limited. Of course, excepr for the

wonderfully strong coffee and ubiquitotts uinnaterlø (a version of Viennese torte brought

with the earliest settlers from Iceland and maintained in Canada, but not lceland), 'tradi-

tional' foods, such as fermented shark and blackened sheep's head are not usually available.

Anne Brydon (1987) argues that today there are two sets of discourse surrounding whar

is authentic in Icelandic ethniciry and ethnic identiry. One centres around the private

experience of the Icelandic extended family life, where memories of the settlement of

New lceland are kept alive in oral narratives, and the milk based foods of Iceland are

still consumed. The other focuses on the middle-class tendencies of the public face of

Icelandic ethniciry, as manifest in the speeches of dignitaries (perhaps an echo of the ritual

of the Alþingi) and sing-a-longs of the final day (Brydon 1987: 88-91).

The distinction berween public and private ethnic display among Icelanders in Canada

is not a recent phenomena. The issue is also discussed by John S. Matthiasson (1983,

1989), a second generation Icelandic immigrant. Matthiasson's auto-ethnographic work

focuses on the Icelandic communiry in the 'West End of Winnipeg, the neighbourhood
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where he grew up, and as such reflects back as far as the 1940s. He argues that urban

Icelanders shunned the idea of being ethnic until late in the public movenrent in Canada

to celebrate rnulticulturalism. He suggests historical reasons for this. As some Icelanders

settled in Winnipeg in 1875, and many more came as migrant wage labourers, their intro-

duction to British Canadian culture began 25 years before the mass imrnigration that took

place between 1896 and1,91,4. As such, in the first rwo decades of the century, Icelanders

were far more acculturated than most other immigrânt groups. Over 70%owere naturalised

citizens by 1,916. They were widely regarded as the best of the foreign (i.e. non-British)

irnmigrant grorlps, and though residentially cohesive, did not reside in the ethnic quarter

of Winnipeg's North End. Matthiasson and others (Kristjansson 1.965, Lindal 1967) point

out that, in the early decades of the 20th centur!, many Icelanders were well-educated

and served as politicians, doctors, lawyers, teachers, nurses and entrepreneurs as well as

working in the skilled trades and white collar jobs. They easily and proudly fit in with the

English speaking population in the city, and made public efforts to avoid being viewed as

foreign (Lindal 1,967: 377-381).

But in homes and in the many volunteer societies and church gïoups, Icelandic was

the language in use, Icelandic folksongs and hymns were sung, Icelandic foods and tra-

ditionally made coffee were served, and debates andjoratory flourished. The residents of

many homes often had a cousin of sorts as a boarder, and were open to those travelling
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from the Interlake. Most importantly, an emphasis on Icelandic medieval literature was

passionately maintained, as was the abiliry to compose poetry, short stories and novels.

A-lthough by 1960 most lcelandic journals and newspapers were published in English, the

existence of such literature devoted to Icelandic culture (in the popular sense), intellec-

tual debates in letters and editorials, and news continued to unite Icelanders throuehout

the Canadian Prairies and American Plains areas, as they had done before the turn of the

century. There is today a tendency to pâss books from household to household; at the

many committee meetings, which also serve as informal social gatherings, one can often

arrange to borrow Gúðrun's book from Sessilja, after Sessilja gets it from Einar.

John Matthiasson writes the Icelanders always claimed they were not ethnic, but the

West End was en enclave as much as any of those in the North End (Matthiasson 1994:

59). His cousins and childhood füends have remarked to me that everyone they knew

was Icelandic, and foods and other customs that they thought everyone had, they now

understand to be particular to Icelanders. For adults, voluntary associations became a focal

point of interaction with other lcelanders. Matthiasson argues that it was less the actual

work ofpromoting Icelandic ethnicity than the tendency of the voluntary associations to

fosrer debate that allowed them to draw the community together. That is, the Icelandic

cultural preference for argumentation and oratory as both a laudable intellectual exercise

and a form of entertainment did not simply create factionalism. Matthiasson argues that
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the tendency of Icelanders to create and*debate trvo sides to every issue is part of a

culturally specific psychological trait that he refers to as dualism. The trait has emerged

frorn the symbolic culture used in Icelandic collective identity: the land of fire and ice, the

Vikings as both marauders and poets, adventurers with a keen sense of utpra (tendency to

look ourwards and explore the world) and the desire for an independent and pure culture,

and so on. FIe argues "the debates satis$/ psychological needs in addition to keeping

individuals interested and engaged in the communiry. Thus the sense of community was

!'
not a response to outside pressures" (Manhiasson 1989: 168).

There is no doubt that aspects of the cr,riturè have remained alive, and some can

be traced to customs in Iceland at the time of emigration, while others appear to be

reinvented from the sagas. My own participation in the Icelandic communiry in Manitoba

in recent years has allowed me to recognise many of the traits documented by other

researchers. There is a continued reverence of the saga literature. Oral and written poetry

is celebrated, as is writing, especially of history and fiction is still valued. Western Icelandic

literature as a genre includes authors from both Canada and the US.

Today there are several ethnic institutions promoting the culture here and connections

to Iceland itself. Those participating in these associations are of varying income or occu-

pation, which is pointed out to support claims of a sense of equaliry anong lcelanders.

There is also a strong sense of independence of the committees from the Canadian sociery
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at large. This is especially the case in financial matters, wherein a tremendous amount of

funding comes from the Icelandic communiry itself, rather than governlrent grânts.

In spite, or perhaps because of, the ethic of egalitarianism, there are tensions around

having money. It has long been the câse thât Icelandic enffepreneurs were viewed with

mild disapproval-they have after all made profits from other lcelanders. 'While capital-

ism itsell especially as associated with democracy, does not necessarily promote ideals of

inherent inequality berween individuals, the economic stratification found in Winnipeg's

capitalist society is not compatible with the 'Western Icelandic sense of egalitarianism.

The tension benveen ethnic ideal and the socio-economic stl.uctures within the earlv

-Winnipeg 
Icelandic communiry is a core issue of the dissertation research.
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Part II

Cornposition of, the'Winnip"g

Icelandic Cornrnunity
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5 Ethnic comrrluniw

Icelanders totalled less than 3.6 percent of the population of Winnipeg, and were nor

distinctive enough to warrant their own ethnic câtegory in official censuses. Yet they had

gatnered enougir attention to be considered the best of the foreigners in the popuiar press.

As a collective, they opted to rernâin clistinct from other Scandinavians. To what extent

do they fit models of an urban ethnic group as proposed by Breton and Dreiger?

To answer this, the densiry of Icelanders in two locations will be examined, the Ross

and Elgin blocks in -Ward 4, where rnany Icelanders resided until approxinately 1910,

and then the West End. The pettern of migration into this area will be beiaboured here

to set up a background for later discussions of the Icelandic involvernent in real estate and

the buiiding industry.

Subsequently, an overvierv of ethnic institutions-newspapers, businesses, churches

aud voluntary associations-will be discussed, as rvill the private schools and universiry

classes. These institutions will be examined in greater detaii in subsequent chapters, but
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are introduced here in order to give the reader a sense of the West End as the lcelanders'

neighbourhood.

Several sources have been used to gather the information to be presented. The Hende-

rson Directories (HD) were used in two different ways. One was to conduct a srreet by

street survey of the city in order to establish the location of Icelandic residence wirhin

Winnipeg. The second method made use of a sample of l25Icelandic surnân-r.es, to con-

duct a census of the number of persons per household, and the occupation of household

members. Surveys and censuses were taken from the HD for the years 1900, 1905, 1910,

L91.5, and 1920. The HD were most accurate in gathering the street by street survey

material, and the number and occupation of adult males.

My 1915 HD census recorded slightly less than half of the population of Western

Icelanders recorded 1916 governrnent census. My control group tests indicated that the

HD routinely under reported on children, and women who were not heads of households

in its address section-the section from which I took my census. The 1916 government

census found approximately 1154 Icelandic males, and reported that 39.6% of the total

population was under the age of 20. If the age differentiation was consistent ecross all

ethnic gïoups, it would expected that there would be 698 lcelandic men over the age of

20. My HD census found 754 males, so statistics on this sample may have some degree

of accuracy. However, my HD census found only 336 females, where the government
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censtls recorded I543 females. Given the inaccuracy of my origrnal source data, an in

clepth statistical anaiysis of the Icelandic population is not feasible, rvith the possible ex-

ception of the data on adult males. This r,vill be examined in some detail in relacion ro

occupation and econoûlic stratification.

First though, a general surnmary of statistics on Icelanders as can be gleanecl fron

government census clata will be revierved. The 1911federal census enumerated r-renr.rìe

living in the Ciry of Winnipeg who were of Icelandic birth, finding 1640 persons, of

rvhich 746 are male, and 881 are female- The 1916 Census of the Prairie Provinces gives

more cletail, recording a total of 2785 people residing in Winnipeg rn'ho are of Icelandic

ancestry. It breaks this into several categories, as shou'n in table 5.1.

Also of interest is the ratio of Icelandic maies to females in'Winnipeg. In the generai

population, a greater number of males than females is indicative of the unequal sex rarios

that were the result of irnmigration processes that favoured young able-bodied men (Art-

tbtse 7977: 199). in the 7916 census, the ratios are more alike, as rnany men were et war

in Europe. Icelanders were only enumerated as a category in the 1911 Federal Census

and 1916 Census of the Prairie Provinces. Their female to male ratio is the opposite of

that of the general population. I have adjusted the numbers for statistical comparisor in

table 5.2.
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Table 5.1: People of Icelandic Origin: 'Winnipeg and Surrounding Area 1911

Canadian-born people of Icelandic origin Wpg Centre 1,074

Wpg North 56

'Wpg South 127

total1.337 (585:752)

American-born immigrants of Icelandic origin: 85

Foreign-born people of Icelandic citizenship naturalised 1020

alien 340

total 1360 (569:791)

males under 21. years of age 47

(ratios are male to female)
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Table 5.2: Icelanders by gender and origin: Winnipeg 1911-1916

year per females males

1906 1000 1271
General Population

1,91,1, 1000 7207

7916 1000 1018

year per females males

1911 1000 834 þorn in lceland)
Icelandic Population 

ß16 1000 71,9 þonin Icerand)

1916 1000 778 (parents lcelandic)
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The reversed ser ratios among 'Western 
Iceianders in the earlier years may be in-

dicative of the tendency for rvomeu to come fron rural areas to find u,ork in the ciry.

The following discussion of u'omell's wage labour is gleaned fi-orn evidence giver-r by

Icelanders; unfortunâtely the official census does not break dorvn occupation by ethnic

background, or vice versa. The rnigrancy of wotneu may be due in part to a coÍrtinuânce

of cultural values and social patterns fr-om lceland. 'Western 
Icelanders emphasised the

importance of literacy for both boys and girls, and in lcelancl, yolrng rnen and women

often worked ar,vay from the natal home. Anecdotal evidence (rrûGpçrc thrt 'rrrel 
-W'estern

Icelandic wonlen ancl men r,vorked as migrant labourers in Winnipeg in difíerent seasons.

This may count for the discrepancy in nutnbers.

5.1 Patterns of Residence

Two locations of Icelandic residence rvill be scrurinised in detail. The first is in Ward 4.

where there rvas a concentration of Icelandic residents on Ross and Elgin Streets until

around 1910, and the second is the West End neighbourhood in'Ward 3. The reason for

the inclusion of the Ross and Elgin area is that it becarne the site of a railway shunting and

loadingyard, andsale of the homes in the area contributed to the rise of sone real estate

agents. A Western lcelander who grew up in the West End toid rne that when he rvas

yourlg, there was a disparaging remark that certain wealthy people had been "on the right
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sicle of Ross Avenue". The l(/estern Icelandic involvernent in the real estate business rvill

be discussed in more detail in a later chanter.

5.1.1 Ross and Elgin Avenues

The hor-nes on Ross and Elgin Avenue, berween Isabel and Tecumseh, in Ward 4 homes

are alllong the olclest in the ciry. In many cases, data about their onelnal construction

is iacking as building perrnits were either not issued or nor archived. According ro the

Henderson Director-ies (HD), Icelandic households, discerned by surname. totai over 40%o

of all households. Ali of the businesses but one were Icelandic. and the First Lutheran

Church, Gráni and the Icelandic Unitarian Church rvere located one block north, at

Nena and Pacifìc. The newspaper Iìgbery was located at 7-2 306 Elgin. Heimsleringla

shared the presses of The Voíce , the Winnipeg Trades and Labor Council's newspaper,

edited by W.J. Puttee, located on Main St. berweenJames and Rupert Aves.

About half of the hones on the blocks in question are still sranding, rhe rest having

been demolished when Midland Railway built a spur track there in 1909-1910. Unlike

any other raihvay into -Winnipeg, 
the Midland track carne from the United States. A1-

though originally expected to carry passengers, Midland Rail instead builr a nain rrack

rvith several offloading spurs to serve warehouses and light industrial. Only rhose houses
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Figure 5.1: Winnipeg Ward Three and Four: 1910
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directly on a tnain line or spur route .,vere bought up and removed. The area became a

mix of residences, shr-rnting tracks ancl u,arehouses.

A visual inspection of the remaining homes can be made. In spite of rhe facr rhat tl-ie

houses have stood less than 30 metres from the Midiancl Raii tracks for over 50 years (rhe

tracks were removsd i'. thc 1Q7oc\ rh. srioi¡¿l rnerits of the houses can be discerned. In

general, these houses are two stories in height, and lrave at least seven or lnore roorlls.

Most appear to have some foundation, although residents today report that these amolulr

to little more tilan a crarvl space. In many cases the lots allow for nvo or nlore nlerres

between houses, such that the houses have an aclequate light source from the outcloors

fionr each direction. The lot size varies benveen 25' x 1I2', and 49.5' x 132'. The maps

of the tirne indicate that the four blocks inhabited by lcelanders were longer than any

other in the area. Further, it seems that Ross Avenue had a centre boulevard; Midland

Railway successfully applied to Ciry Council to have it removed to rviden the space for

its tracks (Ciry Council Minutes 1914).

,\ common econolnic strateg'y anong Winnipeg's poor wâs to crowcl several single

men and wolnen into each bedroom of a house, or rent out one bedroom per family.

Thus the number of people resident in each house, as shown in census material and tax

assessnents can be used as an indicator of poverfv.
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The raw data of the governrnent census of 1901 provides a very specific indicator of

the inhabitants of households.s In Icelandic residences families with up to eight children

occupied a house, in addition to usually one to three, but up to ten, boarders. The

occupations of boarders range from labourer (ofboth sexes) and student to physician. The

non-Icelandic neighbours show a similar large nurnbei ofpeople per house, but the rnake-

up is somewhat different. It is more conrlnon to see rwö families living togerher, or a large

number of adults, but not a family with adult boarders. The tendency of Icelanders ro

take in other Icelanders arriving from the rural settlements or from overseas is commonJy

known among people of Icelandic descent in Winnipeg today, and discussed by Gillespie's

interviewees. Thus it can be generally concluded that the Icelandic household frequently

consisted of a nuclear family and one or nlore boarders.e Gillespie's interviewees reporr

that the homes seemed crowded, but that the presence of a boarder helped make ends

meet.

The houses occupied by Icelanders on Ross and Elgin are of the same general qualiry

as other houses in the surrounding neighbourhood. The tax assessment records for 1905

öRaw data is not available for subsequent census years.

eln early Winnipeg in general the nuclear family occupying a single home would have been unusual.
The reasons for this differ depending on class. .A,mong the working and lower classes the lack of housing and
the high cost of renting or purchasing a house made overcrowding endernic. In the North End ir was not
unusual for wvo or more familes to share a house. A middle"class household, supported by a professional
or successful entrepreneur, generally had a servant grrl to assist tirewife with housework. The upper class

household generally included many domestics.
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indicate the Ward 4 houses clid have a higher value. Icelanders wer-e living in goocl

housing for working class people. It can be safell' said that rhere u¡as lirtle discrepa¡c1, i¡

housing values berrveen distinguished Icelanders and more anonymous persons.

While 'Warcl 4 nay have been a comfortable neighbourhood in irs early incarnarion,

by 1913 the raihvay tracks and an increase in housing densiry brought a decline in tire

general atmosphere. According to the tax assesslnent roles, property values in the area

dropped and tnost houses rvere renteci to several adults. After 1910, the irouses left stancl-

ing were inhabited primarily by residents rvith British nalnes. The exceprion ro rhis is

Elgin Avenue, rvhere several homes rvere still occupied by lcelanders, though usecl as

boarding houses.

The clensiry of Icelanders in the Ross and Elgin residerìce area rvas in sonre blocks

over 50%. This concentration of community leaders, associations and shops bv and for

Icelanders suggests that Ross and Elgin area fi,t Breton's and Dreiser's classificarion as an

ethnic enclave neighbourhood. Indeed, Thorsteinsson's commentary on rhe denise of

that neighbourhood, which he attributes to both the burial of hornes beneath rhe raihvay

spur and tlre 1908-i912 building boom, cârries a wisrful tone (Thorsreinsson 1935b: I75).

The HD censuses indicate that, like Icelanders leaving Point Douglas, many of those

leaving Ross and Elgin ra,,ere tnoving into the West End. Yet a significanr nullber stayecl

in 'Ward 4, moving to areas around the General Hospital and along Bannaryne and Mc-
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Dermott, near Nena. The houses tended to have a higher tax assessnent value then those

occupied by Icelanders in both Wards 3 and 4.

5.1.2 The Vest End

'The Prairie' grew slowly as a suburb, dotted with respectable rwo-srory wood houses

along unpaved streets. Its development as a residential area was made possible by the

advent of trolley lines running west from the downtown business and industries. 'Within

any neighbourhood, the most common mode of transportâtion, travel on foot, had an

influence on the location of communitv establishments. This is demonsrrated in the

relocation of Icelandic churches.

As the area of icelandic residence shifted from the Ross and Elgin area, first south

of Notre Dame, then wesfward, the location of churches becarne inconvenient. In re-

sponse to the first shift, the First Lutheran and LJnitarian Churches borh moved their

congregations from Pacific and Nena to Nena and Bannaryne and Sherbrook and Sar-

gent, respectively. By 1920, both congregations would move further wesr ro locations

just off Sargent, one on Victor, the other on Banning. It is of nore that it was both

financially costly and emotionally difficult for people to leave behind the sacred spaces

they had struggled to create (Kristjanson 1,965: 342). Yet the distance moved is in no

instance more than 2 kilonetres. The need to travel on foot (made more inconvenient
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by both slrn-ìlt1er and winter climatic extremes) rnade this distance a significa¡t factor i¡

church location. Thus available modes of transportation must be taken into account u,hen

densiry is considered as a factor or predictor of the effecdveness of ethnic instirutions in

nraintairring rlle ethnic group.
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Figure 5.2. Icelandic Residenrial Density: 1900
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Figure 5.3: Icelandic Residential Densiry: 1905
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In exaurinirìg the nigration of the Icelandic population u'iririn the ciry using n-r;, HD

surveY and census some gerleralisations are obvious. Those rvho livecl i¡ Point Dor.rslas

after 1895 left that area for the West End (Ward 3), rather than Ross and Elgin. Most of

the residents of Ross and Elgin also moved into the'West End, particularly after 1905, and

especialìy after i910. However, the densiry of Icelanders relarive to orher ethnic groups

rvas quite lorv in the 'West End, although the patterns of initial seuien-ìenr suggesr rhar

close personal ties affecred their choice of location

The electoral district ofWard 3 ran'uvest of Spence to the St. Jarnes Street, and nortl-r

of the Assiniboine River to Notre Dame. The portion of W¿rd 3 south of Portage Ave

became houre to sorne of 'Winnipeg's most affluent professional and business people. This

was not happenstance; ciry council passed by-larvs regarding the quality of homes to be

built in the area (Artibise 1975: 168). V.ry few Icelanders lived in this area; probably

more lcelandic women worked there as domestics.

The patterns of residential growth are of some interest. The ''West End' developed as

a residential area, separated from the downtown industrial and business core ofWinnipeg.

In surweying the HD, it is evident that the area within'Ward 3 into u'hich Icelanders were

moving is only that portion berween Portage and Notre Darne Avenues. But thev appear

to be moving into the westem fringes of the ciry, and perhaps inro neu¡ housing.
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For exampie, in 1900, on Ellice berr'veen Toronto and Arlington rhere are 9 addresses

listed, and all 9 natnes are lcelandic. On McGee, of the 18listed, 8 (44%) are lcelanders.

Moreover, if the area is considered block by block, several srreers, such as Victor and

Home, ere seen to have no lcelanders. Overall, Icelandic llames are listed as residents in

8ó of the 433 dwellings, or 19.9%o of the total.

in 1900-i905, Icelandic residence rvas concentrated in the area along McGee, Agnes,

Toronto and Simcoe Streets. On each of these streets over 50% of the houses show an

occupant with an Icelandic nane.

By 1910 there is a decline in the densiry of Icelandic residences reiative to rhose of

other ethnic groups. In this year, Ingersoli is one of the furthest streets west on which

there are houses, and here 83% of the occupants have Icelandic narnes. On McGee, the

highest densiry of icelanders on a block by block basis has fallen to 14.3% benveen Sargent

and'Wellington. ,\s in previous years, the streets furthest wesr hâve higher densities of

Icelanders. The number of lcelandic households in the area has increased from 145 to

263, and comprises only 7.6% of the total inhabired residences.

The pattern continues throughout the next decade, with Icelanders occupying almost

all homes on the western edge of the area, and their relative, but not actual number

decreased in what wes then the nriddle areas of the West End. In 1915, the densiry of

Icelanders reached a dispersal pattern that would remain stable for decades. The streets
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most denseiy populated by Icelanders are Burnell, Alverstone, and Victor. In terms of rar,v

nurnbers, the number of Icelandic houses in the area is at least 315, or 5.6% of the total.

By 1,920, the sheer number of homes on blocks throughout the West End had increased

from 5 to befween 35 and 55. But the total number of Icelandic households in the area

wâs over 455, or about 8% of the total. On no street is the densiry higher than25%o.

What this means is that, if my survey results are accurate, the Wesr End lcelanders

r,vould not qualiSr as being 'residennaily segregated'. Data collected in the 1970s lDreiser

1977) would find 20 percent of the homes to be occupied by Scandinavians. However

the lorv percentage in 1900-1920 raises the quesrion of r,vhether the neighboulhood could

properiy be considered an ethnic enclave.

Overall, the 'West End was less crowded and more peaceful than Ward 4, as well

as being more modern. Building permits are available, ancl list the amenities of each

new residence. Sewer hook up to mains, and running water were cornmonly found in

new homes. Most new houses built in the area after 1908 were heated by "cen[ral air",

using coal or wood. In larger homes and apartment blocks, heating is listed as "steam",

indicaring a system of radiators in most rooms. Some smaller hornes continued to be

heated by wood stoves, however. Olaßon's Wood Yard (u'hich may have been both a

lunrber yard and wood lot) on Sargent at Toronto was still in existence in L920.
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Most houses built before 1,914 did not have çlectriciry, or even the wiring. When

electriciry became available in the 'West End, the proper rviring rvas almost immedi-

ately incorporated into new houses, many of which were being built by lcelanders. It

is of interest that the Icelandic ciry councillor Ami Eggertson-the father of 'Winnipeg's

electriciry-was a real estâte agent, and rented out over one hundred homes in the devel-

oping area. Eggertson also employed building corltractors. Some Icelanders moved from

hotnes without electriciry to homes which had it, and this r,vas likely one of rhe facrors

rvhich encouraged the western movelnent of the Icelandic communiry as a whole. In

other instances, wiring was hastily put irlto existing homes, running along the floorboards

to a lamp, or up the wall and along the ceiling, with light fixtures left dangling (Raenar

Gislason, Gillespie interview CI67 6-1680).

Telephone service was available in Winnipeg at the time, bur it is difficuk ro derermine

how many Icelandic homes had telephones. From adverrisements it is evident rhar mosr

Icelandic businesses did, and some more prominent members of the communiry had

telephones in their homes. Minutes of the voluntary associations occasionally discuss the

use of the telephone as one means of communicating with other organisation members,

but it is evident that not all members could be contacted by phone. Generally, mail

ser-vices and even more frequently the Icelandic newspapers were used. In the case of
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needing to make inmediate contact, a runner might be sent to slrrrtmon the requirecì

PAIry.

One further aspect of the residential features of the neighbourhood is worrh noting.

That is the presence of numerous stately brick and stone apartnent blocks, rrany dating

fi'orn benveen 191I and 1914. This rype of residential accommodation is of some inrerest

to the developnent of 20th century urban living. Such buildings began rnaking rheir

widespread appearance on this continent after 1905, but did not appear in Winnipeg

for another 5 years. Thus the apartment buildings in Winnipeg usually had rhe modern

atnenities, and Winnipeg elite could boast that the city did not have the slum tenenìenr

sanitary problenrs rhat existed in European cities.

The increase in the-West End population after L9O8.was fairly rapid, but did nor resulr

in the dense and crowded conditions of North End. Interviewees recall rhar the area had

far fewer houses than today, and while it was not as heavily treed there were many green

spaces benveen sets of houses. That the lots were left vacant was fortunate as the width of

the lots is, for the most part, no larger than those of the North End (i.e. from 25-33 feet

and 100 feet deep). Vacant lots not only resulted in a lower population densiry, rhey were

used by the communiry, not avoided as if they were private properry. Children played

there, the occasional garden was grown, and it is likely that it was these areas served as the
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daytime pesture for corvs and other livestock that conrinued to be kept as food sources

(Margaret Frederickson; Giliespie inrerwierv Cl672-1975).

5.1.3 Businesses

Like Icelanders homes, businesses rvere dispersed within a restrìcted area. Two streets in

particular were candidates for Icelandic business concentration. The first was Sherbrook

Street, u,hich ran berrveen the old and nerv neighbourhoods, on in'hich a ferv prestigious

establishments were located. These include the Bardal Block, Colun-rbia Press, and rhe

offices of Drs. Brandur Brandson and Olafur Bjomson, physicians rvho had rvorked for

the community for decades. Other businesses included C Olaßon, Insurance, a bakerry,

and Háldor Bardal Confections.

But it rvas Sargent Avenue that wes known as Icelandic Main Street, a nanre it would

keep into the late 1950s. In 1910, there were perhapsl0 seven Icelandic establishmenrs,

on Sargent Avenue berween Young Srreet and Victor, including a grocers, butchers, a

hardware store, jewellers and a shoemaker. By 1915, a printer, barber, tailor shop and

pool hall could be added to the list. But it should be noted that there are also British-

owned businesses (totalling 26), as well as Italian (4), Chinese (3) andJewish (1). By 1920,

the nunber of Icelandic business on Sargent had begun to shift in concenrration ro the

10.A.gatn the issue of the na¡ne A,nglicisation of names makes precise detemrination difficult.
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blocks benveen Agnes and Toronto. It had gÍown in number to 13, wirh one notable

addition-the 'Wevel Cafe at 692 SarEent.

The lcelandic businesses were not large and some, suci-r as the Bardal Funeral Honre

r,vere family run. While there is evidence that these businesses tended to hire Icelanders it

is difficult to ascertainjust how meny in total and bn average these businesses employed.

According to the FID census Central Grocery on 'Weilington Ave orvned bV J.J Bildfell

enrployed 11 people, and 13 are listed as working for the Lögberg Publishing Cornpany.

The dispersal of businesses, coupled with the clifficulties inherent in the rnode of

transportation raise questions as to how effectively the businesses and clubs coulcl drau'

togetller the Icelandic population in the'West End. While the Ross and Elsrn area was

undoubtedly an ethnic neighbourhood, to what exfent did the'West End fulfil the same

functions?

5.2 An Ethnic Cornrnunity

If the geographic setting does not contain people in close proximiry to one another, some-

thing else must contribute to the maintenance of a sense of 'comrnuniry'. The first space

for public interaction is not geographically fixed, ancl that perhaps is one of its greatest

strengths. What I ar-n referring to here ere newspapers. The Icelandic language newspa-

pers were widely distributed and read. While much of their news coverage was on world
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events from Canada, the lJnited States and Europe, editorials and letters raised issues and

debates inportant to the Icelandic communiry itself, This marerial came from Winnipeg

as well as the Interlake and smaller communities. The papers carried announcernents re-

garding most church and club meetings, and sornetimes reported on the progress of drese

meetings or the planning of special events. They described at lengch events such as nrusic

recitals ancl the consecration of churches, and carried biographies and obituaries of prom-

inent individuals- Adverrisements were prirnarily for Icelandic businesses in Winnipeg,

although non-Icelanders occasionally advertised here as rvell. .ln short, they contained a

narrative of Icelandic life in North Arnerica, and served and created a communiry that

was not limited to Winnipeg.

Newspapers were read in most homes, and their content was discussed durireg evening

visits or over coffee. Thus the information was not jusr privately digested, but served to

Ged informal conversation. As such, the papers were instrulnents of collective discourse

and functioned to align people's ideas about the issues they presented. 'When ideological

cleavages developed over political, religrous or communiry events, communify divisions

correlated with newspaper readership, residential area, religious denomination, remper-

ance lodge affiliation and political parry affiliation (Kristjanson 1965: 253). Those who

rcad Heimsl<ringla, lived to the west and south areas of rhe 'West 
End, attended the Unit-

erian or Tabernacle church, the Hek-la Lodge, and voted Conservative. Those who read
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Lögberg lived north and east, attencied the First Ludreran Church, the Skuld Lodee, and

voted Liberal. But the ne\\¡s papers were concerned with similar events, at times por-

trayed rvith differing biases, but also also contained information from rurai Icelanclic set-

tlemeuts- Thus the cotnmuniry that can be imagined through the newspapers exists in a

much gleater geographic space than the 'West End. 'Was 
the West Encl experie¡cecl as a1

Icelandic neighbourhood in everyctay life?

5.2.I A Child's View

Carl Bjarnason Dahl, who resided there as a boy, fronr 19i0 to 1920,writes "'Winnipeg,s

-West-end 
was pretty much an Icelander colony in the days" (Dahl 1980: 12). The re-

coilections of Lawrence Gillespie's interviewees who were also children during the 1910s

are closer to what might be expected from the population srârisrics. The neighbourhood

is remembered as an ethnic mix-as one man put it "the League of Nadons". Those

rvho lived on Simcoe, Lipton and Ingersoll remember their neighbourhood as including

italian, Jewish, Scots, Irish, Polish and lJkrainian kids, but dorninated by Canadian-born

and imrnigrant British families. In the interwiewees recollections, there rnight have beel

only one or rwo Icelandic families on a block, but a higher percenrage on Vicror Streer.

Regardless of density, farnilies of different ethnicities generally got along well wirh

each other. Yet in the world of children, especially boys, ethniciry could be an imperus
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for the usual friction and siights of childhood. l3oys got into fights when rhey rvere picked

on by British kids because they u'ere "foreigners". (British Canadians did not distinguish

berween various cultural groups.) Girls r,vere occasionally excluded from group activities,

periraps because of their "foreignness". None of the interviewees report being particularly

intirnidated by being among non-lcelanclers in the public schools.

Icelanclers might also pick on other lcelanders for their non-Britishness. One \vo¡ran

remenbers being teased as a child by an olcler Icelandic boy for her accenred pronun-

ciation of some words-she had not begun to speak Fnglish unril srarting school. All

intervieu¡ees stressed that 'racisrn' rvas not a significarrt issue in the neighbourhood. To

bridge the multiple cultural differences, the children all spoke English when playing rvirh

friends, even though Icelandic was spoken at home. It would seem rhat, âs ¿le HD sur-

vey suggests, the children of the 1910s \,vere not living within an erhnic enciave. That

is, as children they did not perceive themselves as living primarily within a collective of

Icelanders.

Icelandic parents by and large put a greater importance on their children's education

than did some of their non-Icelandic neighbours, according to Giilespies interviewees. Ir

appears boys and girls attended public school and any private lessons, such as language

classes, in equal numbers. At home, school work took prioriry over other tasks or chores,
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but most teenagers stopped going to school when it nas no longer free after grade 10 or

1,1,.

The schools rnentioned as being attended by Icelandic children u,ere Principal Spar-

ling, on Sherburn, John M I{ing on Agnes andJ B Mitchell School (later General Wolfe)

on Banning. There rvere Icelandic teachers at Principal Sparling, and also at Laura Secord

School on'Wolseley, in Ward 3 south of Portage Avenue, but no nìenrion of rvhat affecr

their presence had on the curriculum has been found. There were no Icelandic classes

held as part of the regular curriculum. The effects of Connor's and Woodrvorth's ideas

of assimilation through education ale obvious in the folior,vine example. Carl 83arnason

Dahl rvrites that he ioved English history, in particular the invasions of 1066.

[i] didn't know and Miss Steer . . . hardly rvould have pointed our thar in-
vaclers like tall Harald Harada, Cauute, William of Normandy were (my)
Northmen who in overturning England became England. What terribly rnen

[] thought, and went on singing England's narional anthem (Dahl 1980: 13).

But on top of attending the public schools, some children also artended Saturday

Ianguage schools, ât the 'Goolie Hall', the International Order of Good Templars Hall

(IOGT Hall). Sinilar schools were run by the lJnitarian Church in the evenings (though

perhaps in the 1920s and not 1910s). Instruction was given in conversational Icelandic,

reading in Icelandic and grammar. The intervier,vees said they did not learn 'a heck of a

1ot', and resented this distraction from their playtime. Overall it is hard ro ascerrain whar

immediate impression the classes might have had in counteracting the srate approved edu-
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cation of the public school systern. Most of the inteñ/ieu'ees could speak some Icelandic

at the time of the interviervs, and said that when they uzere older they did appreciare and

put to use r.vhat they had learned as children, and in turn passed it on ro their children.

There rvas also a private Icelandic school, open to Icelandic and non-Icelanders alike.

As early as 1887,Jón Bjarnson and subsequent others made plans and gathered funds for

a "Lutheran Academy", which u'ould teach standard elementary school subject, such as

English, mathematics and geography as well as Icelandrc and Bible Studies. Other sreps

rvere takeu in later years, but it was not until 1913 that the school actually opened, the

year before l{ev Bjarnason's death. TheJón Bjámason Acaclerny taught elementary school

children, r,vhere instruction in lcelandic was an important part of the curriculum. The

school also taught higher grades not offered in the public schools. Lurheran Sunday school

teachers received instruction at rhe A.cademy (Lindal 1967: 337)-

Classes were held first in the Skjaldborg Church (1913 -1915), then et720 Beverley

(1'915 -1923), and tuition fees were $20.00 a year. The instructors âr rhe school included

sára,Jón's nephew, Rev Runolfur Marteinsson (principal), Rev. HjorturJ. Leo,Johann

G. Johannsson and Miss Emma Johannesson. The najoriry of the approximately 35-40

students in the upper grades came from rural areas to artend each year (Kristjanson 1965:

39I-94). LJnfortunately, none of Gillespies interviewees attended the early incarnarions

of theJón Bjarnason,tcademy. J. B Academy' remained open until 1940.
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At \)Øesley College, nearly 50% of the 48 Icelandic students earned nedals of achieve-

nrent lreñveen 1907 and 1911, a fact that was noted by the Winnipeg Frce Press (Lindal

1967: 218). Though education and scholastic excellence was considered a means of

achieving acceptance in Canada, Icelanders did not want an education in British subiecrs

on1y. The push to have Icelandic taught at Wesley College succeeded. Professors Rev

Friðnk Bergmann and Rev Runolfur Marteinsson were from the'Winnipeg communirl',

r,r'hich also paid their salaries. Classes in the language and literarure began in 1901, ancl

inclucled Icelandic Gratnmar and Syntax, and modern and ancient literature. Literature

classes included Niáls Saga, and the poerns Vòluspa (Seerzsst Prophecy) andHituantál (Sayíngs

of rhe High One).

The Icelandic educational institutions aimed to provide several mechanisms for cul-

tural maintenance. One was the education of children in lcelandic. A second provided a

training ground for more educators, so that the teaching of the cultural traditions would

be nore r,videspread. The third was the establishment of Icelandic studies as a universiry

rn'orthy subject, making it on par with English literature, for example. This final move

positioned Icelandic literature as valuable in its own right, independently of any special

'racial' or ethnic catesorisation.
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5.2.2 Icelandic.Main Street

Inter-viervees almost unanimously report that their parents associated exchrsively witl-r

Icelanders. My evidence shows that many Icelanders rvorked for non-lcelanders. at

Eatons, for example, but this is not what is being clisctissecl by intervieu,ees. l{ather,

their emphasis rvas on leisure and cornmr-rniry activities. Hornes visits rvere a comnlorl

form of evening pâstime, with coffee and ponnuleoþl;r served, events of the day cliscussed,

Icelandic whist and other card games playecl, and perhaps a little singine and poeuy re-

citation. Holidays and special events, such as sumarda-E.n.innJ)t7.5¡¡, (the first day of sum6er

on the Icelandic Calendar) were organised by Icelandic r¡oluntary associations, as were

picnics aud other outings. Trips to Gimli or Riverton \vere nor unusual and q'ould be

spent with Icelandic friends and relatives. Tombolas (games nights ofren held for fund-

raising purposes) and evenings of dancing, or concerts and plays rvere frequently held at

the Goolie Hall by various communiry $oups. The rninutes of community organisarions

such as the iOGT indicate that Icelandic was the language spoken at these enrertainments

(see also Kristjanson 1965 and Lindal 1967). Events were rvell atrended, even rhough

not all of those attending supported the cause. For example, there are reports of a few

people imbibing at Temperance events. [t would appear rather that the atracrion of the

events was the enterteinment and fellorvship with other lcelanders. Leisure activiries and
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conln-ìullity organisetiotls, then, may hâve created a sense of coiruruniry bevo¡d the cause

at hand.

In spite of the issues of business concentration, the lcelandic business secrion o¡ Sar-

gent benveen Agnes and Toronto Streets must be considered in greater detail because

of its perceived, and by extension, its implicit symbolic irnportance ro rhe Icela¡dic

commttniry. Agrar Magnusson (Lawrence Gillespie intervierv C1705-1706), cliscussecl

"Icelandic Main Street" on Sargent Avenue. In his recollection, along Sargent there were

the rrvo newspapers; the printer and publisher Olafur S. Thorgeirsson; dre Wevel Cafe;

and next to which rvas a pool hall which changed or,vnership a feq¡ times, and sometirnes

also ser-ved as a barbershop. Further along was David Bjornsons bookstore, rvhich irn-

ported books from lceland, a wood yard, a lady rvho sold hats, and the Good Templars

Hall-not to mention the rwo churches just off Sargent, one on Victor, the other on Ban-

ning. The bookstores, newspapers and publishers had Icelandic signs in the window, rhat

advertised the latest books or ne\Ã/spaper headlines. Other Icelandic shops used primarily

English signs, in order to serve clientele from all ethnic groups. Simiiarly Icelandic r,vas

the language of business berween Icelanders, but not so that other ethnic groups were

excluded.

Mr. Magnusson's recollection seems to be û'om the 1920's, as the cirurch on Banning

wâs not establisired untll 1920. However, the milliner listed in rhe HD for 19i0's is
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named ,\nna Goodman, likely an lcelander, and after 1920 the milliner is lisrecl as Saral-r

Duncan. Nevertheless, the composite suggests something of the range of Icelanclic sl-rops

in the area. Moreover, his discussion reflects what seems to have been colrrmonly held

perceptions of the nature of businesses in the area, specifically that lcelandic businesses

don-rinated the stretch.

But, as Dreiger predicts, because of the lor,v population densiry, men and rvor-ne¡

did not irreet in Icelandic Main Street regularly and year ,-ound. 'With long workdays

and seasoual employment, men in particular did not aiway5 have a chance to visit with

friends. Laura Goodman Salverson recails her father's utter delight ro be able to spend his

one free day a week walking the neighbourhood ancl ralking wirh füends (Salverson 1939:

51-55). And although there were several grocers in the erea, rnany wonren had groceries

delivered, es was standard pracrise. Still they may have made rrips ro rhe drv goods srores

for fabric, or to O. S. Thorgeirsson's for a new book, or perhaps to the milliners. The

British shops were frequented as well. Interviewees note rhat in those days whenever

Icelanders met they stopped to chat, sornetimes at length, in lcelandic. Curiously, adu¡s

addressed each other using the British titular system, as Mrs. Sigurdsson and Mr. Vopni,

rather than by first name as was common arnong rural lcelanders. The intportance of this

central meeting space in the business district suggesrs rhat the spacial facrors of residences

and working conditions for both rnen and wornen kept them somewhat isolated frorn
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most other lcelanders, but the tendency to frequent the Icelandic establisllnents alloured

people a better chance to 'run into' each other. hnportant communiry establishnre¡ts

drew Icelanders to Sargent and Vicror on a regular basis.

Churches also served as crucial rneeting places for adults and children. As discussed.

Pastors were in rnany respects communiry leaders. The four Icelandic churches spreacl

throughout the neighbourhood berrveen 1913 end 1919 served Lurheran. Ner.r, Theo-

logy and lJnitarian congregations. The First Lutheran Church was located ar Bannarvne

and Nena fron 1904-1919. The second, smaller First Lutheran church, Skjaldborg, on

Burnell south of Victor (1913-7923), served the growing poprrladon in the wesrerly por-

tions of the courrnunity. The ostentatious Tabernacle Church was 1on Victor, just south

of Sargent ftor';' 1913-1920. The Urutarian Church, like the senior congregarion of rhe

First Lutheran, was closer to the old neighbourhood, on Nena,/Sherbrook ar Sargent.

Built in L904, it would serve until 1920, when its congregation unired with members of

Tabernacle to formed the First Federated Church (Unitarian), and moved their locarion

funher west to Banning near Sargent. The Tabernacle building then became home ro the

amalgamated congregations of the First Lutheran Church.

The IOGT Hall was another fonnal centre of Icelandic communiry life. Built in 1906-

7, it is an impressive stone building r.vith rwo large meeting halls. Several smaller roorns

housed the effects of other Icelandic associations. The temperance unions themselves put
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on frequent dances and tombolas, and hosted several of the national annual conferences

of the IOGT. It served as the site of various events important to cultural mailrtenance ancl

expression. These included the aforetnentioned Saturday ianguage classes, and concerrs

and plays by local Icelanders and the occasional perforrner from lceland. As an all purpose

meeting piace for the comtttuniry, it servecl formal r¡oluntarT associations as rvell as social

and cultural events.

ln contrast to the IOGT Hall rvas the less formal Wevel Cafe. Although its best

known location was at 692 Sargent Avenue, near Victor, Agnar Magnusson rc'called that

there had been an earlier cafe of the same nane on Sherbrook near the Bardal Funeral

Home. The Wevel Cafe first appears in the Henderson Directory in 1915 ar 559 Sarge¡t

on the north side bef\,veen Langside and Furby. According to Ragnar Gislason, the Wevel

Cafe, run by an Icelandic woman named Gudrun (Runi) Stephens, served borh Icelandic

and nrore comnron British-Canadian fare QZalz 1998: 57). The menus were in English,

though the lcelandic foods, such aspönnuþöþur and uínaterta, were also li-sted in Icelandic.

In terms of fare, coffee (mollakffi was likely the main arrracrion. According to legend, it

was prepared the traditional Icelandic way, and drunk the standard rvay, sipped Íiom the

saucer through a piece of lump sugar held in the teeth.11 The'Wevel Cafe was primarily

staffed by Icelanders; the rnost famous of whom is Kristin Solvadóttir, an Icelandic im-

' 'This technique is more widely used by men than women, in part because it prevents wetting a rnous-
tache- The hea'"y beard and moustache had been cofitrnor] emong Icelandic men for centuries.
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migrant wornan in her early 20s reputed to be the inspiration for the anirnator, Charlie

Thorson's, creative contributions to the'Walt Disney character Snou''White (-Walz 1998).

But it seerìls rvhat is rernembered most about the cafe is the colrversation and debate

often fuelled by nervspaper opinion pieces and editonals, and rnosr likely ca¡riecl our in

Icelandic as at r'ìlost communiry gatherings. According to Ragnar Gislaso¡, the Wevel

Cafe u'as the haunt of "labourers ancl old-timers and the ter-nporarily unernployed (u,ho)

would gather there to reminisce, te1l stor-ies and argue abour politics and religion" (Walz

1998: 57). Agnar Magnusson describes the clientele as "the learnecl and nor-so-learnecl",

rvho included Dr. Siggi Jul Johannesson, a prominent physician, poer and newspaper

publisher very much at the fore of several social causes, an ediror of løgberg, and all the

businesstnen. Some womerl say that it rvas not a nice place, and generaliy avoided by

young women (Agnes Comack, Gillespie interview CI66I-1.663). trf Gene Walz's has

accurately captured its boisterous character during Charlie Thorson's ti¡re-and indeed

Thorson himself would have lent it a particularly roguish arnosphere-then rhis is likeiy

accurate.

Of lesser renown, and esteem, were the pool halls on Sargenr, rvithin the viciniry

of the 'Wevel Cafe. There seen to have been two or three in differenr time periods,

rvith different owners. Ragnar Gislason's father, Hjalmar, an avicl socialist and contr-ibutor

to the newspaper Voröld, owned a pool hall in the late 1910s or early 1920s. Rag¡ar
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frequented the place, and considered it a fairly iough establishrnent. Like rhe Wevel

Cafe, men came in to read the paper and argue, but also shoot pool and place bets.

,\lthough alcohol was not sold there, (as it rn ould have been open during prohibitio¡)

metr usually brought their orvn, and Hjalmar had no issue rvith thar. Fights ofren broke

out, but Ragnar reports that Hjainar had enough regular friendly'cusron-r.ers that he ancl

the establishment were protected, and there was no need for the police to conle arou¡d.

(Gillespie interview C1, 67 6-1 680).

Thus while the West End did not have the concenüarion of Icelanders and Icelandic

businesses of the Ross and Elgin area, the dispersal of businesses and the apparent in-

convenience created by having to travel on foot, ir seems that 'ethnic comrnuniry spirir'

continued to exist. Sargent Avenue clearly had symbolic inportance because of rhe types

of establishments-the churches, meeting hall, cafe and srores-locared along it. The loc-

ation of newspepers and book publishers and their Icelandic signs on Sargent is of special

significance. Literature is the primary marker of Icelandic ethniciry. Ir was also The Voice

of the communiry, its main forum for discourse and as importanr as any meeting hali,

and unaffected by geographic dispersal. The printers and Icelandic signs on full clisplay

on Sargent ,\venue signalled both the Icelandic presence in rhe neighbourhood and the

imporrance of the space to the Icelandic communiry.
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The ideological roles the different institutions played in maintaining commu¡i4, u,ill

be examined in more detail in the third part of the dissertation, horvever, sonle cursorr

collrlllents rvill be made in sumlration here. The churches remained bastions of Icelandic

cuiture, although as will be discussed, they had different views of just whar urere rhe

proper religious and cultural ideals. The 'institu¡i6¡5'-¡þs IOGT, the Wevel Cafe, and

the pool hail-none of which rvas explicitly devoted to maintaining Icelandic culture,

btrt became de facto communiry meeting places. The esrablishmenrs had differe't levels

of respectabiliry and moral value, which might indicate the rank artd /or igno¡riny of

the clientele. The largest of those space, the IOGT Hall, horne ro a secret sociery, r,vas

the paradigm of a middle class civil sociery associarion. However, the populatio¡ of rhe

'West 
End rvas prirnarily working class and the IOGT Hall was nor an exclusive club. The

entertâinments at the IOGT Hall were reportedly well attended, ancl that wouid ¡rean

that attendance was not reslricted to distinguished or middle class Icelanders. The 'We'el

Cafe may have been the haunt of men more so than women, but it too was frequented

by rnen of various status. The pool hall seems to have been antithetical to rhe veneer of

middle class respectability projected by other Icelandic instirutions. But still the rneeting

sPaces rvere frequented by the members of both sides of the religious and political spiit,

and it is telling that the IOGT Hall was built through the cooperative efforts of the rwo

factions.
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6 Econornic Stratification

Probiematicaiiy, there is no way of ascertaining clear measures of class distinctions am.onq

'Western Icelanders. There is no record of u'ages, and no censlrs information that breaks

down occupation by ethnic group. Further, within the builcling industries there is evid-

ence of contradictory class positions. That economic stratification is abundantly evident

from a survey of Icelandic homes, and correlates with occupation. In order to ascerrain

this infonnation evidence of occupation was collected from the Henderson Directones

(HD). To assess living conditions, fire insurance rnaps were surveyed, as these indicate

the lot size, and all buildings on the properry, including ourdoor toilets, chicken coops,

corv sheds and the like. Building permits provide infonnation about rhe the cost of the

building foundation and frame of the housing, and speci$r the arnenities provided. Tax as-

sessment records are available, showing the value of tire land and buildingþ), the number

of occupants and the owner of the buildings. 'With this infonnarion, a visual inspection

of a sample of the houses occupied by Icelanders was nade. This can only reflect the
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variances in the standards of living in the communiry, and to sorne extent accompanf ing

economic status.

6.1 Occupation

The most useful statistics would be those that cornpare the number of individuals in broacl

categories of skilled and unskilled labour, professionals, entrepreneurs and so o1r. My

own census is clerived from an inaccurate source. It is rherefore difficult ro build a clear

picture of the stratification of the Winnipeg populätion. I have used broacl caregories

to discriminate beñ¡een types of rn,ork. My statistical analysis mtist be considered an

approximation of some general distinctions. It is useful though insofar as it indicates solne

glaring discrepancies.

The HD supply an occuparion for most nanles listed. In order to construct broad

classifications of r,vorkers, I used the follorning categories: working class, consisting of

labourers, tradesmett, and low level white collar rvorkers;12 and middle class-manasers:

professionals; and entrepreneurs. Those employers who might count as bourgeoisie are

not distinguishable from the available information, nor are the cofltradictory categories

of semi-autonolnous employees and small employees. Statistics were gerlerated for 1910,

1915 and 1920. One notable category was entrepreneurs and professionals, rvho ranged

l2Those Icelanders listed in tire HD as ¡etail clerks a¡e almost exciusively women.
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betrveen 17 and 19 percent ofmen over the three dates. The orher rrotable category is tl-ie

rvorking class, which, in 1910, 1915 and 1920 made up 74%, 56%, end 59.% of Icelanclic

males. The percentages of working class, and not other categories, vary with rhe þoo¡r

and bust years of the building industry. Thus the larger number in the 1910 census likely

indicates the presence of migrant labourers taking advânrage of plentiful work. A further

anaiysis of occupations within the r,volking ciass wili contr-ibure ro rhe overall Þicrure.

Again using staristics generated frorn my census of the HD, sorne general cornrnerlrs

can be made about the numbers of men u'orking ìn building construction. These figr-rr-es

are crude at best, yet they are different enough in some respects from the general averåges

calculable frorn the govemrnent census to be of interest. The statistics generated by the

HD indicate that in 1910, approxirnately 35 %o of Icelandic maies r,vere involved in the

building industry. In 1915 this number fell to 23 %o andby 1920 was just 16 %. The gov-

ernment census informarion finds that for Winnipeg in general, in 1911, approximately

21%o o{working males worked in construction, but by 1921rhe total was down to 8.4%o.

This indicates that Icelandic men were overrepresented in the building rrades, but rhat

their numbers feil in a similar parrern to of rhe general'Winnipeg population.

The railroads employed the highest number of men in the province. -lhe 1916 census

indicates that within the ciry of 
'Winnipeg, 

the ratio of raihvay workers to building rrades-

men and labourers was 1:.5. Among Icelanders in 19i5, rhe rario was i:7.8. It would be
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exPected that, given the length of dme of Iceiandic residence in the ciry, n-rany lcela¡clic

nlen rvould have been able to acquire the training for a vanery of skillecl trades. This is

not tire case horvever.

The numbers of caq)enters to labourers varies significantly berr,veen Icelanclers and

tlre general population. In 1910, about 34Yo lcelandic construction workers r,vere listed

as ca{Penters, another 35% listed as labourers. The government census of the Winnipeg

population shor'vs 25%o w-ere carpenters, but only 34%o o{ construction u,orkers as labour-

ers. 'While in 19i5 the number of Icelandic ca¡penters in the HD census remains nearlv

the sanre (dorvn iton77 to 72), carperlterc constitute nearly half (4i%) of all construc-

tion u'orkers, r,vhile labourers make up approximately 26% of the'total. In 1920, asein

Icelandic carpenters make up half of the total workers, and labourers rrake up just over

one-quarter. But in the 192I governmenû census of the general þopulation, carpenrers

constitute 40%o, end labourers 12% of the total censtrucrion workers. This rneans that

in the Icelandic population, calpenters are overrepresented. The rise in the percenrage

of ca¡penters is deceiving, as their raw numbers remain unchanged. The percentage of

Icelandic labourers declines along with the decline in consrruction activiry and number of

labourers in the general population. There is no indication that Icelandic labourers shift

into some other category of work in the ciry. If labourers were migrant workers fi-o¡r



rural areas, they rnav have rvorked in later years on farms, in fishing or logging, or on

railroacls outside the ciq'.

lu suurmary, it is safe to say that more than half of Wesrern lceiandic men in the

'West End, utorking class, and alrong them, construction u,orkers were o\¡er represented.

F{owever, the fluctuation of labourers suggests that son-le of these lllen were seasonal or

migrant labour. Further, Icelanders clo not branch out into other trades, slrggestillg thar

the structure of the labour force rvas being reproduced rvithin the erhnic group. This

suggests that a further investigation of the construction industries it'i,r or¿"r-it will be

undertaken in a subsequent chapter.

It also raises the question as to how it rvas that Western Icelanders ceme to occupv

the 'West End, when most working class men and their families, inciuding unionised

British tradesmen, lived in the North End. The enswer to this will be discussed when the

domestic group is examined in more detail.

However, just as women worked outside their orvn home in lceland-often on

someone else's fãrnt-it r.vas llot uncommon for women and children over the age of

about 12 to be involved in wage labour and other economic pursuits. But aduit men

wele the prirnary wage earners, working long hor.rrs in construction, or for the railroads,

as skilied labourers in the suruners. In winter nonths nany rnen had no secure em-

ployment; some took odd jobs such as clearing snorv and curring wood in winrer (Jó¡
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Bjamason, Gillespie interview C1655-1656), rvhile others \\¡erlr ro the Inrerlake area ro

fish. Many housewives took in laundry or sening, or worked seasonally in reraii. Ir has

been suggested that women failed to mention that they u'ere rnarried in order ro arrarn

rvork in retail in the autumn. With the number of Icelandic women rvorking , and the

tendency for people to get jobs on the suggestion of other workers, ir is likely rhar mar-

riage status was not a serious impedirnent to wonen's ernployrnent. Older: chilclren urere

also encouraged to work at odd jobs, and boys could be apprenticed at the age of 14 (Dahl

1980:1ó).

As u.orneu rvere literate and had a good cornmand of English, rhey u,s¡s frequently

employed in retail and rvholesale establishnrents such as Eaton's and Robinson's cleparr-

nent stores in the fall, when farmers placed orders for goods after selling the harvest. Wo-

men also worked in offices, and light manufacturing. Common occupations for wornen

as indicated by the HD is as Eatons as retail clerks for Earon's and Robinson's Depart-

ment Stores, gament factory work, and teachers. 
-Women's 

work that supplemented the

household income rnay have helped working class families to avoid the Norrh End.

6.2 Flousing

Unlike the Ross and Elgin eree, the qualiry of housing in the West End var-ies consiclerably.

The houses are ahnost exclusively wood, and range in size frorn modest one and a half
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stories to rlvo and a half stories, with verandas and ornate rvoodwork, and garages. Older

shanties had only a crawl space, and no incloor plurnbing. Feu, shanties rernain, and cross-

checking properties with building permits indicates thar mosr have been replaced. The

occasional brick houses are large elaborate affairs. A newspaper article from 1909 purs

the range of purchase price frorn benveen $150.00 to $200.00 for shacks, up ro j93000.00

for cottages and houses (Artibise 1975: 168). According to rhe building permits sampled

(19i0, 1915 and 1,920), houses range in cosr from f$300.00 to $3500.00. On material

conditions alone, the area appears to be in the middle of the extrenes of the North a¡d

South Ends-suggestive of the rise of a middle class in Winnipeg.

On any given sreet betrveen Spence and Lipton Streets, the size of the houses varies.

However, west of Toronto, it is not uncorunon to find 4 to 10 houses side by side that are

nearly identical, suggesting that at a certain point in time in the growth of the 'West End,

builders began producing several houses at once, as an early type of housing developnr.enr.

'Within the neighbourhood, the homes of a few individuals srand out in rheir srandeur.

The spacious brick buildings have decorative exterior woodwork, turrers and verandas,

and building permits indicate they had running water, indoor plumbing, sream heat and a

fuli basement when built. These homes are more suitable to areas sourh of Broadwav and

even south of the Assiniboine River. For the mosi part, these are thþ homes of Icelandic

physicians, clergymen, and a few entrepreneurs. Sone are scattered rhroughout rhe Wesr
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End, and a ferv are south of Poltage. Notable, horvever are four homes in a rorv on

the nor¡h end of Victor, just south of Notre Dame. One block easr and just north of

Notre Dame on Erniiy were the houres of the well-to-do Icelanders rvho had renained

in Ward 4. As the grand brick homes of these families are interspersed rvith regular rwo-

story r,vood frame houses, one does not get a sense of an exclusive upscale zone, but

these hones were certainly within a five minute 'ul'alk of each other. This suggests that

'distinguished Icelanders'13 chose to rer-nain in the vicinity of other meirrbers of the ethnic

group, in spite of their financial abiliry to live elservhere. The families beloneed ro rhe

LJnitarian, Tabernacle and Lutheran Congregafions.

Over- all, visual inspections revealed that Icelanders as e group did not live in homes

that were markedly better or worse than those of the general neighbourhood. Although

there were uncharacteristically large homes owned by Icelanders in the area, the ma-

jotity resided in the more common t\'vo-story houses, cottages and occasional shanry.

Differences in the qualiry of houses in which Icelanders resided indicates rhat a definite

stratification in material circumstances had developed. 'When housing is compared to oc-

cupational status, as might be expected, it is evident that the occupants of shacks rend ro

be labourers and their families. But not ail labourers live in shacks. Manv resided rvith

other adults and children rvith whom they did not share a family name, indicating that

''The terrr'distinguished Icelarrders'rvas used in newspapers to describe a select group of people in
1920. Horv they becarne part of that group is the subject of the next section of the dissertation.
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families cotltinued to keep boarders to make ends meet. Finally, as by 1910 rhere rvere

very few nerv imtniglants fronl Iceland to Canada, it cannot be assumed that the shanties

and cottages were indicative of the homes of nervcomers rvho rvould sraduate to better

housing as they becarle acculturated.

What is clear is that somehow the lnovement of Iceianders from Point Douelas ancl

the Ross and Elgin areas to the 'West End rvas either accompanied bv, ol resulted in, socro-

economic stratification witìrin the cultural group. The data on occuparion is useful only

insofar as it is an indication of the trades found among lceianders, broad class categories.

The difference between the shanties and cottages ând turrered brick houses suggests rhat

the discrepancies in materiai u,ealth are rlot as exrensive as the socio-eco¡o¡ic divide

in the greater Winnipeg society, but marked neverrheless. 'Whiie economic ditferences

based on external criteria alone are recognisable anrong Icelanders, objective differences

in social opportunities, atritudes and behaviours 'uvould supporr a süongeï argumenr for

the existence of classes. Such differences would include differential access to education,

variance in social ideals and aspirations, and exclusive social circles. The potential for this

latter category has already been noted already in the respectabiliry of the IOGT, Wevel

Cafe and pool hali, and the issue will be examined in more derail in Se6io¡ 3.
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Kinship and Domestic Group

7.1 The Household

In Iceland, kinship shows strong patterns of cognatic structures and ego-centred pracrises

(Rich 1989, Tomasson 1980). In Canada today these same principles are manifest. Many

Icelandic Canadians know of a relative who has kept track of genealogical infornarion,

and who can trâce the family back to the first settlers (up to 5 or 6 generarions). That

the kinship reckoning rraditions confinue to exist in forms similar to those used todav in

Iceland suggests that in the 1910s those traditions were imporranr.. '

Kinship influenced domestic group composition in 19th cenrury lceland, and the

dornestic Soup was the main social unit for organising labour, and enculturation and

education. On the fannstead, all group members worked at similar tasks according to

gender. The head of the household was legally responsible for overseeing the education

of all children, nightly religious observances, and ensuring the good moral conduct of all

household members. Landowners were supervised only by the local pastor.
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In the urban centres of industrialising state societies, most fanilies do not have access

to the means of production, and the tasks of domestic group menrbers âre no longer of

the same co-operative nature as on the farmstead. Wage labour, perfoà"d by one or tvvo

household members provides money which supplies the needs of rhe enrire household.

Householcl mernbers still do mâny tasks to meet the needs of the family, such as sewing,

food processing and building fumiture. But reproducrion of the wage earling labour

force is taken out of the control of the family, and placed in the hands of state schools and

training systems. Similarly, the tasks of enculturation-the reproduction of rhe cultural

group-is shared by institutions of civil sociery. The church, public school and clubs such

as Boy Scouts are ideological apparatuses of the dominanr cukure. Thus the domrnanr

and ethnic culture are in competition. The effect of schools has already been discussed,

attention will turn to the efforts of the family in the following discussion.

Kinship continued to be impoftant to surwival of Icelanders in Manitoba, who could

use these ties to find work, room and board, or in the case of olphans, a new household.

What is problematic is the possible breaking of generational and latåral ties through im-

migration. Although all existing records of emigranrs from lceland have'been compiled

and are readily available (Kristinsson 1,983), the naming sysrem in Iceland makes ir difficult
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to trace kin ties through these records.la As discussed'however, it is clear that most people

left Iceland as a nuclear family, sometimes accompanied by farmworkers.

There is little documentation about the influence of kinship patterns on communiry

level social organisation in 'Winnipeg, or in the Interlake, for rhe marrer. However,

it is discernible from both Laura Goodman Salverson (1939) and Cad Dahl (1980) thar

kinship was strategically used by Icelandic immigrants to provide a supporr sysrem exrernal

to the household. Salverson's father's sister, a trained riridwife with her own home for

unwed motheïs, assisted the family, as did Laura's cousins, aunts and uncles. Dahl and

his mother were assisted by relatives in both'Winnipeg and the Inrerlake. In addition,

relationships befween communiry leaders suggest that kin ries were acknowledged, if not

useful in networking. For example, the pastor at the Skjaldborg Church, and the principal

of the Icelandic school the Jon Bjarnason Academy, was Rev. Runolfur Maïreinsson,

nephew of Rev Jon Bjarnason, and brother-in-law to ,\rinbjorn Bardal, an undertaker

and temperance leader

There is considerable evidence that marriages were affânged strategically as in lceland,

although not always for the alliance of rwo kin groups. Relatives and friends ofren sug-

gested marriage possibilities for the benefit of those to be married. For exarnple, Laura

raThat system is one wherein one's surnâme consists of the father's first name and'so¡' or'dóttir' added
as appropriate. 

.Women 
did not take their husbands name upop marriage. 'When lcelanders arrived in

Canada, every member of the family was given the fathers sur¡rame.
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Goodman Salverson's father suggested that she marry a close male Anglo-American füend,

who had begun to make the arrangements with Laura's father. Her fathers reasons were

in part econouric (Salverson 1939: 397-398). Carl Dahl's spinster aunr Gerda agreed to

become a housekeeper to a widower with six children, a situation arranged. by a mutual

friend that resulted in mar-riage. The arranged marriage is often referred to in fiction (for

example, First I-oue, I-ast Foryotten in Framfari March 6, 1879, transl Flouser). The in-law

relationship berween men established by the marriage of a male ego's sisrer ro his close

friends seems have been important. The relationship is noted as a happy one (Bergmann

1'992), and was in real life the relationship berween early sertlement leaders Sigtryggur

Jónasson andJohann Briem.

In 'Winnipeg, the domestic group to some extent resembled the form found on

Icelandic farms-in both cases consisting of adult workers residing with a nuclear family.

In addition to taking in boarders, the fostering of children was nor uncommon. When

one or both parents died, or when the family was in dire straighti,:relatives and friends

took in one or more of the children.ls Such children became full membêrs of the fanrily,

of equal status to other children. On rare occasions, there was a teeïìage girl or young

wonran whose primary role was to help the mother, although the term servant would

15lt appears that kinship played a minor role in'fosteringtorphans, but probably because kin ties were
severed due to imrnigration, households needing more hands or having availabie space would take in
clrildren regardless of bloodiines (see for example Gudlaugson 1958: 42-44; and Margaret Frederickson,
Giäespie interview C1. 67 2-1 67 5) .
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not be accurate here. As in Iceland, hired help worked alongside .other members of the

household, and dined at the same table (Aurora Thordarson Gillespie interview C1.738-

1740).

Boarders can be considered a necessary îector in. the household. The practise of board-

ing was for the home owners not simply a extension of generosiry,.though it was that.

Migrant residents of 'Winnipeg, such âs rrren coming from the farms to work in con-

struction for the summer, and young women working in restaurants and retail shops, and

students, often boarded with families. Agnar Magnusson told Lawrence Gillespie that

many people took in boarders specifically to make ends meet. Boarders were imporranr

to the domestic group because of their contribution to the overall household income.

Many families also took in new immigrants. Aurora Thordarson reports that while

her parents did not take money from new immigrants, her father rrained rhe men to

work in the construction industry, and of course hired them himself This ìs an even

closer approximation of the domestic group in the homeland, parricularly as men like

Mrs. Thordarson's father would continue to work aloirg side the men he had trained.

As discussed previously, most homes in the-We-st End did not have more rhan three

bedrooms. In most cases all children of the same sex shared a room, and often slepr rwo

to a bed. Margaret Fredrickson, orphaned at the. age of 14, and came ro Winnipeg to

work at Paulin-Chambers candy factory. Boarding with an aunr, she shared a double bed
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with her female cousin who was slightly her junior. One migrant labourer reporrs that he

shared a roon-1. with the older boys of the household where he boarded in the sunrmers.

In other cases, children were moved into a single room, so that a boarder could have a

private bedroom (Gillespie interviews). In some instances a single morher mighr renr a

poftion of a house for herself and child (Dahl 1980: 15).

More than one inter-viewee describes the conditions as crowded. Extra-familial house-

hold members were almost exclusively Icelandic, suggesring that the institution of the

extended household was a private, cultural phenomena. The sharing of accornmodations

served as a culturally based selÊhelp strategy. However, rhe nuclear family with its at-

tached workers was a custom deliberately abandoned in New Iceland in order to create

a more independent and egalitarian society. The extended domesric group in'Winnipeg

lnust be considered an adaptive strategy to urban living, rather than a custom maintained

out of preference. It provided homeowners or principle tenanrs withr an additional in-

come to make ends meet, just as additional labour on the farm in Iceland resulted in

greaterproduction. It may also have fostered ties of mutual reciprociry; rhe obligation of

the homeowner to the less fortunate fulfilted. Moreover, it likely prevented Icelanders

from having to move to cheaper accommodations, srlch as those in the North End.

The number of children in a family cannot be deter:rnined satisfactorily because of the

unavailabiliry of both census and anecdotal data. Although the 1901 census indicares that
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families with as many as ten children were not rare, Salverron', ,,rä-oirs suggests that

even alnong Icelanders the mortaliry rate of children under five years of age was quite

drarnatic. Tax assessment records for the years of this study regularly show 4 to 6 children

per household. This of course gives little indication of the number of children per couple

who surwive into adolescence or adulthood.

7.2 Childhood and Enculturation

Icelandic parents by and large put a greater importânce on their children's education than

did some of their non-lcelandic neighbours, according to Gillespie's inrerviewees. It

appears boys and girls attended public school and any private lessons, such as language

classes, in equal numbers. None of the interviewees report being parricularly intimidated

by being arnong non-Icelanders in the public schools, though many did not speak English

until they attended school. Ât home, school work took priority over other tasks or chores,

but most teenagers stopped going to school when it was no longer free after grade 10 or

1,1,.

I have observed and heard of several aspects of adult-child interaction that have had

continuity over time, and seem to be characteristic of Icelanders. One is the tendency

for parents to encourage children to solve their own disputes with their peers, rather rhan
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turn to an authoriry to intervene. Parents seemed to let their children play unsupervised

as well. As Dahl writes of his own childhood

When he would take his clamp skates his mother left it to him to be careful.
She could have thought what the daughter of Kjarval, Irish king . . . told her
son Sigurd digri when apprehensive of certain Scots I'd have broughr you up
in my wool-basket had I known you expected to live forever. Fate governs
a rnans life, nor his corning and goings. The boy went on down to the
fog shrouded shore, skated, careful not to cut the Indian fishing-lines (Dahl
1980:15).

t.

Just as adults did not supervise and interfere in chilclrel's lives, they were not always

considered to have authoriry over children by virtue of age, especially when ir came ro

knowledge. Adults ranging in age from 35 to 70 have told me of getting in rrouble for

talking back to non-Icelandic adulm. For example, many teachers do not like ro have

their pronunciation of Leifr Eriksson corrected @ritish pronunciarion is Leaf in Icelandic

it is Layvr). When teachers speak to parents, most parents will argue that they have taught

their children to be forthcoming and truthful, and thar the 'offending' child has done

nothing wrong. Thus children are taught to engage adults and superiors'in discussion and

debate from an early age.

Icelandic cultural traditions place a great emphasis on selÊreliance. Children are taught

to speak out for themselves, and to look out for themselves. They are given c'onsiderable

independence, and told to be responsible for their own safery. It was nor unheard of for

girls under the age of 16 to set out on their own.' When asked who made rhe decision
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for Margaret Frederickson to conre to 'Winnipeg to find work when she was orphaned at

14, she answered almost indignantly, 'Me! 'Who 
else would?' (Gillespie interview). The

feminist Margret Benediktson left Iceland for the United States on her own accord ar rhe

age of 13 (Kris{anson 1965: 372), and once in North America worked her way through

colleee and business school.

7.3 Dornestic Life and Labour

The Icelandic household in'Winnipeg shows the maintenance'of some forms of domestic

co-operation from the old country. However, labour for wages had usurped the domestic

group's ownership ofland vegetation and livestock as the basic necessity for subsistence. In

this respect the 'Western Icelandic household was quite similar ro rhe British middle-class

model, insofar as food and clothing preparetion, and the raising of children were managed
,.

by the housewife, while the husband pursued econo'mic ¿ctivities such as \Ã/age or salaried
,'!

labour, or som.e entrepreneurial project. However, in the Winnipeg Icelandic household,

the sexual division of labour was generally less strictly observed, and gender-based status

eschewed the British-sqrle male dominance. In addition, the emphasis on the male-bread

winner and stay-at-home wife, central to construction of masculiniry in British sociery

(Bercuson 1'990: 1,99), was not a cultural ideal shared by lcelanders. 'While there was a

sexual division of labour, neither role was valued over the other.
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Due to the amount of labour required by women to susrâin the household, it was

preferable for mothers to be stay-at-home homemakers (George Asgeirson, Gillespie in-

terview). 'Women seemed to be responsible for the managertent of the household, but

were not solely responsibly for the labour. 'Women's work included general cleaning and

laundry, the cooking and preparation of food, and making clorhing. Many husbands did

helped out with most fypes of work when they had time, bur also had rheir own sphere of

work. More commonly, an older daughter, or the wife's own younger sister or sister-in-

law was the main assistant, but help could also be found in rhe neighbourhood. Female
¿

relatives often assisted each other, especially after the birth of a child or when a wife was

ill. Girls and women who assisted the housewife were not generally..treated as inferior

menrbers of the household. (Aurora Thordarson, Gillespie interview C1738-1740).

Latsra Goodman Salverson describes the daily routine from her adolescence (circa

1902\ as follows:

,\n occasional visit . . . was the highlight of endless days that seemed ro me just
an eternal round of stupe$ring washings. To begin with, you washed yourself,
or \Mere washed. Then your sister was washed. Then the breakfast dishes.
Then the baby, the baby's bottles, and the baby's clothes, including a million
diapers to be hung in the sun, or the air at least. The lamp chimneys had ro
be washed and polished. Then the kitchen floor. By which time the dishpan
was full again, thanks to the noonday porridge, flatbread or pancakes. well,
now one might breathe a little in dryness and comforr, you would think.
Oh no! This was a fine time to wash out the new stockings that mama had
knitted, or to turn out the cupboards or launder papa's shirrs. After which,
of course, one had coffee to sustain the spirit, and provide a bit rnore work
for idle hands. 

'Which 
left an interlude for taking in the diapers, to be folded
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corner-wise, and for scorching flour for the baby's buttocks. 'lVell! well!
now it was high time to wash the potatoes for supper. Just barely tirne in
fact, before the baby had to be washed again for the night, together with his
bottles (Salverson 1939: 273-27 4).

Although this describes the housework from a young adult's point of view, ir is prob-

ably a fairly accurate description of a woman's work day. It neglects to mention the

mending and knitting frequently undertaken in the evening. Salverson points our else-

where that such cleanliness was made more diffìcult when one had to haul water from

the corner pump, but this would not have been necessary for most in the'West End.

Food acquisition and preparation was mostly the domain of women, though here

again men sometimes assisted. Some Icelanders preferred to deal with Icelandic businesses

(Magnea Hannesson, Gillespie interview C1684-1686) and groceçies could be bought

from Icelandic stores on Sargent, Ellice, and'Wellington. In the'West End, many gïocery

stores delivered; Magnea Flannesson recalls that in the 1910s, a G. Johannesson came

around to the house to take grocery orders, and delivered the food the next day.

Overall, Icelanders in'Winnipeg adapted their eating habits ro suir rhe foodstufß avail-

able to the working man's wages. As such, the staples of the Winnipeg Icelanders diet

consisted mainly of starchy foods prepared in an Icelandic traditioh. The mainstay of

the daily diets was flatbread (made of wheat and oatmeal), rice (cooked inro a porridge,

unsweetened but with milk), oatmeel porridge, and soup containing a joint of beef, pota-
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toes, turnips and onion (Salverson 1939:216). One"of the benefits oflivingin the sparsely

populated West End was the availabiliry of pasture land for cows. As milk had been the

mainstay of the diet in lceland, milk products (skyr,' mysuoster) were a welcome addi-

tion to the Winnipeg diet. Those who kept cows made milk products for rheir own

households, and for sale in the neighbourhood. It should be noted thar as Icelandic food

traditions in the Iceland itself were pastoral, it was the animal milk products that were

consumed, not the animal itself as might be the case in mosr other Europeans.

The fare most familiar to non-Icelanders was perhaps the coffee, r€nown for its rich

arolrra and taste. Icelanders bought coffee green-partly because it was least expensive in

this state, and roasted it in the bake oven close to the time of use. Coffee was not boiled

or perked the English way, but hot water was poured over it as it sat in a coton bag

or kaffipoka, as we commonly filter coffee today. Coffee is to lcelanders as tea is to the

British, perhaps. Afternoon coffee or aftansleffi was a customary daily pause, accompanied

by slightly sweet breads, such as pönnukökur (a crepe-like pancake rolled up with a little

sugar), þleínur (sour cream donuts), or simple flatbreads (a flour and oar cake with little

leavening). Although a standard daily meal, aftanskffi was not as substantial as the English

high tea. It was, though, a social affair, not necessarily held at home. 'Women often visited

each other at this time, and men frequented a cafê.
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Many customs associated with food, and indeed the food itself changed, primarily

for economic reasons. This is particularly the case with meat. Sheep heads were often

obtained from the slaughter houses in Winnipeg and blackened in backyard fires in the

traditional menner. This unusual activity disturbed some non-Icelandic neighbours, and

'Walz reports that Charlie and Joe Thorson would have to "fight their way home from

school" after their mother performed the "strange satanic rite" (-Walz 1998: 30). In lce-

land, blackened sheep's head was considered a delicacy. In Winnipeg it. came to plovide

a welcome source of inexpensive meat and was not just a trear (Salverson 1939: III).

Other meat dishes, commonplace in lceland, were limited to special occasions because

of the cost of the cuts of meat and spices. Hungakjöt (smoked mutton), rúllupylsa and

lárfrapylsa are mentioned as being such treats. Unlike the blackened sheep's head, these

Icelandic meat dishes became important at celebratory dinners, such as Ch¿rt-", 
"n¿

sumardagurinnfyrsti,but were no longer eaten regularly. Thus economic factors ,..rrl.O ,o

influence what foods might come to be considered ethnic markers.

Supplying the family with clothing was for the most part the exclusive domain of

women, but traditional clothing sryles were not maintained. Some outer clothing was

purchased, as were shoes, but women made many items of clothing from store bought

fabnc. This fabric was often used and reused as was almost universally common for the

times. Worn adult sized coats became children's wear, children's wear was made into
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quilts or braided rugs. Decorative traditional embroidery was srill pracrised, ro enhance

the appearance of clothes and home decor.

Many Icelandic women, married and single, appear in the Henderson Direcrory as

dressmakers. Salverson herself worked as a dressmaker before and after her marriage.

FIer services seemed to have been required by the well-to-do ladies, whose extensively

detailed fittings she describes, as well as those of lesser means from whom she simply took

orders for the clothing. In the Winnipeg household then, sewing would have had fulfilled

functional, decorative and economic purposes.

Knitting was more universally practised than sewing. Even lr, ,fr. ciry, some mothers

spun their own wool purchased from Icelanders in the countryside (Magnea Hannesson,

Gillespie interview C1684-1.686;Walz1998). Spirihing wheels were often broughr from

Iceland, and were passed off frequently to those in need when the original owner gained

economic stabiliry. The spinning and carding of wool, its seems, was excess labour that

was done away with es soon as possible. The knitting of sweaters, socks, mittens, scarves

and underclothing was also time intensive, and was shared by all members of the house-

hold, including husbands. It is also not unusual to hear of boys who were skilled at

knitting, daming and embroidery, or became so if they tended to be sickly and less suited

to outdoor labour. Knitting was a farnily activiry, often done in the evenings, and the

practise of having a famlly member read aloud while others knitted and did other chores
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continued in a few homes into the 1,920s (Magnea Hannesson, Gillespie inrerview C1684-

1 686).

Men's responsibility to the household seems to have b".., to bring in money, in

addition to tasks in the household. The majoriry .of men in my census were involved

in seasonal wage labour. 'When full-time work was available, men might spend such

long hours working that there was little time for any major undertakings or projecrs

at home. In the off season, there was nlore time for building furniture, and repairing

or painting the house and out buildings for those who had. the inclination or training.

Fathers were also likely to be involved with raising children, spending rime reaching

Icelandic reading skills or trade skills when at home. The amount that men parricipated in

women's domestic duties varies, however. Most interviewees reported that their fathers

did assist with housework to some extent, but not all men or boys cleaned or did dishes,

for example.

The home was also a place for entertainment, especially storytelling literature and

tnusic. All interviewees mention being read to by one or both parents. This practise was

recommended by communiry leaders as a way to teach the culture of lceland-not uniike

the methods of homeschooling in Iceland itself. Many parents knew the stories by heart,

or made-up tales on the spot while chores were being done. Often these were pieces of

sagas and eddas, or stories of ghosts and huldufolk. Icelandic books Éom iceland, and by
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'Western Icelanders such asJohann Magnus Bjarnason, were purchased at FledJohnson's

on McDermott, or David Bjorson's on Sargent, ahd traded among homes. Short stories

and especially poetry were frequently published in newspapers, religious magazines and

other j ournals.

Many parents recited poetry and occasionally composed it themselves. The poet Gur-

tornrurJ. Guttormson referred to lcelandic sociery in'Winnipegas Eldorado Leikslealdanna,

the Eldorado of Bad Verse (Neijmann L994: 111), because so rneny people arrempted,

read and had published poetry. However, according to interviewees this seems to have

occurred less frequently than some contemporary writers would have argued. Perhaps the

discrepancy lies in the ages of interviewees and the time of life of their parents.

-Well 
Dad was a hard working man, and ah, when he came home at night to

the family, (we) kept him pretty busy. We weren't regimented or anyrhing
as children, but we had a prery strict schedule, and when itpame time ro go
to bed I think that was when he sar down by himself andÌv1othe, ,nd åd
some of these things (such as writing poems and short storiei fcir their own
amusement).

indeed, biographies of most of these writers, especially Salverson and Stephan G.

Stephansson, note that they had to steal time at the end of the day to compose stories and

poetry. This would be the case for nany working people, and if poets were as common

as Guttormur suggests, many people were spending what little extra time they had in this

pursuit.
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According to Gillespie's interwiewees, music also played a significant role in family life.

Icelandic lullabies were the first songs a child might ever hear, but Icelandic folk songs,

psalms and popular British-Canadian tunes were ,,rrrg, fo, .""-p1., as dishes were being

washed, or in some homes only after chores were complete. A few of the first generation

immigrants were known to chant rármur, an ancient form of extended verse. Sinoino

together was done as a family âctivity or with visitors in the eveníng. Of course, rhere

were also church choirs and soloists, and an all male choir seems to be a favourite amons

Icelanders. Notes of voluntary associations indicate that music recitals were somerinles

held as post-meeting entertainment. Although musical instruments weïe rare in Iceland,16

in-Winnipeg, many families saved to buy a piano, and send children to Icelandic music

teachers, even in the most restrictive economic circumstances. For example, Carl Dahl's

mother and aunt were both single and worked in a garment factory, and were therefore

likely quite impoverished. But he wrore about his own musical training

(AunQ Gerda gave him his first violin, his mother paying for lessons from an Icelandic

teacher, at his hom., fifty cents the half hour. He showed up one day for rhe usual

wearisome exercises, pulled frorn his music case Missouri Waltz and Tipperary, asked to

learn to play them. Solemnly Mr. Johnson took him through them, then went on with

the exercises (Dahl 1980: 13)

r6violins were available, as were the odd church organ. Therè is a unique Icelandic srring insuurnent,
the langspil.
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The valuing of music and musical ability may have been a conrinuify of Icelanclic

customs, even if the instruments and selections enjoyed were not exclusively lcelandic.

When it came to passing on cultural and linguistic skills, all interviewees said they

were encouraged to enjoy the literature, try the language, and as with music and academic

work, and many did. Both parenLs played a role in passing on traditions, but fathers spenr

long hours away from home at wage labour in the ciry, and may have been out of town

for extended periods of tirne altogether. Men seem to have played a dominanr role in

public life, but the household was traditionally the woman's sphere of power, and she

would have been the dominant parent. Thus it is difficult at this juncture ro assess rhe

forces behind cultural continuify, although adults today reGr to the 'amma imperative',

an allegiance to one's grandmother to uphold Icelandic cultural values.
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I In Plain Sight

In examining the parameters of the historic Icelandic communiry in Winnipeg, some

trends come to light, as do some discrepancies. -First, there is a lower percentage of

Icelanders in the West End than sociologists would consider necessary for the maintenance

of a cohesive ethnic group, and yet Icelanders were recognised as one of the many races

in'Winnipeg. Second, there was a prevalent notion that Icelanders were prosperous. My

census indicates, however, that more than half we'{e.workers, and according to the social

surveys of the time, workers were not earning a living wage. Third, Icelanders seemed

to have been fitting in to the dominant culture quite well, yet domesric üfe indicates

that some important features of cultural knowledge were being passed on ro the next

generation.

Breton's and Dreiger's studies indicate that after 1960, Scandinavians did not have a

strong ethnic community because of the lack of institutional comple¡gnsss resulting from

the low population densiry of Scandinavians living in the West pna. My census dara
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indicates that in the years befween 1901 and 1921, therc were even fewer lcelanders

:' t'
relative to other residents in the 'West End. Since there.were so few 'Western 

Icelanders

in Winnipeg, it is not sulprising that whatever electoral ward they resided in, they would

not appear to comprise a large percentage of the residents. Thar their business district was

recognisable at all indicates an ethnic presenceb-and a deliberare maintenance of culture.

Even while the shopkeepers catered to both the general Anglophone population they had

a loyal ethnic customer base. Moreover, the populariry of the Icelandic meeting places in

the business district and the use of the newspapers indicates a spirit of camaraderie.

The interviews for the Cosmopolitan'Winnipeg series and the reports of successes of

the Wesley College students paint a particularly positive stereorype of Icelanders. Icelandic

leaders were complicic in pe{petuating this image. For example, the speaker inter-viewed

for the Cosrnopolitan 
-Winnipeg 

article tn 1,912 made some puzzling coûìÌnenrs. He

reported that Icelanders were not interested in sectarian schools, claiming it was a poor

use of funds. Six months later, theJ. B. Academy opened, although the work ro ger it

started had been on going for decades. The speaker also said that there were no suffragerres

anong Icelanders. Yet a forty-page feminist magazine, Freya, had been published monrtìIy

from 1898-1910. Margret Benediktsson, the editor, had founded the Icelandic womens

suffrage sociery in 'Winnipeg in 1908. Delegates attended meerings and rallies held by
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Nellie McClung and other British-Canadian women throughout the decade. Indeed,

Liberal MP Thos. HJohnson, was the son of an lcelandic suffragette.

The comments made by the interwiewee coulcl ,ro, hr,r" been a mere mistake. Icelanders

were too few in number and too interconnected for some one knowledgeable enough to

be chosen as an ethnic representative not to $now of the'importance of the school and

women's organisation. As suggested previously, the eosmopolitan'Winnipeg article paints

Icelanders as middle class, and the information given by the anonymous Icelander(s) about

the communiry panders to that ideal. The result is that the Icelandic community seens

akin to, if not very much a part ol the'West and South End middle class British-Canadian

society, or social strata.

But what is particularly curious is the comment made by the repoïter that Icelanders,

frorn the labourer to merchant and professor, were prosperous. Given the wages docu-

mented by social workers, it is difficult to imagine labourers or even skilled tradesmen as

well off.

My survey of occupation and housing demonstrates that there was a definite discrep-

ancy berween the wealth of working people, and professionals and entrepreneurs. Laura

Goodman Salverson wrote Confessions of an Immigrants Daughter to recoïd the true struggle

erperienced by Icelandic immigrants (Salverson 1,939). Her accounts vividly portray the

careful balance of resources that had to be kept byworking people. Her descriptions of
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her first fwenry years (1895-1915) document a life wherein the budget for food in gen-

eral, never mind a varied or nutritious diet, was often threatened by the requirements for

other necessities-like fuel, clothing, furniture, medical bills, and funeral services. Indeed

economic necessiry seems to have influenced the domestic group composition. The con-

sequence of failing to balance the economic budget was death, often of one's children,

but also of oneself, Salverson writes of the deaths of her young siblings, adult friends

and co-workers, and her and her family's own close calls brought on by malnutririon and

exhaustion. Her father wâs â skilled labourer, and she herself contributed to the family

income with a variery ofjobs, as a domesric, a drug store clerk and a garment fâctory

worker in Duluth, and as a dressmaker in'Winnipeg. The family did not seem ro take in

boarders. Her family's financial situation would be typical of perhaps half of the Icelandic

population in Winnipeg.

Yet, Icelandic labourers did live in the West End, and the infrastructure of that neigh-

bourhood alone would give workers a better standard of living then rhat of rheir North

End counte{parts. For anyone with a better wâge;.the availabiliry of fresh eggs and milk

products from neighbours who could pasture anirrals in the'West End probably enhanced

nutritional status. ,A.s well, the inclusion of the extra household residenrs-boarders-

likely increased total household income. And of course, Icelanders had been in the city

for over 35 years. They may not have had savings, but they would have had years ro
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accumulate durable products, like furniture, dishes, clothing and the like, which rhe new

irnmigrants would still need to purchase. Icelanders then probably had a little more money

available for rent or even the purchase of housing due to the length of time in the country,

and the composition of the household.

The length of time of Icelandic residence in Manitoba and Winnipeg no doubt lead

to a greâter degree of acculturation than was found âmong those who had arrived dur-

ing the time of mass immigration. Further, as Iceland boasted few cultural spectacles,

such as sculpture, dancing or special costuming, Icelanders in Winnipeg had few distinct-

ive "exotic" custonts to display. The most telling characteristic of foreign-ness would

have been perhaps an Icelandic âccent. While Icelanders in 'Winnipeg still eat skyr,

rnysuostur, rullupylsa, and of course vinnaterta, with the exception of the latter even

today these are rìot well known outside Icelandic ethnic circles. Embroidery conrinues

to be practised, and in the early 20th century would have been considered genteel by

the British-Canadian culture where ladies of the day also practised embroidery. Icelandic

woodworking, used sparingly to decorate the home, was ornate but not garish or exoric

to the British-Canadian eye. Many Icelanders perhaps spoke English with an accent, bur

most spoke English, and were naturalised citizens. Thus Icelanders in the West End likely

appeared well assimilated. Yet Icelanders did cherish a crucial source of culture.
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The emergence of the saga literature as an ethnic marker, rather than foods, dances or

costumes, has served to entrench of cultural ideals while effectively hiding cultural differ-

ences. The sagas are about the Vikings-the well known scourge of England in medieval

times, no less. In the newspapers of 1900-1920, andbeyond, references to the behaviour

of individuals in the sâgas are ubiquitous. This trend was rooted in the nationalist dis-

course of late 19th century lceland, but did not produce the same ideological focus there.

In Iceland, attention focused on the promoting the excellence on the literary style, and in

ter-rns of social references, the spirit oflaw and selÊgovernment. The cherishing ofViking

characteristics is a North American phenomenon.

The populariry of the sagas in Canada was facilitated by both their style and subjecr

matter. The language of the sagas is very similar to the Icelandic written today; linguistic

change has been minimal over the centuries. Further, the stories are told in a straight for-

ward and highly objective manner, with little descriptive embellishment about emotional

states or the beauty of nature. As the central narrarive focus is blood-feud, these are tales

of adventure, filled with fierce and heroic characters. In addition, though some sagas are

hundreds of pages in length, they are episodic, and can be related in stages. As such, rhey

are easily accessible and entertaining stories.

The sagas are uniquely tied to the landscape of lceland. Landmarks, especially water-

fails or mountains, are described in the sagas. Locations where many events took place are
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still recognisable in Iceland, and photographs of the areas have appeared in the Icelandic

newspapers in Canada since the earliest publications. Descriptions of the family farmsteads

in Iceland in relations to the sagas have been passed on through generarions of Icelandic

Canadians. I was told by one man, whose family had been in'Winnipeg since 1900, that

on the family farmstead in Iceland there was a particular mound in the hayfielcl that was

the grave of the outlaw Gréttir. This connection to familiar places provides the literat-

ure with a sense of immediacy. The landmarks become, or perhaps remain, symbols of

the temperanent of Iceland and Icelanders themselves, and a direct connection to rhe

(mythic) lives and history of their ancesrors.

It is of note that if families had had servantr, o, .o.rld purchase more goods rather than

having to work together, the mechanisrn of disseminating certain ideologies-those of the

sagâs-may not have continued. No special time was needed to be made for this srudy,

âs the narratives were used to break the monotåny of household chores as was cusromary

in lceland. However, in Iceland the sagas were not the only narïatives used to break the

monotony of the evening work period; folktales, ghost stories and conremporary novels

were also read. That a greater emphasis was placed on the stories of the Vikings and

sagamenn among'Western Icelanders than among those in Iceland would explain why

the Viking is today an ethnic marker in Canada but of little imporrance ro Icelandic

nationalism.
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That the saga narratives emerge as particularly important to the early'Winnipeg Icelandic

residents is not simple happenstance. Although the various church ministers no longer

had a supervisory role over the education of children as they had had in Iceland, one

minister was particularly popular and charismatic. Rev. Jón Bjarnason served the 'Win-

I

nipeg Icelandic community from 1884 to 1973. He was friends with many influenrial

Icelanders, and extremely active in the comrnuniry. As the president of the Icelandic

Lutheran Synod, he set out teachings for all lcelandic Lutheran churches. When speak-

ing in Sunday schools or to youth groups, he frequently fascinated his listeners with the

saga tales and descriptions of the landscape where the events took place. His charisma

undoubtedly lent the narrarives a greater sense of excitement.

But it is unlikely that it was the witry remarks of one who had been hacked with a

halberd and was about to die that the pastor meant to convey to his audience. Blood-feuds

occur and centre on the honour of the sâgamenn, their courage in the face of adversiry,

fate and destiny. The heroes, and especiaily the outlaws, do not shirk from dury, fear,

and difficulry. The sagas make a point of emphasising the abilities and qualities of each

individual, regardless of his or her social station. The sagas portray nobiliry and honour

as attainable characteristics, all the more valued if asserted in the face of the worst of fates

and circumstânces. It is not diffìcult to make the connection thatlf the ancesrors could be
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honourable in the face of bloodshed, one should uphold òertain standards of behaviour in

the modern world, no mâtter how diffìcult.

The saga events and their characters were also used in other written formats. The

newspapers in particular drew frequent references and analogies to the sagas, comparing

the behaviour of community members to that of the sagamenn. In doing so, those who

had access to the meens of production and dissemination of ideas could turn attention ro

a wealth of rnoraliry tales and cultural values that could and would be explored in the

private homes.

It should be noted that newspapers were not just a venue for their editors and writers.

Letters and lengthy arguments be&veen Icelanders were also published. The exchange

of stories and news fosters a sense of connection to others, and the Icelandic newspapers

were a forum for interaction and discourse. The seemingly mundane activities of reading

Icelandic newspapers, visiting and debating over coffee, and the apparently ubiquitous,

but awkward efforts at writing cannot be underestimated as facilitating comnunication

of ideas among Icelanders throughout North America. And, after 1900, the Viking ideal

was commonly found in this form of public discåurse. This will become evident when

the rhetoric of the voluntary associations is examined in more detail.

But on the other hand, the clear lines of disseminarion of informàtion and ideology

which had existed in Iceland were being unravelled and fragmented, Most children atten-
l-
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ded the public school system, which challenged the ltruth' of informal lessons in Icelandic

history as noted by Carl Dahl. Moreover, while in Iceland the Lutheran pastors were the

authoriry on cultural knowledge, in Winnipeg the religious organisation of Icelanders had

dissolved, with different pastors contending for the ailegiance of the factioning congrega-

tions. Added to this wes the fact that at the IOGT Hall and the Wevel Café, if not also the

pool hall, men and women completely outsid-e the sphere of the churches were putting

forth other moral and social ideals; about ,"rnp.rrrr.", socialism, and politics. The IOGT

events and'Wevel CaÍé were well known for the debates they hosted. Here, who won the

debates depended on the argumentative and charismatic behaviour of the participânts. A

new group of leaders was arising, many of whom were financially successful. They would

assume new roles of influence in the 'West End communiry, through a range of forums

from their positions as employers to their activities in the voluntary associations. It was

these new leaders who, over time, would.turn an assemblage of Icelanders into an ethnic

. .j.

8roup.
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Part III

Ethnicity in Action: patterns of public

interaction

1.. ..
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The Building Trades and Industry

My 1910 census shows en over-representation of gdneral labourers, ca{penters, and con-

tractors among'Western Icelanders in-Winnipeg. In addition there is an increase in several

related trades, such plumbers, painters and stonémasbns, as well as real estate agents. These

occuparions, raken together, suggest that Icelanders as a group had all the necessary skills

and business contacts to create an ethnic economic enclave. This is supported by.anec-

dotal evidence in short articles (Thorarinsorr L967 , Peterson 2000) and the interviews with

Laurence Gillespie. In the decades foilowing 1910, the construction industries employed

hundreds of Icelandic men, some permanently, and some as migrant labourers frorn the

Interlake area.

Before 1900, Icelanders worked as labourers in construction, along with other menial

and casual jobs. Though some were trained as cabinet ntakers, they did not pursue car-

penrry as rhe wages were so low (Thorarinson 1,967: 24).þo¡, *orted as excavators for

sewers and buildings. But by 1900, a few icelanders had undertaken construction projects
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of their own (Peterson 2000: 280). Their efforts included the brick, rur-rered home of

Gisli Olaßon, built in 1895 by Olaßon himself, and the thiee story, brick Bardal Block

and Columbia BuildinEs built in 1904.

In the meantime, Icelandic men had gained an excellent reputarion among Anglo-

Canadians as workers in various trades. Mclvor (1908) spent his summers working at

various work sites in 'Winnipeg, and wrote his master's thesis on the fitness of different

ethnic groups for ernployment. The thesis is highty subjective, but does seen ro repres-

ent the common consensus of Ânglo-Canadian employers in the matter. He describes

Icelandic workers first in terms of appearance, noting their large size and strength. In his

opinion they are hardworking, r'eliable and able to work for long periods of time without

tiring. He also notes that they are quiet, honest, and intelligent, and moreover, not prone

to drinking (Mclvor 1908: 8-11).

So it was that Icelanders found themselves in a unique social and economic position

vis-Ãã-vis other ethnic gïoups when the building boom of 1908-191,2 occurred. Be-

cause they possessed the skill set ând business contacts, I'celanders could act as real estate

agents, and hire Icelandic contractors, who in turn hired Icelandic workers for the assorr-

ment of tasks required to build houses and apartment buildings, rhus forming an erhnic

economic enclave. Icelanders were also acculturated enough to understand the workings
ç

of the economy, the city bureaucracy and the potendal for growth of the ciry, and to
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collectively put this knowledge to good use. It would allow them to take advantage of

the building boom brought about by the extraordinary population growth in'Winnipeg.

However, the boom and bust of-Western Icelandic building activiry does not coincide

with the 1908-191,2 boom and bust of the general 
-Winnipeg 

economy. The reason for

this seems to be the source of funding. Most contractors financed their building acrivities

themselves. After 1908, it appears that they gradually acquired the capital to build rnore

extensively, and continued building at a frenetic pace through 1914. Icelanders seemed

to function in a separate economic sphere as well as at a cultural rernove from other

Winnipeg builders.

It is abundantly evident that participation in the construction industry made sorne men

extraordinarily wealthy, while nrost earned a passable living. While the whole endeavour

united and likely benefited many Icelandic men and their families, it was the source

of economic stratification within the communiry. How this affe.cted social organisation,

social statuses and power relations must be inferred from thé a.re.dotrl remarks from many
;

sources. As those who were outstanding in their endeavours are those most frequently

mentioned, evidence points to both admiration and resentment towards the wealthy.

However, these individuals remained in the community, and undoubtedly influenced

Western Icelanders as a group.

t'.-
..
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9.1 Sources

As Thorarinson remarked "quite surprisingly, I have.not bêen able to find any material of

consequence of the subject (of Icelandic builders)" (1967: 2a). My prirnary sources were

primarily the Henderson Directories, building permits, tax assessments and fire insurance

maps. Oleson's history Saga Islendinga í Wsturheími (1950, 1953), provides biographies

of wealthy conffactors and real estate agents, focusing on their apcestry and communify

serwice. The transcript of Thorarinson's luncheon discussio'à 1tSøl¡ provides personaÌ

:-.
insights into the characters and relationships of contractors and their ernployees. Pererson

(2000) examines the architecture of homes and apartment blocks built by icelanders in

the West End.

Some comments should be made about the use of ciry r.aord, to ascertain the extent

of activities by lcelanders. Although surweys of the Henderson Directories were made for

the years 1900, 1905, 1910, 1915, and 1920, a survey of building permits could nor be

made for the same years, as the required material was unavailable. The Ìedgers of building

permits were unaveilable for the years 1904-1905 and 1910..Tax records for 1915 have
{i'¡

been misplaced. Therefore, new survey years were. chosen 
^t 

4 year intèrvals, which

colrespond to boom and bust years. They were 1908, 1912 þoom years) 1916 þust

year) and 1920. As research progressed, it became evident that the years 1913 and, 1914

were unusual years for Icelanders, and the permits for these.years were surweyed as well.
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Tax assessment records were used to trâce the real estate holdings of specific individuals.

The years for the surveys matched those of the building permits 1912 and 1916.

Several sources build an aggregete account of the icelandic acrivities associated with

the building industry in'Winnipeg. Building permit ledgers and the ciry tax assessnent

rolls pinpoint locations and speci$r the values and building costs of properties and build-

ings. This provides a framework for understandil.g !1" rise of individual builders, and

the development of these entrepreneurs as a eggregate. Not only can the increase and

decrease in the number, size and cost of the projects be observed, but the names of own-

ers, builders and architects provide clues as to the social interactions of those in the upper

echelons of the business.

It should be noted that building permits list the'owner, architect and builder of the

project. The owner is frequently listed under the heading ofbuilder, and often as architect,

especially when the owner of a single lot is having a home built or repaired. The owner

then contracts a builder, but the builder is not naned in the ledgers. lJnfortunately there

are builders mentioned by Oleson and Thorarinson who were quite successful, but never

appear in the building permits or even the tax assessment records.
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9.2 A Contractor's Career

-What 
is strikingly evident in all of the above sources is that the period from 1900-1920

was a financially turbulent time for most nren involved in the building and real estate

industries. In many instances, building was a stepping stone to real estâte ventures. For

these builders and entrepreneurs it was literally a time when fortunes were made and

lost. Several did no¡ enter the 1920s with their fortunes intact. Many who did would

be severely hurt by taxation issues in the mid 20s, or the stock market crash and the

depression. Nevertheless, the contribution of Icelanders to the architecture of the West

End is tremendous (Peterson 2000).

Icelanders specialised in building houses and interestingly, apârtment blocks. Ir was

after 1905 that apartment buildings began to be built across North America, and in Win-

nipeg they were a particularly popular form of residence building. More apartment blocks

were built in Winnipeg than in any other Canadian ciry beñveen 1899 and 1914, in

spite of 'Winnipeg's relatively small population (Peterson 2000: 28I). Apartment build-

ings ranged in size and style, from the small and functional to the grandiose and ornate.

Icelanders would become esoeciallv involved in their construction.

\

A final comment should be made about the location of Icelandic building activiry.

There is no evidence in the building permits or tax assessments of building activiry or

ownership of properry by Icelanders in 'Wards 2, 5'or 6, that is, the cify centre and North
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End. The Cosmopolitan Winnipeg article does note that the Norrh End YMCA was built

by Icelanders, but no narne is given. There is some erriderice of residential construction

in the South End, but these are not for the homes of the elite. A}nost all construcrion

was done in the'West End.

To orient the reader to the ebbs and flows of contractors' câ.reers and place in the

Icelandic communiry, I wiil begin with a brief narrative of the rise and fall of one builder,

and his contributions to the communify. His story is more dramaric than most, but not

arypical, of the larger scale, or bourgeoisie, 'Western Icelandic contractors.

Thorsteinn Oddsson was born in Iceland rn 1864, and was a cabinet maker by trade.

FIe came to Canada in 1888, settling in'Winnipeg in 1901 (Oleson 1940: 309). A.c-

cording to family legend, when Thorsteinn arrived in Winnipeg, he thought he might

try selling bicycles, and approached George Ashdown, a very'successful wholesaler and

eventual mayor of 'Winnipeg, with a proposition. Ashdown had other plans, and in-

vited Thorsteinn into his office, whereupon he asked Thorsteinn if he might try selling

a house instead. Thorsteinn, believing he could sell anything, agreed to sell 461 Sim-

coe. He received a $10.00 commission for his success (Olga Skaftfeld, Gillespie inrerview

c1730-1731.).

By 1.9}4,Thorsteinn had teamed up with Skuli Hansson, who had also been acrive in

real estate for many years. The third member of their group wasJónJ. Vopni, a longtirne
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resident of Winnipeg who had been an active member of tir. Icelandic Labourers union

and had had extensive dealings in real estate. The company, Oddsson, Hansson & Vopni

built many houses, including, during the recession year of 7907, a six-story apafiment

block worth about $75,000 (Oleson 7940: 302).

By 1910, however, the Henderson Directories shows Th. Oddsson and Sons, Thorol-

dur, (who seems to have been Thorsteinn's brother), and Leifur, his son, in business,

without Hansson or Vopni. For the next few years Thorsteinn would be successful

enough to become a rnember of the Winnipeg Real Estate Exchange,.-one of only rwo

non-British members of this exclusive group. Th. Oddsson and Sons primarily built

apartment buildings, but building permits indicate they also. built a few modest dwellings.

Thorsteinn Oddsson had a bit of a reputation for being able-to pick the next area of

ciry expansion. His trick was to ride the streetcar to the end of the line to observe the areas

there. The street car lines allowed those who worked in the ciry centre to travel more

conveniently to work, while escaping frorn industrial and crowded downtown areas. Thus

the end of the line in some places would have been an ideal spot for new development.

The streetcar tracks would also allow workers to get to work sites easily.

The company Th. Oddsson and Sons, built at least 8 apartment buildings in the boom

years (Oleson 1940: 309), and the costs of some of them are staggering. In 1911, three

apartment blocks were built on St. Paul's Avenue in the West End at about $30,000
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each. In 1,91,2, the prestigious architect D. Bellhouse, designed the Coronado Apartrnents

on Furby for the company. The building itself cost $90,000. During the same year,

Thorsteinn bought the land for, and built, the Skjaldborg Church on Burnell, which he

then donated to the congregation (Oleson 1940: 310). The company's biggest project

wâs the Thelmo Mansion àt 629 Burnell, a stately 78 suite building, taking up 6 lots

and costing $236,000. The perrnit for this building was taken out in 1914, just on rhe

cusp of the real crunch for the Winnipeg building industry. Although the building wâs

completed (Thoroldur and Leifur lived there in 1915, and it stands today), it may have

been the partly responsible for Thorsteinn's economic demise.

Thorsteinn ran into financial difficulties in 1914, due to the war, and lost most of

his property (Thorarinson 1.967: 25). Surveys of 1916 and 1920 building permits show

no further activity by an Oddsson. According to Oleson, Thorsteinn left Winnipeg for

California in 1,924, where he apparently made and lost another fortune (Oleson 1940:

308).

The dernise of Thorsteinn Oddsson during W-W1 is one of the few clues as to the

sources of capital for builders. Thorsteinn had access to capital'investment from several

banks. To secure it, he had liens on the various apertment blocks he had built, likely

intending to pay off the debts with rents received. ,\t the beginnirrg ol'W-Wl, banks in-
I'

volved in financing the war effort âÃ$ that is the larger banks âÃ$ catled in the liens, and
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Thorsteinn was unable to pay them off (Olga Skaftfeld, Gillespie interview C1726-1729).

Indeed the 1.91.6 tax essessrnent records indicate that the property on which Skjaldborg

was standing had been reclaimed by the First National Investment Company. The tax as-

sessnlent records for 7916 show that Thorsteinn had 18 properties (including 7 apartment

blocks), worth $180,470.00 with 288 tenants. In 1,920, he still owned ar leesr five rental

properties, valued only at only $37,070.00.

Thorsteinn had a particular commitment to the Icelandic communiry, and is reputed

to have been "a very generous man (who) helped Icelandic people with work and other

assistance" (Thorarinson 1967: 26). A brief discussion of his involvement with the church

and one other mâtter is evidence of this. According to Oleson, Thorsteinn began to seek

infl.uence in the communiry in about 1913 (Oleson 1940: 308), and to this end proposed

to build â meeting house, called Alþingi, to house all Icelandic clubs. 'He 
intended to

finance the endeavour himself having each club pay fees whicÀ would, over rwo and

ahalf years, amount to $260,000 of the estimated $300,000 costs (Ole;on 1940: 308).

Nothing became of the idea, perhaps because the IOGT Hall on Sargent'Ave could

already fulfil the same pu{pose. i..

Thorsteinn's contribution of the Skjaldborg church seems to have arisen from a,similar

motivation. As the Icelandic community extended further west,'First Lutheran congïeg-

ation mernbers were inconvenienced by travelling the increasing distances on foot or
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street car to their church at Nena and Bannaryne (Oleson 1940: 310). By all accounrs,

Skjaldborg was built to resolve this problern, and was not at odds with its parent Lurheran

congregation. Thorsteinn himself lived at 448 Sherbrook (near Sargent), and it is known

that he had attended Tabernacle for a time (Kristjanson 1975: 35L), the rival to the First

Lutheran Church. Once Skjaldborg was built however, he did become a member of irs

congregation and was its financial mainstay (Oleson 1940: 309). Thorsteinn was generous

with the use of the building as well. For the academic yearc 1.913-1914 anå ß14-1915 rhe

church housed theJón Bjarnason Academy. Atthough the school had some sraff on salary

.i
and did charge a fee to its students, the S\aldborg Church, apparently at Thorsreinn's

behest, received no financial remuneration (Oleson 1940: 308).

Thorsteinn's story illustrates several things about Icelanders in the construction busi-

ness in the early part of this century. The .first is that of the rapid financial rise and fall

of individuals. The second notable characteristic is the emphasis on rhe consrruction of

apartment blocks. Icelanders built a relatively large number of apartment blocks, partic-

ularly in the 'West End. The third is the Thorsteinn:s contribution to the communiry.

Most Icelanders who made financial gains continued to give back, econornically and of

themselves, to their fellow countrymen.
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9.3 Econornic Overview

In 1908, few lcelandic names appear in the building permits. Those which appear are

listed as builders for British owners, and in some instances as partners as owner/builders

on a few houses. Most men named have been in the business for a considerable leneth of

time. It seems that Icelanders were not immediately involved in the building boom.

In 191.2,Icelandic builders were caught up in the economic boom. The activities of a

few builders were outstanding in scope. For example, Háldor Háldorsson built 35 homes

and one apâftment block, with a combined total cost of$139,300.00. A movie theatre was

built at the south west corner of Pembina and Corydon, byJJónasson, côsting $8000.00.

,,

S Brynjolßson and Co built the Graduate Nurses residence on 'Wolseley Avenue, the

school now known as J B Mitchel, an âpârtment building and rwo warehouses, all with

various individuals both Icelandic and British listed as the owners, for the total cost of

$210,500.00. The highest cost single building owned by T Icelander was an apartment

owned by a G Sveinsson, using a design by Brown & 'Wallace,.and costing $100,000.00.

Th. Oddsson built a $90,000 apartment block and the Skjaldborg Church. Icelanders are

listed as owners for at least 21 new apartment blocks that year,..totalling $601,000.00. This

is more than one-quarter of the total apartmentblocks builtin the ciry thatyear.
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Table 9.1: Cost of Building in'Winnipeg

Icelandic Totals \X/pg Ciry Totals

1,91,2 $601,000 $20,563,750

1.913 $380,000 (-36%) $18,s03,3s0 (-10%)

1,91,4 $1,064,000 (+280%) $12,160,850 (-34%)

1.91,5 $1,826,300 (-84%)

1,91,6 $17,000 (-98%)

In 1.91.3, the world depression reached 'Winnipeg. Icelanders are listed as owners for

only 8 apertment blocks, with total costs of $380,000.00, or 63%o of rfr" previous yeaï's

;
costs.

But 1914 sew a revitalisation in apartment building ectivities for lcelanders. There

were 17 apertment buildings constructed by Icelanders, with total costs of 91,064,000.00,

or 77 4%o greater than the 1912 costs. By far the biggest project was Th. Oddsson and Sons'

$256,000 Thelmo Mansion on Burnell, but there were others. S. Brynjolßon and Co.

are listed as owners and builders for apartments totalling $125,000.00. Visual inspection

reveals these apartment buildings are more ostentatious than those built previously.

By L91.6, however, only 14 listings in the buildingper-rnits ledgers canbe linked to

Icelanders. These are for repairs or additions to existing buildings, and new sheds, garages,
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stables, a blacksmith shop and the Royal Templars Hall. The total cost of all work done by

Icelanders is $17,300.00. Familiar names of the auspicious afartment buildeis are absent.

The 1913 downturn in global markets did not spell the end of the building boom for

Icelanders. W-W1 changed the focus of life in the ciry as many men wenr to war. This

eased the dire need for housing in the city. The decrease in properry values, the lack of

demand for new houses and a severe drop in what could be charged as rent took their toll

on the building industry and real estate industry (Thorsteinsson 1935: 176). Given that

the sale of newly built houses and revenues from rent were the major sources of capital

for lcelanders, funds for new construction had dried up.

Thus, two trends are discernible from the building permits in regards to the timing of

Icelandic participation in the building boom. The first is that, in 1908, Icelandic builders,

although perhaps well prepared in experience to undertake the construction of dwellings

and apartment blocks, did not move swiftly to build large projects. The second is that

the stringency which cut off moneys to very large scale projects, such as the building of

the farm implements factory by an American firm, and prevented their being built, did

not affect Icelanders in the same way. It was not until 1976 that there was a drastic slow

down in Icelandic construction. The reeson for the slow reaction of Icelandic builders to

both circurnstânces suggests that Icelandic builders financed the projects independently.
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Ca¡penters and other workers were also affected by the vagaries of the building in-

dustry. The number of labourers, possibly migrant workers, fluctuetes with the boom and

bust years. Kristjanson suggests that the demise of the Tabernacle Church congregation

after 1917 came about in part due to the migration of tradesnien of 'Winnipeg 
as work

became scarce (Kristjanson 1,965: 355-356). Some of these men left with Haldor Hal-
ç

dorsson and Haldor Sigurdson who got contracts in growing rural settlements. Ftraldorsson

continued to build homes, and Sigurdson rypically built schools and churches.

9.4 Structure of the Enclave

The building industry, as an ethnic economic enclave, was comprised of men involved

in diverse and stratified occupations. Icelanders primarily worked for each other, but

some contractors conrinued to take contracts from British-Canadians as in the past. The

class relarions within the enclave are somewhat confusing due to the Marxist pattem of

categorising class position.

Part of the problem is that, âmong Marxists, there is less agreement about what the

middle positions are. Artisans, shopkeepers and independent professionals are usually

considered the 'traditional petry bourgeoisie.' Those holding positions as profession-

als, technicians, managers and some white collar workers are generally described âs the

nriddle class or 'new petry bourgeoisie' (-Wright 1980: 326-328). Wright proposes that
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the problem of clari$ring the class position of petry bourgeoisie is resolved if their control

of money capital, physical capital and labour is specified. What this also does is specifl, the

contradictions each middle class position has in relation to the proletariaq and bourgeoisie.

Thus, Wright refers to each of the following subcategories as 'contradictory locations

within class relations.'

Contradictory locations are of three main types. Managers and supervisors hold a

position between the. bourgeoisie and the proletariat. Like the proletariat they have no

control over money capital, but rather more control over physical capital, and much more

control over labour. How much control varies with the position; higher management is

closer to the capitalists, and foremen are closer to the proletariat. The second contradict-

ory location is the small employers, who occupy a position berlveen capitalists, in that

they control labour, and the petry bourgeoisie in that they must labour themselves and

do not control sufhcient labour to accumulate large masses of caBital. Finally there are

semi-autonomous employees, who do not control money capital or the labour of others,

but have real control over the physical capital ofproduction. Just as these are gïey areas

between each of the major class positions, there are variances within each contradict-

ory position. Wright breaks this down further, by specifiing how much control artisans,

craftsmen, professionals and others have over each of the three main factors, but that goes

beyond the puqposes needed here.
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The following series of short biographical sketches will illustrate the diversiry of inter-

locking positions within the Icelandic construction related activities.

While nrâny workers were likely wage labourers, even general labourers seemed to

work on contract, supplying their own horses, tools or machinery. Magnus G. Gud-

laugson began as a labourer, excavating basements. According to the Manitoba wage

reconlmendations, excavators would receive the lowest wages and work the longest days

of all workers. After much experience at this, Magnus accepted a job on contract to dig a

cellar for a private individual. To do so,

I hired 
" -"rrÇirh a horse team, plow and scraper to scrape out the main part

of the cellar, and then I would finish the digging with a shovel . . . I found
that I could make a little better than wages at this work, so I got a team of my
own and shortly after that I went into partnership with the late Mr. Haraldur
Olson.. . (Gudlaugson 1958: 84-85).

Magnus primarily worked on subcontract for larger Icelandic and British contractors.

That he had formerly been employed as a wage labourer by these contiactors helped

secure his contracts with them. Most jobs involved private dwellings, ü.rt fr" also dug

sewers and the basements of a few larger buildings, including the First Lutheran Church.

During the winters, when the ground could not be excavated by hand, Magnus took his

team of horses out to haul fish and timber on Lake 'Winnipeg. He stopped excavating

when farmers began getting in on the business in the building boom. He argued that as

farrners could feed themselves and their teams from the farms, they ô'buld undercut the
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price of urban dwelling excavâtors, and he could no longer make a profit if he matched

larmers pnces.

Fred Swanson wâs involved with interior decorating. He was ffained as a painter in

Iceland, and advertised himself as a sign painter in English and Icelandic language newspa-

pers and ciry directories. As a general construction worker, he painted residential interiors,

and hung wallpaper. This type of work could be done year round. Swanson was partic-

ularly talented, and is best known to have decorated the interior of many houses in the

'West End with traditional murals of Icelandic landscape. His most famous ;work is found

in Bjorn Pérurson's home on Alverstone, where he was ,rrirr.å by Charles Thorson.

Thorson would go on to be an animator credited with creating the protorypes of several

well-known carroons, including Snow White and Bugs Bunny (-Walz 1998). Swanson

also did not restrict his activities to the construction business. He painted geeting cards,

and his landscapes were the mainstay for the backdrops of the Icelandic Festivals, as well

as many dramatic plays.

Like Magnus Gaudlaugson, mâny ca{penters also drifted into .årrtr"ct work, rather

than wage labour. Many of the smaller builders began with one or rwo houses, sold or

rented them, and reinvested the capital. Hjalmar Gislason got his start by first building

two small cottages, one in which the family lived, the other which he rented out. After

a time he sold them with enough profit to put a down paynent on the Connaught
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Block (Ragnar Gislason, Gillespie interview C1,676-1680). Thorannson speculated that

"in these yeers a builder could by good managernent and hard work build a house or

an âpârtment building for almost the amount of rhe mortgage, but only by working

at and supervising the construction himself' (Thorarinson 1967: 25). J6n T. Bergman

also began by building small cottages, and renting, then selling'them (Hrefna Borgford

Giìlespie interview C1659-1660). He did "pretty wel1, until the Depression" in rhe

1,920s, but usually worked long hours late into the night, even as the builder/contracror.

In the case where houses were rented out, they "ahnost always produced modest steady

annual returns on the initial investment" (Peterson 2000: 280-28I). However, the tax

assessment records indicate that most small builders did not keep many dwellings as renral

properties.

Another strategy was the formation of partnerships to build a house oï fvvo for sale.

During boom years, some partnerships dissolved as each man took on projects individually

during the boom years. In other cases, the partners took on larger projects. An article

andphoto in the Free Press praises the success of the owner/builder, A-lbertJohnson, and

architect Paul Clemens for the Pandora Block on'Winnipeg Arrenue, and other apartments

of such grandeur (Free Press A.pril 5, 1913). The building permits indicate though that as

times became tough in the city after 1912, pannerships once again became a form of

mutual asslsfance.
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By 1,912, houses were being 'mass produced' by Icelanders, in an undertaking that

appeârs to be the forerunner of the wey that subdivisions are built today. For exarnple,

pâfiners Bergman and Sveinsson bought several lots side by side on Lipton, Toronto and

Flomes Streets berween Portage and Notre Dame, building approximately i8 dwellings

with a total value of $29,700.00. Haldor Haldórsson also used the ihousing development'

strategy. However, he often took out more buildlng þ.r-it, than there were lots. For

example, on lots 36-41, on Banning (totalling 6 lot$ he built I dwellings with garages,

for an average cost of $3000.00. A visual comparison indicates that the houses âre rvvo

story, seven room dwellings, not signifìcantly different in size to other houses. However,

the buildings are separated by less than one-haIf of a metre. Ta¡ assessment records show

Háldorsson kept these as rental properties.

Contractors and subcontractors existed who do not appear in the building permits.

Clues to the methods and activities of contractors are hàphazardly evident in various

sources. Skuli Hansson is an individual who is well known among Icelanders, in part

because he served as an officer (major) with the Fort Garry F{orse during W-W1. ,ts

well, he was involved extensively in real estate and house building, and had an office for

many years in the Tríbune Building. His advertir.*.rrt, for "skuli Hansson Real Estate

and Investment Brokers" cân be found in the various English languagê papers, such as the

Tribune and The Voíce, and the telephone books and Henderson Directories, as well as the
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Icelandic papers. His ad in theJanuary 1909 issue of The Voice rcads that "925.00 in cash

and balance in small monthly payments buys a cosy cottage." Other lcelanders, such as

Jón J Julius, Jón Try,ggvi Bergman and Jón J. Bildfell operated in the a similar manner.

These men âre listed among the successful real estate and building contractors in Oleson's

works, but relatively few building permits can be found in their names.

The building industries were comprised of many class gradations. Only a few men,

such as Thorsteinn Oddsson, Háldor Háldorson, and Arni Eggerston could be.considered

to be capitalists. They had men in their employ who occupied a conrradictory class

position; their supervisors or foremen, who controlled labour bíit'not money or phys-
ì, -

ical capital. These men also had wage labourers. But many builders could not extracr

themselves from the work-site and their work-crew for lack of capital. These would

be be considered srrlall employers, as they controlled labour, and to some extent phys-

ical capital, but their access to money capital was somewhat restrìcted. Finally there are

the subcontractors, who although they are not wage earners, as 
'Wrights model of semi-

autonomous employees specifies, they did control physical capital and their own labour,

but were paid on contract for the job done.

Thus the organisation of the ethnic economic enclave as a whole is not delineated

by a capitalist linear hierarchy, because of the contradictory positions occupied by many

small employers and contracted labourers. This pattern is, at first blush, reminiscent of
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the relationship benveen landowners and there workers in lceland..-. However, had a

landowner got rid of 
" 

*ork.r for inadequate performance, the welfare of that labourer

would fall on the hreppr, and ultimately involve the landowner. But in Winnipeg, borh

capitalist and small employers could fire wage labourers and contractors for inadequare

work, and therefore were afforded greater power over labour than the landowners in

Iceland.

9.5 Vorking on the Construction Site a'

In the Cosnopolitan Winnipeg article, an unidentified lcelander in discussing caqpentry,

is quoted as saying, "Our people kind of naturally take to ca¡penry., 1¡:is a trade that
' lr'' ' ,'

keeps the mind employed as well as the body" (Free Press Nov. 16, iOlZ¡. Other rrades

were represented among Icelanders notably painting, stone-masonry and plumbing, the

former fwo traceable to men trained before immigrating to Crrrriå, and'ihe latter to

early immigrants' expQriences in'Winnipeg. Thus it appears that at least until 1920, trades

training for Icelanders in Winnipeg came from other lcelanders, and not from the wider

ethnic spectrum. Thus ethnic group reproduced iß own labour foróe.

'When 
Icelanders came into a position to act as builders and contractors, they tended to

hire Icelandic labourers and tradesmen-men who were often kin relations (Thorarinson

Ì.
1,967: 28). The language on the job site was lcelandic. While tllis'was likely to be

I
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merely a habit born of convenience, ethnic language use is a phenomenon which serves

as a barrier to members of other ethnic groups. It is unlikely, therefore, rhar Icelandic

contractors would have had non-Icelanders, even as labourers, in their employ.

Table 9.2: Males in Construction

Icelandic

1,9L0 35%

1915 23%

1920 16.6%

Vinnipeg

1,91.1. 17.6%

191'6

1827 7.3%

The large numbers oflabourers in construction could reflect the tendency of icelandic

contractors to try to assist their unskilled kinsmen. As immigration from Iceland had

nearly ceased, these men had to be migrant workers from the rural areas, or young un-

trained urbanites. Given the economy and need for labour, it is not likely that icelandic

contrâctors were the only employers willing to hire new immigrants as labourers, es-

pecially when Icelanders had gained a positive reputation as workers. 'We might then

enquire as to why Icelandic workers would preßr to work for their countrymen.

There may be several reasons. One may be a sense of allegia¡rce to their own kin,
,.t,

coupled with the ease of working in Icelandic and with Icelandic trained tradesmen.

Although schooling in New Iceland was in English, many New fcel¿oders continued to

speak Icelandic in the home and on the farm. Some may not nr". ;; Oroi.r.n, in Eng-
ti-
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lish, as it is said, "you don't need English to talk to the cows." The lahguàge in the ur-ban

Icelandic workplace may have dissuaded migrant workers from New Iceland from learn-

ing English, and thus being able to work with other ethnic groups. Another facror might

be that Icelandic bosses treated their kin better than did bosses from other ethnic gïoups.

Finally, the location of Icelandic construction may have been a conrributing factor. As

rnost workers would not have owned their own transportation, it would be convenient to

work in their own neighbourhood. And indeed most Icelandic construction took place

in the West End.

The first f\,vo reasons given above, ethnic allegiance and better ,r."r,rr.rr,, should
i

be explored in more detail. Thorarinson was himself a builder, as was his father, and

comments that the hiring of kin was a mutually beneficial relationship, insofar as workers

were assured of work, and builders could trust the quality of workmanship (Thorarinson

1967: 28). Aurora Thordarson (Gillespie interview C1,738-1740) related that her farher,

JonasJohanneson thought Icelanders would get on better in Canada and encouraged them

to come out from lceland. He helped as many new immigrants as possible, she said, by

teaching them the building trades and hiring them himself. Some boarded in the family

home. When asked if her father ever received payment, Aurora Thordarson replied, "No,

he was always the hard worker."
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Thorarinso n (1967:28) relates that a mark left by Icelandic workmen on woodwork

joints was a pinch of Copenhagen snuff, suggesring that these workmen took pride in rheir

work. If Icelandic workers did work conscientiously and with pride for their employers,

it can be surmised that they felt a responsibiliry to their kin, just as conrracrors showed a

general commitment to their kin and communiry-as in lceland.

As on the Icelandic farm, the working conditions on construction sites brought em-

ployers and contracted employees together. Anecdotal evidence suppofis the idea that the

relationship between boss and work crew \¡/as one of camaraderie. Thorarinson recounts

several stories which shed light on the relationship berween builders and their workrnen.

For example, one afternoon, LofturJorundsson left his crew of workers for sorne refresh-

ments et the Leland Hotel. The workers continued on, but ran out of material. When

Jorundsson didn't return to order more material, the workers went done to the Leland

Hotel to get him. Loftur, apparently quite drunk, ordered "Champagne for everybody."

Work was resumed in a day or rwo (Thorarinson 1967: 27). Needless ,o ,"y, workers less

loyal to their boss would have simply slowed down the job so as ro take a break and nor

run out of material, while still getting paid.

Jón T. Bergman was conffactor who not only built apartrnent buildings but was ex-

tensively involved in real estate and property rentals. Like many contractors, he worked

alongside his men on constmction sites. While building ¡he Tabernacle Chulch on Vic-
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tor Street, he "liked to have his own way" on the site (Thorarinson 1967: 27). Given

Bergman's ventures and successes elsewhere, it might be expected that he would be the

authority at the site, and that it is remarked that he acted "the boss" suggesting that this

âuthoritative behaviour wes not considered appropriate to Icelandic foremen. Bergrnan

is considered by Thorarinson to be, after all, good-natur.å ;rrd nu.norous about his own

proclivities, notingJón's joke "það er einginn vandi ad vinna med mér efjeg fæöllu ad

ráða" Thorarinson 1967: 27). (It's easy to work with ne as long as I'm allowed all the

advising).

Some contrâctors were less respected by their foremen and workmen, horvever.

Thorarinson again relates the situation where one foreman. would routinely send the

workers off with the words "Get to work boys, here comes hell" when Thorsteinn

Oddsson would arrive to inspect the proceedings. The foreman would rhen turn to

Thorsteinn with a smile and füendly words, and engage his employer in 'respecrful', and

perhaps flattering conversation for some time. When Thorsteinn left, the foreman would

remark "I have to say this, boys. 'We will now have it as we thought. You know the

wisdom the old man has since he once forged a piss pot in lceland" (Thorarinson 1967:

26, trans. mine). It is interesting that the insult is specific to Thorsteinn's supposed lack

of building expertise (he was trained as a cabinet maker), rather than his social standing

or personal characteristics. This suggests that for Thorsteinn to have adequately gained

¡.
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the respect of his workers, he should have demonstrated his expertise, rarher than simply

have the status of "boss."

But in tough tintes, builders could pây wages that were felt in the trades ro be "un-

conscionable" (Thorarinson 1967:28). Thorarinson relates a poem writen about Haldór

Haldórsson, when during the depression he paid labour erc 72.5ç per hour and carpenters

25ç per hour (translation mine):

Kvad er ad fietta um Haldórsson?

Jâ, hann er adlâta vinna
og gefur líka góða von
að geta borgað minna.

'What 
is the news about Halldórsson?

'We11, he is leting me work
and gives me hope
that I can get my pay.

It would seem that the social and material conditions under which Icelandic men

worked could have resulted in a complex of various tensions. On the one hand, during

the building boom, their kinsmen, true to Icelandic cultural values, provided men with

work. On the other, even if employers were generous with wages above and beyond

the average for the city, tradesrnen, and to a greater extent labourers, were working

at physically gruelling jobs, for long hours et wages which still barely provided for a

comfortable living. The arrangement of the domestic group_ is evidence of this. Moreover,

nigrant labourers from the farms may have been able to work at cheaper rates than urban
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dwellers, because the farm would provide them through the winter months, and this may

have introduced competition emong workers.

If contractors like J. T. Bergman ancl A. P. Johannsson worked alongside their men,

this would likely be the case on most job-sites. Most contractors would be categorised

as small employers. The visual comparison of housing indicated that in the 1910s most

contractors were not living an affluent lifesfyle. If contractors and calpenter own the

same technology, and worked together under the same conditions, there would be little

difference in their subjective experience of the social relations of producion.

The patterns of interaction on the job-site had several important ro.irì .onsequences.

First, there were likely vestiges of paternalism berween the 'boss' be that a small employer

or foreman, and workers, as there had been on the icelandic ferm. This would have likely

resulted in friendly relations in the boss took into consideration the'workers needs', and

if the workers performed well, which according to Thorarinrorr, it seems they did. There

would also be an onus on the foremen to direct the acquisition of skills and appropriate

moral behaviour.

As it has been found that the skill set among Icelanders was restricted to those possessed

by immigrants from lceland, orpicked up in the earlyyears of Icelandic settlemenr, it can

be surmised that more senior Icelanders taught their skills to the younger generation. In

this way the reproduction of the labour force was not so much the purview of rhe stâre
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school, as rnuch as it was passed from generation to generation within the ethnic $oup.

,A,t the same time, ethnically appropriate behaviour could..be inculcated in the younger

generation of men on the job-site.

Thus the ethnic economic enclave is directly responsibly for economic stratification

within the'Winnipeg communiry. But it also gave many men who would have been

wage labourers a more autononous position, or allowed them to become small tirne

entrepreneurs; it allowed them to move up within the class structure. It trained men

in work skills they may not have had a chance to acquire elsewhgr'e, and it maintained

ethnic gtoup cohesion. However, this is not to say that the relations berween employers

and employees were not exploitive. Whether they were recognised as such is a possibiliry

that should be clarified by issues raised during the General Strike.

9.6 Unionisation? ', '

ì
Evidence for Icelandic participation in unions is conflicting. They had formed the

Icelandic Labourers Union in 1887-1890, and gone on strike against their British-Canadian

employers. The strike was lead bV J.J. Vopni and Jón J. Bildfell, *no *... newspaper

editors thirty years later during the 
-Winnipeg 

General Strike, and spoke out vociferously

against the later labour movement. In 1894, when the United Brotherhood of Carpenrers

andJoiners local number 343 was recruiting members, it held meetings at. Icelandic neer-

t-
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ing halls on Jemima Street (in Point Douglas) and on Elgin Street and signed only 10

rnenrbers @erkowski, Reed, Reilly and Smith 1995: 24). Then, during rhe 1899 car-

penters' strike even non-union Icelandic workers supported the action.

"One natter that has often been approvingly mentioned during the strike is

the unhesitating stand the Icelandic caqpenters took. As not many of rhern
were in the union, they have always been looked upon as an element of
weakness, but recent events have settled that doubt most emphatically" (The

Voice: lv{'ey 19,1899)

,\t this time, most Icelanders would have been still working for British Canadian

employers.

In the summer of 1912,4000 carpenters in 'Winnipeg went on strike for approxim-

ately 6 weeks, winning most of their demands. While the number seems'large, census data

from 1911 indicates there were nearly 11,000 calpenters in the.ity 
"t 

the time. In the

Cosmopolitan'Winnipeg article, it is remarked that there was a calpenters' union (Man-

itoba Free Pr¿ss Nov. 16,1,91,2). However, no evidence can be found for an independent

Icelandic caqpenters' union, and the 1910-1920 rolls of the carpenters local do not con-

tain any names that are clearly Icelandic. No mention is made of whether lcelanders had

gone on strike that summer against their Icelandic employers. 'Whether Icelandic con-

struction workers participated in the 1919 General Strike cannot be concluded from their

past actions.
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9.7 Real Estate

a

With so much lcelandic involvement in building industry, especially in,,the.consrrucrion

of housing and apartment blocks, it is not surprising that some men became involved in

real estate. The rwo most notable were Arni Eggertson and Thorsteinn Oddsson, the only

fwo members on the'Winnipeg Real Estate Board with non-British names.

Tax assessments recorded the ownership of properties in each ward, and whether the

properties were rented out, had buildings on them, or were vacant. The most notable real

estate activiry took place in the second decade of the century. In the 1912 tax assessment

records, only 5 individuals âppear to have significant real estate dealings. In 1916, they

number about the same, but with a few changes in the players. Real estate was not taken

up by nearþ as many individuals as was the building industry itself In 1,920, even fewer

men had multiple properties. Those who did had several properties: Jó"J. Bildfell owned

apartment buildings and a grocery store, totalling $55,860.00; Haldor Haldorson had 32

propefties, assessed at a total of $94,910.00; and Arni Eggertson owned 28 properties

totalling $161,654.00. 
;

F{owever, al1 of the men involved in real estate and rentals had been directly involved

in the building indusny. Most became involved in real estate independently o'f ortrld.

ethnic assistance. Their business was not limited to the Icelandic comrnuniry, bur most

rentals properties were in the West End. By cross checking the tax assessment records
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with the occupânts listed in the Henderson Directories, it is possible to discern patterns of

sales and rentals befween ethnic groups. In all, only about half of the homes listed as being

owned by the four real estete âgents in 1.912 appear to have been lived in by someone

with an Icelandic name. Arni Eggertson in particular managed rental properties south

of Assiniboine River, none of which was occupied by anyone with an icelandic name.

In 1916,less than one-quarter of the houses rented out by these men were occupied by

Icelandic tenanLs.

The real estate agents who had the most properry volume wereJón Tryggvi Bergman,

Jó" J. Bildfell, Arni Eggertson, and Háldor Háldorsson, although Thorsteinn Oddsson

was certainly competitive financially. It might well be asked what made these men nearly

unique in business. There is no indication that any of them came from moneyed families,

and none was born in Canada. Flowever, events surrounding the demise of the Ross-

Elgin communiry directly involved Icelanders in the workings of the real esrare markers.

Here we come to the origin of the joke about people who were well-ro-do having

been on "the right side of Ross." The saying clearly plays on the phrase "the right side of

the tracks." The history of the negotiations berween Midland Railway of Minnesore, rhe

company responsible for the Great Northern Railway in Manitoba, the Ciry of 'Winnipeg

and the residents of the Ross and Elgin area sheds some light on what was,clearly a lesson

in real estate for Icelanders.
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'!V'hen the Midland Railway of Minnesota first,r.gori.r*d with the Ciry ofWinnipeg

for rights to build tracks within the ciry, it promised to builä â "comnodious and beauriful

(passenger) station" (Manitoba Free Press March 12, 191,0) at the terminus ar Ellen St. After

1905, Midland began purchasing lots in the area, and due to real esrâre speculation the

prices of lots increased (Bellan 1958: 164). The building of he tracks did not proceed on

schedule. In 1910, Midland Rail asked the Ciry for permission to build a level rrack to

run down the back lane berween Ross and Elgin, which would terminare in freight sheds

at Ellen. The company proposed to provide subways under the tracks for Tecurnseh

and Nena Streets. Land values decreased accordingly @ellan 1958: 21,6). In wrirten

correspondence to Ciry Council, Midland Rail clairred to have already spent millions of

doilars to buy the property on the north side of Elgin and sourh side of Ross berween

Ellen and Isabel. The Ciry, however, was unwilling to allow freight yards ro be built any

further east than Nena.

Moreover, approximately 250 residents, of which 20 were lcelanders and at least 5

were businesses, fïom the blocks surrounding the proposed tracks, took up a petition to

Ciry Council against the incursion. Their complaint against Midland Rail was of the

noise and pollution the spur would bring, and the lowering of the general qualiry of

the neighbourhood, thus lowering propeffy values.' Few of the petitioners lived on rhe
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blocks directly affected by the tracks. The matter was referred to a siecial commimee on

railroads.

InJune, the committee received another petition, in support of the railroad company's

project. A G. Johnson, O. J. Bildfeil and Arni Eggertson signed both petitions (against

and for). This secondpetition noted that approximately 70%o 
.of 

the assessed value of lots

already purchased was paid out. Some individuals (all lcelandic) own more than one piece

of properry, includingArni Eggertson,J.J. Vopni, A. S. Bardal and H. S. Bardal. The

largest settlement was for $10,560.00 to a G Johnson for three lots which included the

Icelandic dry goods store.

The 1915 HD survey indicates that the norÈh side of Ross was taken up exclusively

by the GNR sheds from Isabel to Nena. The completed spur did not rrrn b.*""n Ross

and Elgin, but berween Ross and Pacific. There is no indication that the houses on rhe

south side of Pacific were bought up or demolished. Similarly the þouses on the norrh

side of Ross from Nena to Tecumseh remain. These, and the houses on Pacific, would

have backed onto the tracks. in 1915, the vacancy rate along the south side of Ross is

40%obetween Isabel and Nena, end,33%o berween Nena and Tecumseh, and those named

as residents are not those of 1910. Finally, some people who were bought out, remained

in their homes.
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Thus to have been "on the right side of Ross", derived from the fact that homeowners

on one side of Elgin and/ or Ross were offered a buy-out by Midland Rail, whereas those

on the other received no compensation. The HD shows that those on the wrong side of

the road, so to speak, did move out later, when the general condition of the area declined,

along with prices in housing. Thus the demise of the neighbourhood, lamented by sorrìe,

was a benefit to others. This is not simply a matter of having been boughr our a high or

low price. The fortuitous incursion of the railroad spur provided an opportuniry for some

Icelandic businessmen, already involved in real estate and building, to acquire significant

capital. Arni Eggertson was one such egent.

The career of Arni Eggertson was lengthy and gained him prestige on many levels.

The son of farmers, he came with his parents to Canada in 1887. Oleson (1953) recounts

that Eggertson's formal education was not extensive, but that he was progressive in his

thinking and a very driven man. The 1900 HD indicates that Eggertson, residing at753

Ross, was an insurance agent. In 1,904, he and Jó J. Bildfell formed a real estate agency,

and quickly began to turn a profit. In 1908, Eggertson is listed irî'the building permits as

owner for ll dwellings total of $32,000.00 in costs. The 1910 HD indicated that Háldor

Háldorsson was in Eggertson's employ as a contractor. By 1,912.E$gertson owned or

managed as many as 44 properties. In'Ward 3 alone, these were assessed at $79,750.00.
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The houses he rented out ranged in value from $750.00 to $2400.00, indicating the

buildings ranged from shacks to rvvo and a half story modest middle-class homes.

Eggertson was involved in the sale of houses to Midland Rail. Magnus Gudlaugson,

the excavator, worked for Eggertson one summer, and writes about the strategies of real

estate agents to profit from Midland Rail's need to purchase the larid on Elgin, Ross and

Pacific.

There were several agents in on these buying deals, among them being
Eggertson and a company manager . . .l was living in the Eggertson home
at the time and knew the district well, and wes sent, among orhers, to buy up
these buildings. Sorne of these houses had had "For Sale" signs on them for
a long time and these were picked up first at the prices the owners asked for.
Pretry soon the people began to tumble to the fact that somerhing wes up
and they began to raise considerably, the prices of their properties. Insrruc-
tions, therefore, went out from the agencies rhar we shorild quite buying
and not show any interest whatever in the properry around there for a while
(Gudlaugson 1958: 93). 

i.
.

Arni Eggertson himself did not issue the instruction, but did not dissuade rhe action.

Gudlaugson writes that Eggertson \Ã/es "srraight and honest" in his dealings, and that he

"maintained that it never paid anyone, in the long run, to put ihro.rgh a crooked deal"

(Gudlaugson 1,958: 92).

Eggertson was also involved in city politics and

't
L.

was elected as a Liberal in 1906.

He was particularly active in promoting the development of a.hydroelectric dam, and

became known as'the father of 'Winnipeg's electriciry'. He was a driving force behind
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Oleson describes Eggertson âs a most hospitable

party (Oleson 1.940: 285). He was, like Thorsteinn

(Gudlaugson 1,958: 92). The tax assessment records

the Icelandic Millennium Celebrations in 193017 and received the Order of the Falcon in

7939. He was instrumental in establishing the 'Western Icelandic funding of the Icelandic

shipping company Eimskip. During W.W1 and until 1921, Eggertson wâs the financial

minister from Iceland to the United States, residing in New York (Oleson 1953: 286).

According to Thorarinson, Eggertson, in partnership with r\smundurJohannsson, another

extremely wealthy contractor, organised the shipments of food to Iceland during W-W1

(Thorarinson 1967 : 28).

man, and the life and soul of the

^ 
1 1 a(a,Oddsson, a "triend to the poor"

show that hii house àt 120 Emily

(since demolished) was home to 12 people. Only 5 of these are children, rhere were

likely 5 adults who were not part of Eggertson's nuclear family. Eggertson seenls ro

have opened his home to others, like Gudlaugson, perhaps kinsmen who were rnigrant

workers, students of new immigrants

Perhaps the most interesting development to arise from the .o,r*rru.rion industry was

the Union Loan and Investment Company. In 1,912, Olafur and Hannes Pétursson, along

with a third brothe, Séra Rognvaldur, the minister for the Icelandic Unitarian Church,

''At this time several hundred 'Western Icelanders returned to Iceland for the celebration. The funding
for the trip is considered to be the last great divisive debates among 'Weste¡n lcelanders, as one group
accepted funds from the Canadian government, whjle the other refused. The debate was so heated the r¡¡'o
groups travelled in different ships.

f

i:.
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formed the financial company. Their original funds amounted to only $3500.00, but the

compâny grew slowly and steadily (Thorarinson 1967: 27). Eventually, the lJnion Loan
f

and Investment Company would own 8 apartment buildings and manage several orhers.

The family held considerable prestige in the communiry. Rev Rognavaldur Perurson

was honoured by the Icelandic government, as well as being an important religious figure

as a lJnitarian minister in the Winnipeg community. goifr Bjorn and Hannes had been

school teachers, ,rrd *.r. involved in the editing and publication of newspapers and

journals. Bjorn was considered to be particularly wise in business, and willingly gave

advice and guidance in such mâtters. The company as a whole would also help find men

en-rployment in the building trades, as reported in interviews, and in this way was all

active communiry organisation, not just a financial institution.

Of those who parlayed an involvement in construction business into one in real estate,

most had had the advantage of having some exposure to the machinarions of financial

dealings. But allof the men were newer immigrants; Eggertson was the only one to come

to Canada as a child. 'With the exception of Háldorson, no-ng had any post-secondary

education. All were driven to make money, but considered.generòus by the Icelandic

community. Like most of the British Canadían'Winnipeg elite, they were selÊmade men.
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9.8 Discussion

The real estate business and to a lesser extent the construction industries are the activ-

ities which, more than any other sphere of business, genereted wealth in the 'Winnipeg

Icelandic communiry. Available evidence indicates that men such as Eggertson, Oddsson

and Háldorson held assets that would put them in league with some of the British Ca-

nadian Winnipeg elite. At the same time, Iceland.., *orking within the enclave were

employed at the lowest paying jobs of any male labourers. There is nothing to indicate

that Icelandic labourers were better paid than men in other ethnic gloups, and there is

evidence that the above mentioned capitalists paid their lcelandic workers "unconscion-

ably" low wages at tines. When icelanders gained the expertise to participate in all levels

of the real estate business and building industries, by recruiting other Icelanders into vari-

ous positions, they created economic stratificâtion within the communiry.

Icelanders filled positions from bourgeoisie capitalist to proletariat, and, if migrant

workers ere concerned, sub-proletariat. Yet the hierarchy of class was not neatly ordered.

There were only three to five men who could be considered true bourgeoisie. These

men hired foreman and other workers for wages on large projects, and may have also

had subcontractors perform certain tasks. But there appears to have. been many who

undertook projects of their own initiative, and worked alongside their own workers.

These small employers, were not under the direct control of the bourgeoisie. Their
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projects ranged in size from single dwellings to apaftment blocks and the Tabernacle

church. Even the tasks of the lowest paid wage labourer were taken on contract by men

who owned their own means of production. Thus the hierarchical organisation was not

one of direct vertical responsibiliry and command from capitalist, managers, superwisors,

tradesmen and labourers. 
.

The development of the enclave wes not without its benefits to the communiry. It

employed many lcelanders, who may have been disadvantaged ånBritish Canadian work-

sites. While urban dwelling Icelanders may have spoken clear English, that nray nor have

been the case for newer immigrants or migrant workers. ,\t any rate the language on the

job-site was lcelandic. In addition, Icelanders were inclined to train and therefore assisr

in the acculturation of other lcelanders, rather than simply relegating the untrained to

the most menial tasks. Training resulted in promotions with the job-site, and may have

allowed individuals to become indeoendent contractors.

The enclave likely contributed to ethnic cohesion iri-both positive and restrictive

ways. The men worked long hours, and for the most part seemed to develop a sense of

camaraderie and pride in their accomplishments as lcelanders. This is a powerful atmo-

sphere in which skills and values can be inculcated and reinforced.'Poetry was obviously

composed, and not simply to elevate the beaury of the city scape --Thorarinson knew of

the ditry about Háldorson's low wages nearly forry years after Háldorson'had left 'Win-
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nipeg. On the other hand, the job-site could effectively restiict,lcelande-,..s'fron r,vorking

elsewhere. As Icelandic \,vas the language on the job-site, men were not gerring a chance

to learn better English, preventing them from working outside the ethnic enclave.

But the power of employers went beyond peer pressure. lfMclvor's (1908) srereorype

of Icelandic workers as quiet, sober, hardworking, untiring, reliable and intelligent had

any basis in truth, this characteristic was likely collectively modelled on rhe job-site,

where peer pressure would influence some men to conform. While wage labourers could

be fired for inadequate performance, contractors and subcontractors did not have any

greater securiry. Due to the size of the Icelandic community, and.the fact that many

larger employers knew one another, a contractor who did poor -ork, or exhibited a

negative attitude was unlikely to find continuous work. Thus econornic stratification

established a power structure that had a real material basis to back it up. That power

could be used to ensure good workmanship, and good behaviour as envisioned by those

of higher economic status.

-While 
Icelandic workmen and businessmen were afforded considerable respect and

approval by the British Canadian dominant culture, their physical accomplishments stood

as a reminder of that character. Icelanders built a significant number of apartment blocks

in the West End, most of rather ostentatious qualiry. They also built theit own churches

and the temperance hall. They did not build or own beer halls or hotel¡ as other ethnic
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groups did. Thus'the buildings served as a symbol of Icelandic ability, respectabiliry,

prosperiry and good moral conduct both to Icelanders, and other ethnic gïoups in the

West End. Even if many of the men who worked on the buildings were labourers and

tradesmen, the ethnic symbols they created presented an image of middle class distinction.

¡
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10 Churches and Pastors as Cornmunity Leaders

The elite or leaders of an ethnic group in a nation such as Canada have at best weak forms

of dominance, such as providing employment, to control ethnic gto.rp. members. In rhe

first few decades of Icelandic immigrant settlement in Canada, the lcelandic churches

were the key ideological apparatus for 'Western Icelanders in 'Winnipeg. 
Several of the

ministers were charismatic, inspiring the devotion of their congregations as they engaged

each other in debate. In addition, the ministers and organisers werè often ihe head of

secular organisations, such as the cultural society and temperance organisations. The

Lutheran church in particular linked theological precepts with the Icelandic language,

culture and temperament.

Flowever, the relarionship berween the different congregations was quite divisive,

fuelled by debate between the pastors. On its face, this situarion is paradigmatic of

Dreiger's re-generational pluralism, insofar as the pastors were charismatic leaders. Kristjan-

son notes that they were eloquent speakers, some more passionate, anotheï more intellec-
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tual, but exhibiting those qualities lauded in the saga orators., Their teachingplayed offa

love of lceland, her unique beaury and her history. Moreover, they developed competing

ideological theses, arguing berween themselves on theological and cultural issues. This,

according to Dreiger (1,977), and Matthiasson (1989) turns the attention of ethmc group

members inward as they follow the conflict as they followed the conflicts.

I argue however, that while maintaining ethnic group cohesion, the competitive be-

haviour of the ministers weakened theirpower over the ethnic group. Firsr, divisions in

the congregations meant that a singular version of ethnic group ideals was not being com-

municated. Moraliry, values and behavioural norms were no longer under the control of

a single ideological apparatus as they had been in lceland. 'Western Icelandic sociery was

undergoing the changes in ideological mechanisms that A-lthusser ârgues accompanies the

diversification of ideas with the rise of the state sociery from feudal sociery.

But moreover, in the arena of religious debate, the behaviour of the clergymen mod-

elled divisive argunentation and challenges to authority. This openld 
"p an arena for

moral and political debate, where the beließ of those with better oratory and argumenrar-

ive skills came to guide community ideologies. This debating behaviour was taken up by

other individuals vying for prestige and influence, if not po\Mer, in the 'West End Icelandic

communify. The atmosphere created by the ministers allowed for new ideas, and more

importantly new kinds of leaders and ideological apparatus to arise in ethnic civil sociery.
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After 1914, the contròversies between pastors gradual\ djed down. Voluntary or-

ganisations became the first site of co-operative endeavours berween mernbers of the

different congregations. This eventually led to the formation of rhe lcelandic National

League, which included ministers from each congïegation and worked ro creere a more

cohesive ethnic Soup. The following discussion of the discord befween religious leaders

focuses primarily on social and cultural tendencies rather than theologies.

10.1 The Churches

Before discussing the religion based associations, a synopsis of religious activity and its re-

lation to Icelandic nationalism will contribute to an understanding of the role the religious

leaders and their congregations in New Iceland and'Winnipeg.

In lceland, the clergy were practically the only form of ideological apparatus, super-

vising homestead based education of children, the conduct of landowners and workers,

distributing books and of course preaching and tending to rhe usual pasroral duties. The

movement for nationalism and independence from Denmark was begun by the lcelandic

intelligentsia, primarily the clergy. Love of the homeland (leeland) was inspired by Ger-

man Romantic sryle poetry and other literature. Back in lceland, these clergy. being the

sole source of ideological dissemination, spread the ideas ,o ,fr" populace throughout the

country (Pétursson 1,990: 91).
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The clergy participated in this political struggle by arguing for the separation of church

and state. In the 1880s, in spite of the status act of 1871, which recognised Iceland as

having special nafional rights, the Lutheran Church was still under the direct control of

the Danish Government. Since local clergy were lcelandic, the problem was considered

to be with the church leadership in Denmark (Pétursson 1990: 142-1,43). However,

once Iceland gained full independence from Denmark in !943, the church was rhen

loosely linked to the Icelandic government, and the separation 'was no longer of much

importance.

It was from early struggle to free church from state that the settlers to New Iceland

and their ministers came in 1875. In the new land, the preservation of the language,

literature and independence of Icelanders would become uppermost for some communiry

leaders. The first big quarrel berween Rev Jón Bjarnason and Rev Páll Thorlakson,

the pastors in New lceland, was precisely on the question of independence-above all

financial independence-of the Icelandic Lutherans from other Scandilavian and German

Lutherans. The problem was ostensibly over control of doctrinal;fi1atrers, but the key

focus of the argument was on the written request and acceptance of financial aid by Rev.

Thorlakson for his congregations. Rev. Thorlaksson's letter worrli gain notoriery and

is known as the "Begging Letter." A second 'tradirion' arose from this competition,

and that was the tendency of factions within 'Western Icelandic communities to back

4a 
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one or another of th. proponents in these debates. ln Ñèw lceland, the backers were

referred to asJónsmenn or Páilrnt..r.r, in the manner of the saga followers of certain goði.

'When Rev. Thorlaksson and his congregation returned to the Unired Stares, Rev. Jón

Bjarnason was left the victor and seemed to gain a dedicated congregation. His beließ

about ethnic pride, financial independence, protection of the ppriry of Icelandic culrure,

the need for hardship and endurance for Icelandic spiritual growth, and the occurrence

of strenuous debate which are said to characterise 'Western Icelânders (cf Lindal 1967)

originated in the first years of the New iceland settlement. These would become core

ethnic ideals, while the group's baptism by freezing cold, malnutntion, poverry, disease

and communiry discord became an origin myth of 'Westem lcelanders, and distinguished

them from lcelanders in the old country.

The debate between pastors and fractiousness berween congïegations was especially

prevalent in the first fifiy years after Icelanders arrival in Canada. Historical wririnss hish-

light these contests, because they are said to be charactenrrr. 
"f 

,n.;;.t;;;:;..,

and love of debate (Kristjanson 1965), the paradoxical nature of the cukure (Lindal 1967),

or a cultural propensiry towards a psychological characteristic of dualism (Matthiasson

1989). I propose that the debates are spectacles that first push the competirors to the

forefront of social interest. The rhetoric of the debates then clarifies-and arriculates posi-

tions lying somewhat latent within the communiry. The positions beðome public when
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they are printed in newspapers or enunciated from the pulpit, and as discusied previously,

are picked up and debated among communiry members. In this way, the debates of

community leaders open up a general discourse about communiry and cultural tensions.

lJnfortunately for my reseerch, the discussions over coffee can never be revisited.

The histories, focusing as they do on individual achievements, rirake it difficult to build

composite pictures of those siding with particular ideas. Nor are'economic, occupational

and social status discussed in the histories. 
j

'What I want to do in the discussions in this chapter and the next,.is illustrare the way

in which individuals gained social status, and the prestige which allowed their voices ro

be taken seriously. The arguments they raised hint at undercurrents within the'Wesrern

Icelandic communiry; if the ideas were not meaningful to the populace, the comperitors

would not gain supporters. It should be noted though, that supporters change allegiance

with the social issues. I will try not to overburden the reader by clarifting who belonged

to what faction in which argument; the work of Lindal (1967), Kristjanson (1965) and

the Icelandic writings of Oleson (1935-1940) and Thorsteinn Thor Thorsreinson (1935)

docurnent this quite fully. .. :

Rev. Bjarnason severed his connections with the Lutheran Church in Iceland because

it did not move quickly to sever its connection with the Icelandic parliament (Pétursson

1990). The separation of the two was confìrmed when, under Rev. Bjarnason's guidance
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the Icelandic Lutheran Synod of America was established in New Iceland in 1879. The

Synod united all the Lutheran congregations in North America, and Rev. Páll Thorlakson

sal on the Executive. The synod established matters of biblical interpretation and faith,

but also directed the operation of congregational life, such as the need for Sunday schools,

and published a church periodical, Sameiningin.

Rev. Bjarnason argued vehemently for the social segregation of Icelanders in reli-

gious matters, and pushed for the maintenance of the language. It became an oft repeated

creed that Icelandic Lutheranism and the Icelandic language were the rwo cornerstones

of the Icelandic culture in North America. Rev. Bjarnason had argued as early as 187 4

that "faithfulness to the religious and cultural values of the race, with a clear realisation,

however, that loyalry to taditional values, was essential in order that the people best meet

the demands of the new land" (Kristjanson 1965: 217). He later claimed rhat "it is my

convicrion that the theology training in Iceland does not adequately meet the demands

which church liG in this country, with its struggles, makes on the. potential'leaders of our

congregations." (Kristjenson 1965: 222-223). For many years, only minisrers ordained

in America practised within the Icelandic Lutheran Synod of America. Most of those

participating in its annual meetings prior to 1900 were not ordained (there were only 4

Icelandic pastors in NortL ,\merica), but were delegates of.local congregarions. Never-
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theless, Rev. Bjarrrason would engage in argurnents with American-trained pastors, and

the congregations themselves would be split in several ways.

Rev. Bjarnason took up his post in Winnipeg in August, 1884, ànd his influence on

people of Icelandic descent in Winnipeg has been ptoduod. In spite of his split with

the church in lceland, his love for Iceland cannot b'e in doubt. Rev.' Bjarnason shaped

'Western Icelanders' perception of their progress to a large .*t.rrt through the metaphors

of the sagas. When the First Lutheran Church was 
.built 

in Winnipeg in 1887, ir was

given the name Gráni; the name of magical horse chosen by the god Odin fol the Old

Norse hero Sigurd the Dragon Slayer. The Reverend instilled in many of his parishioners

a love and respect for the country and its medieval culture. For example, when the young

peoples' sociery (Bandalag) meetings got underway after 1898, the Rev. Bjarnason was a

frequent contributor.

His topic was often chosen from the field of Icelandic history and lirerarure,
it being his delight to discourse on the Icelandic sagas, and he was able to
describe graphically various localities that foimed the settings of the sagas.

Many of his younger hearers owed to him most of what they ever learned
about lceland, and to no small extent such warmth of interest or regard as

they had for the land and its people (Kristjanson 1965: 227-228).

Clearly, the image that many children of Icelandic perents had yf sociery in Iceland in-

cluded a knowledge of the sagas.

In addition to giving Sunday services, Rev Bjarnason established a parochial school

for all ages, which had an enrolment of 399 by 1891 (Krisqjanson 1,965: 184). The total
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Icelandic population in Winnipeg was probably less than 1000 people, so ir is evidenr that

Rev Bjarnason's following was significant, and that he himself was highly iharismatic. He

also seemed to follow the sagas' idolatry of the vengeful Viking.

in his adherence to 'traditional' Icelandic values-tho- ,t 
", 

were taking hold in the

nationalist imagination when he left lceland-Rev Bjarnason, co1l.d be considered a'tra-

ditional intellectual.' In this respect, the views he espoused were geared to the mainten-

ance of the status quo of Icelandic culture. This potentially isolated Western Icelanders

from other ethnic groups and the dominant British-Canadian culture of 'Winnipeg soci-

ery. Given the ideology of racial determinism, which Rev. Bjarrrason's rhetoric supporrs,

circumscribing the cultural boundaries in this way would not be problematic. Moreover,

some aspects of his message were quite competible with middle class values, including fin-

ancial independence, a cheerful approach to hard work, intellectual pursuits and sobriery.

His ideologies, if they influenced Western Icelandic behaviour, would have helped locate

the group as a well-behaved Other in the eyes of the dominant cukure: an Other that did

not pose a lhreat to the British Canadian ,o.ìl order.

Flowever, Rev. Bjarnason's temperament contributed to divisions within the Icelandic

Lutheran Synod of America. A second Lutheran congregation in'Winnipeg was formed

around 1893 when Rev. Haßteinn Pjetursson, a long-time minister from Argyle, ceme

to assist Rev. Bjarnason during a lengthy illness. The congregation met in various facil-
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ities in the West End, rather than at Gráni. 'With the approval of the Lutheran Synod, a

church wes consrructed at Furby and Sherbrook, with the aid of thq congregation's own

catpenters (Kristjanson 1965: 239). lJnfortunately, this time ide'ologrcal differences had

begun to develop berween the West End (-Ward 3) residents and those remaining in Ward

4 near Gráni. 'When Rev. Bjarnason regained his health, he found many of the congïeg-

ation preferred for both reasons of convenience and personal preference to continue ro

follow Rev. H. Pjetursson.

Rev. Bjarnâson was highly critical of this situation, and the new congregation voted

to leave the Lutheran Synod in 1895, taking the name Tabernacle (Oleson 7940: 81-82).

The first Lutheran Synod published a resolution which wat.r.d Lutherans away frorn the

new Tabemacle congregations, adding the Tabemacle's rnore liberal teachings "leads ro a

division in our church and must at the same time be harmful to the work of Christianiw

among our people in America" (in Kristjanson 1965: 241).

Rev. Fridrik J. Bergmann, who would become a long standing minister at Taber-

nacle, arrived in North America at the age of 1.7. He studied at Luther College in lowa,

and undertook theological training in Philadelphia and Norway:.He soon became a close

colleague to Rev. Bjarnason. While serving as the vice-presidenr to president Rev.

Bjamason in the Icelandic Lutheran Synod, he began his own magazine, Breíablik, and

to preach the New Theology from Iceland. He was becoming increasingly liberal in his

.. :;
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thinking, urging freedom of thought in religion; as sr-rrarised by Krisçjanson, "rhere

shouldbe freedom qf thoughtforLoki as well as Thor" (1.965:353). Common ground

was to be found in Christ's life and teaching. By 1909, , r.io,r, rpligrous debate again oc-

curred, this time between Bergmann and Bjarnason. Kristjanson summarises Bjarnason's

position as follows.

Bjarnason claimed the gulf between the New Theology and the Old was
much greater than the gulf which separated Lutherans and other Protestanrs
from the Roman Catholics at the time of Reformation. He held that New
Theology was an enemy of Christianiry, following exectly in the same dir-
ection as lJnitarianism, but more dangerous because it assumed a disguise.
Bergmann felt that Bjarnason had become more conservative. .. . (Krisql'an-
son 1965: 353).

The result of this debate was a split in the Synod, wherein throughout Manitoba, 2000

of the 7000 members left with Bergmann. In Winnipeg, by 1914, the rnoney had been

secured to build the Tabernacle Church for Bergmann's congregation on Vicror, south of

Sargent. This building is by far the grandest of the Icelandic church buildings. There is

conflicting information about the funding for the church. Kristjanson writes that it cost

$60,000 to build, and that "the small congregetion was without a single man of wealth

among them" (Kristjanson 1965: 354). Rev. Eyland, who was the pastor at the time ofhis

writing, and had access to financial records, reports tha.t the building cost g49,598.83, and

was built "with the assistance of several financially able and interested members" (Eylands
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1945: 1,93). The ostentatious nature of the building itself as well as'those officiaiing at its

opening suggest the latter is more likely.

In either case, the congr"g"tion was comprised of a significant number of construc-

tion workers and contrâctors (Kristjanson 1965: 239,355). Some particularly well-known

contractors were associated with the Tabernacle administration, including Háldor Háldor-

son, Jón Ttygg"i Bergman, and S. Brynjolßson. J. T. Bergman not only donated noney

to the building of the church, he supervised, and as discussed laboured alongside the other

workers on the church (Thorarinson 1,967).

After the split with Bjarnason, Rev. Bergmann was not againinvolved in controversy.

He strengthened ties to Icelandic New Theology, and some, but not all members, (see

below) of the congregation were compatible with the lJnitarian movement. 'When Rev.

Bergmann died in 1918, his congregarion drifted away. Kristjanson writes that this was

partly because e portion of his flock were tradesmen who left town in search of work

during the unemployment of 1918 
"aç 

tOte. ,\ minority of the congregation maintained

control of the building and amalgamated with the First Lutheran congïegarion. However,

most of the congregation remaining in Winnipeg joined with the Icelandic lJnitarians in

1,92I r.o form the First Icelandic Federated Church (Kristjanson 1965: 355-356). Unit-

arians ministers in Winnipeg were largely supportive of the trade unions in the lare reens,

and perhaps this was a drawing point for members of the Tabernacle congïegation.
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The idea of freedom of thought for Loki as well as Thor, combined with Rev.

Bergmann's noted warnth and tolerance (I{ristjanson 1965: 355) would have created

a more open atmosphere at Tabernacle Church than at the First Lutheran. Yet Rev.

Bergmann did not stray far from lcelandic ways. 3tr9 ** Theology was a movenrenr

within the state church in lceland, so in some ways he strengthened ties with the old

country.

In 1913, another congregâtion split off from the main First Lutheran Church, al-

though not over theological matters. The Skjaldborg Church.at Ellice and Burnell was

built, in part, to serve the wesfward moving population. It was financed by Thorsteinn

Oddsson, who had recently left the Tabernacle congregation and wished to rejoin the

First Lutheran congregation. He also offered the use of the church building for the long

planned Icelandic Academy, which was then named in honour of Rev. Jón Bjarnason.

The first pastor of Skjaldborg was Rev. Bjarnason's nephew, \unolfur Marreinsson, from

1'91"3-1'919, to be replaced by the ageing Rev. Runolfur RunolfÉson, who rerired in

1921'. The congregation was served by lay ministers for the next rwo years including

Oddsson, until he moved to Californ ia tn 1923.

Rev. Bjarnason worked as pastor of the First Lutheran Church in 'Winnipeg until the

year before his death in 1,914. The American trained Rev. B. B:-Jénsson would take

over from then on. With Rev. Jónsson's tenure, the füction berween the First Lutheran
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and Tabernacle congregations ceased. 'When Oddsson left 'Winnipeg, the Skjaldborg

congregation united with the larger First Lutheran group to take over the Tabernacle

Church building, which remains the Icelandic First Lutheran congregation to this day.

Notable members of the Lutheran churches were Dr B. J. Brandson (professor of

surgery, Universiry of Manitoba, chief surgeon, 'W'innipeg General Hospital), the Bardal

family (undertakers, Paul Bardal becoming Acting-Mayor ofWinnipeg), J. J. Bildfell (gro-

cer, realtor and editor of lÀgberþ and Dr. Siggr Jul Johannesson, þhysician and editor of

ligberg). These names will re-appear through subsequent chapterì.

'a

The history of the Icelandic lJnitarians is somewhat less complex than that of Luther-

ans. lJnitarianism was first brought to Winnipeg by Bjorn Pjetursson andJennie Elizabeth

McCaine Pjetursson in 1891. In 1.892, the first lJnitarian church was built across from the

Lutheran Church, and was nicknamed Gráni's colt. This wâs the first Canadian Unitarian

congregation west of Toronto. Pjetursson's ministry was cut short by his death in 1893.

About the same time, Rev. Magnus J. Skaptason, the Lutheran pastor in Riverton, had

had a divergence in his beließ. At Easter of 1891; he preached a,sermon that quickly

brought about a split in the rural Lutheran congregations. Rêv..Skaptason and 5 of the

23 congregations of the Lutheran Synod seceded. Rev. Slçaptason would take over rhe

ministry of the'Winnipeg Unitarian congregation from 1894 ro 1899.
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For the first two decades of the twentieth century, the Unitarians'in'Winnipeg wouid

be lead by Rev. Rognvaldur Pétursson. Rognavldur Pétursson's intellectual associares

and achievements position him as â man of outstanding abiliry. He was born in Iceland

tn 1-877, and with his family, immigrated to Hallson, North Dakota in 1883. He was

friends and neighbours with Stefan Geir Stefansson, (poet and socialist) and Viljhalmur

Stefansson, (explorer, anthropologist and atheist). Pétursson atten{ed'Wesley College in

'Winnipeg from 1896 to 1898. He received his Bachelor in Diviniç'et Vi."avile College

in Pennsylvania, thus establishing the first ties to ân Anglophone lJnitarian organisa-

tion. Pétursson also received a Perkins Scholarship, which enabled him to attend Har-

vard, where he studied theology and Ancien[ Norse and German Studies. Friends from

Hallson, Vilhjahnar Stefansson, Thorvaldur and Thorberger Thorvaldson (PhD. Harward)

were also at Harvard in the time of Pétursson's studies (I{ristjanson 1965: 356). The

Thorvaldsons and Pétursson co-operate in directing',,llpects of religious life of Winnipeg's
.t

Icelandic unitarian communiry thereafter. Rognavaldur's brothêr b¡o.r, was rhe editor

and publisher of Heímsleríngla for a time, and also owned the Viking Press, while Hannes

was involved with editing church journals. Kristjanson summarises Rev. Perursson's

approach as follows

He found a basic unity in all religions, despite much diversiry and many
contradictions. All people were travelling to ¡he promised land. The essence

of religion was for him a search to reconcile b'elief in God and an awareness

of the material world. (Kristjanson 1965: 356)
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In 1.906,the cultural sociery, Menningarfélag, was organised in Winnipeg with Skapti

Brynjolßson (a building contractor, active at the Tabernacle) as president. Although the

Winnipeg MenningarÉlag used the Unitarian church facilities, its membership was open

to all regardless of gender or religious affiliation. Lecturers included businessmen, labour

leaders, physicians, artisans and journalists. Synopses of the lectures were published in the

Icelandic weekly pepers, and the sociery maintaiåed its own paper, ár. (Eggerr Arnason,.:

editor). The sociery ceased to function during the First'World'War.

A journal Heimir was also,published by those associated with the l-Jnitarian church,

including Reverend and Hannes Petursson, Gisli Olaßon (wholesales and building con-

tractor), Rev. Gudmunder Arnason, Fred Swanson (the painting contractor). Contrib-

utors to the publication, which was primarily of a literary nature included: Stefan G

Stefanson, Dr Siggi Jul Johannesson, Th. Th. Thorsteinison (publisher, historian and

building contractor), and Sigfus B. Benediktsson (husband of suffrage pioneer Margret

Benediktsson).

in 1905, the congregation moved to a new building, on Sargent and Sherbrook. The

building was designed by the Fred Swanson, based on the Unitarian church in Baltimore.

The cost of about $13,000 was acquired with the aid of 
"'lo"r, 

fiom the (Jnitarian ,\s-
1

sociation in Boston. Reverend F. S. Southworth of the Meadville Theological Seminary

delivered the dedication ceremonv.
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In celebration of the raising of the new unitarian Church,'R.rr. B"rgmann's nepher,v,

HjalmarA. Bergman (Tabernacle), added the acceptarr.. oirhi, lorn to the sins of those

Icelanders who took money from sources outside the ethnic Soup, as Rev. PáIl Thor-

laksson had done in New lceland. "Boston money" became ,yno.¡y.Sprr. wiih the shame
..'':'",

of the Begging Letter. This reaffirmed the idea that any monies accèpted fro-m elsewhere

"dropped in digniry if not in value" (Lindal 1967: 321).

Over the years, members of the congregation included rwo editors of Heínrsl<ritryla,

Jón E Eldon, and Einar Olaßson; Sigfus G. and Margret J. Benediktsson (feminist and

publisher of Freyja), 'William (Gudmunder) Anderson (secretary of the Trades and La-

bour Council), Thorsteinn Borgf ord (a vice-president of McDiarmid Consrrucrion), and

Joseph P. Skaptason (son of Rev. Magnu*Skåptrrorr, husband of IODE founderJohanna
¡

Skaptason).

-:
The church fractiousness of the congregations in Winnipeg was common to interac-

tions among all Western Icelandic congregations. But in'Winnipeg, much of the rension

was fuelled by the oratory and literary fire of Rev.'Jón Bjarnason. The multiple religious

controversies discussed in the Icelandic histories are depicted as debates berween pastors.

However, Rev. Bjarnason is a participânt in each incident. His involvenent within

the communiry is evident in many written sources, and from the beginning in Framfari,

n 
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the newspaper of New lceland, his rhetoric is rich with allusioni to the sagas and eddas

Krisqjanson refers to him as follows:

He was strong in his faith and he engaged in strenuous controversies, first
against those he considered reactionery . . .þq.r those he denounced as ag-

nostic and enemies of the true faith. . . . (Some regarded him as) a wrethful
warrior, but he was highly respected by the communiry and revered by his

large following (Krisganson 1,967: 344).

It seemed that Rev. Bjarnason not only promoted the sagas, but to a considerable

extent he manifested the Viking temperament.

In'Winnipeg, the split bewveen First Lutheran Churches, the Tabernacle, and Unit-
.:

arians has been described as resulting from disagreements between the ministers (and their

congregations) on the basis of the liberalness of teachings (cf Kristjanson 1965, Lindal

1967). The First Lutherans were the most rigid, and Tabernacle more liberal, following

the Icelandic Lutheran New Theology, and the Unitarians being by far the rnost open in

their interpretation of the Bible. The historical writers, Kristjanson and Lindal, focus on

the debates befween ministers as central to the development of the Icelandic Canadian

ethniciry. Lindal describes this as one of several paradoxes of the Icelandic mind. He

argues that there is among Icelanders a conservative tendency that is "something deep

down. That unconscious urge that genuine feeling of obligation and gratitude to par-

ents" (1967:214), and a sense of itprá,, and yearning to reach out. Matthiasson describes

these as paradigmatic of the dualism of Icelandic culture and culturally specific psycholo-
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gical characteristic. Problematically, these authors conflate cultural tendencies and mental

faculties. Having thus explained culture, they have no need for further social analysis.

F{owever, as I have indicated, there were three sepaPàte religious denominations in

-Winnipeg, not t\,vo, in this time period. Moreover, the religious debates are not simply

clashes of opposing ideas, nor are they evidence of paradoxical or duàlist cultural con-

structions. They are evidence of the perticulâr social processes of forming social alliances.

The evidence does support the notion that religious beließ were hotly contested by

church leaders. That, in and of itself, is not remarkable, but division berween the con-

gregations becomes somewhat n'ì"ore meaningful given its social context. In New lceland,
:-

there was no stete to educate and guide the populace-the pastors and church were rhe

ideological apparatus. In 'Winnipeg, Rev. Bjarn-a,s.on, through.the Icelandic Lutheran

Synod in America, proclaimed his version of Icelandic l,utheranism to be, along with

the language, the only means of maintaining the Icelandic cultural heritage, even though

it had split from the church in lceland. The Synod isolated itself from all other North

American Lutheran congregations, and in a very positive way encouraged and fulfilled a

desire to uphold and create anew the 'golden age' of Icelandic culture. Rev. B¡arnason

believed that a parochial school wes necessary to the preservation'of the Icelandic culture,

and did his best to instill a love and knowledge of iceland and its 4l.rcient saga (rnytholo-

i",
d'it:

t, ',. .
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gical) history in his young congregation members. Some communiry members must have

found in him a cultural pillar, himself that beacon of light to guide the way.

Rev. Bjarnason is an exemplar of the charismatic leader described by Dreiger (1978).

Not only did he delight his audiences with the saga 'history' of lceland, he framed the life

and tasks of 'Westem Icelanders in North America in light of his interpretarion of Viking

culture and honour. This glorification of the Viking is ciraracteristic to this day of the

'Western Icelandic ethnic mythology. His populariry made him a highly prestigious and

influential leader, and had a lasting effect on Icelanclic Canadian culture. 'Mmy of his

'.

works, such as the J. B. Acaderny and the independent First Lutheran Church remained

intact for generations. He was able to influence thought and behaviour in a profound

way, without the multiple forms of ideological apparatus of the state and civil sociery.

When Rev. Bergmann split with the Lutheran Synod [o form the Tabernacle con-

gregation, he actually reintroduced a theological connection with lceland. His adherence

to Iceland and its culture was perhaps even g.årt.r'th.r, that of Rev. Bjarnason.

Those associated with the Icelandic [Jnitarian ifr,rr.f, were less isolationisr, and inter-

acted with Anglophones in religious mattdrs to a greâter extent. Their affiliated culrural
'''- t..

organisations were open to all Icelanders and Wihnipeg residents. To facilitate this in-

clusiveness, less emphasis was put on the use of Icelandic. This is not to say that church

mernbers were less interested in maintaining Icelandic culture; Fred Swanson's annual
:
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paintings at Islendingadagurinn were a very public edification of the Icelandic landscape.

And noreover, the broadmindedness of the lJnitarian approach is considered to be char-

acteristic of the Icelandic mind (cf. Lindal 1967).

Different theological approaches were not the only divisions between the Lutheran

and Unitariân congregations. The split in the church congregation was said to be a re-

flection of a developing ideological split in the communiry. Residents in the old Ward 4

tended to vote Liberal, read Lögberg and attend the Skuld terxperance lodge. The Liberal

political parry attracted ethnics with such policies as the Manitoba Public School ,\ct,

and later the Fair'Wage Act. The 'West End residents tended to vote Conserwative, read

Heimsl<ríngla and attend the temperance lodge Hekla (Kristjanson 1965: 237-238). In-

deed Heímskringla carried reports on the completion of railways, as well as other national

issues, including strikes. Both newspapers supported cultural maintenance, however, and

both lodges supported temperance. Both of the major political païties supported 'classless'

politics and the National Policy-what Brodie andJrcnson (1980) refer to as bourgeoisie

politics. Perhaps the biggest differences berr,veen the Winnipeg Unitarians and Luther-

ans was the willingness of the first to build intellectual and financial connecrions to the

Anglophone society, and the more isolationist tqndenry of the second.

The economic status of members of the First Lutheran Church provides an insight as

to why financtal independence was part of the çthic taughg by that church. The wealth-
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iest m.en among Icelanders in North Ameriia, specifically Arni fggertSon, Asrnundur P.

Johannson (a building contractor), JótJ. Bildfell, Thorsteinn Oddsson, Arinbjorn Bardal

(the undertaker), and the Liberal MP Thos. Johnson werp members of the First Lutheran

Church. Other men of considerable wealth, notably Jon T Bergman and Hjalmar Berg-

man (lawyer), joined the Tabemacle Congregation, but re-united wirh First Lutheran

after Rev. Bergmann's death. The wealthy members of the Tabernacle were those who

made the return of that building to the Lutheran congregatioä possible, through legal

actions taken in 1918-1920 (Oleson 1940: 90-115). - ,

These same men created economic ties to Iceland as well. In 19-13, Eggertson, Jo-

hannson, and J. T. Bergman in particular canvassed for, and gave of their own money,

the start-up capital for the Icelandic shipping company Eimskip. Most of the above men-

tioned congregation members were connected to this venture in one'form or another.

Eimskip is probably the most successful business in Iceland ro dare. .

lJnitarian Church members were not as outstandingly wealthy as'those of the First

Lutheran congregation. As discussed, Rev. Pétursson and his brothers ser up the lJnion

Loan and Investment Company, a bank which tended to support those working in the

building industry. It is of note that the congregation was made up of meny labourers,

tradesmen and building and related industry contractors. Thus the lJnitarian church con-

gregation may have contained many of the\neninvolved in the ethnic economic enclave.

1r...
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Of course, tnembers,of the Tabernacle congregation were ãÌso involçed in the construc-

tion industry. This is not'to suggest the theological position of the lJnitarian church

encouraged business, only that the social connections with Anglophone civil sociery may

have created economic and occupational opportunities for the congregation. Nor does

this suggest that the ourward looking tendency of the Icelandic lJnitarians was in any \Ã/ay

simply a cultural reaction to the isolationist tendency of Lutheranism. The benefits of

belonging to the lJnitarian Church (and perhaps Tabernacle) were different from those

of the First Lutheran.

'When the different religious denominations, newspapers anil their political views are

examined in relation to the strike, the economic status of the congregations leaders must

now be included. Âs leading proponents of the church denominations are tied to the

editorial boards of the newpapers, they had the authoriry to generate certain ideologies

and access to the major means to disseminate them; the pulpit and the newspapeï,
+
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It VoluntarvAssociations

Early ethnic institutional are often recreational, selÊhelp or educational endeavours that

function primarily for the benefit of their o*r, -.-Oers. -The rrlore aspects of personal,

social and symbolic cultural life addressed, the more 'complete' the institutions are, and the

becter the chance they will satis4/ the needs of ethnic group members and thus maintain

the group (Breton 1,964). Ethnic institutions frequently attend to religious needs, assisr-

ance for new immigrants, ethnic group decorum, and forms of selÊhelp and insurance, as

well as cultural activities which celebrate the homeland and often reified traditions, such

as Oktoberfest amons Germans.

As the urban social life offers alternatives and other forms of interference to ethnic

institutions, Dreiger (1g78) argues that 're-generáìional pluralism'.can bolster group co-

hesion and interest in the institutions. Re-generational pluralism wás epitomised by the

behaviour and teaching of Rev. Jón Bjarnason, but that doès not freclude others from

taking his place in other voluntary associatiqns.
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While other ethnic groups in.Winnipeg manifest fairly high institutional compieteness

in the 1910s, Icelanders did not. A summary of German ethnic activity as discussed in the

"Cosmopolitan'Winnipeg" articles will serve as an example. Gårman peoples considered

to include,\ustro-Hungarians, by British Canadian writers of the time, began immigrating

to Canada before the turn of the century, and made up about 11,%,ofthe population of
,tt, .

Winnipeg in 1911. 'While the ethnic group was not generally considêred impoverished,

most of their institutions were located in the North End. ny t6tZ, arnong Gerrnan

immigrants, there were 18 pastors serving 20 churches, mainly Cathoii..orLutheran, but

also Baptist and Free Churches. Church-based societies, often women's groups, assisted

new imrnigrants. There were also Sunday schools for children, and choirs and musical

bands comprised of members of the .ongr.gìqions. Through the churches, but not strictly

devoted to worship, were six schools for childìen.which provided general education,

and a number of meeting houses. The German Catholic Club had an impressive hall,

within which there was a theatre auditorium, bowling alley, beer counter, billiard room,

school rooms, a piano organ and church meeting rooms. There were also secular ethnic

clubs, which, in addition to maintaining traditions from the homeland, served as selÊhelp

groups. These provided sick benefits, funeral help, insurance and mutual assistance to its

members. These clubs maintained their o¡,zn buildings and meeting halls, separate from
1'

,,
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the churches and church meeting halls. Finally, there was a German uñion of brer,very

hands; brewing beer being a common form of ethnically organised wage labour.

,\s with any other cultural gïoup, soon after arriving iq North America, Icelanders

established clubs and societies for their own well-being, and in order to pursue religious,

:

artistic and intellectual endeavours. As such associations were based on the deliberate

maintenance or production of culture, these are the beginnings of what might properly

be called ethnic activities. While the four churches continued to serve the Icelandic pop-

ulation exclusively, by i910, there was only one other group that had as its express pur-

pose the maintenance or practise of Icelandic culture, and that was the Icelandic Student

Sociery. The others were sports clubs, secular charitable or communiry betterrnent insri-

tutions. This chapter will discuss the Student Sociery, the Internationàl Order of Good

Templars (IOGT), and the Imperial Order of the Daughters of the Empire (IODE). The

latter fwo were associations set up for the betterment of society, and they were British in

ong1n.

The dominant culture in state society usually has its own set ofvoluntary organisations,

ranging from unions to social reform groups, reading societies, and exclusive spofts or

dinner clubs. On their face, the voluntary associations found among Icelanders were quire

similar to those organisations found among the 'middle class'. Middle class organisations

are rypically charitable or fund-raising groups associaced with church c,ongregations, sports

v,
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clubs, secular charities, and movements for social reform (Blumin 1989). Because of the

nature of middle class occupations, for example managerial positions, entrepreneurs, and

professionals; middling people tend to work alone, rather than in tearns or gangs. The

clubs provide for occupational nerworking as well as'recreational socialisation, but rarely

provide any financial assistance or insurance to members. Clubs that contribute to the

betterment of the middle class itself are often sportsli.rb* or debating socieries, wherein

one can socialise with people of like occupation"i.r"rrx while developing one's physical

health and/ or intellect.

Middle class charitable associations, such as the Salvation Armv or temþerance associ-

ations often have as their purpose the amelioration of ,h. ,lr.r"di'ò.r, o, o*.rs or sociery

as a whole. These sorts of associations reflect early middle class values'of nation building,

?
dedication to the betterment of sociery, and selflesshess, These character traits'are evident

in the biographical dictionaries of the late Victorier' age, which emphasised an individual's

contribution to sociery over his professional or eptrepreneurial status @intenfass 1998).

Given that the lcelanders in Winnipeg were living in what appeared to be the origin

of a middle class neighbourhood, these organisations were a potential platform for the

disseminarion of class or ethnically based values, or both.

From membership lists, it appears that voluntary associations were most commonly

attended by wealthier lcelanders. ,\s has been discussed previously, there was some re-
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sentment in the-Western Icelandic communiry towards the wealthy. At the same rime,

Thorsteinn Oddsson's church, Skjaldborg had a congregation, and the excavator, Mag-

nus Gaudlaugsson, spoke highly of Arni Eggertson. At best it can be concluded that a

higher economic status did not automatically bring prestige and respect. However, as

will be demonstrated in this chapter, wealth allowed for individuals to undertake com-

muniry service. This did two things: it gave them a platform for selÊaggrandisemenr,

and through the activities of the voluntary organisations, influence in the communiry. If

handled properly, increased public recognition and activism could result in higher presrige

for the wealthy.

For the voluntary associations to be discussed, a cursory overview of activities will

be provided, highlighting activities that shed light on çhe sácial goals and influences on

the communiry. The behaviour of higher ranking lcelandêrs in these institution will be

examined to iilustrate the means by which influence and prestige was gained by these in-

dividuals. In addition, the associations' relations to Anglophone sociery will be discussed,

as this provides a measure of the social location of Icelanders as an ethnic group.

ll.1 Sources

Both Kristjanson and Lindal have written extensively on'lcelandiclassociations, as the

achievements of Icelanders in Manitoba is the focus of their histories. Other histories of
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the associations have been published by the groups themselves. Ho,".rr"r, there is a lack

of primary source material available on the Spudent Society. Some of the minure books

of the IOGT chapters Hekla and Skuld are'Srchived in the Icelandic Collection at the

Universiry of Manitoba; the minutes of the overarching IOGT. Grand Lodge of Maniroba

and the Northwest Territories are nearly complete. By far thd naost complere set of

minutes are those of the IODE, kept by qüe ch"pters archivist. The histories outline rhe

overall activities of the voluntary associatioris, to.wl¡ich the meeting minutes have litrle

more to add. What the minute books do offer "r. u.rb"ti- accounts of the argumenrs

between ntembers, and a look at the style and more mundane activities of the meetings.

ll.2 The Icelandic Students' Societv

The Icelandic Students Sociery was offìcially formed in 1901, and continued in various

forms into the late 1920s. The minutes of the Icelandic Students Association appear

to have been lost. But Walter Lindal, hir¡ìself a student in those y.r.r, discusses of the

students' activities and attitudes (1967:205-224). The Icelandic students did exceptionally

well academically at'Wesley College, a phenomena noted in the Free Press (May 10, 1907

in Lindal 1967: 21,8). writes that several things còntributed to their success. They not

only felt the need to gain respect for all Icelanders through their acÒomplishments, but

had a sense of inferiority generated by their lack of knowledge of British urban culture.
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But moreover, Lindal writes, their lack of money prevented them from participating

the new and exciring social circles. It is further suggested that friendships with non-

Icelandic students were limited, because the.lcelandic students "were backward, lacked

the amenities of city life, in many cases spoke English with an accent" (1967: 21,9).

Consequently, Icelandic students "stayed at home in their.rented rooms and studied"

(Lindal 1967: 21,9).

Lindal discusses the Students' Sociery's official and rlnofficial objectives. These in-

cluded the provision of financial assistance to Icelandic òtudehts, thg spread of Icelandic

literature among Canadians, and acquainting icelanders with Canadian anà non-lcelandic

,'
literature. In later years, it would be made explicit that the Students' Sociery must srrive

to raise the reputation of Icelanders in the eyes ofEnglish-speakingpeople. This maxim

was to be found even in the more recreational aspects of the sociery.

Over the years, the students put on oratory contests, music recitals and plays for the

Icelandic community at the Good Templars Hall on Sargent,{ve. In 191,1., aplay written

by medical student Jóhann P. Pálsson, entitled Hún iðrast (She Repents) contained the

refrain

Since we are all Icelanders, we known that it is prue
'We always match the English speaker, i and you.

Lindal makes much of the refrain, as it illustrates what he considers to endemic among

Western Icelanders, that of wanting to match oÌ'equal the best (Lindal 1967: 22I). Those
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'best' were the British-Canadians, possibly envisioned as.being akin to Lindal's middle

class fellow students.

The puqpose ofjoining societies and organisations was not simply to imitate British

establishment. In addition to highlighting tþe Icelandic desire to be equal to rhe British,

Lindal's account gives no sense of r-elatedness or shardd experience to other'foreigners'.

There is an emphasis on the belief that the Brirish were the paradigm of good and suc-

cessful Canadians, with whom Icelanders had not yet ettained pariry.

Of all the secular associations, this is the one which fits the câregory of 'ethnic insti-

tution' the best. What situation made this association seem so necessary to the students?

Perhaps it was that they had moved from an ethnic social enclave into a rarefied British

Canadian culture-that of the university. Their society, like those of new imrnigrants,

would provide a haven of familiar traditions and language use. In spite of Lindal's recol-

lection of feeling inferior, the Student Society did not hide'its ethnicity. After a time, it

came to be a vehicle to educate not only Icelanders but the Anglophone studenr popula-

rion of the value of Icelandic literary culture. The Student Society helped maintain pride

in the Icelandic heritage.
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77.3 International Order of Good Ternplars

The first Temperance Sociery was established among Western Icelanders in 1883. The

impetus seems to have come most vociferously in the newspaper I-etfur from men in

the communiry, including Bjom Pjeturson (Unitarian). and Rev. Jón Bjarnason. The

Temperance Society had berween 50 and 100 members divided equally berween rhe sexes,

although primarily women and childrer, 
"*.rrO"O 

the meetings. A. special commitee

worked with other temperance groups in the ciry. in 1887, new Icelandic immigrants

who had been in the upper echelons of the International Order of Good Templars (IOGT)

in Iceland (an organisation founded in New York), organised chapters among Icelanders

in'Winnipeg. IOGT chapters already existed among the British in'Winnipeg; rhe first

had been organised in 1873, and was known as the 'iFort Garry" (Thomasson 1993:

74). Yery soon two Icelandic lodges developed; Hekla, ,rro.irr.å with Heimsl<ringla and

the Tabernacle and lJnitarian congregations, and Skuld associated with It;gbeig'a¡d the

Lutherans (includingJón Bjarnason himself and successirr. .dìto., of Logberþ. The two

lodges frequently joined in membership drives, and jointly sponsored a yourh lodge.

But most importantly, they worked together for several years to build a shared hall

on Sargent at Victor. The Good Templar Hall was opened in 1907. The 75 by 40 foot

two story building still stands, bearing the names Hekla and Skuld in the sronework. The

building came to serve a wide array of communiry events, many of them artistic, such as
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plays and concerts, others social, such as dances, tombolas, and card playing.nights. Many

of the events were sponsored by the individual lodges themselves in order to recruit new

members. To become a member one underwent a course of study, and took a pledge

to abstain from all alcohol. Successive degrees allowéd for movement into'the upper

echelons of the secret sociery. The Icelaqdic lodges *erà q,rit. successful in furthering

the temperance cause, being two of the largest lodges in'Westein Canada.18 They were

also responsible for a subsequent proliferation of Icelandic temperance lodges in rural

areas. This is likely what earned Icelanders e reputation for sobriery (Mclvor 1908: 10,

'Woodsworth791.1: 80, Free Press Nov. 16, 1912)

But the IOGT Hall, or 'Goolie Hall' also ,.*.¿ as a crucial drawing point for

Icelanders. Geographically, it was central to the neiþhbourhood. It was in a fortuit-

ous location being just blocks from the homes of some of the most prestigious Icelandic

men, on the street where most of the Icelandic shops existed, and within a block of the

Tabernacle. Almost directly across the street from the Goolie Hall was the Wevel Cafe,

and beside Goolie Hall was the pool hall.le In spite of potential variance in status associ-

ated with these meeting places, they were close neighbours. One could scarcely have a

lsln classic Icelandic fashion, the Icelandic Day celebrations in Gimli, held on the August long weekend
would later become known as the Temperance day of{ as it was apparently not unconÌrron for Good
Templars to enjoy a drink-perhaps â toast to lceland.

leThe pool hall, barbers and Voröld Press were housed i.r *haì was originaily the Sveinsson block (ac-

cording to photographs) built by Sigurdur Sveinsson. It later became known as the Connaug'ht Block.
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drink in the pool hall, or coffee at the'Wevel Café, without observing the comings and

goings et the Goolie Hall. Alas, the temperance hall doors were up a flight of stairs, and

it had no front windows.

Icelanders from the Skuld Lodge entered the ranks of the IOGT Grand Lodge of

Manitoba and the Northwest Territories as early as 1888. The Grand Lodge oversaw

all lodges, but tended to wrestle for political control with the 'Winnipeg District Lodge,

which ostensibly supervised all lodges in'Winnipeg. The'Winnipeg District lodge was also

situated in Ward 3, and was attended almost exclusively by British-Canadian m.embers.

By 1905, Icelanders were moving up in the ranks of the IOGT, and tended to by-pass the

District Lodge, âs they made up the majoriry of the Executive of the Grand Lodge. Part

of the problem was that members of the Grand Lodge should have passed the course of

instruction at the District level before taking the Grand Lodge level exams..Such was rhe

exclusive nature of the IOGT.

True to the model of middle class voluntary associations, British members of the

IOGT were also members of other exclusive secret societies, such as the Orange Lodge

and Knights of Columbus. As members of the Grand Lodge in particular, Icelanders were

in close contact with the British middle class irr Winnipeg. Descendan¡s of some ren-

perance leaders report that their forefathers .".r. 
"rLious 

to make furthér eonnections ro

other societies, and through attending temþerance activities throughour the ciry probably
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did. Their activity in the Grand Lodge of the IOGT actually gave Icelanders a measure

of status above that of the British. According to the Grand Lodge rninutes for the years

1,91,0-ß1,8, the Disrrict Lodge seemed to be plagued by financial difficulties, and thus

held a losing hand in the powent*ggl"ïlth the ër"rrd Lodge. As such, rhe Grand

Lodge was the de facto organising body for both the ciry of 'Winnipeg and all territories

to the west and north in Canada.

As the IOGT was to be a secret sociery, the.British in particular prevented it from

taking any political action. The most common of these were motions made to associare

the temperance cause with the suffrage movement, which were repeatedly voted down.

The minutes of 77 Feb. 19i4 Annual Meeting read

Motion was made from (a rural lodge), and endorsed by Brother J. that
"Equal suffrage rights of women in all departments be endorsed." Sister L.
reiterates the previous ruling, stating we could not take up this questions. . . ir
being considered political. Sister Buason substantiates þy referring to the
IOGT arricles on political matters).

However, a representative was sent to the 'W'omen's 
Christian Temperance lJnion.

Eventually, a special committee found that in the case of suffrage, because women over-

whelmingly supported temperance, their vote for the right government would help ban

the sale of alcohol. It was therefore in the interest of the IOGT to support suffrage. A

letter to this effect was sent to the Liberal party.
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The combined Icelandic membership of all Winnipeg lodges was likely over 600 at its

height in i906, but many others joined only for a short time. After 1910, the membership

of the Executive of the Grand Lodge was predominantly Icelandic. Although rernperance

tended to be a middle class phenomenon, given the rh"", number of Icelanders who

attended, it cannot be considered exclusive to the middle class among Icelanders.

Minutes of the lodges indicate that they frequently put on entertainment nights with

coffee and other refreshments. The activities including card game nights, although gambling

became a contested issue, plays, musical concerts and Hekia at least put on dances. As will

be discussed, there was a question of propriery of dancing among the Skuld members.

Interviews indicate that most the people .x¡ere awrre that large factions of the communiry

were against drinking, but did not connect t.-p.rrrr.e <propaganda' with the many en-

joyable evenings (which were ofÍìcially dry) spent at the.Goolie Hall. One informanr

who frequently acted in plays as a teen denied knowing that the lodge with which she

associated had anything to do with temperance.

The influence of the lodges stretched far beyond Winnipeg. In 19L4, the 'local op-

tion' was instituted, and Gimli became the first dry municipality in M-anitoba. Icelandic

sobriery, especially among workers, was noted by several authors of the time.

But, as lists of membership âre not included, it is difficrllt to ascertain all attendees.
.:

Names of the wealthiest Icelanders do not appear in the exeéutive lists. Most names are re-
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cognisable from biographic sketches of entrepreneurs as recorded by Oleson (1950, 1953).

Arinbjorn Bardal, who with his brother-in-law Rev. Runolfur Marteinsson (Skjaldborg,

J B Academy) assumed leading positions in the Grand Lodge at an earþ date. All of the

pastors seem to have attended the lodges, as well as a few physicians, the most outspoken

being Dr. Siggr Jul Johannesson. 
'Women of note were Mrs. Jóhanna Skaptason, who

would found the IODE chapter with Mrs.'.Gudrun Buason, also an IOGT Grand Lodge

menrber and frequently its secretary.

A. S. Bardal was perhaps the strong.st suppbrter ôf temperance, and most influential.

Bardal joined the Templars in 1890, and would be the'Grand Templar for Manitoba and

the Northwest Territories for over forty y."rs. fvi.. Bardal arrived in Winnipeg 'with

twelve dollars in his pocket' (Free Press Nov. 16, 1,91,2), and by the turn of the century

established himself as a successful entrepreneur. His business was comprised of a livery and

undertakers, in an ostentatious brick building on Sherbrook near the Winnipeg General

Hospital. He lived near Rev. Bjarnason and Arni Eggertson, and like Eggertson made

some profit from the sale of houses to Midland Rail.

Mr. Bardal appeers in many photographs a distinguished, stern end serious individual.

But he frequented the'Wevel Café, where he appears in the NFB short film 'iceland on

the Prairie' (Mrs. Gudrun Parker), arguing vigorously withÐr. SigglJulJohannesson and

rr,vo other men. He is known to have greeted people in the street with a hearry "How's
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your liver?." It is also said that he often told the story of how he had drowned, and

while lying unconscious on land was given rwo ounces of whiskey by his son Paul, which

promptly revived him. Mr. Bardal worked tirelessly for the temperance cause, serving at

various times as the liaison berween the Grand Lodge and the Social and Moral Reform

League, and the Grand Chief Templar. He was also the delegate to Ortawa in 1918

during prohibition period in Manitoba (7916-1920), when labour unions pur pressure

on the Federal Government to allow the sale of alccihol. He conrinued the fight against

alcohol the rest of his life, frequently, as in 1918, spending much of his money ro rravel

and organise meetings.

Bardal was determined and tireless in his rnis,sion. That he frequented the Wevel
.,.

Cafe and engaged in debates there indicates that he took his message where he believed

it was needed. His style of leadership seems to have included a sense of humour-one

that could be selÊdeprecating at that-and there is no indication that he was considered a

fünge element in any way. Rather, he was a r,espected community leader, a 'distinguished

Icelander'who was willing to associate and engage the 'common man' in discussion. He

seems to have been quite successful in his mission.

Perhaps what the IOGT minutes best demonstrate is the propensity of the new secular

communiry leaders to engâge in debate or pontificate on a point at length. This seems to

be a continuation of the behaviour modelled by church ministers, and one that is geared
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to increasing one's prestige and winning over followers, thus gaining influence. How

this was recorded in the minutes varies with the secretary, and there are several telling

examples in English from the Grand Lodge, and especially at the annual convenrions of all

lodges in Manitoba and the Northwest Territories-where the vast majoriry of members

were Icelandic.

In 1910, Bro. Elgin, Grand Chief Templar of the Grand Lodge reäd into the minures

a warning of sorts on the way the convention discussions should proceed:

I consider it my dury to call the attention of the ilrembers to a very serious
question, a problem that does more to destroy the harmony that ought to
exist between Lodges than anything I know. Often mere trifles cause discus-
sion, and disputes arise that ought never to exist, and would not if members
would show a more brotherly spirit toward each other. . . (minutes of annual
meeting 1911).

An example of such behaviour is partially recorded at the 1916 Annual Convention

General Session. In the morning session which lasted from 9:30-12:40, rwo related issues

were discussed. These were whether voring could be'done by proxy if a representative

'was not present but had nominated a replacement, and the ques$n of the number of
..].., 

, .

voting representatives that could stand from the Skuld.and Hekla lodges (hes9 having by

far the most member$. The minute taker; remarks that a "very earnest'rejóinder from

Mrs. Buason" was made regarding the Skuld and Hekla lodges. Finally the issues were

put to a vote. In the afternoon session, lasting approximately from 1:30-3:30, the legaliry

of the vote was the only topic for discussion. The matter was still not dropped. In a
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later session, "Bro. B. makes a motion to have new Grand Lodge executive go through

all material for the last seven years and print for distribution all by-laws rnade by this

Grand Lodge." There is no mention of a second to this motion. In an even later session,

Sister Buason makes a motion that "a Grand Lodge Executive Offiåe¡ absenting himself

or herself for three consecutive meetings without a valid excuse" be relieved from offìce

and office declared open. The motion was carried

Mrs. Gúdrun Buason comes across in the -irr.rr", as a particularly knowledgeable

and powerful woman. She was quite willing to take a stand in the many debates. She

was pârticularly aware and skilled in using the IOGT regulations to make a point, and to

keep opponents on track. Although she did not hold a position of Grand or Vice Chief

Templar, Mrs. Buason travelled to Europe on nore than one occasion ât the behest of

the Grand Lodge. Unlike A. S. Bardal, she did'not seem to have the means to fund the

trips herself though she held a professional position as a certified accountant. The Grand

Lodge undoubtedly trusted her abiliry to powerfully enunciate its positions.

in the same annual report as above, the issue of the moral value of allowing dan-

cing at lodge entertainment drives was raised by the Skuld representative before with the

Executive of the Grand Lodge, as the members of Skuld could not resolve the matter

themselves. The secretary notes that there was a long discussion on dancing, and that

"Bro. Rev. Bjarnason spoke at some length, 
'explaining 

some of the Evils that might
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result from Dancing." The irregular use of capital letters is unusual for this secretary, and

he, or she, may have been inserting a hint of sarcasm into the minutes. The issue was not

Put to a vote.

What this incident demonstrates is the weakening power of Rev Bjarnason. Rev

i
Bjarnason, who seems to have supported the ban on dancing, could.not resolve the issue

in his own lodge. Although he was given rime to speak arthe g"n.."l irì"edng, no morion,

for or against, wes put forth in recognition of the issue. It was not that Rev. Bjarnason

was in a social context where his ethnic cor¡muniry status would not be recognised. Men

such as A. S. Bardal and Siggl Jul Johannesson were.present at the meeting when this

incident occurred, and active in the First Lutheran Church.

Those who were influential in the IOGT were a new set of cemmuniry leaders, in

some sense identifiable as organic intellectuals. They were not esteemed for the older

Icelandic values of piery and learning. Few had religious or liberal universiry educa-

.

tion, though they were of middling or higher income, and professional or entrepreneurial

status. Those who played roles in the upper levels were persuasive speakers. Contests

to get issues recognised gave these speakers a platform from which to demonstrate rheir
¡

abilities. But eloquence was no longer enough; individuals had to denr.onstrate a know-

ledge of association rules, a sense of relevance of the issues, and a sense of discipline and

decorum rather than fervent and impassioned appeal.

:
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The IOGT had become an organisation, that, although dominated by lcelanders,

no longer recognised the authoriry of the church in all matters. Secular and niddle

class associations were gaining authoriry in"the lcelandic communiry. In spite of the fact

that members such as A. S. Bardal and Siggi Jul were members of the First Lutheran

Congregation, the ideas they espoused were those of the British Canadian middle cìass.

The IOGT was an ideological apparatus that pushed the state to legislate social reform,

that would effect the working class more than any other. In this way. middle class civil

society served the bourgeoisie need for a reliable. workprce. Yet there were few Icelandic

bourgeoisie, so the Icelandic chapters of the IOGi cannot be considered selÊserving in

that respect. Rather, sobriery among lcelanders \À/es most useful in supporting the rmage

of respectabiliry.

1t.4 The IODE, Jón Sigurdson Chapter

-World'War I broke out on August 4th of 1914, and the Free Pr¿ss announced that for-

eigners had "made themselves scarce" (Free Press Aug. 5 1,91,4). By then two Icelanders

had signed up, and by the end of the year about 30 had enlisted, joining units organised

at McGregor Armoury in the North End (Lindal 1967: 227). The war effort was strongly

supported by many communiry representatives, including.Thos. H. Johnson, MLA, the

newspapers I-ögberg and Heimskringlø,the ministers of the First Lutheran Church, Dr. B.
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B. Jonsson, and of the Unitarian Church, Dr Rognv3ldul Pétursson (Kristjanson 1965:

381). Iri 191,5/1,6 the Canadian government gave authoriry the recruitment of over 200

battalions by private citizens.

In 'Winnipeg, 
permission was given to recruit a Scandinavian Battalion, the 223rd.

Icelandic lawyer H. Marino Hannesson sðon became the commanding officer, and its

officer corps contained several lawyers, and a few smaller scale building contractors. The

raising of a battalion was often done at the expense of the commanding officer or the

officer co{ps. The price of recruiting a battalion of 900 men averaged $13,384.00 (Morton

and Granatstein 1989: 31). Although approximately 1300 Icelandic rnen would enlisr,

the 223rd recruited just over 200. Training took place in Canada, and when men were

shipped overseas they were sent to different Brinsf battalions at the front.

The war wâs not without its detractors. Some Canadians criticised rhe idea that

Canada had duty to fight for Britain in a European war. Labour unions, especially in

the 'West saw the war as a bourgeoisie game, played at the expense of the proletariat.

However, in the early months of the war Canadian rnen of all skill levels enlisted, caught

up in rhe excitement, and the Trades and Labour Congress took no action to opposed rhe

war efforts (Morton and Granatstein 1989). Conversêly British immiþration increased, as

antiwar tradesmen came to Canada to replace enlisting tradesmen going oversees.
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In the 'Winnipeg lcelandic communiry, physician and editor of Voröld Siggr Jul Jo-

hannesson was particularly opposed to war, and critical of the suspicion which fell on

many Eastern European and Gerrnan immigrants. Other Icelanders were also opposed to

the war, and particularly disturbed by conscription. Conscription was discussed by rhe

Donrinion Government as early as 1915, but did not come into effect untll1917. It was

primarily British-Canadian working men who were conscripted. fÏose labelled 'enemy

aliens' who had not been interned often filled the jobs l.n U"f¡na by conscripts.

The Dominion Government had called upon women in general to contribution ro

the war effort in many ways; through buying war bónds, rationing food, folding bandages

and sending care packages and letters to the f9nt. Most irnportantly, as the war wore on,

women were called on to encourage their menfolk to enlist.

In 'Winnipeg, the International Order of the Daughters of the Empire (IODE) had

taken on the role of building hospitals for returning wounded soldiers. TheJón Sigurdson

Chapter of the Imperial Order of the Daughters of the Empire was formed in 1916.
^..

Mrs. Jóhanna Skaptason and wife of CaptainJ. B. Skaptason, was.a member of the

lJnitarian Church, and had first joined a British Chapter of the IODE Upon realising

other Icelandic women were also anxious to contribute to the war effort, she organised

the Icelandic chapter.
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In the opening address of the Chapter, Mrs. Skaptason includêd the following senti-

ments: .:.-

It does not make the least difference who takes the chair, the important
thing is that we work together as one and patiently do our part in lifting the
load cast over our land and people by this terrible war.

'We all know the part our men are taking in the wâr. .r. d.rrely we have
as much strength, abiliry and courage as our men. I do not'See that we are

inferior to them except perhaps in our eloquence when we are called ro the
platform, and then we make up for that ät the coffee tables. . . . Our task is to
inspire love for this land and its people. I am sure that we women wiil soon
come to love and to help those who are in pain and trouble. Our work will
be especially among the (wounded) Icelandic soldiers.... We should lend a

hand to the soldiers' wives in their loneliness and anxiery, for often a friendly
visit means more than money (]on Sigurdson Chapter IODE, 1941: I0).

This portion of the speech speaks to the need to re-examine the roles of Icelandic women

in relation to the state. While she first speaks of 'our land and people' Mrs. Skaptason then

proposes that women must build the support of the whole communiry for the war, by

'inspiring love for this land and its people'. Like the rhetoric of the IOGT, rhis reiterates

the position of the the British Canadian doninant ideology. But this is notjust an issue for

the middle class, this is the cause of the British Empire. This rhetoric once again frames

Icelanders not as foreiEners but as citizens.

The second message is much more personal. Given that Mrs. Skeptason's husband

.was oveïseas, she must have been keenly aware of the emotional toll a husband's, father's

or brother's absence took on the families at home. Other members .rvere'also in the same

position. Thus when she specifìes that a "frienály.visit means inore than money" she
!.

I
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is encouraging women to carry an emotional burden, and assume that responsibiliry on

behalf of the whole communiry.

Yet the speech begins by addressing a tendency that seems to have been endemic tot
the Western Icelandic communiry, and that is the propensiry to debate issues big and small.

TheJ. S. Chapter existed independently of lcelandic personal politics, insofar as it brought

together women from every church congregation. ln ,pìr. of the battles benveen the

rnale leaders of the churches, membership irJ. S. Chapter including Mrs. Lára Bjarnason

(widow of Rev. J Bjarnason of the First Lutheran Church), Mrs. R. Péturson (wife

of Rev. Rognvaldur Péturson; Unitarian), Mrs- F. J. Bergmann (wife of the pastor of

Tabernacle Church). This was not happenstance, but a conscious endeavour. The motto

of the chapter was "lJnited'We Stand." It is not that Icelandic women normally avoided

debates; the capabilities of Mrs. Gúdrun Buason, who sat on tnéJ}S. Chapter Executive,
..

were evident in her interaction in the IOGT.

There is evidence that the sociery was generally a very co-operat'ive one. An early

discussion occurred around whether the opening prayer should be said aloud or silently,

perhaps related to the different church allegiances of the Executive and mernbership. The

problem was resolved however by a decision to open with the standard IODE pnyer, at

least for the duration of the war. No other mention is made in the minutes of the meetings

to discussions regarding rules, or lengthy debates about the course of action. Minutes of
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the J. S. Chapter meetings support these assertions in the 1919 Annual Report to the

National Chapter, which comment on the "charming personaliry of the *o ,"*".rrs" and

the "splendid harmony which has always existed among mernbers of the Executive of the

Chapter as a whole." '

The general Icelandic membership shows an almost exclusive representation of the

wives and daughters of successful entrepreneurs, primarily those associated with the build-

ing industries, as well as lawyers. 'While membership in the narional IODE is not based

solely on financial rneans, it does tend to be a rather exclusive sociery; its membership is

drawn from the more genteel of the middle classes. This may have been the case historic-

ally due to the burden of work in the home for women orr.rr., means, and for Icelandic

wonen, work outside the home, and consequently their lack of time and energy for

chariry work.

The composition and interaction of the group d.-orrrtr"tes the rise of the middle class

among lcelanders. Not only were these women's menfolk *orking:in @ritish) middle

class occupations and profession, earning middling salaries, the women themselves were

adopting British middle class values and activities. The IODE .orrn.ðrion made Icelandic

'women, and effectively their husbands, visible to British-Canadians inlike social positions.

The Chapter's venues not limited to Icelandic conmuniry buildings. It began by

meeting in Icelandic homes. As membership grew meetings were held.in the Icelandic
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lJnitarian Church, or the Icelandic Tabernacle Church. The churches were not likely

ideal, given the discord berween the variouç congïegations. TheJohn M. King School at

Sargent and McGee was the meeting ptr.. of .hoice during the war. Although the IOGT

Hall was a hub of activiry for lcelanders, it was not at first used by the..IODE for chariry

drives, dances or bazaers. Dances and dinners were held at the Royal Alexandra Hotel,

the Fort Garry Hotel, the Columbus Hall, Kensington Hall and the Manitoba Hall, all

grand and prestigious venues. In 1918, the iOGT hall was used for a time as a meeting

place, but deemed too expensive given the dwindling attendance at IODE meetinss. It

was not :unrll 1.920 that it was used for a dinner and dance.

In the'Westerrr Icelandic communiry, membership in the IODË placed the'Winnipeg

wonren in a position [o orgenise Icelandic women's war efforts throughout Canada. These

endeavour did not discriminate on the basis of the churches'separation of the congrega-

tions, and men's religious and political fracriousness. It also gained for wornen a vantage

point from which to direct communiry affairs, the greatest'of which was allegiance to

the state in support of the war effort. Their elevated social status to. comnuniry leaders

did not come prior to the IODE, it came about as a result of the fsrmation of the J. S.

Chapter.

The appeal of the Canadian state wes to come to the aid of Empire, and the IODE in

general responded to state's request. The Jón Sigurdson responded by working with and

.,i
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for their own ethnic group almost exclusively. The first nvo annual reports discuss this.

In the report dated 1918, the following reasons for this are given

Our members are a1l lcelandic, our entertainmerìts are patronised almost
wholly by them, and it is our main source of revenue. -We 

also felt that
we needed some definitive plan to work on, and that this would could be

done to the best advantâge by us.

In the second report, the closing paragraphs praise the generosiry of the Icelandic

people and businesses in-Western Canada. It includes the phrase "where Icelandic boys

are concerned who respond to Canada's call, the pocket books of the people, as well as

their hearts, are open."

The J. S. Chapter maintained a distance frorn gther chapters, and this perhaps to its

advantage and the advantage to those they served. For example, in July 1916, just six

months after its inceprion, the J. S. Chapter had provided the funds to furnish a ward

in the McKenzie Military Hospital. In November of the same year, the overarching

Provincial Chapter sent a letter requesting aid in collecting fun$.; so rhat the combined

chapters might raise enough to furnish a ward in the same hospital. 'The J. S. Chapter

replied that as it had already done this itself, it declined to donate. further for the time

being. A second letter from the Provincial Chapter was sent in December, saying that
:

it had not intended to request funds from those who had already c'ontributed to such a
:1.

project.
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The J. S. Chapter also declined to provide funding to the Municipal Chapter for the

furnishing of rooms in the Boyd Building on Portage Avenue to be used for IODE work,

on the grounds that most J. S. Chapter members lived in the western part of the city

and would find it "u.ry difficult to attend meerings in.the Boyd Ëldg" (minutes Oct.

3rd t91.6). Most British Canadian IODE members within the ciry would have lived in

Cresentwood or the Armstrong Point area, and would have likely had to travel as far to

the Boyd Building âs the 
.West 

End Icelanders. In addition, the Boyd Building was closer

i
to the'W'est End than Eaton's and Robinson's Department stores where nany Icelandic

women worked. Undoubtedly the Icelandic women did not have the meâns of personal

conveyance as the British Canadian women did, making their journey a more diffìcult

one. And as their ability to raise money indicates, the Icelandic women seem to have

been more thrifty than their British countelpart, and would have found the money ill-

spent.

During the war years, as many as l.7|icelandic women were members of the IODE.

Not al1 women attended all meetings; the highest number'recorded is sixry-five. The

tasks they took on were extensive, and included selling candies and baked goods, hosting

dances (or 'socials'), knitting circles, hospital visits and game nights, home visits, letter

writing and the packaging of hundreds of care packages to be sent overseâs. They assisted

casualties' families with both monetary donations and by offering a comforting presence
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and general assistance in a young widow's home, and by creating a special fund to help

the family of returned soldiers in need. Fund raising alone gathered $8000.00 during rhe
.itr: 

.

war. But from the amount of funds and.goods gathered by theJ S Chapter, it appears that

these women must have "done ttreir Ult."
...

TheJ. S. Chapter became a conduit for Icelandic women's volunteer work throughout

North America. Icelandic Ladies' Aids o.f various sorts in the rural areas contributed to

the efforts of the IODE. For example, the Dorcas Society, in Seli<irk, knit many pairs of

wool socks, an endeavour for which theJ. S. Chapter supplied the wool. In the District

of Keewatin, ladies aid formed for the express purpose of aiding the J. S. Chapter, but

did not seek any further affiliation with the IODE. Even when theJ. S. Chapter did not

canvas directly for funds, Icelanders outside of 'Winnipeg did contribute funds to thcm

such as a Mrs. Holm from Nebraska, who sent $100.00. Thus theJ. S. Chapter became

a general organ for the women of the Icelandic communiry in North America.

However, the J. S. Chapter was not a body that worked through communify con-

sultation. The executive were the de facto decisíon makers on how funds collected from

the community should be spent. The minutes indicate that when decisions were made to

undertake a project, a special committee was struck, and the fund-raising and other work

began. Votes were not at first taken to decide how money was spent or which proJect

should be pursued. This is not to suggest that the executive overrode suggestions from
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the general mernbership, only that the executive took it upon itself to lead. Choices to

pursue one course of action rather than another were made and they would not have

been easy choices. For example, more funds were allocated for fumishing hospital wards

and outings for recuperating soldiers than on financial aid to war widows. Thus the J. S.

Chapter acquired the authoriry to service those communiry needs as it saw fit.

The war had brought an increase in British-Canadian nativism, along with a greater

suspicion offoreigners. But the formation and activity of theJón Sigurdson Chapter of the

IODE promoted several images that would deflect negative sentiments. Through their

activities the ladies highlighted their status as both a 'foreign' people. ¿nd a people loyal to

the British Empire. The image they presented of Icelanders was one of middle or upper

class patriotism. it demonstrated that Icelanders as a group were financially independent,

and were, moreover, capable of managing the well being of their own communiry by

taking on the rype of civil sociery dudes that helped build Canada as a nation. In dedic-

ating their work to Icelandic soldiers, the message to the rest of Winnipeg's sociery was

that the'Western Icelandic community as a whole was 'doing its bit.'

The final activiry of the IODE lr, ,.hììorr to W.W.I was the compilation of the bio-

graphies of all those who served in the First World War. In 1,923, Mínnígarrit Íslettzl<ra

Hermanflq the memorial book was published. In it are over 1200 short biographies of

Icelandic enlisted men and women, usually with an accompanying photo. The collection
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of rhis information had been hampered by the diaspora of Icelanders throughout North

America. and the Anglicizarion of names, and the book is considered to be likely incom-

plete. The book is still considered today to be an lcelandic-style monument to those who

served.

11.5 Discussion

Whiie the Student Society is a paradigmatic model of an ethnic institution, the IOGT

and IODE chapter were not. Nor could any of the higher ranking members be iaid to be

charismatic, or draw on historical symbols and ideological mythologising of the past-this

wes not a case of re-generational pluralism. Yet ethnicity \Ã/âs central to the membership,

patronage and activity of the organisations, even as the organisations served the state and

dominant culture. So, were the voluntary organisations ethnic institutions, or middle class

associations adopted by an ethnic group? Part of the answer to this question is how they

function in the'Winnipeg Icelandic communiry.

Each of the groups contribúted in its own wây to the social and cultural life of the

Icelandic community. But for a group of people that at the turn of the century appeared

to be led primarily by the churches, and in that first decade was seemingly undifferentiated

in terms of secular authoriry, how did the iOGT and IODE gain the influence they did?

And moreover, who gained au$oriry and be what means?
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The Student Sociery was set up for the enjoyment of the participants and the enter-

rainment of the audience. Ethniciry was the basis of membership. The Student Society

deliberately strove to foster pride.in Icelandic culture, and in the abiliries of Icelanders

as artists and academics in any field. The success of the students in acadenric work was

evidence that Icelandic culture was equal to the best. These endeavours no doubt con-

tributed to ethnic pride, and can be seen as a means t8 àontest the dominant ideology that

non-British'races' were of lesserworth.

F{owever, the IOGT and IODE hrrrà ,1rore complex and long reaching social import.

Both were formed with the intent of affecting iocial behaviour and attitudes. As new so-

cial structures they introduced a gïeater secular control ofbehaviour, while simultaneously

generating a higher social status of those who became leaders in the organisation. This

introduced elements of class ethics, specifically middle class ethics, into the communiry.

The IOGT and IODE werè classic forms of state apparatus, inculcating standards of

behaviour and ideological belief that would ultimately benefit the state and the bour-

geoisie elite. In Winnipeg, and for that matter, in the Canada in general, private industry

and the state were tightly allied. The aims of the IOGT and IODE were the cessation of

drinking, and support for the *"rt"drr, i'usp..tirrely. Given the membership of the two

organisation, some informal overlap in ideologies was likely. Temperance benefited ern-
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ployers by providing a sober and more reliable rvork force. The IODE generated support

for the war effort, and took on a share in the proviiioning of rroopr.

But both gïoups had an impact on the behaviour and social org"rrir"tion within the

Icelandic community beyond their explicit goals. The IOGT will be discussed first.

Like other middle class organisations, the IOGT was a secret society. Membership

allowed privileged contacts with other middle class men and wome¡r. This in itself was an

incentive to join the IOGT. At the local lodges, H.Ll, and Skuld men and women could

socialise with other Icelanders of similar reli'gious and political persuasion. But as lodge

business was conducted in Icelandic, the lodges isolated themselves from other ethnic

groups. Nevertheless, the whist nights, music recitals and dances were excellent reasons

to spend an evening with friends.

Part of the rhetoric of temperance organisations was that prohibition would prevent

men from "drinking up the pay-cheque" and contribute to a more harmonious family life.

The conrrol of family life and the proper education and socialisation of children is after

all considered an important method for developing a compliant citizenf. In lceland, this

had been the purview of the pastors. In Canada, message of temperance wâs prornoted

by middle class social reformers, and usuaþ targeted at workers. That drinking was

recognised as a class-based issue by workers is evident in the union protssts to the federal
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governrxent ageinst prohibition. However, the private industry elite tended to stay out of

the fray of temperance work, in spite of the potential benefit to their companies.

To bring workers into the fold, Icelanders did not have to missions in other, working

class neighbourhoods. Temperance advocates could encourage workers.to come to them,

by hosting 'dry' entertainments in the centrally located'Gqolie Hall. Even if Icelanders

could not be induced to 'take the pledge-' time was s'pent away from taverns.20 As the
r

events were well attended, and Icelandic workers were known for their sobriety, the tactic

obviously worked.

The entertainment evenings also presented an opportunity for Icelanders of 'all levels'

to intermingle. While it might be assumed that workers were under. the critical gaze of
,-.

the temperance advocates, the interaction.of 'the unemployed, the knowledgeable and

not so knowledgeable' in venues such as the'Wevel Café suggesr, *ork.r, -ere not likely

cowed. The Icelandic social process required advocates to do their work more directly,

through persuasive discussion and good humour-o, ì, ,fr. very least an entertaining
j'.

debate-at these gatherings.

The success of the movement indicates that it had reai infl.uence over the community.

Temperance advocates thus gained social presrige because of the success of their organisa-

tions. Individuals could gain status within the iOGT by dedicated and consistent attend-

20Even if sorne attendees imbibed at these eT/ents, as is mmoured, the ariàting was likely kept to a

rninimurn.
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ance and work, the passing of exams and through their own persuasive and inspirational

abilities. Thus men and women had new methods of gaining prestige, in spire of their

wealth and lack of 'traditional' prestigious attributes, like university education. The tem-

peïance union provided a platform from which to demonstrate their personal abilities at

persuasive speech, skills in organisation, and dedication to th. .ær..

In the 1910s, pressures were put on mernbers by British Canadians to reduce com-

petitiveness, and focus on the task at hand. Instances of fervent argumentation by highly

respected Icelanders were in some instances.ignored. Thus members of the IOGT came

to conform to British Canadian forms of 'proper decorum,' as well as ensuring sobriery

within the ethnic group.

The IODE Jón Sigurdson Chapter encouraged support for the war and offered assist-

ance of several kinds to the comrnuniry. It did not employ the social method of direct

confrontation. Argumentation would have bêen antithetical to their mission of compas-

sion. References are made in the minutes and reports of the conscientious avoidance of

confrontation and competition for power within the chapter The distance the chapter

kept fi'om the British Canadian chapters suggests that harmony was not sought because

of explicit directions from the dominant'culture, it was a method deliberately chosen by

the Icelandic women themselves. The resu]t was a co-operative and very fruitful form of

social action. 1
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The ladies of the IODE J. S. Chapter gained renown thro.rrfr .n.r, chariry and com-

passion to those in Canada and overseas. Prestige and decision making powers accrued to

the executive which met diligently, and organised and headed up committee after com-

mittee to take on the myriad of tasks the chapter performed. The extraordinary work load

that is documented in the minutes indicates that theJ. $- Chapter members did not them-

,.

selves have surplus funds to, for example, furnish an entire hospital.ward-a task which

the provincial chapter attempted to accomplish by drawing on all sub-chapters. Rather,

they pooled the communiry to raise the funds and in. doing so, must have personally

contacted many lcelanders, and thus raised their own profile in the process.

These voluntary associations gained an influence in the Winnipeg lcelandic com-

muniry in part because they were the only Icelandic ethnic institutions. The Students'

Society, the iOGT and IODE social events were culturally relevant forms of entertain-

:.
ment. But the IOGT and IODE were also institutions that emerged as 'actions sets', that

is, they were formed to carry out very specific missions. This supports to Dreiger's argu-

ment that a social cause can keep ethnic group me'rnbers allied to the ethnic group. That

these causes were simultaneously British Canadian middle class causes and contributed to

the nation building activities of the state and bourgeoisie does not deract from their rel-

evance as ethnic causes. It suggests rather that certain segments of the Winnipeg Icelandic
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population themselves sought conformiryio the dominant culture, ifhot the assimilation,

of all ethnic group members.

Argumentation is only one type of sociàl interaction found among Icelanders. The

examples set by men like A.S. Bardal's'congenial persuasion and the IODE co-operative

efíorts suggest that these were also corrunon form of social processì,'But direct eïgument-

ation can pose a challenge to authoriry. At the same time, winning an argument can

establish authority. 'When 
a chailenge to', do*inant ideology is made and lost, the dom-

inant ideology gains validiry. This is the process of hegemony by which certain ideologies

gain legitimacy. Both friendly p.rr,rrrioi and argumentätion appear to be methods used

by Icelandic social reformists to win over others to their .",rr.. Though the sryle may be

different, the methods used by lcçlanders are no less effecrive than edicts posed from a

superordinate classes on others.

So then, when Icelanders .o-opt.d British Canadian middle class fonns of social inter-

action were Icelanders bringing their ethnic group any closer to amalgamation with British

Canadians? Evidence of the experiences of the Student Society suggests not. Yet even

as their civil societies adopted British Canadian ideologies of good citizenry, Icelanders

remained "foreigners." 'W'hat kept them seperete wes the ideology of racial deterrninism,

to which Icelanders themselves adhered.
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12 Reconfiguring Cornrnqnity Factions

In Part 3, three seemingly disparate activitieirhave been examined: the building industry,

the ministers and their congregations, and secular ,rol.rrrt"ry associations. These social

activities are aspects of culture associatêd with class differences; economic status, social

organisation and groups, and ideologies pertaining to the role of social strâtâ and institu-

tions to sociery as a whole. In the Icelandic communiry the same individuals or their kin

are found occupying the higher ranks in areas of'social.interaction. That is, economic

wealth correlates with social rank and influence. Distinguished Icelanders included Thos.

Johnson, Ami Eggertson, Thorsteinn Oddsson, A. S. Bardal; Rev B. B.Jónsson, Rev Ro-

gnvaldur Pétursson, Dr. Sigg Jul Jóhannesson, Mrs Jóhanna Skaptason and Mrs Gúdrun

Buason. The evidence points to class differences berr,veen the distinguished Icelanders

ì
and the rest of the community, but are these differences sufficient enough to produce

class formations?
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The building industry and real estate ventures, while drawing icèlanders together,

produced dramatic differences in wealth and occupation. Moreover, those Icelanders who

became wealthy profited frorn other icelanders. Some got ahead through the buying and

selling of properties to Midland Rait. Others made money when wages paid to workers

allowed the contractors and builders to profit through the sale of the product-houses and

apartment blocks. This second situation is one that would have been realised by workers,

given the socialist rhetoric in'Winnipeg in the latter 1910s.

The practise of training one's workers and/or boarding new immigranß and rnigrant

labourers from the rural areas, mimicked the paternalistic relatio.rr'on the farrlstead. In

Iceland, landowners had conrrol over both their workers' labour and moral behaviour. In

Winnipeg, wage or contrâct workers could be denied a job on several pretexts, as labour

laws were quite lax. Thus, in addition to the control of labour and morality, employers

gained a form of physical control over their workers that they had not had in lceland.

Differential power was most apparent in the buying and selling of labour.

The second area of investigation was the churches. Religious life âmong the New

Iceland settlers had been fractious from the start over theological issues, and issues directly

related to the future of the ethnic group. It also seems that one pastor in particular was in

competition for larger congregations.
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There is no clear evidence that any particular church was patronised by the weaithy, al-

though the wealthiest of the distinguisired Icelanders attended the First Lutheran Church.

Moreover, one very wealthy individual built a second chapel for the First Lutheran con-

gregation and offered the facilities to the J. B. Academy. The First Lutheran Church

members emphasised independence in both religious and finaneial matters, and insisted

that the Lutheran faith and Icelandic language *.r. ,h". cornerstones of the culture.

Among congregation members the ethic of ethnicity may have fostered the ethnic loyalty

of employers and employees, contributing to co-operation of various levels of occupation

in the building industries.

In the Tabernacle congregation, it was the kin of the pâstor who helped, financially

and through physical labour, to build the. church itself, Other members of the congrega-

tion who were also construcrion workers assisted in this endeavour. 'When the Tabernacle

lost its pastor, the wealthy and professional members of the congregation rejoined the First

Lutheran Church. Tradesmen are reported to have joined the Unitarian Church.

The Unitarian Church was not without its wealthy p"rrorrr. These included the

Brynjolßsons, who were frequently contr".r"a Uy British Crn"di"rrr, and Fred Swanson

who advertised for both Icelandic and British Canadian business. Fred Swanson also

designed the church and made its "stained glass windows. Moreover the pastor and his

brothers started Union Loan and Investment company that had dealings in real estate and



.., i 
'.

housing development. The benefit of nefworking through the lJnitarian church were

greater contacts and association with British Canadians, contects that might provide jobs,

at: '

access to secret societies and other_elubs, but also support for the labour movement.

The possibility that church membership was related to class differences.is not at all

likely. If anything, in the realm of secular relations, it appears that those in the higher

levels of church administration and participation were at an advantage within the mixed

economic status congregation. They associated with a co-operative and reliable lcelandic

congregation that could be drawn on for Çork"rr, and could nefwork with contractors

who performed complimentary tasks in the building industries.

The relationship of the very wealthy Icelanders to their churches \Ã/as not just one that

benefited their particular businesses. Thesg Icelanders gave of their own money, earned

through the labour of the Icelandic workers, to the building and support of the churches

and their spiritual and educational work. In this wáy, profits were recycled back into the

communiry

Beyond disseminating theology and cultural forms, symbols and aesthetics, the con-

duct of the pastors modelled a form of social behaviour thrt .n.o,¡i[ged social change
..":.

and work for the betterment of the communiry. That is, well considereà debates became

legitimate exercises for quesrioning the values of communiry leaders. The divergence of
ù.

beließ benveen Rev. Bergmann and Rev. Bjarnason arose when Bergmann, the junior

(r-.
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of the rwo, could no longer agree with the leading authority. This pattern of intellectual

challenge opened a forum for new, unschooled participants in the contests for communiry

leadership. However, only those with the !J.oney, time and energy could become heavily

involved in the secular organisations. So again, economic status became an important

enabler for taking on leadership roles.

Opportunities for communiry leadership opened up as the new experiences of urban

life created situations that needed attention beyond the scope of the churches. Although

the pastors attended the temperance meetings, they did not direct them. Pastors were

excluded from the work of the IODE based on gender, and were not needed for sports

and cultural clubs.

All indications suggest that those who directed secular associations were privileged in

some respect, either through having. -ôâi.rr- of ¡vealth, or being academically gifted.
' 

'19

Larger scale building contractors and members of their family \Ã/ere especially visible in

the growth and maintenance of community organisarions. Several businessmen have been

described as the pillar or mainstay of a club or church; some were involved in teaching

while others contributed financially. 'W.ealthier men and women had more time, and

through their volunteer efforts, a better abiliry to 'disse'minate their views. Thus the

influence on communiry coherence of contractors and businessmen extends beyond the

economic sphere into domains which reach a greater diversiry of individuals and issues.
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Thus even if there was resentment towards the wealthy, the wealthy were gaining control

over the Icelandic communiry in both the working world and the social and ideational

realrns.

In order to track the wealthy in their communiry service careers, I have used secondary

sources. Although genealogy is an important meâns of denoting status among lcelanders,

the lineage of most distinguished Icelanders is omitted. Instead, these sources record the

achievements of the individuals in relation to the organisations to which they belonged.

Thus any social status individuals may have gained, arose from their volunteer work

itself. Prestige did not exist for the participants pri.or to their involvement in secular

organisations.

The social work of the iODE and IOGT was done through direct contact with indi-

viduals in the community. Thus the wealthy were dealing on a personal basis with those

of lesser means. In the IODE, many of the tasks involved fìnancial and emotional suppolt

to wounded soldiers and their families, and the farñilies of the deceased soldiers. Male

relatives of many IODE members were also overseas, so there was much to be shared

between the ladies of the IODE and those they supported.

The role of the IOGT was of a much more persuásive nature, and members' task

was to influence the beließ and attion within the communiry. Few could back up their

point of view with anything other than reason and argument. There was however a pos-

:

!
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sible stronger social force behind the temperânce message, that being the unwillingness of

employers to hire a heavy drinking worker. But there were of course exceptions to this

rule-such as Loftur Jorundson and his crew-which suggests a strict authoritarian posi-

tion on the matter of alcohol consumption was not endemic to the Icelandic communiry.

The evidence does not indicate theråwas a split berween distinþuished icelanders and

a subjugated working population in the 'Winnipeg Icelandic communiry. Of course, a

class formation would not appear without some form of antagonism, such as protracted

negotiarions over wages in several occupations. In such a case, it would be likely to

see members of the working class acting in concert, brtt not necessarily a middle class

coalition. The next part of the dissertation will discuss the impact such an event did have

on the Icelandic communiry

Finally, volunteer work appeals to both. miàdle class åultural values and traditional
:.

Icelandic ones. British Canadian middle class values were those of anonymous social

dury for the betterment of all members " ' ¡ 'ñr 'of socieq¡.(Dintenfass 1998). Middle class clubs

supported the improvement of their memb'ers, while'middle clâss reform associations

advocated tenperance, chariry and moral improvement of those 'les¡fürtunate'. 'While

..!.,

this work was not to be boasted abc;ut by oneself in either lcelandic or middle class culture,

it nevertheless contributed to the one's prestige in both.
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Part IV

The'Winnip"g Gene ral Strike
. .t
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t3 Prelude to a Strike

The tensions between labour and capital, and British Canadians and'foreigners', heightened

during and after the war. Labour became nlore pronounced in its open support for so-

cialism, while the employing classes became Garful of the potential for a Bolshevik armed

conflict. This tension was reflected in the Icelandic newspapeß. A new paper, Voröld,

edited by the fervent champion of social causes, SiggrJulJohannesson, took the position

of labour. He would engage both k;gberg and Heimsleríngla in debate. The rhetoric of

the arguments reveal undercurrents of resentmelt towards the wealthy, and a significant

misunderstanding of the labour movement.

By the end of the war, living conditions had become increasing difficult due to war

rationing, and the rise in food prices. Real wages Lad been dropping,sll ce 1913 (Sutctiffe

1,972). British Canadians¡ Ukrainians, Russians and Finns had beenräòtive in forming

political parties, but had beeñ disênfranchised if the were naturalised after 1902.lndeed,

the forrnation of several new,political parties in Western Canada were linked to the la-
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bour movement, including the Independent Labour Parfy, the Dominìtn L"bo,r, Parry,

the Socialist Party.and the Progressive Parry. Not surprisingly, given the labour leaders'

international outlook, the formation and progress of ilolshevism in Russia was observed

with interest, especially through the Trades.and Labour Council's (TLC) newspaper, T/re

Voice.

Although labour was better organised and increasingly aggressive in its strategies after

-W.W.I, the circumstances of the war had exacerbated potential ethnic divisions within

the working class. As soldiers retuined, the uniry of different ethnic $oups of workers

was temporarily undermined. Returned soldiers found that not only were few jobs were

available, but those that were available were held by the very "enemy" they had been

fighring. lJnderstandably, returned soldiers were also skeptical of the international social-

ist outlook of labour leaders, which was becoming increasingly evident. In Decembèr

1918, labour leadei R. B. Russell publicly attacked the negative propaganda in the press

about Bolshevism and the Soviet Govemmenr. I" lä"irrrv 1.919, amemorial service was

organised by the TLC to commemorate the lives of ,o.i"hr,, Karl Liebknecht and Rosa

Luxembourg, who had been killed in the posfwar struggle fo, control of Germany. The

service was disrupted by 200 returned soldiers and had to be called off, However, the

realiry of the wage issue, and the realisation that there was strength ih nu-bers-and that
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the inclusion of 'foreigners' increased these numbê.rs-went a long way to resolve this

division.

The drive towards the organisation of the OBU, and push for political education of

workers had ramification for the social structure of the working class.. Participation in the

labour movement, and indeed the movement itselq wâs open 
"rrd'uisible. 

Labour rallies,

and educational and motivâtional talks were often held at the Walker Theatie. hailed as

'Canada's finest theatre', or outdoors in Victoria Park. Thus the working .trs voice and

'communiry' wâs not restricted to places of emplo'yment. Further, the Trades and Labour

Council's newspapers and nerworks throughout the west allowed for ongoing commu-

nications and organisation bewveen different trades and geographic areas. The particular

structure of the labour movement in 'Western Canada created the social organisational

preconditions and ideological justificatioris for general strikes.

In 1918, the conventions of the British Columbia and Calgary Federalions of Labour

had each passed resolutions in favour of geneial strikes (Mästers 1950: 127).In Winnipeg,

in May a near general strike was held which lasted 3 weéks. It began with civic workers,

who were supported by railway workers of all trades. City businessnen and lawyers

formed the Committee of 100 to deal with anticipaçeö negotiations. The committee was

considered to be neutral, and was sympathetic to thb'plight of labour. The arrival of Hon.

Gideon Robertson, the federal. minister of labour, and a conservative trade unionist, as
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chief negotiator quickly settldd the strike before any further sy-pìthystrike action could
1,.

take place. Civic workers, the main striking force, won the right to fcirm unions and

negotiate collectively, and an increases in wages. ' 
'

Flowever, The Voíce did not wholly support the strike, precipitating a division within

the TLC. There were enough radical -.-U"iå form a separate faction within the

ülovement, which published its own paper, the Western Labour News. Early in 1919,

the movement to popularise the One Big Union gained strength, particularly in BC and

,\lberta. Trades and occupations'represerlted included civic workers, building industry

workels, garment workers, miners, railway workers and even hotel and restaurant ern-

ployees.

:

13.1 lrnpact on the 'W'estern Icelandic community

Prior to ty'ray 19L9, the increasing tensions betr,veen labour and the bourgeoisie, and

the intensification of the scruriny of 'aliens' were reflected in the debates berween the

Icelandic newspapers. it is at this time that the sftongest representetions of class-based and

ethnic ideologies were made, somewhat ironically, betiveen rwo distinguished lcelanders.

I will turn to the salient points in this à.b"t. following a'discussion of the political and
t .i:

religious affiliations of the papers.

"ìn
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The newsp aper Heitilsleringlawas associated with Conservatives politically, and the
';..

lJnitarian Church, which in turn had many ties to the English speaking'West End com-

munity. The paper had an editorial board, with Rev F. J. Bergmann, Rev. Magnus J.

Skaptason and Rev. Rognvaldur Pétursson, all actively involved berween I9I5 and 1920.

The editor in 1,917*1919 was Olafur Tryggvi Johnson, also of the Unitarian Church.

The English denominations of the lJnitarian Church had ties to the labour movement.

Two English ministers, Horace 'Wesrçvood and Salem Bland were involved in the labour

rnovement and were dismissed for that reason. Their iongr.grtions had joined the Labour

Church. The Icelandic lJnitarian Church could not be said to be wholly in support of the

labour cause; Stefa.nJónasson þersonal communication) argues that many were suspicious

of the aims of organised labour. Important players in the Icelandic tommuniry who were

members of the lJnitarian C.hurch included of course, Rev Rognvaldur Petursson, one of

three brothers who established the Union Securiry alf Loans, Fred Swanson, the painting

contractor, Thorstein Borgf ord, of vice-president of McDiarmid Construction, and also

William and Victor Anderson,,a father and son who were active in varieus areas of labour

politics.

Iìgberg was long associated with Liberal politics and the Icelandic Lutheran Synod.

The Synod was said to founded on rlvo cornerstones: the Lutheran faith, and the Icelandic

language. Jón Bildfell and Dr. SiggiJul. Johannesson were both members of the Synod, as
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were the Bardal family, Arni Eggeitson, and Thorsteinn Oddsson. The provincial Liberal

paffy brought in prohibition and the vote for women. While it was generally favourable

to labour interests, it also responded do its middle class and mral constituents. Thomas

Johnson, an Icelandic MLA instigated the reformation of the Fair Wages Act in 1916.

This however did not go far enough, and by 1,91,7, the TLC no longer considered the

Norris government co*operative. The reciprocal annoyance of the Liberal government

with the labour movement is reflected in,I-ögberg

The third paper, Voröld, was only published fron:1'91V to 192L It was edited by

Siggi Jul Johannesson, after he vacated the position as editor of Lagbery. The paper was

produced with financial, authorial and logistic support of Hjalmar Gislason. The fwo men

were avid socialists. The paper carried articles about the general news of the day culled

from English language papers about the Bolshevik Revolution, as di.d Heíntsleringla and

I-ögberg,but unlike the other rwo followed strikes in England and the'tJnited States, and

biographies of prominent socialist individuals.

The papers often acted as a public forum for their editors and subscribers. In 1918,J.

J. Bildfell and SiggiJulJohannesson, editors of In{berg and Voröld respectively, had a long

and heated debate through their ðditorials on several issues, ranging from personal topics

to those of ideology and ethniciry. The topic of'ethniciry wìll be addressed in detail in
.\:

the next chapter. At this point, the rhetoric of insult ând ad homonym argumentation
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is particularly interesting because it illustrates the latent resentment ayr:O: the wealthy,

and evidence about status, prestige 'and the use of wealth among 'Western 
Icelanders.

Heímsleríngla, for its part, shied away from engaging in this argument, but did carry an

ongoing report of the exchanges.

The differences between Jón J Bildfell and Siggi Jul went back several years. J J

Bildfell wâs an early immigrant to-Winnipeg, and had played 
"r, ".tirr" 

role in the activities

of the Icelandic Labourers Association in 1887. Siggl Jul had lrrived in Canada from

Iceland in 1899, a trained physician with a history of politicäl actiy-ism,,and became well-
'a

known in the 'Winnipeg Icelandic community for his fervent'support of many social

causes. Between 1,914 and 1916, SiggrJul was the e$tor of l-r;gberg. The details of his

departure are somewhat confusing, but became fodder for.later debates in 1918 berween

the fwo men.

Prior to the federal election of 191,7 , Siggi Jul, still editor of lìgberg, tendered a lemer

to the board of directors stating that if the Liberal6orr.rrr.r..rrr came ro pov/er in the

upcoming federal election, he could no longer support tfre paper's policy of support for

that government. His specific problem was the Liberal policy of conscription. In spite of

the implementation of conscription, Siggi Jul retracted his resignation. 
.Meanwhile, 

the

Iìgberg board of directors had dismissed him without notice but with severance pay.
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The result was thet SiggiJul began publishing Voröld. A literary debate quickly arose

between J. J. Bildfell and Siggi Jul. The first salvo seems to have been fired off by Siggi

Jul, who accuses Bildfell of 'wearing fi,vo pants', the equivalent of the English phrase,

'wearing rr,vo hats'. SiggiJul's specific accusation is that Bildfell was not only the driving

force behind SiggiJul's dismissal from Ingberg, but that Bildfell had engineered it in order

to take over the editorship himself. Thus on one level, the debate can be considered to

be a struggle berween the rwo men tÕ heighten their gyn prestige and gain communiry

supporteß.

The course of the argument throughout the sumrner months of 1918 then moved

ostensibly to the topic of the preservation of the'Icelandic language, an issue originally
.-

raised by the rwo men at the Icelandic Lutheran Church.Synod. Siggi Jul proposed the

setting up of an organisation to teach. and maintatï:n:.Icelandic language, to which

|. .

Bildfell objected. The subsequent argument in the pape'rs includes an exchange'of insults

referring to the use of wealth and its vaüáiry as a form od.o-rrrrr.,iry support.

Bildfell's arguments were peppered with accusations that Siggi Jul (and. occasionally

Hjalmar Gislason) were "Bolsheviks" of the most heinous kind, and that this political

ideology was embedded in the iontext of the Voröld's articles. Moreover, Voröld is rc-

peatedly accused of spreading Rhine gold, (in English, German gold), a phrase that will

be explained shortly. The following selection of quotations from fwo articles will illustrate
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the logic and tone of the arguments; I have selected the most inflaTnmatory and closely

related remarks from each.

Bildfett had argued at the Synod meeting and in Iøgberg that efforts to þreserve the

language should not be undertaken while the country was at wâr, as it would be contrary

to patriotic duty. In Vorölcl onJuly g, 1.91.8, SiggiJul defended his proposal to set up the

language classes. He writes,

The Canadian Government rightly deserves to be reproached for many things

[...] Thewaris the cause ofmany afflictions [...] However I amsomerimes
shocked when the war is blamed for something it has got nothing to do
with. .. the truth is that this (matter of prdserving the language) has nothing
to do with the war [. . . ] But besides the stupidity and ugliness of such a

theory-that we must commit a cultural suicide in order to support the war-
the I-ögberg arricle is so childish that it is difficult to believe that it came from
the pen of a sober man" (VoröldJuly 9,1918)

Bildfell replies that Siggi Jul's article

is from the beginning to the end swollen with Bolshevik ideals, those which
have spread among all'other nations where they have been allowed to enter,

with Rhine gold, in order to divide the Allies and their progress in war. . . (and)

we cannot see that this posidön towards the war has any validiry in the British
domain" (Ingberg,July 18,'1918).

I have presented here comments'from Siggi Jul thàt can be most closely associated

with Bolshevism and ffeason; it is'evident that, in relation to what was actually written,

these charges are hyperbole, rather than factual. Rhine gold refers to the treasure earned

by Sigurd the Dragon Slayer for killing the dragon Fafirir in the Saga of the Volsungs. The

J,.. .:

r.i
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gold is cursed and brings about what is for ail accounts and purposd fratricide driven by

deceit and greed. How this relates to Bolshevism becomes clear through the Free Press

rhetoric about the General Strike the following year. Bildfell would use the same rhetoric,

in lcelandic, in his editorial on the strike ( lngbergJune 5, 1919). The interpretation I

am about to set forth was probably used in discussion among the 'citizens' of 
-Winnipeg

before it made its wav into orint. t "

The Bolsheviks were considered to have seized power in Russia, such that one class

held for themselves all the pow:r, money and public utilities (see Heitnsl<ríngla Jan 1,

791,9; l,ögbergJun. 5,1,9L9). Like Fafnir, who had killed his father to take possession of a

horde of Rhine gold, the Bolsheviks were hording such wealth due to their greed. Other

allusions to SiggrJul being like Fafnir occur, such as the description ofVoröld's contents

by Lárus Gudmundsson that it contained nothing but beginnings änd endings. There is

the head, "then co\nes a space, space long line 

- 

until there comes a tail. . .like

that on the long Worin" .(Lngberg Dec 5, 1918) 'The long Worm' is a comrnon kenning

for Fafnir.

But Siggr Jul also uses economic circumstences to insult Bildfell. His key complaints

aïe thatBildfell is dishonest, slanderous, and that as a real estate agent he has profited

gïeatly from the sale of land in the Transcona fields and the 'Midland Hills' and grown
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fat off his business dealings. SigglJul plays on the prevailing cultural disapproval of entre-

preneurs as persons making profits at the communiry's expense.

Bildfell's rejoinder to these remarks are that, while some forms of poverry may be

virtuous, this is not the case for SigglJul. Rather, BildfóX ârgues, SiggiJul has never been

able to accumulate wealth at anything he tries, not for lack of intellect and trying, but
a -..

due to his "goofiness". Whatis meant.by this is simply that SiggiJul is generally inept.

Brldfell continues that because of Siggi Jul's inability to make money, Siggl Jul has never

and will never make a vital contribution to the communiry. SiggiJul's reply to this is that

he "supposes thatJón's money has come from Christian chariry" '

J. J. Bildfell was a real estate agent and newspaper editor. He does not appear to be

active in temperance work, not äo any female kin appear to be involved with the IODE.

His paper was more successful financially and in terms of circulation, and would outlast

Vorökl. He is seldom mentioned in the histories or interviews.

Flowever, it is well known that Siggi Jul worked long and hard hours as a physician,

often treating patients for free, wrote,.beautiful and inspiring poetry, and was heavily
'i

involved with the prohibition movement. Moreover, in 1918, it is Siggr Jul who was

arguing for the maintenance of tþe Icelandic culture by upholding the second building

block of the icelandic Lutheran Synod-thg Icelandic language. Though SigglJul was not

a lawyer, he championed the rights of the common people. On at least one occasion he
,.
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addressed a gathering sponsored by the Trades and Labour Couiicil. Ragnar Gislason says

of SiggrJul that "he was always of the workirg class" (Gillespie interview C1676-1680)

SiggiJul's prestige has outlasted that 
"fJ.J.Bildfell. 

He continues to be spoken of today

as a kind and honest man, who cared for all people, by Icelanders'interested in the values

of the past.

After November of 1918, the argument seemed to settle down beftveen the two

editors. Voröld then began in earnest to publish a series of essays on Bolihevism, written

by Hjalmar Gislason. These essays closely followed Marxist theory, and the ideas of

the TLC. Lögberg did not respond to these articles in relation to their political content,

although Gislason was accused of cowardice when his initials were accidentally omitted

from one portion of the essay. 
,!:

Heímskringl¿, which may have, been the paper of choice for the tradesmen of the

Unitarian and Tabernacle churches, published a lengthy critique of Voröld's Bolshevism.
:

It argues in one part that as the Bolsheviks had taken over Russia and had spent the riches

they had confìscated, '

The only hope of help seems to lie in is attempt to charm under their
influence, the "workers" of other countries, and in that way with time, get
more commercial power from other parts of the world. Many of its members

areJews, which even though'they might be idealists in one way,.are of course

very knowledgeable in all tiading tips and business profiteering. . .

Voröld, which now follows Bolshevists so firmly, lays stress on the state-

ment of some "Mr. Blumenberg" [the Alderman for 'Ward 6], that the
Bolshevik government was a government of the working class, that the work-
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ers control the most . . . B;; isn't that a class government, where one class of
the country has all the major power, some kind of absolute rule? (Heímsleríngla

Jan 1,; 1.91.9)

\Vhile the rhetoric of insults berween distineuished Icelanders demonstrates that there

may not have been class formations among the-Winnipeg lcelanders, there were certainly

strong ideological divisions linked to the class-based politics in Winnipeg. The tone of

the Heimsþringla artrcle adds to the confusion of trying to delineate class allegiances in

the Icelandic communiry. The division befween the living conditions and wealth of

'Winnipeg's elite and the workers wâs horrendous. The 'Winnipeg elite did consider

the Bolsheviks to be a heinous menace. and waited in fear lest the IW-W or OBU take

up action on behalf of workers. -Workers ,ro ior'rbt resented Winnipeg's elite for their

privileged position paid for with cheap labour. But the standards in living and wealth

were not so dramatically different in the'West End. 'Why did class-based discourse invade

the arguments befween distinguished Icelanders?

As will become evident in the next few chapters, the resentment of the wealthy was

a subtext in many ongoing social proce'sses in the Winnipeg Icelandic community. There

were indeed many workers whose struggles were not recognised and.who did not have

access to a means of making themselves heard. Siggi Jul recogniìed this, and his paper

provide a forum for that voice. It seems however that onlyla few ofthe more articulate

individuals, such as Hjalmar Gislason, Victor B. Anderson, and a Thorgils Asmundsson
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made use of that space. The first *o -* *.r. ,.tirr. in the labour. movement, and as-
;

sisted with the publication of voröld. They were also considered'diidnguished Icelanders,.

There is no information available on Asmundsson. It may wen have been that workine

people did not have the time and energy to do the intellectuar work needed to engage in
debates' It may also be the case that they were well aware thar serting forth one,s opinion

of voröld could draw heavy c¡tlc¡m-as it seems ro have for mosr wrirers. Thus while rhe

ideological âpparâtus was there for the dissemination of the 'organic intellectuals, voice.

that voice was rather silent.

Bildfell' like Thorsteinn oddsson, ,1. S. Bardal and orhers, had spent considerable

amounts of money for the 'western 
Icelandic communiry and probably provided e wase

.i"

for many workers' This seems to be a philanthropic use of revenues from capitalist en-

deavours' but its moral valuation was obviously not shared by all,. even within the ethnic

elite. ' '
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14 The Winnipeg General Strike

Although the decade leading up to the 'Winnipeg General Strike had been plagued by

labour unrest, this Strike was perceived by the employing classes and other 'citizens' as

¡.,
revolution: the violent overturning of the capitalist status quo by workers and especially

"foreign" (i.e. non-British) members of sociery. Masters argues that "From the beginning
,,

most of the members of the citizens' committee were firmly convinced.that they were

confronted with no ordinary strike but an incipient revolution, directed in ieality frorn

Moscow" (1950: 65). 'Foreigners' were a vital link in the international 'conspiracy'.

Convinced of the threat of a socialir, ,.uot"rion, 'the ciry elite and employing classes

summoned both hegemonic control measures and-,measures of domination, that is, the

use of physical force to quell the strike. 
'' 

,-''
.'

The 'Winnipeg General Strike of 1919 began with strikes in two major industries.

Building industry workers had struck in early May. Contract iron workers in Vulcan

Ironworks, Dominion Bridge, and Manitoba Bridge and Iron'Works had struck in order
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to bring working conditions and wages up to the standard of iron workers in the railroad

industry, and to secure their rights to collective bargaining. Due to the overarching

organisation of the Trades and Labour Council, a general strike vote was taken on May

13th, with over 11,000 for and only 500 against. The General Strike offìcially began at

11:00 am on May 15th. Workers of.every stripe peacefully walked off the job, including

railway workers, garment workers, restaurant and hotel staff telephone operators, retail

clerks (including the women at Eatpn's), postal workers and policemen. Surprisingly,

many returned soldiers sided with the strikers.

,\lthough the movement was lead by recent immigrants from Britain, men and women

of other ethnic groups were active and included in the organisational work (Masters 1950,

33). The extent of their particìpation in the General Strike is not well documenred.
...-.

There were certaiiytno new immigrant; in the TLC leadership. Bercuson argues that

the organisations among the larger ethnic groups-Russian, Jews, Poles, and lJkrainians-

"were either subordinate or totally independent in rallying the ethnic communiry to the

Trades Council's cause" @ercuson'1990: 726). Bercuson argues that non-British ethnic

groups likely responded very favourable to the strike.

"(Ethnic groups) could easily recall the anti-foreign prejudices whipped up throughout

the war by overþ zealous patriots, the orders-in-council banning their languages and

newspapers, the 'Wartime Elections Act which disenfranchised many thousands of them,
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the interments, registration andparole, and the ,l.se of those systems to oppress legitimate

trade activiry" @ercuson 1,990: 127).

The demands of workers were simple. As published in the Strike Bulletin they were

"(1) The Right of Collective Bargaining. (2) A Living Wage. (3) Reinstatement of

all strikers." The Bulletin also wrote "'What We Do Not-Want," which included "(1)

Revolution , (2) Dictatorships. (3)'Disordef'' (quoted in Masters 1950: 49). Strikers were

instructed by the Trades and Labour Council to "do nothing and stay out of trouble."

Denonstrations and parades *.r. ,ro, to be held, as such disturbances would be a rarger

and quelling them would effectively end the strike. It was the strike leaders' intention to

seriously inconvenience the ciry, without creating havoc. The long standing organisation

of the labour rnovement allowed for the formation of an ad hoc government, which saw

to the maintenance of such necessities as bread, milk and ice deliveries, and a minimum

of running water and postal distribution

Those not of the working classes responded rapidly. 'Neutral' citizens formed the

Citizens' Committee of 1000, whose primary püblic objective was the maintenance of

public services and utilities that had be'en curtailed due to the strike. It was to take no

part in the negotiations with labour leaders. That the Committee headquarters were

in the Board of Trade Building on Maln Street, was, if nothing else, symbolic of the

Committee's pro-business and industry stance. 
'W-hile 

the names of members were to be
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guarded from public knowledge, presurnably because'they feared possible reprisals fiom

the Bolsheviks, the committee was comprised of merchants, building contractors, real

estate men, financiers, grain brokers and professionals, and chaired by A. K. Godfrey, a

grain and lumber merchant @.o..rron 1990: 1.21). General H. D. B. Ketchen, general

officer in command of Military Disrrict 1b, worked closely with thetCitizens' Committee,

and the committee maintained "sticing and usually secret ties with all three levels of
i 

't¿'

governnent" (Bercuson1990: 123). The committee was assisted by volunteers, including

white collared workers who were underpaid themselves, b.ut were not influenced by the

labour rheroric. These workers' identified with the employers and professionals of the

committee (Masters 1950: 63-65).

The Free Press (22May 1919) argued

There is no doubt as to what was in the minds of the strike leaders. They
had no intention of depriving the .city entirely of food and milk, light and

power. No, their intention was to êke over-that is to commandeer, which
is the very essence of sovereigrry*t-those necessities of life and distribute
them according to their pleasure, thus...making an invincible weapon of the

possession of these essentiâls

This argument was made of course to the ernploy-ing classes, whose knowledge of

the living conditions and aims of working cllsses had been gleaned not through personal

experience-the Winnipeg geography p'rerrerrted almost all contact befween neighbour-

hoods-but through news reports of the more eytreme erguments of labour, such as those

regarding the OBU, and of the violent strikes and associated bombings in the United



States. The irony of the statement specifically regarding the conrrol of necessities-that

this became a weapon when in the hanði of workers, but not the elite-could hardly be

lost on the Marx inspired socialists and strike leaders.

Thus the mass participation in the General Strike enabled the working classes to gain

some access to a forrn of domination, g.ne traditionally.held by industry and govern-

rnent elite in capitalist sociery. As the suspeni;i.on of public services and the cessâtion of

production were the strikers' main weapons, the Citizens' Committee was effectively an

opposing force to the labour movement, and was partly successful in undermining the

early impact of the strike (Masters 1950: 65). Nevertheless it i, .1.", that the possible shift

in control of essentials was ncit merely undesirable to the elite, but quite frightening.

This was not, therefore, the only form of domination to come into play in the strike.

General Ketchen was called upon by the .lty elite, attending the first meetings of the

Citizens Committee, and contributing to the planning of its operations. Ketchen also

trained over six thousand volunteer troops, obtained through the Citizens' Committee,

from the business class and under the command of regular force officers. In addition,

returning troops from various military units were not de-listed ,rrtit after the strike, and

the 2TthBattalion of infantry, returning home by train were put on notite of the potential

need for their service in Winnipeg. In addition, Ketchen had Ottawa add twenry Lewis

machine guns to the returning soldiers baggage. Ketchen had in total 800 fully trained

a1/
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troops consisting of infanrry, mqtorised infantry, and mounted infantry, with two units

stationed at Fort Osborne Barracks, ,nd on. at Minto Armoury in the'West End.
.: ..

These were not the only men ready to take up arms to protect the citizens of Win-

nipeg. The regular police force, like other civil servants, had voted to go on strike, but

remained at their regular duties at the behest of the Strike Committee. Nevertheless,

the ner-vous ciry council began enlisting special forces, armed primarily with billy clubs

but also small weaponr. Horr.s were borrowed from the dairies, department stores and

bakeries so that some of the speciai forces could be mounted-calvary being particularly

effective against foot soldiers.

Finally, because the strike was considered to be 'directed from Moscow', increasing

action was taken, as ordered dir..dy from Ottawa, against 'foreigners' and 'enemy ali-

ens.' On June 6th, zn "A.ct to Amend the Immigration Act" was introduced and rushed

through the federal parliamentary procedures, making it effective that same day. it gave

greater powers to affest and deport anyone born outside Canada even if he or she was

a British subject or naturalised Canadian, if the person could be .considered an eneny

of the state. ByJune 10th, pl"rr, *.r. made in Winnipeg to errest the strike leaders and

other foreigners. The arrests began onJune 17th, and included city aldermen A. A. Heaps

and John McQueen, Revs J. S. Woodsworth and Wm. Ivens, and others of the Strike

Committee. The Strikers Bulletin was classified as seditious. The original plan had been

JI/
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to deport the men; however, they would later be tried and sentenced to jail for sedition

and treason. The arrests would signal the gradual defeat of the strike.

The extent of the effort to enlist and train men prepared to defend the 'citizens'

of 'Winnipeg is difficult to explain without þostulating that the elite were either genu-

inely füghtened andlor utterly unconcernéd.with the.welfare of the working classes, and

viewed labour as a commodiry rather than a human activity (Bercuson 1990: 189-90).

The supposed connection to Moscow, and the deportation laws speak to the same is-

sue. The rhetoric used by the.employing classes clearly indicates tfrit tfr.y inteqpreted

the action lead by avowed socialisis and involving workers on such a grand scale was

the beginning of a revolution. The TLC's ability to oigairise and take over much of the

operations of the ciry as described,by the Free'Pres.s provided evidence of such a take over.

The propagation of the belïef that the strike was a Bolshevik-Revolution is evident

not only in the newspapers-the media-but frorn other sources: For êxample, on May
t..

27, when Mayor Gray and Alderman Sparling asked the regular police force to sign a

pledge that they would not shirk their duties to protect citizens from the strikers, he

reminded them that the "strike was a Bolshevik attempt to overturr, .orrrtirr'rted author-

iry" (Bercuson 1990: 150). At léast one of the federal government's nediators, Gideon

Robertson, also interpreted the strike in this way, claiming it was nothing more than an

attempt atrevolution (Bercuson'1990: 135). The uppêr echelons of society had a very

.]¡,
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different understanding of socialism than did the stri\ers, though both factions agreed at

1eastonthebasicpremisesofthepoliticalorganisation.

The strike was brought to a close through a variery of circumstances- Le June, the

veteran soldiers began parading down Main St., . ìu.n, as the strike l.rit;, feared, brought

about violent opposition by the special forces. Two strikers died in a clash on Bloody

Saturday, June27. The strike leaders themselves hrd alreadybeen arrested onJune 17th.

As the Western Labour Neuzs editor, Rev. 'Wm. Ivens was affested along with the others,

Rev J. S. Woodsworth and Fred Dixon took over publishing, until Woodsworth was

arrested and the pâper banned, at which point Dixon continued to publish the paper

in secret, until he too was arreståd. 'While the suppression of the parades and arrests

of the strike leaders are clearly forms of domination, they also wiped out any means of

propagating the ideologies that had held,30,000'strikers together. But perhaps more than

anything, the 'invincible weapon' of the strikers-the cessation of production-turned

against them, as strikers desperate for wages returned to work.

The above is the narrative of the events of the strike, and the actions of its maior

players. The location of the homes of the strike leaders,indicates that they were not

residence of the immigrant quarter of the 'North .End'. Some resided further north in

the more rniddle class Kildon an atea,b,r, .rorr. resided in the 'West End. The leaders of

the Citizens' Committee resided south of the'r\ssiniboine River in what is now Crescent
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.Wood, 
still a wealthy andprestigious area of the ciry (BumstedLg94)..Although it can

be assumed that those members of the North and South Ends would fall on either side of

the strike, the West End neighbo,ìrhood is a kind oigr.y area. It is known that there was

â ca{penters union local, numh er 343. its membership lists from the time period indicate

that the overwhelming majoriry of merpbers were British,'and most had joined the union

in Great Britain. The lack of non-British nämes adds to the uncertainry about the actions

of ethnic groups during the strike.

14.1 Vestern lcelanders'and the Winnip"g General Strike

Lawrence Gillespie was able to'interview Icelanders fro-'ih. Wesf End who recalled

the strike. Some of the most detailed information came from Ragnar Gislason, who

was the then 13 years old. FIe was the scin of Hjalmar Gislason, who aided SiggiJul in

publishing Voröld, and Ragnar's stepmother wa's. a garment worker. While Ragnar assisted

his father in mailing out Voröld, Ragnar intimates that 'the strike itself was something

that took place in the world of adults, and it did not affect kids. He does say that he

recalls going downtown with 'an older gent' in time to see the streetcar overturned.

In response to questions about lcelandic participants in the labour movement, Ragnar
*

replied that there were some, but that there were also many people wÌro were anti-

union. He elaborated that many people were conservative in their beließ and supported
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the status quo of the communiry and the "way things were running-" Moreover, he

said he could not specifiT that there wâs a certain "class that were prg-labour," or anti-

labour, as "political senfiments came from all levels of the communiry." In pursuing

this issue, Gillespie asks if there were pu€pl.. who felt that Icelanders were not being

given a"fair shake." Here Ragnar answers in the negative, attributing this to lcelanders'

extensive engagement with politics, and that most were "quite rapid in defence of their

own political outlook.'

Aurora Thordarson, the daughter ofbuilding contrectorJónasJohanneson went down-

town with her older sister. She reports

it was awful. 'We 
saw them. . . they had a parade of strikers, down at Portage

and Main and people used to go down to see how many were parading. And
you wouldn't believe how many were. . . (My sister.said) 'don't say anything,
to anything or anybody so that you don't get mixed up in anything that you
don't know anything about.' (Gillespie interview C1,738-1,740)

jl

Mrs. Thordarson reported that some of those who were marching carried small fire-

arms. She also saw some friends ofher brother's r,l&hirrg. These men were likely soldiers

as her brother had been, if they -.r. -"r.hing they werê likely strikers. However, the

friends may not have been lcelandic, alihough they were likely from the West End.

There were also communiry members who may have assisted the Committee of 1000.

One interviewee's grandfather, an entrepreneur was eager to assist and join the middle

class British-Canadian component of -Winnipe$ 
.rnþ ryas heavily involved with social

. t t.
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reform organisations. The interviewee believes his grandfather was likely involved with

the Committee in some capacity; along with other well-to-do entrepreneurs in the West

End Icelandic comrnuniry. A newspâper article supporting a politician remarked on the

. ...:
hypocrisy of Icelanders who went on strike, then wor{<ed for the Committee of 1000 for

$6.00 a day.

Most interviewees had little direct knowledge of the strike; this is not surprising as

most were children or teenagerq.wÌren the.strike occurred. Âs Ragnar Gislason reported,

it was an adult event, and not an issub foi a child's world. Moreover, as the strike began

in May before the intense activiry of the building sea:sron got under-way, and the the main

strategy had been to simply 'do nothing', that there was anything unusual about the lack of

work may not have registered with childrei. F.rrther, the marches and parades took place

on Main Street, rather than in residential neighbourhoods. Thus the lives of children

in the 'West End neighbourhood were trrìht.ty to have been severely disrupted. Mrs.

Thordarson was attending Success Business College, and reported that her courses were

not disrupted in any way.

Some Icelandic workers in some industries stopped work duting the strike. This

included garrnent industry workers, telephone operators, and Eaton's workers. Voröld

reported that Eaton's worker had gone on strike and were attempting to form a union.

.i
Masten relates fvvo separete actions taken againgt Eaton's replacement workers. One took

..;-
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place on Sherbrook Street, when the horse,,was unhitcheð Íìom ,fr.'a.ìirr.ry cart, and the

cart toppled. The driver walked the hors'e before trying to nount it to escape, but was

ì
thrown from the frightened animal, and spent three weeks in hospital recovering from his

injuries (Masters 1950: 58). A diiver of an Eaton's truck had his tires cut (Masters 1950:

58). And finally, once the marches proceeded down Portage Ave, Eaton's and the Free

Presswere especially subject to jeers (Masters 1950: 89).

It is frequently reported in Gillespie's interviews that rwo policemen, Sam and Jón

Samson both lost their jobs perrnanently for refusing to put down the strike. In addition,

¡

Clara Rumery's father lost his job at the post office, and the family thereafter suffered long

term financial hardships. On the other hand, while Magnea Hannesson does not recall

the strike itself, she remembers her parenis' discussions. Her fatherJohn Einarsson, who

was a section foreman -ith ttrri CNR, was agairist the strike, and felt that employment

conditions were satisfactory. She.reports'that he didn't understand why workers were

making demands for better wages artd working condfrions.

Of primary interest to this study, however, is the wày in which the strike affected

the building industry. It is telling that individual workers responded quite differently

'.
to the situation. While in any year, many general labourers would have been migrant

workers from the Interlake area, Gudmundur Peterson reported that several men went

to 'Winnipeg to look for work because of the strike. In Winnipeg he was hired by
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Háldor Sigurdsson. Mrs. Thordarson's father, the contraétor who worked alongside his

men and taught them caqpentry skills, did not join the str.ike, and according to Mrs.

Thordarson, neither did his workers "(My'father) didn't have much to say about (the

strike), he wouldn't go in the strike for any¡hlng because he looked after his calpenters.
'' 

t 
'

And he was building these houses that he had to finish (as) he had promised. . . (His men

would not go on strike) if he could keep them working-thât's what they said."

This allegiance may have outlasted the. strike; 'Gudmundur Peterson reported that

Háldor Sigurdsson took his workers with him to various construcrion sites in rural com-

munities in subsequent years. There he built schools and churches as he had done in

'Winnipeg.

This behaviour within the building industry makes sense if many of the workers were

semi-autonomous employees on contract or'r-rt employers with a few wage labourers.

in addition, the paternalistic relàtionship wherein a small ernployer had trained and housed

his workers likely obscured power relations,

A most telling report of striG among Icelanders comes from Hrund Skulason. Miss

Skulason arrived in 'Winnipeg from Iceland during the.strike. She was 12 yearc old at the

time, but remembers the event and the stories she heard afterwards. J. J. Bildfell collected

the family from the CPR Station on the east sign of Main Street, with conveyances

borrowed from the Bardal funeral home. The crowds were tumultuous throuEh the
''-
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downtown area and threatened the vehicle, because "the strikers wère nrad ar Jon since

he was driving people around, you know, and they didn't wânt (people) ro get anywhere

(as the streetcars weren't running)." Miss Skulason reports that rather violent actions being

taken againstJ.J. Bildfell; a bottle was smashed through a vehicle window. Miss Skulason

notes that at least in the case ofJon Bildfell, many me¡.nbers of the communiry weïe angry

that he would take a stance against the strike. He had after all been a leading figure in the

Icelandic Labourers' Association. Sigg Jul was also threatened, resulting from being "in

the wrong place," and "l think they were going to shoot the old fellow."

In the first weeks lìgberg's coverage seemed to maintain considerable objectiviry, re-

porting on the events that had'taken place in the previous *..k.1'lt was however, some-

what more concerned *ith theìemployers' issues and actions. Its first articles discuss the
'.

impact the strike has had on "the-:iT," enumerating what infrastructural services, such as

Ë
water, electriciry and communicâtion systems are and are not available. It also describes

the difficulry of obtaining basic food supplies, noting that people had to walk consid-

erable distances to purchase groéeries, which were nö longer being delivered. The first

article gives a real and immediate sense of the isolation and inconvenience experienced

in the ciry as a result of the strike. It also reports that the strike began when rhe various

ironworks (which are not .r.-.ä¡ refrxed to allgw. thei¡ workers the right of collecrive

bargaining, and that the TLC called for a strike vote from other unions in supporr of the



o

iron workers-an accurate portrayal of events. At no time

¡a i'

possibiliry of a revolution, or even of Bolshevik idealsl.. . . '

is any mentions made of the
.t"

' -.i

On 5 June 1919, Iigberg published an editorial discussing the General Strike, as well

as a second editorial which examining the overall logic and effects of ,n. General Strikes.

In the first article, Bildfell agrees with the workers' right to collective bargaining, a living

wage and the right to strike for that. FIe acknowledges that prices have increased substan-

tially throughout the war, while wages did not at all keep pace, and that this has created

much labour unrest. Bildfell then took th'e Dominion govemment to task for having fuìl

knowledge of the labour and iridustry issues, as the problem was nation wide, but doing

nothing at all to address the situation. l

Finally, while recognising the right of the iron workers to strike because management

was in the wrong in its treatment of its workers, Bildfell argues that the actions of the

labour leaders in bringing about a generâl strike,were wrong. There were several reasons

for this. It victimises women and children, and others who had no relation to the iron

workers or foundry -"n"r.-.rrt. The second problem lil'rh" taking of civic power by

union leaders from those who righufuliy have it, according to the laws of the sociery'

(trans. rnine). Moreover, such a situation has not occurred in the country before, and

Bildfell expressed the hope that, as the workers now have this power, whatever road they
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choose for the future will not lead to qeneral ù*l.rr.r.rr. He intimates that most srrikers
'

and labour leaders âre not extremists and the situation will not come to a destructive end.

By the time this article was published, the Free Press had begun its claims of the strike

being directed by Bolshevism. Bildfeil, like A. S. Bardal, may have been involved in the

Committee of 1000, or woulä at least been aware of the British boùrg.oiri. activities,

beließ and ideological position about the strike. Yet his paper makes no mention of the

Committee of 1000 or Bolshevism. This.is surpris.ing as less than six months previous,

the Bildfell had repeatedly accused. Voröld of Bolshevik propaganda and.expressed a strong

disapproval for socialist thought and ideals.

An article follows the first editorial which takes a nrore general approach to the issue

of strikes. In this article, Bitdfell (or the author) argues that 'strikes are a double-edged

sword' (trans. Carol Mowat). The crux of this argument is that while they improve

wages, this increases the cost of production, which in turn increases the price of goods,

thereby driving up the cost of living. H.' aorr.t,i¿es that especially in times of inflation,

.i
strikes really do more harm than good for .ìrorkers and sqciety as a whole. He argues

that workers lose wages during a strike, but that that money could be better spenr, if for

example, it was used by workers to sgt up production facilities which they would conrrol

themselves.
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Here Bildfell is probably r.f.rrirrg to the success of co-operatives in the Icelandic town

ofArborg in the Interlake area. Arborg had been founded around 1903, by Icelanders who

had been resident in the lJnited States, and had bought with them an American model of

co-operatives. Arborg had set up worker owned dairy co-operatives that processed rnilk

products, logging co-operatives, and co-operatives for grain storage and transportation,

and the sale of these products in the Interlake area and 'Winnipeg. This is likely whar

Bildfeil had in mind for the workers. S. 
..

. ': '.
On 19 June 1919, just after the.strike leáders had been arrested, the läyoùi o f Lt;gbeg's

. ii:
front page signals the paper's allegiance to a bourgeoisie position as much a$ rhe arricles'

content. About two-thirds of the page is taken up with an article consisting first of a

statement from the managers of th. ironwor(s about their interpretation of .oll"ctirre

bargaining. In essence, this amounted to the right.of workers to negotiate with the

manâgement in their place of work directly. A greater píortion of this article is dedicated to

a series of biographies of the negotiators themseh,ês, including photographs. In the upper

right-hand corner of the front page is a much smaller article announcing rhe arrests of the

General Strike leaders and other prominent unionists accused of intimidating.workers.

The article comments on the federal government's action as follows:

But at first sight it seems it was luckiest for us to have let tinìe and the workers
feelings ofjustice make these men outlaws from their sociery. ,tnd as soon
as workers saw that the kind of leaders they had acquired were leading them
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astray, (they saw fit to) punish them for their crimes" ( Lögberg,19June 1919;
trans. Carol Mowat).

On 26 June 1919 , l-ögberg published a d;escription of the riot on Bloody Saturday (June

.

21) in which it reiterated its position that ¡he stTike was illegal bec¿use it took over conrrol

of basic necessities from the civic authoriry, and ,, ,,r.t acted against the whole of sociery.

The article also claims that the róldi.n had most of tùe srikers 'tight in hand', or' 'by the

:.
hand', and that the soldiers' aþgressive sta'nce is what initiated the bloody confrontation.

Thus it âppears that ligbergplays to its readerShip's 'common sense'.regarding the right

to strike, then increasingly reports on and sides'with the bourgeoisie interpretarion of the

event. Given that there wes an editorial board,'and the paper's reportage and editorials

.were not Bildfell's alone, it can t. 
"rrrr-"d 

that there was a iiiiaale class bourgeoisie
j. i

faction within the lcelandi. à-rnuniry assóciated with publishing, and perhaps reading,

the paper.

Voröld, the 'Bolshevik' paper, reacted quite diííerently. Just before the strike, Vorökl

published an article of no more than one hundred w'ords stating that the TLC and unions

I
were preparing for a major strike. This article also mentions that "Eaton's workers fonn a

union and demand raises" (trans. Gunnur Isfeld). This is the best evidence that Icelandic

workers were involved in the strike, rrrd i.t this case, it is likely that it was predominantly

women who were unionisinE.
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Voröld then ceased to publish until lJuly 1919. Why SiggiJul might have chosen to

do this is not clear. On the one hand, as he sided with labour, it would be expected that he

himself would continue to publish some sort of bulletin, in the sryle of The Voíce perhaps,

even if he had agreed that his employees should take païi in the. strike. On th" oth",

hand, as his paper had published Fljalmar Gislason's articles on Bolshevism, and Siggi Jul

and the paper had so often been accused of Bolshevism, he may have had real concerns

about the possibiliry of his own arrest and deportation. Even if Gw English speaking

'citizens' could understand the languaga and ¡eåd the articles, the word 'Bolshevism' is

the same in Icelandic as in English, and it had appeared frequently in the previôus year in

the exchanges bewveen SiggiJul änd Bildfell. Given this, ir woüld be conceivable.to Siggi

Jul that Voröld,like the Ukraiìian social democratic parry paper, Robochy Narod, could

be banned as a seditious paper. There is another possible reâson for suspension of VoröId.

Untike Heimsl<ringla and k)gberg, 'Voröld was mailed to its subscribers, rather than sold in

various communiry establishments such as the'Wevel Cafe. It may simply have been the

câse that the paper could not be delivered, except by strike breakers. A combination of

any or all of the above factors were reasons for suspending publication. 
;

When Voröld began publishing once again on 1 July L919, its position was readily

obvious from the terminology it employed. The rwo sides of the strike are referred to as

workers and capitalists. The elite :lre clearly demarcated: "Finally all governurents joined

:
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!

.r' l

forces, all the large papers, all the wealthy men, all the armed forces with all ahrmunirion,

all prisons, and all supplies, won the fight this time in the way described herê" (Voröld 1"

July 1,919 trans. Gunnur Isfeld). "
t-

Voröld explains the strike by quoting a telegram sent by Mayor Gray to the provincial

government asking for mediators a few days after the beginning of the strike. The telegram

is used because Voröldconsiders il "clêarly outlined, unbiased, not from any member of the
..

strike committee, but rather from the city's highest authority, before (he) was influenced

by the Committee of 1000 and the government" (Voröld 1 July 1919 trans. Gunnur

Isfeld).

It seems that Siggi Jul, in spite-.of his previously expressed socialist synpathies, was

also trying to demonstrate some sort of objectiviry ,Uorr, the ciry leaders. Llke ligberg,

Voröld uses the same technique of proclaiming the correctness of a person's or group's

original stance, then attributing later actions as being influenced by êxtremists. This

appears to be a rhetorical move designed !o first demonstrate the paper's broadmindedness

and willingness to take into considerationq! sides before finally building ar, ,rjumerrt rrrd

drawing conclusions condemning the person òr gqoup. Yet any reader *To ,.grrla.ly

followed the papers would know in advance what side 'either of these papers would take

with reEard to the strike.
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The tone of Heímsleringla's eatly coveïage of the strike was, \]ke | ögbery's, irnpartial,
..|

highly objective and restricted itself to the facts of the previous week's events. But unlike

I-ögbery, its tone is that of a repoït of events occurring at a distance. It frequently uses the

phrase 'here in the ciry of Winnipeg' throughout its articies, giving â sense that the writer

is in Winnipeg, but reporting ât some remove from the social and political situation, to

readers also at some remove from the situuion. It uses the English language dailies and

Tlte Voíce as sources of information, although there is little evidence that it makes use of

the Citizens Bulletin. It reports the difficulties faced by both employers and labourers

evenly, giving no indication thât it sides w.ith either. Nor is there anything in the layout

of the paper articles that privileges or gives greater importance to either side. However,

it makes no mention of the Citizens' Committee of 1000; its discussion revolves around

the negotiations, or lack thereof. A sämple sgction is.as follows.

After all negotiations had failed thà ,y-p"rhy strike *", trrg"d to begin
May 15th, and was accepted by most of the city's trade unions. Around
30,000 trade union members then stopped working, emong them firemen
and ciry workers from all trades.

Enough Íranpower was still available after that date so that the ciry did
not need to be without water of light, and police constables r,rlere not called
out (to strike) . . .

On Saturday the postal service and letter carriers were sent an announce-
ment from management's which intimated that if employees had.not retuïned
back to work around midday of next Monday, they'would be fired. This did
not produce great results, as few went back to work (Heímsl<ríngla 28 May
1919, trans. mine).
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It is of note that this same articìe begins by pointing out thât the 'Winnipeg 
daihes had

stopped publishing, and that Heimsleringla itself may be affected by the cessation.

The paper did not stop publishing, however. It continued to report on the negoti-

ations, with a somewhat greater emphasis of the deliberations of the Si¡ke Conmittee. It

also reported on that sympathetic strikes were occurring in other cities in'Westem Canada

( HehnsÞringla 1,0 June 1,91,9) ¡

The tone of Heimsþríngla is measured and sober without the inflammatory tone of the

English papers. No mention is made of Bolshevist plots in any of the Heímsleríngll¡ reporrs

or editorials. In one report it does compare the.organisation of the delivery of goods as

managed by the Strike Committee to the Soviet Gàrr.rrr-.rrt, adding that this has raken

place peacefully ( Heimslcríngla 28 }v4ray 1"91,9). With equal equanimity, ,hï employing

classes are not described as capitalists or bourgeoisie, or even simple greedy. ihe articles

rnake little attempt to justifii either sides'posirion. Mention is made that all right thinking

people in this world would have to agree that labourers have the right to a living wage,

and would not consider their demands in this case excessive.

A printed letter ( Heímskringla 4 June 1,g1,g) disägrees. The letter is a report on rhe
I

writer's experiences of life in Kenaston, a common form of letter in.all the Icelandic pa-

pers. However, in it, the writer,reviews th-g cuffent informarion available on the wages

and wage increase demands of the various trades. In his opinion, ,n. *rg. demand ex-

aaa
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ceeds fair pay, and are simply greedy on the part of workers. He coniideïs the offer

by employers to be "respectable and passable" (trans. Elva Jónasson). He refers to the

workers rejection of the offer as "damned iiolsirevism," without giving any clarification

as to how this refusal is specifica{yBolshevik; â common tendency in much of the news-

papers' discourse. The letter's author'also states that the strike "includes more than half

the households in Winnipeg," which may be an exaggeratioir. However, if the author

perceived that discontent affected sô gïeat a percentage of the population, the letter taken

as a whole illustrates a parricular'social distånce befween the au[hor's lifestyle and that of

the majoriry of the ciry. Finally the printing of the letter lends credit to the perception of

fairreportageonbeha|fofHeimskringlapublishers.

Heimskríngla, like l,ögberg, did print one lengthy editorial piece printed entitled "Flarm-

less Observation on the Strike," (Heimskringlal,SJuneiOtS¡ *hi.h begrns with the obser-

vation that much inflammatory rhetoric is being spoken and written on both.sides of the

strike, and that the situation i, orr. wherein an individual is not allowed te remain neutral.

The article reviews the reasons for the strike, elrrphrsrsi.rg that the owners of the iron-

works refused to allow collecrive bãrgaining; an option the article considers a basic right

of all workers. The author conside¡s ,h. ,,rn.. taken by employers, government, military

forces and English language newspapers, that the strike must be first physically. suppressed

before any negoriations can be made, to be extremisr and wrongheaded. It *r.eh refers to
.:
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the rhetoric of strike leaders at the TLC, The Voice , and in the fervent speeches ar the

Labour Temple, which 
"rr.o.rr.g., 

the strikers to hold out and 'do nothing', as zealous,

and not in the workers best interest. The author is critical of the seemingly fanatic belief

of labour leaders that the strikers can hold out forever, when in actual fact the lack of pav

is forcing many into dire fìnancial straits. yet ifre author also quotes, from the Free Press ,

an anonymous labour strike leader, virho intimated that the TLC did not imagine at first

that the strike would hold out es long as it had, and that the events had deviated somewhar

from the original plan. In the IJefutskringla author's opinion, the strike is coming to. an

end, because of the lack of wages it entails, forcing workers to seek employment, and the

increasing possibiliry that striking workers will not ever be rehired.

The article considers the strike to be a social experiment by the labour movemenr in

Canada as a whole, taking into âccount that sympathy strikes had occurred in Brandon,

Ednronton and Calgary. That it became a.general strike with such widespread participa-

tion the paper considered indicative of a re.al ,r"tiorr*id. problem that is important to all

of sociery.

It then moves to consider norrrbr" solutions to the strike, noting that it is clear that the
,l

ironworks owners refuse to negodaìe still, and that strike léaders are equally determined

to hold their position. It is 
"or.O 

that the làw, as it now exists, cannot compel employers

to accept a settlement arrived 
^tby 

à third parry. Furthei, it has been demonstrated that
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in this instance, workers, nrost ïecently civil servants, are willing-to lose theìr positions

lather than return to work, and a^s'such the law is powerless to corripeistrikers to go back

to work. The article reasons that the workers, though in command of the ciry,'cannot

rnake laws. Therefore it is incumbent on the government to make laws that workers and

employers can live with, and the article hopes that this might be a positive result of the

"'.¡
strike. ' ì

",
The article has some criricisms of the labour movement in general. The first is chat

in recent times it has been quile hostile to industryland the various levèls of governrnent.

The article suggests that labour's criiicisms of industry and government are powerful, but

that labour leaders offer few ,ålntionr. While in meetings and through their newipapers,

the labour leaders are critical of capitalism in the abstract, and often teach the virtues of

socialism, they ofíer few practical ways of implementing socialism. Finally the article la-

ments that the labour movement has made little eífort and progress in establishing a labour

based political party, and getting members electè'd iirto the various levels of goveïnnent.

The author of the article aþpears somewhat more familiar with the labour movement

than the employers' group. This i$ most evident in the lack of discussion about.the efforts

of the Citizens' Committee, which purported to attend to the running of th'e amenities

for the citizens. 
' ''
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While it would seem that the Kristjanson's (1965) and.Lindal's (1967) hisrories, and

the several shorter first person accounts would have covered all the events of interest

that took place in the life of 'Western Icelanders in 'Winnipeg. In many ways they do,

as the 'Winnipeg General Strike, while a significant event in the social history of 'Win-

nipeg, seems to have had, generally speaking, a carefully muted response.within the ethnic

communiry. There clearly existed the potential for intense factionalism headed by distin-

guished Icelanders, given the ideological positions ofJon Bildfell and,SiggiJulJohannesson

and the propensiry for their papcrs.to stir up .å-*.rrriry debate. It is tempting to explain

this as the reaction of a 'foreig.rj, hr, well respec.ted ethnic group attempring to rnain-

tain their status by not attractirrg 
"rr"nrrln 

to themselves at a time when the mainstream

Anglophone media were stirring up anti-foreign sentiment. If this was the casé, then the

Icelandic newspaper opinion pieces could have found fault with the strikers, ,rrd f.d off
,

the news published from by thç Free Press and rhe Wínnipeg .Cítízèn. That the Iðelandic

papers used the English languagê papers is evident, but they did so selectively. Moreover,

Icelanders lived in a geographic area where there would have been considerable symparhy

for the non-srriking cirizens-especially as white collar workers sided -irh ,h. employing

classes. But there were also British union members in the same trades as Icelandic skilled

labour. Thus both the Icelandic papers and non-lcelandic neighbours were potential

influences on any factioning among lcelanders.
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It is telling, however, that even those Icelanders who appeared to have çonsiderable

rancour on precisely the politics behind the strike remained very measured, though biased,

in their coverage of the strike. Both l-ögberg and Heímskringla agreed on the illegaliry

of the strike, and blamed the Dominion Government for not doing more for workers.

'While Ingberg did discuss the issue of the ¡working class improperly commandeering public

utilities, class was not mentioned in Heímskringla, which instead referred to the actions of

workers and the TLC. r-

Notably, neither supported the idea that the city was in the midst of a Bolshevik-

rype revolution. Had the icelandic eli¡e really felt that Siggi Jul was a hindrance to the
I

community, the strike would have been a perGct opportunity to have him deported,

for example. He and Hjalmar Gislason had written erticles in the months leading up to

the strike that were very close in.opinion to some of the more inflanrmatory rhetoric

of the labour papers. But during the strike, neither Heinsleringla nor Iigberg mentioned

Voröldor its political stance. Opportunities existed for men such as Arinbjorn Bardal and

quite possibly Jon Bildfell himself to parqi-cipate in the the Citizen's Committee, and cast

;;

aspersions on SiggiJul from this perspectivf* F{6v¡sver there is no evidence to suggest this

was the case, or that SiggiJul and Hjalmar Gislason were ever under suspicion as possible
,.

Bolsheviks. It must be concluded that the argument of the previous year, in spite of the

seeming intensiry of the rhetoric, was not fractious.
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14.2 Discussion

During the 'Winnipeg General Strike the ideologies set forth by the leaclers of the main

factions-strikers and citizens-pqt all ethnic groups in a difficult position. Labour leaders

called for the participation of all *ork.rr, regardless of union affiliation, ethnicity or

gender. The ciry elite however whipped up fears of a revolution directed by or through

'foreigners', and enacted laws that could put non-British residents in danger of arrest and

deportation

Icelandic civic workers, Eaiori's workers and.garrnent industry workers all went on

strike. In the months following the srrike, Jon Samson would accuse some workers of

taking advantage of work for pay for the Committee of 1000. However, the extant

evidence suggests that Icelanders in the building industry continued to work alongside

Icelandic employers. This may have been due to deals inade berween contractors and

workers. Or it may have been in part due to the fact that migrant c.onstruction workers

were from rural areas, and by and large the strike was not supported by rural politics.

it would be expected that the Icelandic newspapers would embarked on another ex-

tended quarrel. But althoug h l-oþbetg and, Eleimskríngta diddemonstrate thet they favoured

a particular side, they did not engage each ottrer or Voröld in debate. Moreover, both

carefully avoided the inflamrnatory rhetoric carried in the English papers that a Bolshevik

revolution was in progress. That SiggrJul and Hjalmar Gislason were not taken to task for
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theirsocialistpoliticssuggests afatrly strongallegiáncebetr,veen'distinguished,Icelanders'.

Why Voröld ceased publication cannot be satisfactorily answered. Thìs will be given fuller

consideration in light of rwo developments in the Icelandic community to be discussed in

the next nvo chapters.
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15 The Forrnation of the INL

The earliest talk of forming an otganisation especially for the purposes of promoting

'Western Icelandic culture and bri¡rgrng together those of Icelandic descent throughout

North America began in Winnipeg as early as 1916..In Manitoba, the year 1916 marked

the imposition ofprohibition, thus it would seem the intense and far reaching activities of

the IOGT had met their goals. This year was also the year of the formation of the IODE

Jon Sigurdson Chapter. But progress towards the formation of the INL was intermittent

due to the war and then the outbreak of the Spanish Flu. As the attendance and work

of the IODE diminished afte, 19ì8, another social vacuum was created in the realm of

overarching ethnic associations.

It can be surmised that there was also a feeling urgency behind the formation of a new

organisation which could bring harmony to the Winnipeg Icelandic community in spite

of its "differences of opinion and the graded divisions of sociery" ( Heimskríngla Jan 15,

1,91,9). During the war there had been conflicts of oþi.rion about conscription, the case
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against voiced repeatedly by SiggiJul, and also rnentiened sevenry years later in Gillespie's

interviews. The post war yeârs 1918 and 1919 rnarked increased class tension and division

in the ciry of 'Winnipeg in general. As the debate berween Siggr Jul and Bildfell in the

summer of 1918 suggests, there were tensions within the lcelandic communiry between

the wealthy and not so wealthy residentg.

The apparent meat of the debate befiveen Siggi Jul and J. J. BildGll was about the

methods of maintaining the language. ,\ccording to Siggi Jul, nothing should stand in

the way of the preservation of culture. J. J. Bildfell's posirion was that 1918 was not
.. I

the time for such actions. Bildfeil may well have been influencecl by .m awareness of

British Canadian nativism in its several manifestations, including the withdrawal of the

franchise for immigrants naturalised after 1,902, rhe banning of several 'forei$nl language

newspapers, and the resentment of returning soldier who found that their previous jobs

had been taken on by 'enemy aliensì.

The acrimony of the debate befween Srggi Jul and J. J. Bildfell settled down in the

fall of 1918, although all three newspepers began to carry conflicting arguments on a

nrore intellectual level issues about capitalisrn and socialism. InJrr*rr.rry of 1919, the first

r. ì

meetings were held to discuss thJformation of a þjóðræknir. Translation of this word into

modern Icelandic is inexact, as it is a compound wor{ that makes use of words that suggest

patliotism to a nation, but werë in use before the idea of the nation and patriorism came
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into existence. The English name of this organisarion is the Icelandic National League

(lNL), and I will use this term throughout. The origin of the terminology was discussed

by participants in the general discussion, and I will review that in turn.

The Winnipeg General Strike was anothe. fr.ìo, that again intemrpted the organisa-

tion of the INL. But following the strike, the Icelandic National League began.its work as

a committee devoted to cultural maintenance. The clearest and most profounj stâtements

about the maintenance of ethniciry were made at the August Islendingadagurinn festival,

and these will be considered in some detail.

15.1 The Forrnation of the Icelandic National League

In Heimsþringla on5 December 1.91.8,a letter appeared, written by "S. Sigurjónsson" that

spoke of a generally expressed need fo, " I..l"rrdic cultural group of some iort. The

author says that this idea had been discussed as early as 7976, anä'a draft of the league's

goals and potential activities had been d."*¡, up. Dr. SiggiJutJQþmr"sson was present

at that meeting, and (as he was Grand Chief Templar of the IOGT) 
lffer;a 

the use of

the Good Templars Hall on Sargent Avenue. It.was decided ho*.rr., that no further

action should be taken because of the war. Sigurjónsson calls for â meeting as soon as

possible, and tellingly adds, "Everyone should unite and drive away egoism (egotism) and

selfishness" (trans. KrisúrnJohannsdóttir). This admonirion rp.rt, to the propensiry for
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'debate' among lcelanders, but frames it in such a way that it is

simply being quarrelsome.

individual.tribute of

A committee of thirry people was established to begin organising more chapters and

taking up the work specifìed in the above resolÌrtions. The chair of the commitee was

Rev Runolfur Marteinsson (Lutheran Church, pastor at Skjaldborg, professor at'Wesley

College, instructor at J. B. Academy), the treasurer Asmundur P. Johannsson þuilding

contractor) and secretary, Rev Gudmundu, Árn"so.r (Unitanan pastor). Among the other

thirry members were Jón Bildfell, Dr.' Siggi Jul Johannesson, Hjalmar Gislason, Jóhanna

Skaptason, Fred Swanson, Dr. BrandurBrandson, Thorstein Borg{ord, and Rev. Ro-

gnvaldur Pétersson. The first official. ,lrt. of officers was Rev Péturrror, (president),

Jón Bildfell (vice-president), Siggr Jul Johannesson (secretary) and Asmundur Johanns-

son (treasurer). These men and women were newspaper editors, entrepreneurs, lawyers,

physicians, and the wives, daughters and sons of these families. Given the occupations of

the members, it was a 'middle class' endeavour. Flowever, within the 'Western Icelandic

communiry, these people were the most prestigious in the countrJ¡, and some, but not

all, quite wealthy. They were described by,Mr. Sigurjónsson as "the most distinguished

Icelanders on this continent." The names should be familiar as they represent that same

cohort which took part in the various middle class voluntary associations, and sat on the

church directory boards and newspaper editorial boards. But where the IOGT had at-

dtt
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tempted to control behaviour, the INL was speèifically approaching the task of developing

a new ethnic ideology.

The reports of the meetings were transcribed by the secretary and coþies given to each

newspeper for print as a public message. In addition, 400 handbills were printed with the

same report, to be disrributed by mail to individuals in remote districts or towns without

access to the newspapers. The first meeting began with an impassioned call to celebrate

the icelandic heritage, focusing on the language and literature, but omitting any orher

cultural customs. As an expression of dominant ideology, it is worth quoting.át length.

We want to give (our descendanig:the language ..:that contains a world of
thoughts of the Icelandic national life from the earliest time to our days; that
describes the Nordic thoughts, the Nordìc individuality, the Nordic under-
standing of the demands and purposes of home-life, that, in our opinion, is
higher and more perfect than the understanding of some nations. 'We want
them to be given an easier access to the literature'of,our nations, which,
even though small, is the only nation in the world that owns claésical middle
age literature in a living language; literature which is considered by scholars

equally clever, if not more clever, than the best in the literature of the middle
ages. This among other things we'desire can become the permanent prop-
erty of our descendants on this continent, and a loved treasure with which
they can enrich the growing national liG, so that it may bp .more powerful
and more beautiful. .. Now it is the holiest duty towards this country and

the growing nation, that they who have inherited noble ideals and a strong
culture, which they have imported here, invest this inheritance of theirs, and

protect those ideals from destruction .(trans. KristArn Jóhannssdóttir).

I,
There are several themes which may have been undercuffents in past worË'bf I."landic

!'

civil society that are clearly arriculated here. The first'is the insinuation that there is

something special about Nofdic home life, and in order to maintain that" Iceländers musr

t.
li
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conscientiously recall the culture of lceland itself. .Where the influence of.,the IOGT

had a residual affect on home-life, the INL demands certain practised be revived in the

home. Second, the discussion very clearly èlevates the medieval literature, that is the sagas,

above the literature of most other countries. This precept would become important to

future discourse on the value of Icelandic culture to Canada. The third pronouncernent

of note is that Icelanders have a holy duty towards the growing nation¡to contribute the

culture and knowledge of Iceland, presurnably becauie.iceland had been such a superior

nation historically. These themes âre repeated and embellished upon as the movement

got underway.

The second report discussed the meeting and'Winnipeg members, but also spieled out

the three goals of the new association. They were:

1. To work towards having thé Icelandic language taught in as many uni-
versities that Icelanders go to on this continent as possible, and that
funds created to give prizes to students in Nordic Studies.

2. To work towards co-operation and solidarity between Icelanders here
on this continent and the nation back home. ;

3. The strengthen those progressive companies that could become an hon-
our and useful to Icelanders here as in other places ( Voröld Feb 1,2, 1919.
trans. KristÃlr Johannsdottir).

These aims would seem to benefit only a few lcelanders, given what has been shown

to be the economic status of the majoriry of rhe communiry. It is unlikely that most

young men and women even had the opportunity to coräplete high school before they
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began working, and those who did go on to post secondary education often took business

training, medical school and law school, rather than a liberal arts degree. In addition,

given the precarious nature of wage labour and small time contracting in Winnipeg. the

idea of increasing one's own company's contact with Iceland would.have been out of the

question. It would appear that these goals were dreamt up by the elite in the Icelandic

communiry, with little consideration as to how the majority of 'Western I.el"rrd.r, irt

North America could participate in or benefit from such an endeavour. However, letters

of commen tary and.ideas were requested fro- til"rrders across the continent. After the

next series of meetings Mar. 25-27,1919, Voröld printed a set of revised goals:

1. To make this city (Winnipeg) the stronghold of Icelandic on this con-
tinent

2. Topromote the Icelandic language and culture.

3. To strengthen relationships and.ties to our brothers back home.

The idea of erecting a statue as a memorial to fallen lcelanders was also raised,

but not considered a fitting tribute. The aesthetics of cold, rough, concrete
and stone were considered a distasteful way to remember the live.s of those of
flesh and blood ( HeimskringlaFeb 26, }.;4.ar 5, 1.91.9, Voröld Apr. 1, 1,919).

For those who advocated the 'development' of Icelandic culturp.and language, there

was a problem of how to dlrr"-inate it. ,\s culture was inextricably tied to:láriguage in

many of the discussions, it was suggested that the means of spreaCing the rriessage was

through the printed word. One letter argued that the newspapers were a well-esiablished

mechanism for distributing information, and that it should be incumben, on ,n. editors

I ^..-5+/
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to use the best of the language, publish p?.grry and other aspects of culture. Thrrs rrroth.,
-t. .'

suggested more Icelandic books would 
1l1o,be an asset.

Lárus Gudmundsson (Heirnskringla lv{ar 26, I9I9) suggests that it should be taught

in the home or at special schools, such as in the Good Templars Hall. Gudmundsson

a'_

also advocates the publication of children's magazines and books about life in Canada,

as the literature comins from Iceland show a life so different from what is lived here

as to be uninteresting to the youth of the day. A second suggestion was thar it was

incumbent upon mothers to take the time to teach their children to read Icelandic before

they were of school age, as had been done in Iceland. Given the composition of the urban

household, this would be an onerous task. This same author encouraged the developrnent

of university progïams in Icelandic as well.
:

On Feb 27,1.g1g, Iìgberg printed a letter which seems to be directed iqwardsJ.J.

Bildfell, and perhaps SiggiJul. It argued

Our nationalism issue is so sensitive that in may not endure any criticism.
It must be, and continue to be, the central issue on this side of the sea-one
issue with no suspicious (dealings), and no dualism. ..

The nationalist issue as it now stands. . . demands extreme work, th€ cost

of which is selÊevident, it is not wealth but the need to give all other (forms
of) sincere co-operation (trans. Carol Mowat). 

.-i.

But there were further disagreements and suggestions on the nratter. Three letters in

particular from individuals who lived or had lived in the United States rrgreä that such

cultural isolation would be dangerous given the immediate circumstances of nativism in



the dominant culture, and to the prôgress of Icelanders in'becoming fuli cirizens in North

American sociery. t¡'

EinarJohnson's letter ( Heímsleringla |y'liar 26, 1,919), intimated that nationalism, and

even the teaching of the Icelandic history from the sagas, in and of itself was dangerous,

insofar as it could lead to fanaticism ,,1á'nô*rrb,riry of Icelandic patriotisrä of the kind seen

recentlv in Germanv.
È

Johnson's position is mocked and dismissed by Thorgils Asmundsson in Voröld, April

22,1.9L9, by the accusation that whatJohnson meens is "that Iceland may declare war on

the US one fine day", and that "Mr. Nationalist will become the Icelandic leader and

take the US by conscription". Asmundsìon also replies to Arni Myrdal in this sanre letter,

but on much more intellectual grounds.

Arni Myrdal's letter was published tn Heimskríngla 26 ly'rarch 1.919, warning of the

push to ban all foreign language newspapers, schools and church services. Like Johnson,

he is concerned about Icelandic nationalism isolating Icelanders from the progress of their

new narions. He argues Icelanders are capable as individuals to carry on the culture, and

the best approach would be to '

...try to take the best from our literature, to think about it, with the goal
of constantly widening our horizons,,as well as entertain, educate and draw
attention of the people here, to what is good and noble in our nationality,
and thus make it famous without any. classification (trans. KristArnJóhannss-
dóttir).
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Myrdal argues that all Icelanders have the abiliry to demonstrate the glory of their

nation

Everyone is born with it, high or low, to try to show and prove that he is of
good descent, no metter how he may be himself (in wealth and fortune). The
genealogy charts are a good mirror of that" (trans. KristArn;óhannssdótrir).

i; ,,',

Against this Asmundrron .rgrr.s that ,n.'-.ËUdr.n of immigrants know little of the

homeland, and that in teaching them, Icelanders would not be isolating themselves. As-
s

mundsson agrees with Myrdal's argume.rt thrt Icelanders are all of good descent, and takes

it one step further, by arguing that as each Icelander is of equally good descent, and that it

is the duty of eachperson to develop this. He then introduces into the discussion rhat ro

be the best citizen in the new country, they must come to know the history of the land of

Iceland, its form of government and legal foundation. What Asmundsson is referring to

here would become a con-l.mon theme-thât the Icelandic Comtronwealth was the first

and most noble democracy in the worlå. The spirit gf that nation is the heritage of all
,. ' ,rt,.,,

Icelanders, and it ser-ve the modern world well to ,r.rd"r'stagd that spirit.
'.

But at least two individuals saw through the rhetoric of;ihe nationalists, and decried

it as a false construct. An unknown letter writer argues ( k)gberg Jan 23, 1919) that

national ideas are "fanciful stories and day dreams". Further, he argues that the each

nation's character is made up of the same types of "stories, art, genealogy, and personal
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characteristics". He also states many nations claim that "geographicälposition is the cause

of their greatness" and that language is used as "the primary mother of nationalism."

A second, unsigned letter, printed ín Voröld Apr 1 ,1919 argues 
. :

Those who have come here from Iceland were only Canadian åird nothing
else: about the Icelandic nation there was nothing said, it did not exist, leesr

of all here in this countr!, and since icelanders were not Icelanders, they
could not have any national character. . . " (trans. Carol Mowat)

The letter conrinues with the complaint that "the Englishman is always trying to drill

us over and over again" that there are peoples such as the Germans and the 
'Galacians,

and numerous other groups. The author goes on to argue that the old books (sagas)

were nothing special, and there was no special characteristic of those who cáme from

Iceland, or even of Iceland itself FIe uses the following metaphor for the actions of

Icelanders in Canada in relation to the development of the spirit of the Mountain'Woman

or motherland/nation.

But the linle girl, the mountain woman as a child, stood rather not in inrens-
ive fire of passion such as she is shown by these iron strengthened Canadian
men. . . From the written text, she chose withouu.thinking, and the berserker
watched sneering, and triumphant, and she was stretched out on the floor-
and there she still lies. I think

This metaphor fuses rwo key symbols of nationalism-the sagamenn þerserkers are

especially ferocious fighter$ and the Romantic notion of the motherland. The argumenr

is that the image of the beauty of the naturaliàndr.rp" as it inspiredpoets aniennobled
:
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the soul of nationalists when she was still young but promising, should never have been

married to the sagas with their blood-feuds and violenc". ih", beauty which could have

developed as part of the Icelandic temperament has been destroyed with the incessant

quarrelling among Western Icelanders.

Lárus Gudmundsson (father of author Laura Goodman Salversón) also disagrees with

the supposed vibrancy of-Western Icelandic culture. He is aware that his oplr.ion *ill ,rot

be taken well, stating, "If I were honest, as I always want to be when I hold a pen, then

I would be despised and dishonoured, because I say as Njál about his son Höskuldur: 'I

see death signs, but not life signs' in our Icelandic nationality, no matter how beautiful

and lovely people sing". FIe argues that the use of the Icelandic l".rg.r.g" . "our dear old

language and all the wealth which it stores in our ll¡s¡2¡u¡s"- is fading with the young

generation of Icelanders and that the goals of the INL do nolhing to promote it. He closes

by asking "that no one gets angÐ/ at me for this opinion of mine, even though they may

have another one" (HeimsÞringlaMar.26,1.g1.g trans. KristÃrnJóhannssdóttir).

There are then, fwo arguments against the formation of the INL. One was rnade on

the basis of the possible danger of making a spectacle the ethnic grgup during a time of

nativism. This argument continued though that Icelandic culture need not be set apart

at all-that it could stând on its own merits. This argument traded on the 'melting pot',

rnodel; that the cultures would over time biend together and the Lest, which piesumably
'l

I
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included lcelanders, would rise to the top. The rebuttal to this was that the full heritage

would die out if not nurtured. The other objection was that there was no national culture,

that it had never come into existence, or that is was dying out on this continent. The

speeches at the summer festivals would enswer this argument
.:

The one assertion that was not challenged was that the language, poetry and literature

of Iceland had a unique beaury, and that learning and knowing this literature'enhanced

t:,

nrany aspects of life. What seems to be most prevalent in the discussion of what must

be preserved is the language of farmers who have lived closest to nature, whose spirit is

pure, and whose poetry can uplift and ennoble the soul, give hope and,truly cornmunicare

life's joys. At least rwo authors make an argument that to l"arn th. Icelandic language is

¿-

awaken the souls to the beaury of life, and thai without this sensitiviry "book learning

would lie in ashes". (That is, it not would have passion or flame, as as noted in reference

to the mountain woman above.)

,A.long with these arguments can be found a sense of distaste and a warning about

misspent wealth. Thorgils Asmundsson in Voröld, Mar 18, 1919, wntes "Some people are

so unintelligent that all that is not possible to reckon by the intake of dollars and cenrs

today cannol have any value tomorrow." '

An unknown author argues

Despite irrefutable truth about the value and culture of the beauty of allusion
and poetry there are in existence men in the wide world who look after every
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cent, who would not defend the subsidisation of ãuthors and artists. . . , the

underlying teachings of all the strength of life and soul. . .ln order to support
some other cultivation of theirs, which comes from wheat, pigs and cattle (

Lögbery Feb 13, 1919).

Later in the article, the author softens his criticism with

would refute the above claim. The farmer said,

the story of a farrner who

The Haying Verses of Steingrimfr have repeatedly freshened the rninds of
young men and brought them into ã good mood, that even idlers cleared

a piece of grassland for milking, andl there you can see that I have straight
for-wardly profited from the #ff%* poetl" '(trans. Carol MowaQ ì

There was one ftnal area of contestation, and this comes again from Thorgils As-

mundsson. Asmundsson was concerned that the proposed organisation, which positioned

'Winnipeg 
as the head of an international organisation from which'smaller châpters took

their lead and to which they paid their: dues (i.e. the same organisational form as the

IOGT) was inappropriate. Its state-like quâlity he referred to as the "great'Western

Icelandic Empire", which wâs not true to the Icelandic spirit of governance and har-

mony. His taking exception is telling as it points out how far Winnip.g t.ålrnd.rs had

co-opted British Canadian sryles of civil society.leadership. He proposês instead an All-

sheryjarthing, or a people's comrnittee that was run locally and indeþendently, but had

connections to all groups throughout the continent.

I
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The discourse on the patriotism to the Icelandic culture died down during the Win-

nipeg General Strike, and the next important discussion were ât the Icelandic Festivals in

August.

15.2 Articulating Ethnicity

t:

By,\ugust 1919, communiry focus had once'again shifted back to the issue of establishing

a 'þjóðræknir'. Speeches were made specifically about the INL goals and progress at the

annual Icelandic Festivals (Íslendingadagurinn) held in Arborg (August 2) and, 
'Winnipeg

(August 5). The festivals normally contain speeches prâising the past yeaï's good deeds,

I

and presenting directions for the next. That sumrner, both speeches developed ideas of

the nationhood of Iceland itself. This made use of common nátional rhetoric, including

the beauty of nature, the effect of the landscape on the peoples' character, thedelineation

of high culture, the puriry of language, and. the historic existence of a unique and singular

culture. The content of the speeches were republished in all the newspapers. tstephan

Einarsson's speech in Arborg conjured up images of the landscape to arouse patriotic

sentiment.

We have often seen the Mountain Woman from here. We have seen her
in the green summer cloak and remember the flowers, with which nâture

decorated that cloak, thþ flowers we played with when we were children.
-We 

have seen her dressed in a milä summer fog, down to the middle of the

mountains. 'We have seen her on , aÍ.rr winter evening, covered with snow,
the ice lit with stars and the sky glowing in the northerrr lights. 'We have
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seen the harsh look on Lrcr majestic face and we havè seen the kind smile
on her lips. . . a beautiful landscape awakens the poetic and artistic feeìing of
men. . . If we tear the pictures away from our minds and wipe ouf the images

that we store from there, I'm afraid we can't just sey we have stopped being .

Icelandic but, we have in a way, lost some of the better thinking which lives
in our souls. . . (trans. fristÃrn;Ohannssdótrir).

Einarsson suggests one possible activiry to teach children the language w'ould be a

nightly reading aloud. Another strategy would be to make available itinerant tbachers,

who travelled from home to home, teaching the children the languagq 4nd literature for

!i.
several months at a time. Both of these strategies are nearly identical to th'ë system of home

schooling that was commonplace in Iceland in the 19th century. He further advocates

that the Icelandic language should be included in the regular school system, as it is as

important to the founding of English and Germanic languages as is Greek ånd Latin. This

was a common belief among Germanic and Scandinavian nations in the early rwentieth

century, that while some espects European civilisation originated in ancient Greece, the

great Aryan aspects originated further north. Einarson further argues that the value of the

literature is found in the window it opens on the historic formation of Icelandic narion,

especially its political system.

He argues that o 
..

the old parliament (of the Icelandic Commonwealth) had awakein the per-
sonal feeling of independence that had been the main national characteristic
in the saga âge; that it had with its official legislation and justice system, given
the narion an education that was not otherwise easy to forget, but that had
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caused the individuals to establish a living connection with the nation; the
parliament was first and foremost a school for life--can nothing be learned
(today) from that? (trans. KristArn ;óhannssdóttir)

Einarsson continues that through the saga literature, Icelanders today have a betrer

connection than most modern nations to their forebears. He claims that like the men

and women of the saga age, freedom, progress and independence still live. He warns that

if these characteristics do not work in harmony, Icelanders will find themselves, as they

have been recently, in the Sturlunga Age. This time þeriod, recorded in the lasr of rhe

sagas, was one of intense and bloody strife which so weakened.the nation that it became

vulnerable to outside domination for the next several centuries.

The second Icelandic festival was held in'Winnipeg on 5 ,\ugust 1.919, anð,the talk

was given by Unitarian Rev. Rognavaldur Pétursson. He discusses.the origin of the

word "þjóðrækni" which is a relatively new, having first come into usein the early 19th

century.

"The word comes from þjóð (nation) a word that everyone undórstands, and the verb

"rækja", (to pursue). But to pursue something, in the old language, was theìame as to

practise it, and remember it. The word then really meant to practise that which is good for

the nation and to remember that which can be its honour (trans. KristArnlóhannssdótrir)

Rev Pétursson then speaks ofJón Sigurdsson, the man who dedicated his life, through

politics to lceland's narionhood 
t..'
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He didn't only have a perfect r1emory for what was good for the nation,
but also for what would be for its rñost honour. FIe was hardworking at

strengthening its interests outwards and inwards. He worked on awakening
its knowledge of itself its history and life.-The most necessary educational
condition for being taken as a man. He worked towards its independence
so thât it could rule itself and be the one to decide its fortune. He worked
towards providing it with free trade, which was the sanle âs giving it the
authority to control its own money. But at the same time he worked towards
its honour in everything, and first ând foremost by showing himself in all his

behaviour and life that he knew what honourwas. He was its spokesman, its
agent, ourvvard amongst foreign nations, its son; from him its honour had to
grow or diminish, from him it would be judged.

It is that word (thjóðrækni), thatJón Sigurdsson explained with his life.

.,' 

j 
:

As in other discussions of the need to unite as an ethnic grqup, Pétursson makes

specific reference about the tendency towards argumentetion. "On tliscord nothing can

grow but ignoble characteß and slanderous rumours. But by forming a stronger uniry

. . . a brotherhood is formed,.that builds on patriotic relatedness, common history and

language, and kinship."

Rev. Pétursson frames Icelandic heritage in the precise formulation used by nation-

alists in Europe, and within the British Emþire. It is far removed from the Romantic

nationalistic sryle. These are not the lofry ì¿."tirti. norions of a. 'rejuvenating task of

destiny. .. (for Icelanders to be) once more a light . .. a bright star in the sky of history'

@jarnason in Lindal 1.967: 98). This suggests that dominant cultural ideals of the nation

had had some influence on the Icelandic formation of its ethnic idendry. This discus-
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sion is much more specific, while still honourinq the lcelanders'þods. Rev. Pérursson

concludes with praise for the characteristics of the Icelandic nation.

And yet this land (Iceland) is one of'the nlost powerful in the world of the
spirit, the deepest in law, the freest and most independent for many ages

against the encroaclunent of domestic and foreign tyrânny and oppression. Is

it not to our honour to have a relationship or a connection to this country?

This is not merely the rhetoric of nation building, but contains within it rhe moral

elevation of the Icelandic people above other ethnic groups, perhaps even challenging the

superioriry of British.

The speeches are perhaps the best articulation of Icelandic ethniciry. Many of the

ideas can be discemed from newsþaper articles, letters, literature and poetry, but they
!

are not expressed as clearly as they were that ,rrmrrår. The speeches are the result of

profound runr.inations about a nâtional culture and the 'racial' identiry. The argument

being made is that Icelandic culture and identiry originated 1000 years earlier through the

deliberations and philosophies of the men and women who founded the nation-and that

the forebears' ideals had been available for further analysis to all who could rëad l¿elandic.

Moreover, the nationalist rhetoric of the late 19th and early 20th centuries promoted

.

the belief that culture evolved and was molded by its surrounding landscape. These two

speeches equate the landscape, the nation and the individual, and the s$i'[terature, raken

as factual history, as the inspirarion and model for Icelandic culture. The only way ro

manifest such culture is through the social and individual practises of everyday living.

3s9
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No living individuals are mentioned in the speeches. No lawyers, professors; physi-

cians, teachers, nurses or businessmen are held up as an example to which Icelanders can

aspire. The message is rather that the honour of each lcelander is his or her inheritance.

In no sense can a recent example of nobiliry be cited::lcelanders had been oppressed for

six centuries by the Danish crown, and were far remóved lrom any place in the British

aristocracy. Thus the argument is that Icelandic nobiliry and'honour must be ascribed

as inheritance from the ancestors, it is the birthright of every Icelandic man or woman.
4.. .1

Further, honour and nobiliry could not be'þined through education oírr.orr.y, they musr

be demonstrated as one lives out on.', Uä:: ti '

Those traits are illustrated in the ,p...hé! in rélation to both'nation and the self; fì'ee-

dom, independence, hardworking, progressive, educated and open io new ideas, thought-

ful and knowledgeable of oneself one's history and one's life, having control of one's own

fìnances, a respect for kinship and home-life, and above all, honour. Yet the speeches also

carry a warning that too much emphasis on independence and freedom can bring about

discord and ignoble behaviour.

Given the undercurrent of resentment.towards the wealthy, especially those who got

rich from the 'Midland Hills', or who (supposeàly) measure everything, including their

cultural heritage in dollars and cents, or r^¡ho took the side of the citizens in the General

Strike, Rev Pétursson could not hold up any men oi -omen as exemplars for nventieth
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century Icelanders to emulate. That no airti.rg.rirtr.d Icelanders are nlentioned not onJy

deflects resentment towards them, it implies that since all have the same ancestral her-

itage each individual is responsible for his or her own lifesryle and achievements. This

effectively negates the idea that one's success in life might be acquired because of prior

economic status, social status, prestige or influence. Following this logic, any failure is the

individual's responsibiliry, his or her own peculiariry and not explainable by social or life

circumstance.

It would appear that every lcelander concerned with establishing the INL had had

some say in the matter, that this had been tmly a collective effort, since many letters

were printed in the paper. Be that as it may, it was'on1y the INL committee of thirry

distinguished lcelanders, primarily from.Winnipeg, who were privy to the INL meetings.

Only a few had access to the pulpit, arìd to writing longer articles or editorials in the

newspaper. The INL became the singular organ for disseminating dominant ideologies

about being lcelandic. Unlike the IOGT and IODE, there were not open gatherings

where INL members could freely associate and argue with other communiry mernbers.

The Voíce of the INL appeared in print, thus INL committee members faced no immediare

rebuttal. The INL could ignore discord within the commutrity by not publishing letters.

-,A.t the same time it commanded that certain behaviour and characteristics be exhibired bv

all Icelanders. Whether it would be successful over the years is another story.
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In the eutumn, articles again began to appear regarding nationalism, and most took up

the emphasis on the lcelandic character. From this emerged a theme that resolved rensions

befiveen being true to one's ethniciry, and being a good Canadian. The reasoning was

that if one was a good lcelander, one had much to oífer Canada, and would therefore be

a good Canadian citizen. This attitude is still prevalent today. ...

Not all Icelanders did agree with the sensibilities of the INL:..There were many
!.

who still worked long hours at menial jobs, whos! children could not afford to finish

high school (the final grades were not free) or.go to universiry and so on. The world
,\,.; ' ï,.

was entering a post-war depression, and times were hard. The lofry ìdeal of the INL

were perhaps less meaningful than continuing the political actioh begun: in the General

Strike. To that end, another collective ,r.tr.rrä -"s unåertaken by another small group of

Icelanders, and that was getting a candidate elected in the civic elecrion.
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t6 The Civic Election

On November 28, 1979, a civic election wâs held, which was Íhe final overt acr of

contestation between the 'citizens', represented in politics by the Citizens' League and

"radical-labour", the supposed stance of the Dorninion Labour Parry. Although both

sides disclaimed affiliation to the leading elements of the General Strike, the Citizens'
è

Committee of 1000 and The Trades and Labour Council, the same persons who had

been active in those bodies were active in the election as candidates or câmpaigners. In

spite of a bitter campaign and reports of 'rowdiness' and heckling by labour supporters,

the lead up to the election was without further disruptive social action. N.rrtertheless the

Citizens were concerned that radical-labour could ták" 
" 

majoriw of the'Wards and the

mayoral position if citizens were apathetic. about voting as in previous elections. Major

Charles Gray did retain his position, beating S.J. Farmerby 3266 votes (a 12 percent

margin). 'Wards 1.,2,3, and 4 voted in thé citizens' candidates, and Wards 5,6, andT

elected labour oartv candidates.
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The Dorninion Labour Parry was formed from an aggregate of unionists, labour and

socialist parties. It had women running in both school trustees and aldermr., poritiorrs. It

headquarters was the Labour Temple. Its plarform was clearly stated, and included

1. the right to organise and freedom of association for all civic employees

2. the reinstatement of all civic employees dismissed during the strike

3. the exemption from taxation for those who owned buildings (not in-
cluding land values) under $3000.00 . ,

The Citizens' League was organised in August; its headquarters in the Board of Trade.

The executive and campaign assistants were business and. professionai -"n who lived in

the "high and middle income areas of the ciry, ø, ,tr. most part in the South End"

(Artibise 1,977: 1,42). ,t women's auxiliary was also formed, but no woman citizen ran

for either aldermanic or school trusty position.. The citizens' campaign focused on the

defeat of 'radical-labour'and the maintenanc.lof the status quo. The Citizens'League

countered the labour ârguments with the following logic:

1. Civic employees already had the right to organise; the righr ro as-

sociation really referred to the right to affiliation with unions in rhe

private sector. This further meant that civic employees would be at rhe

mercy of 'radical-labour'organisation, the O.B.U. (Free Press Nov 13,

14,1919)

2. Exemption from taxation would rhake use of an arbitrary number, and

would be easy to avoid. For example, someone who held several rental
propefiies each under $3000.00 would nor be taxed, while one who
owned a $3500.00 house would be taxed.. The Cidzens' proposed raxes

be levied on income, as they then stood (Free Pràss Nov 20, 1919).

Ë
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Electing 'radical-labour' would immediately diminish the national and

international credit rating of the ciry and her businesses to zero, and
financial and business activities would cease to funcrion (Free Press Nov
20,1g1,g). ' ..

'Radical-labour' was introducing'"class politics" into the fabric of Brit-
ish (Canadian) society. If they were elected, 

'Winnipeg would be dom-
inated by a single class, who were ready and willing io rlse access to
public utilities as a weepon to control the citizens (Free Press Nov. 8,

13,24, 1,9L9).

The citizens, as spoken for by the Free Press , weïe pariic,rlarly concerned about the

voting in Wards 3 and 4. Early on the concerns presumably arose beicause of the numbels

of working class individuals in those areas who had the franchise.'The nervousness about

the 'Ward 4 contest was eased as door-to-door campaigning encountered great supporr

for former mayor F. H. Davidson. Ward 3 was especially problematic, as there were fwo

citizens' candidates who might split the vote, allowing the labour candidate to win the

seat. In mid-November, Fred Hilson dropped out to support Adl. George Fisher. Still,

':"
residents living south of Poftage Ave. were teminded to vote, but a "particular effort was

made to bring out every possible citizen voter ir, ,n. district nonh of Portage Avenue"

by Fisher's campaigners (Free Pr¿ss Nov 25, 191,9). More than any.other candidates,

Fisher's and Davidson's public speeches were reported in the Free Press , and their rhetoric

influenced the paper's own arguments fof the Citizens' League.

The Dominion Labour Parry candidate in 'Ward 3 was an Icelander named Jor J.

Santson, who with his brother Sam Samson had been a policeman for 16 years, until
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the two were dismissed during the General Strike. In 1915, HeímsÞringla published a

biographical sketch of the two, describing them as tall and well-built, n'oble and kind,

honest, reliable and fair. They are noted as being proud to say they were Icelandic, and

had a love of that country. Moreover, they were said to be among the most thoroughly

Icelandic men in'Winnipeg. The article noted that Sam was a prison guard in the ciry,

and that Jón had been the chairman and secretary for the policeman's organisation, The

fwo are well remembered by infonnants today as upstânding policemen.

During the General Strike, Jón was the reprgsentative of the policeman's union ro

the TLC. Although he had been active in labour *orr.à.nÉ within the unions, he had

no other political experience. His polirical career began on August 22, 191,9, when a

"borgarafundu¡"-li¡s1-ally "city meeting", or town hall meeting-was held at Skjaldborg

Church. The purpose of this meeting was to strike a committee to suppori an individual

to run in city politics as The Voice of Icelanders ( Vorölrl,26 Aug. 1919; Heitttskringla,2T

Aug. 1919). The individual wes to run for Ward 3, and for that reeson those officiating

and voting at the meeting had to be residents of 'Ward 3. The meeting was attended by

about 60 men and women, some of whom were from'Ward 4. In fact,the first nominee

for chair of the meeting was A. S. Bardal, who excused himself ,, h. tiu.d in 'Ward 
4.

Several men and women declined to chair the meeting, until Gunnlaugar Johanneson,

a building contractor, who had just arrived 
"rrd 

*", still happily greeting friends, was
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voted to chair the meeting. Fredrik Swanson served as secretary. Gunnlaugar himself had

advertised the meeting, and reminded those in attendance that it \Ã/as necessary for all to

respect the ward boundaries in their vote in order for the proceedings to be valid.

The first speaker was Jón Samson, who advised the assembly on the proper pro-

ceedings of such meetings, as he had been attending similar meetings that week among

English speakers in the ward ( Heímsl<ríngla,27 Aug. 1,919). He himself was a member of

the Dominion Labour Parry, and would run on that plarform. At the Skaldborg nleering,

he was elected to run for candidacy in the Dominion Labour Parry, with the assistance of

Dr. Siggi Jul Jóhannesson, Arngrármur Johnson, Fred Swanson, Sigridur Swanson, Jónas

T. Bergmann, GunnlaugurJóhannsson, and Gunnar Goodmundson. Fred Swanson, Jónas

Bergmann and Gunnlaugar Johannsson were all at one time or another enffepreneurs or

contractors. SiggrJulJóhannesson was a 'workirrg class'lhysician, poet, newspaper editor,

temperance leader and a member of the First Lutheran Church. Fred Swanson had been a

long-time, loyal and active member of the lJnitarian Church. Of the others there is lirtle

information.

These men would be considered petite bourgeoisie according to Marxist terminology,

although perhaps middle class is the best descriptor given the social organisation to be

explored in this chapter. Jón Samson would have been part of the Sta¡e.apparatus in neo-

Marxist terrns, although in the particular forrnation oi th. social relations of production

,.,

ß.
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in Winnipeg during the General Strike he might be considered working class. In looking

for ethnic representation, these men first overlooked religious differences, and second,

turned to the labour perty. This is a particularly interesting move for the Lutherans (and

k..
the church where the meeting was held was after all a First Lutheran affiliate) given

the support of the Lutheran-Liberal- It)gl:erg group for the Citizens' Committee of 1000

during the strike. Moreover, from the ne\Mspaper reports of the meeting, it seems that

the decision to put forth a labour candidate had been a forgone .ori.Í,,rriorr. The presence

of such men as Bardal, and those from other wards, suggests that there was considerable

interest in the meeting, though not necessarily support for the candidate.

Voröld's coverage of the meeting fo..tr.d on portions of Samson's speech to those

present ( Vorölct Aug 26, 1g1,g) . Samson seems to have repeated the platform of the labour

parry as reported elsewhere, specifìcally that working class parties were gaining srrength in

ciry councils, state governance and international unity. He discussed his career with the

ciry police, and their treatment by the ciry duång the strike. He berated lcelanders who

had apparentlyjoined the Special Forces, saying that it was a sorry time when lcelanders

had been lead so far astray as to be prepared to train to take up arns and shoot at sol-

diers who had come home from the war. He went on to say that if elected he would

intelligently and faithfully serve the real needs of the people. He finished by saying the
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workingman's council (TLC) would suppofted him ifhe *., 
"nOornred. 

The article closes

rvithadiscussionoftheformationofthecandidacycommittee.

Later in the campaign, Heímsþringla (Sept 1,9, 1,9L9) published an article of support for

Samson. A reference to the Dominion Labour Party in made, but not emphasised. Its

author, Sigurdur Vilhjamsson spoke to a "Black Spot" in Samson's "karatjer". The black

spot is thatJón Samson was fired from tla-e police force. Vilhjalmsson defends Samson as

being strong and honourable ('drengskapur'), of taking rhe right action due to his own

belief and convicrion. In Heimsl<ringla, the conduct of those lcelandic workers who went

on strike only to work for the Committee of i000 is specifically targeted. It is not that

they are traitors to a cause, but that they were so unthinking as to work in opposition to

their own well-being and the general welfare of all workers. Samsoà, Vilhjamsson argues,

was capable of making the right decisions, a¡d of acting honourably.and could not be

'bought-out' during the strike. The article is written in support of Samson's candidacy,

and in addition to âttesting to his character, argues that although he had been a policeman,

he has not been tainted by the less than upstanding tactics of the city political scene. The

author immediately thereafter refers to Samson's belief in freedom of thE. people of a

nation, perhaps to remind the reader that those involved in the strike were not Bolsheviks

controlled by Moscow. The term socialism does not appear in the article, and this is
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perhaps calculated to the same pu{pose. The afticle closes by discussing the number of

working men in the ward, and that Samson would benefit from their support.

Voröldpublished a longer article (Oct. 7, 1919) insupport of the Labour Party platform

in general. In its discussion ofJón Samson, ethniciry is played up, but equal emphasis is

placed his personal characteristics. The article then instructs the reader to take several

steps to ensure the win of Samson. These include ensuring readers. themselves are on the

voters list, telling others to vote, talking aboutJón's good charactêr (details are supplied),

spending an hour or rçvo a day influencing other through kindly persuasion (italics mine)

to vote forJón, and to be sure to vote. It is interesting that this strategy is at the 'grass roots'

level, just as the IOGT had spread its message. Heírnsleríngla and, Líoglserg drd, not menrion

such tactics.2l On November 25th, Voröld carried further support and informarion on

Labour Parry platform, but no new discussion of Samson.22 Although Voröld always

reminded its readers that Samson was a good Icelander, but that was not its only focus.

Samson's platform is given as synonymous with that of the Labour Parry.

'While Heimskringla gave some coverage ofJón Samson, as discussed above, it would

on Nov. 19, 191,9 issue an editorial cautioning against the Labour Party. The first half

of the article egrees with the labour platform; that labour parties can and do participate

2llnterestingly enough, tine Free Press reported in the weeks before the election that many ward 3 voters
were not on the electors lists. It later gave instruction on how to ensure one was on the voten iist.

22This article is not available for translation.
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in all levels of politics, and that civic workers should have the right to assembly and so

on. It then reminds the reader of the dangerous lack of public utilities during the strike,

and points out that many of those forming the labour party were heavily involved in the

Strike Committee. It closes by saying that no good can come from these men being in

power. On November 26, Heímsleringld encouraged its readers to go out and vote, and

gives short biographies of all candidates running in the ciry.

Lt;gberg makes no mention ofJon Samson in its coverage of the election, not even in

the voting results. Nor does it explicit discuss the many speeches of the ward 3 and 4

Citizens' League candidates, except to run their advertisements on Nov 20. Rather, on

Nov. 27, rhe Lögberg editorial attacks the position of "vêrkamannafélagsheildin" the term

the paper used in the summer to reGr to the Trades and Labour Council. The article

argues against the Labour Parry platform, discussing the problems of the taxation policy

at length. A second contention is the danger of allowing the diligent civic employees to

fall under the command of the TLC'it also disccssgs the dangers of letting the TLC run

the city, when the organisation is willing to use tÈe public utilitieS,ås a weapon against the

citizens. There is nothing particularly new in the article, rather it seems to summarise the

arguments made by Free Press editorials in previous months.

a-4
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The Icelandic newspaper coverage is as to be expected given the historic political

stance of the each paper, and its editors at the time. The election becomes more interesting

though when the speeches of the British Citizens' League candidates are reviewed.

Jón Samson's opponent in Ward 3, George Fishei, emphasised the danger of electing

a labour majority which would result in one class only running the city. After all, he

argued, the Citizens' League represented all classes. Other dangers played up by Fisher

fr.
were the threat to the city's credit, and the potential ruin of the school system. The labour

paffy was once again painted as radical-labour, and the problems incurred by the strike

reviewed. Newspaper reports do not discuss anything that Fisher may have promised to

do for the citizenry, but did link him t'o Mr Davidson in Ward 4.

a.'..

In spite of the Free Press and Citizeni'' L.rg,te'r accusation that 'radical-labour' was

trying to turn the election into a class war in ord., to create a class autocracy (Free Press

Nov 24, 1979), ex-mayor Davidson played the class card. He set.up his argument by

talking about his career first as a joumeyman, then a contractor before entering politics.

He argued his track record in politics produced ample evidence of his sympathy and

actions on behalf of 'sane labour',. But he felt that 'radical-labour' was prepared to deal

unfairly with other elements of sociery if elected. He argued "'W'e are a buffer between

;

the rwo-labour and capital. it is time for the middle class to assert itself ' (Free Pr¿ss Nov

24, 1,91,9). FIe went on to claim that his five years as alderman and rwo as mayor gave
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him the experience to deal more effectively with the Shoal Lake.Aqueduct issue, the ciry's

financial position, and the issue of taxation.

On Nov. 25th, the Citizens' League ran a special bulletin in the Free Press which

included an article of the injured innocent bystander in the General Strike--the salaried

man. Four testimonials of the inconveniences suffered by those non-unionised citizens

such as the 'book-keepers, the salesman, the shoe, hardware and grocery clerk', were

presented. Three of the four interviewees lived in'Ward 3. The sole cause of the troubles

of the 'man in the middle' was argued to be the actions of 'radical-labour'.

In a ciry that had been so long polarised by labour-capitalist conflict-after all there
..¡q ..

had been 60 strikes in the past decad+.-as well as the geographic and ethnic divide, those

I
who were not protagonists in the conflict were finally given a name: .the middle class.

And this middle class moreover had a role to play in city politics. Following the defining

of the middle class role, the Free Press encouraged the residents of 'Ward 3 living south of

Portage rke. to expand their "community clubs and other civic institutions" to include

those north of Portage Ave and Notre Dame Ave, in order to bring these people into the

citizenry of Winnipeg (Free Press Nov 26, 1919).

The relationship between Davidson and the distinguished Icelanders of Ward 4 is not

known. However, for Icelandic professionals and entrepreneurs, this alternate perceptiorl

of themselves was one that married Ip fittingly with the form of ethniciry they were

!v
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trying to promote through the IOGT, IODE and more recently, the INL. The message

would have been heard equally by residenrs of both Wards 3 and 4.

In'Ward 4, however, Davidson beat Flye, the labour candidate by only 602 votes.

'Ward 4 stretched along the south side of the CPR railyards, from Point Douglas to

'Weston. At all polls, except Fire Station No 1, Flye either suqpassed Davidson, or lost by

ì.
a slim margin. At Fire Stacion No L, Daviåson received 601 votes to Flye's 80. Fire Station

No 1 is located just north of Notre Dame near Nena,/Silerbrooke-in the epicentre of

well-to-do Icelanders, and judging from housing values, the wealthy families of other

ethnic groups as well. How the Bardals, Eggertsons and Olaßons voted cânnot be known,

but it is unlikely that they suddenly switched allegiances from their church, newspaper

and traditional political party to â group they opposed during the General Strike a few

months earlier. This vote is in keeping with the middle-class values expressed in the aims

of the INL ten months earlier-

The election results in Ward 3 show that Jón S"-ron was crushingly defeated, re-

ceiving 2579 votesto Fisher's 571,9, f difference of 3140 votes. However, he did receive

more votes than there were Icelanders in the ward, and at the polling station at Principal

Sparling School (attended by many Icelandic ch-ildren) he marginally won over Fisher.

There was, evidently, a labour favouring.ornpo'oËrrr.tq the'Ward 3 area, and some of
\.

that would have been lcelandic. Mr. Samson would soon join the Manitoba Provincial
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Police, and then the RCMP. As no mention is made in the histories before the election,

it seems his candidacy vaulted him into the ranks of distinguished lcelanders. He would

be the longest serving president of the islendingadagurinn Commitree.

It is obvious that some factions among the Western Icelandic corirmuniry supported a

working class ethnic. Moreover, they knew labour relations well enough to understand

that 'radical-labour' wes not es the 'citizens' presented it. Thus, just as th.r. *.r. thor.

considered distinguished Icelanders, there was a group ofpeople who supported the labour

movement. And sometimes those þersons were one and the same.

In the following and fìnal chapter, atritudes towards wealth, the General Strike, the

INL and the election will be analysed in greater detail.
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17 Consciousness for Cornmunity

Somerime berween 1916-7920, 'Western lcelanders, men'and women then considered

'distinguished' Icelanders, came together to make a consistent, and eventually successful

move for a large scale committee that would unite and represent people of Icelandic

descent throughout North America. The goals of this committee were the maintenance of

the language, the elevafion of the status of its'culture, and increased economic prospects.

While being consistent with middle class goals, these ideas are not dissimilar to those

of nation building. These men and women were seeking to develop among Western

Icelanders consciousness for community.

There is no doubt that consciousness of community had existed for many years pre-

viously. The desire to maintain contact through the newspapers, t.o socialise at the IOGT

hall, and argue at the Wevel Cafe are all testimony that Icelançlers enjoyed a sense of

fellowship. Icelandic businesses catered to both Icelandic and non-lcelandic custorrìers
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but serwed as a marker of the Icelandic presence as

neighbourhood.

!:
G:.

one the few ethnic groups in the

Almost from their arrival in New Iceland until after 1910, Western Icelanders were

especially united through the churches. This wguld be appropriate to the sociery they had

left behind. Iceland was barely a state, and as Althusser argues the religious elite are the

disseminators of the dominant ideology in European pre-stâte so.i.ry." ln Canada, not only
'1..

did the pastors retain that power, but tliê churches were often the main meering places

for all communiry affairs. The early pastors, while not opposing Canadian ideologies,

struggled long and hard for the maintenance of Icelandic culture. They established a

model of an Icelandic communiry leader's persona in their arguments and long term efforts

at building loyal congregations. Although they actually shared go4ls for the maintenance

of culrure, their arguments threatened to split the communiry: fheyþay'hru" b""rt
ï/1

conscious of their ethniciry, but did not seem interested in building a single united group.

The economic plight of new immigrants helped keep ethnic group membeis together,

as well. It seems that most residents .näi. to live in the West End, but needed financial

assistance to pay for their own accommodations. Here the boarders-other lcelanders-

brought in extra income to the household. This appears to be a reinstitution of the

farmstead domestic group in lceland. But it should be remembered that those working
,.

conditions, and specifically the dependence of the bðarder on the. householder, were to
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be left behind in Iceland, according to the new,i{eology set forth by Rev. B¡arnason

which emphasised economic independence. That Icelanders movèd to the'West End may

have had nuch to do with the econonics of their own buildins industrr¿ as it did with

accumulated wealth within the group.

The ethnic economic enclave-the building industry and real estate business:-sèemed

to benefit many. While a very few became quilq wealthy, many others may have made

a better earning than they would have workinþ Qr non-Icelandic employers. In addi-

tion, it seems that the contract labour practises gave workers-even labourers-a sense of

independence from their employers, and a better earning potential. The economic en-

clave was a benefit to the maintenance to lcelanders in other ways. While skilled workers

trained newer immigrants and unskilled workers,.they would have also attempted to in-

culcated Icelandic values in their trainees. That Icelandic men earned reputation for being
t'ii

hard working and sober that was likely true, and no doubt learned aq the job-site. On the

other hand, the language on the job-site wàs frequently icelandic, so migrant Icelanders

were not pârticularly well suited to working for other ethnic gïoups. Therefore, Icelandic

bosses were not in comoetition with the British contractors for Icelandic workers. The
-l

training practises provided a partially closed source of labour and employn-r.enf. Finally,

the ethnic enclave was e source of economic stratification that was so evident in the

differences of housing and the necessity for.some of taking in boarders.
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Thus the ethnic economic enclave *r, ,."[y'd.+.loplng and reproducing the Ice]andic

social relations of production-not workers for the general 'Winnipeg work force. Those

who were being trained not only learned the trade, but social pracrises ai well. But they

were not likely learning English. ffr. ,r"¡.¿ moral status of the iOGT Hrii 
"rr.nu, 

,h.

-Wevel 
Cafe conversations and the atmosphere of the pool hall, belie differences in be-

haviour that would be commonly associated with class. The IOGT Hall primarily was a

niddle class endeavour, but that it opened its doors to all members of the communiry was

not a contradiction to its main function. The betterment of the lower classes -", ,r.ry

much a mainstream British-C anadianendeavour. This sam¿ sense of duty is reflected in

the IODE. The pool hall, with its drinking and occasionai brawls was a working man's

place of association. That its proprietor was a distinguished lcelander, albeit a socialist one

speaks to the incomplete separation of classes within the communiry.

The churches, IOGT, IODE and Icelandic work sites can all be considered Ideological

Apparatus. They inculcated ideas of correct moral beließ and actions among lcelanders.

Some of these ideals may have been closer to Crrrrdìgn ideals than L{rose of lceland, such

as volunteering to go to \À/ar. Others,"such as the reverence for Vikings, are'Western

Icelandic invented traditions. Thus civil sociery within the ethnic group expounded a

dominant ideology that was very much a hybrid of Canadian, 'Western Icelandic, and

Icelandic ideals.
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Finally, the IOGT and IODE gave rise to the social position within the conimuniry of

the secular leader. F{ere we find the inculcarion of cultuial practises and ideologiep which

serve the communiry as a whole. As the secular leaders were also some of the business

elite, better behaviour served their needs as discussed above. But most importantly, it is

these leaders, who may have acted as wrathful warriors to originally gain their positions,

coming together in the INL to creâte conscious for communiry. To do this, they had to

somehow override the increasing socio-economic divisions in the communiry-divisions

that were exacerbated by the debate befween SiggrJul andJ. J. Bildfell, and the post strike

election.

During the 'Winnipeg General Strike, rwo groups in the Winnipeg populace actually

became class formations; the ïorking class and the bourgeoisie. Some members of the

middle class did choose ,l¿.r, .rrfr"n.irrg ,tr. numbers in each camp. As the aforemen-

tioned Heimskringlø editorial noted, the event was,so widespread and emotionally charged

that individuals felt it their dury to take sides. Icelanders of different levels pursued a

variery of socio-economic related strategiesand actions.

Informants argue that there was little conflict betvveen Icelanders during the General

Strike. The inactivit:¡ may in part be due to the socialist rhetoric-used by the British-

Canadian labour leaders. Their brand of socialism drew distinctions berr,veen capitalists

and workers. Very few men in the Icelandic communiry could really be deicribed as
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capitalists, and those who had had that kiná of financial and physical capital, and controlled

labour did not keep that power beyond W-WI. The rwo weálthiest capitàlists, Thorsteinn

Oddsson and Arni Eggertson were both described as 'friends to the poorl.' Moreover,

they were not the employers of all workers in the economic enclave. Many of those

actually doing the building did not fall neatly into the câtegory of wage labourers, or the

proletariat. Some workers and their employees occupied contradictory class positions, as

semi-autonomous employees or small employers. Thus, the British Canadian socialism

did not speak to all workers in the enclave. . :

..

Outside the enclave, Icelanders working for giitiSh employers. Some did have gnev-

ances with capitalists, as expressed by the strike of garment workers and the organisation

of a union of Eaton's retail clerks. Thus there was real conflict involvingrlcelanders and

their employers; but the employers were not part of the ethnic group.

Thus the reported lack of conflict among lcelanders, in spite of differences in socio-

economic status, makes sense. The iniddle class or upper levels of Icelandic sociery were

not in direct contect through the social relations of production with thosê who were

workers. As the strike focused specifically on the rights to collective bargaining and better

wages, the conflict was not between Icelandic workers and employers.,

Nevertheless, the situation in thef-ciry must heve highlighted the differences in eco-

nomic status within each of the rwo Icel.andic religio-political groupl. Heimsleringla and
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Liogberghad a difÍìcult line to walk, as neither supported the labour movement whole-

heartedly, and their readership included everyone from labourers to the middle class and

the very wealthy. k)gberg supported an upper class reading of the situation, but unlike

the Anglophone papers, did not consider the strike a Bolshevik uprising. It also avoided

any discussion of the work being done by the Committee of 1000. Heirnsleringla began

by pointing out the inflammatory rhetoric, and carefully avoiding it itself. Among other

things, it suggested a better way to deal with labour issrres was through greater political

action. Both papers' editorials attempted to present moderate arguments that the strike

was not an appropriâte strategy

The civic election continued what the Winnipeg General Strike brought into focus-

class differences. That some distinguished Icelanders should take up the .cause of labour

in the civic election is not surprising - those involved had stated their positions clearly

in arricles written before the strike and published tn Voröld. Heimsþringla also supported

the involvement of labour in politics. Jón Samson, the Dominiorì Labour Parry candidate

was known as an upstanding individual among the Icelqn¿ic population. The TLC would

have likely seen these qualities as well, but he was good choice for a candidate for other

reasons: he was 'ethnic', but from a ,espLcted group of foreigners, and he had no political

record, and therefore would not be perceived as 'radical-labour' supporter.
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However, the location within the social relations of production of rrrany in the'West

End, their class status, included the pêtry bourgêoisie; the professional, the small enffe-

preneur, the white collared, salaried employee and those with contradictory class positions

of the semi-autonomous employee and small employer. The strike had little resonance

for this class. In fact the middle class did not get noriced until the civic election when

ex-meyor Davidson specifìcally called for its pafticipation in the betterment of ciry soci-

ery by forming a bridge berween the ehtË: and workers. The bourgeoisie also found a use

for the middle class, when it could point to the 'salaried worker' å, th. innocent victirn

of 'radical-labour'. Most residents of Ward 3, or the West End, w'ere middle class, and

indeed most of the 'innocent' victims described ln,the papers were fr'om that Ward.

But the formation of the labouriampaign and the INL with their moïe apparenr

class-based ideologies were not created suí generís. Both projectg. originated from the

social concerns of distinguished lcelanders. Further, the origin of the different levels of

Icelandic sociery and their increasing distance can be rraced over the previous decade. It

would be inaccurate to say that class differences existed but were disguised, as informants

talk of 'different levels' of 
'Western 

icelanders. Rather the differences are best described as

carefully avoided in social intercou$e by both the distinguished Icelanders and the wage

labourers and'not-so-learned'.
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The incessant recurrence of certain names, noted as distinguished lcelanders, who

work together but were often at odds, suggests that these individuals acted asl a fairly

exclusive cohort within 'Western Icelandic sociery. Despite the acrirnony of the dispute

betweenJ.J. Bildfell and SiggrJul in the newspapers over the summer and fall of 1918,

they still worked together in the Icelandic Lutheran Synod, and later the INL. The two

IOGT Lodges, Skuld and Hekla also worked together on projects,'

Several factois hid, disguised and obscured real socio-economib differences in the

'Western lcelandic communiry in the decade before the General Strike. These include

general selÊperceptions about the Icelandic nature, the prevalence of other factions, the

means of dissenrinating ideologies, as well as extemal ideologies from the dominant cul-

ture.

First, Ragnar Gislason's comments abopt the social ,.".tion to the General Strike

should be revisited. As he.was the 16 year-old son of Hjalmar Gislason and helped his

father in the newspaper business, he would have had privileged access to âny group that

took up the labour side, or debated the anti-labour side with his,father. His obr"rrr"rion,
F.

can be assumed to be an accurate descrþtion of community perceptions. Gislason said he

could not specifiT that there was a class that was pro- o, anti labour, and that most people
..i.

were 'quite rapid in defence of their own political outlook'. If this statement is considered

against prevailing ethnic ideologies a bias can be detected. The Lutheran Church had laid
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heavy emphasis on independence. The INL stressed that Icelanders should strive to em-
:

body all that is lcelandic, and reiterated the importance of independence. Those who

bought into this rhetoric would be unlikely to diagnose groups of people who shared

similar views as being a faction in sociery. Political views would be considered personal

expressions of opinion. Icelanders would have been,less likely to perceive the existence

of factions which had roots in economic or social condition. TÈus the' ideolosical em-

phasis on independence obscures the real commonaliri., U.*..n Icelanders. l, *o.rf¿

likely appear, as Gislason claims, that "political sentiments came from all levels of the

communiry". After all Siggi Jul and Hjalmar Gislason iwere emong the distinguished
a

r,
Icelanders. But Ragnar's statement belies the existence of socio-economic stratification

when he speaks of 'all levels' of the communiry, as well as the contradictory perception

that political opinion was an individual thing.
,,

Social organisation and the factions among Icelanders diverte{ attention from diÊ

ferences in status bewveen the distinguished Icelanders and other'lcelanders. The most

'''
commonly referre'd to cleavage is the divide benveen the Lögberg-Lutheran-Sku1d-Liberal

supporters, and the Heimsleringla-L)nitanan (Tabernacle)HeklaConserwative group. Each

camp had members of 'all levels' of lcÕfa4ders, from the labourer to the wealthiest and

best educated. My research found that mosi of the richest families attended First Lutheran

Church. It has been said that th' Ur¡*|rþrí'ngla grorp, and more specifically the (Jnitarian
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and Tabernacle congregation contained many tradesmen. That may bè the case, but it

also had wealthy lawyers and entrepreneurs, and the lJnitarian Reverend. was a partner

in a bank. Thus the religio-political split is not an indicator of class alignments as sug-

;-,r . .

gested by Kristjansson. It is instead an indication of the alignments of common folk with

certain of the distinguished Icelanders..,These conimuniry divisions supposedly reflected

profound differences berween individual distinguished Icelanders and their followers over

communiry issues, when in fact they were closer to patron-client allegiances related to

employment and financial issues.

No doubt the argumentation berlveen church ministers, and later other prominent

Icelanders created a spectacle and entertainment, and kept the onlookers interested in

the intrigues of the ethnic communify. It probably also created alliances between distin-

guished Icelanders and other communiry members such that there appèãred to be com-

peting interest gïoups, not unlike the Jónsmenn and Pállsmenn in New lceland. But
:'

what gives the lie to these supposed divisions befween distinguished Icelanders is the fre-

quency with which they worked together orr'"oÀ-rrniry projects, such as the building

of the IOGT Hall, and later the INL. But the loyalry of the 'common people' to indi-

vidual leaders in the the religio-political split diverted attention from the socio-economic

differences befween themselves and the cohort of community leaders.
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The method by which cultural and ideological mêssages were

much to hide the combined influence of the distinguished lcelanders. For example, the

ideological apparatus to disseminate the ternperance message was a secret sociery. One

could join, take the pledge and pass a series of tests to gain status in the organisation. But

anyone could attend the social events. The message of temperance iùas cor|eyed at these,

and in informal environments such as the Wevel Galè. In these spaces, temperance advoc-

ates engaged people in direct conversation. As argumentation was an accepted means of

discourse, the question of drinking couldagain be cast as personal opinion. Those arguing

for temperance must have been convincing. Even if they did not change the particular

opponent's view, they may have in-fluenced those within ear shot.,,*ntt. the process of

hegemony is usually used to describe the relations berween states or.tårr.r, the argument-

ative process can be thought of as a micro-scale hegemonic nranoeuvre. fn. ternperance

movement as a whole was effective, and it was not-thç only area of argumentation; there

are repofis about arguments regarding conscription, politics, whether donations should be

accepted for certain projects and many other subjects.

.

There is still another area where close personaf relations disguised power relations. In

both the home and the work site, the relationship between the n-ôusehold and boarder,

and boss and employees, appears to be one of paternal benevolence.'But appeals for good

behaviour could always be backed up with eviction or firing. Even relations berween

disserninated also did
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landlord and house renting tenant proura"a a measure of power for the four or five

rnen who had extensive real estate holding anà'rental properties. Thus milcl forms of

dominance had developed benveen the Well-to-do Icelanders and the not so fortunate.

However, it was not only the distinguished Icelanders whose clàss position was hidden.

The existence of the working class was not appârent for several reaSons. The first is the
I

connection of the .fr,rr.fr congregations and newspapers with support fo¡ the national

political parties. If many'Western Icelanders did take an interest in politics, and foliowed

the Conservatives and Liberals, they would be enmeshed in the national and'provincial

dorninant culture ideology which denied the importance of class as a social an'd political

construct. These pafties did not ignored the working population;.they in fact courted the

labour vote. The Manitoba Liberal party had been on good t.r-, with the TLC until

1917-1.8. Moreover, it was the Icelandic Liberal Thos. Totr.rron who initiated the Fair

'Wages Act in 1.91.6. For this reason, Icelanders, perhaps more than other ethnic group, had

reason to believe that the so-called classless politics of the national parties was acceptable,

a

and reflected the needs of all levels of socio-economic status. It follows from this that

there was no need to make occuparional differenðes political, and thus class-based. This

comes very close to being straight forward false.consciousness.

Finally, the prevailing national and provincial politics enhanced the iollective bonds of

'race',as did the popular press and social work. The division of sociery based on race wâs

.:
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hegemonic. 'Races' were accepted as real and important categories by British Canadians,

{..
French Canadians and other ethnic groups. A\ thé distinguished Icelanders in particular

enhanced the social image of the goup, and presented that veneer of middle classness,

it would have been in the best interest of others, including those 'prosperous labourers'

to maintain a sense of fraterniry with members of all levels of Western Icelándic socrety.

After all, the nationalist rhetoric argued, rvere not all Icelanders of noble and honourable

descent, as mirrored in the genealogy charts?

Although it was based on the best science of the day, and therefore we might call it a

justified belief, the ideology of race and the great chain ofbeing is a prime example of false

consciousness. It was one that the best educated Icelanders believed, and convey to all

Icelanders. The rhetoric at the Icelandic Festivals seemed even to elevate lcelanders above

the British, by using criteria similar to that of leafnedBritons. The hardiness of the race

of Norsemen and the high artistry of their literature was offered as proof of the Icelandic

race's superioriry. At this point, Icelanders seemed.to be vying for the top position of the

Great Chain of Beins. t..

Hegemony was also at play among Icelanders. Argrrrmentation made it appear that

tnembers of all levels of the communiry had a voice, or say, in matters. Flowever,

those actively participating in the higher ranks of the voluntary'àssociation made rhe

decisions and took action. Thus the process of hegemony--specifically the acceptance of
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argumentâtion-disguised d.ifferences in po\Mer relations in the .ã*mrrrriry for 'all levels'

of socio-economic status.

The INL continues to be the largest Icelandic 
'organisation 

on this continent, with

clubs throughout Canada and the United States. Annual internationals conventions are

held, where information on upcoming lectures, visits from Icelandic scholars and dig-

nitaries, musicians, and other artists is exchanged. Plañs for the co-ordination of charter
a'

flights to lceland, student and teacher exchanges, writing workshqps in lceland and other

'ethnic' activities are discussed. But what was the reason for starting an ethnic organisation

':
in a time of nativism, when icelanders could havé surely avoided a negative stereoryping

and treatnent by embracing assimilationist moves on the part of their British Canadian

middle class neighbours?

Men like Bildfell did not suppose an elevated social status would be based on their

having wealth. Rather they could argue that wealth made the most vital contriburion

to the Icelandic communiry, since if dispersed appropriately it ameliorated the conditions

of all lcelanders. It was not to be hoarded like the Rhine Gold.. The proper Icelandic

use of wealth was for the building of.churches and communiry halls, and the support

of comnuniry reform and chariry .*ru. Icelandic use of wealth differed from that

of the British Canadian elite, who delayed the development of an inexpensive hydro-

electric system and running water for decades, subjecting the city population to squalid
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living conditions and ryphoid. The Icelandic acquisition and use

community, not merely the class.

Thus the mechanisms that hid socio-e.orro*r. differences, and eventually class diÊ

ferences appeared early on in communiry discourse. That they would function to hide

class was not a pre-planned political move on the part of those who had gained influence

through their community involvement. Those who gained power,.anðl espoused the in-

herent nobiliry of all Icelanders, probably believed it. Eager to forrn a nationel group they

probably also thought it a personal duty to improve the character of those individuals who

did not live up to the birthright that came with Icelandic idenrity or ethrìiciry.

Thus it would seem that ethniciry can be a means of resisting both economic and

ideological oppression from the larger society. Bpt ,t the same time, ethnicity seems

to employ the same rhetoric and strategi:s as the nation-state to gnite its members, and

deflect issues of class difference. False .orrr.io.,rrress was found among lcelanders, even

those intellectuals who succeeded in arguing that their culture was as gr.rt 
"r 

the dominant
,..

culture. Hegemony was found to be at work, disguised as the camaraderie of debate.

-Weak 
forms of domination could come into plav as socio-economic differences increased.

And lastly, outright class distinctions evident in.coexisting occupation, economic sta[us,

social status and ideology were not seen, in spite of being in piain sight. .'

OI

r.

Drestise served the
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18 Epilogue: The Falcons

The story of the 'Western Icelandic amateur hockey team, the Falcons, indicates that

Icelanders were shut out of British Canadian society, not because of inadequacy, but eth-

nicity. There were amateur sports and athletic clubs among icelanders from the start, and

hockey had been played competitively since 1896. As British Canadian sociery excluded

'foreigners' the religious/political facii$ning in the Icelandic community was fortuitous,

as it provided for two teams in most sports. The members of the Icelandic hockey reams,

The Vikings were recruited from the Tabemacle congregation, and the FaLcons, from

the First Lutheran church. The Winnipeg teâms also played against rural Icelandic teams

from time to rime, as well as in the Winnipeg junior ranks. The Winnipeg senior ranks

were comprised of only three hockey teams, all ofBritish Canadian players. Although the

Icelandic teams excelled in the lower ranks, it is said.they were denied access to the senior
Ì

rank because they were lcelandic. In 1920, a single team was formed, called the Falcons.

.,'.," 
-"

''.:
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This team was allowed a place in the senior league ¡n i'gZO, ançt joined in the cornpetition

to represent Canada at the Olympics in Antwerp \920
,.. ..t't . 

-

As will be discussed shortly, the Falcons' oriSt11,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1 excl.t'sion from the Senior League

was not likely based on ability. That they were included in the 1920 såson m¿y have had

more to do with the post-General Strike class and ethnic politics, and the outcome of the

1.91.9 civtc election. As discussed in relation to the election, the Anglophone newspapers

and the Citizens' League encouraged the ward iesidents south of Portage A,ren,re to

extent their community clubs to include residents north of eorrrg. Ave. Thepurpose of

this was to bring members of the northerrl areas into the middle class fold, and out of the

ideological reaches of the labour movement.

The Falcons did not expect to go to the Olympics. First, they had to beat our rhe

Winnipeg Senior League teams. In the fìrst games against the title holders, the Falcons

scored a total of 15 to the opponents 1 goal. Thc Falcons proceeded to Toronto, where

they again \Mon the series, with a total of 11 to 5 goals. This made them the Canadian

representatives, but according to legend; they did not have the travel fare, enough changes

of clothing, or enough uniforms. The Toronto hockey teams donated the required gear.

In Anrweqp, the Falcons played a total of 3 games. They scored a total of 29 points, but

only gave up 1 goal to the opposing teams (Lindal 1967: 235-241).
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'W'hen interviewed bv a FreePr¿r, ,eporter afterwards about.the team's attitude oíf the

ice, Konnie Johannesson the team captain replied,. "The atmosphere was excellent. -We

were one team on and off the ice. t".:lç dressing room it was quiet, no loud talking."

Lindal interprets this last comment to mean that there was no drinking in the dressing

room (1.967:239). These men were not noted -.-b"r, of the tenperance unions, and

five of the seven had been away at war during much of prohibition, where they were

allowed to drink. It seems the IOGT had a lonE reach.

Upon returning to Winnipeg, the iOOE put on a large celebratory dinner and dance

for the team, and gave each player a gold *rr.fr. Across the country editorial pages in

newspepers praised the team. The Globe and M.ail commented that "The winning team

plays exceeding fast and very clean hockey and undoubtedly gave full credit to Canadian

sportsmanship" (in Lindal 1967: 240). ,ts international sporting events are an important

aspect in the construction of narionalism, it would seem that the Icelandic men had done

their bit in this endeavour for Canada
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